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Stalinism and the punitive system of the Gulag left an indelible stamp on the 
entire social matrix of Russia. Because of the multidimensional and multigenerational 
nature of the trauma of Stalinism, Russian society retains the label of a traumatized 
culture. This dissertation explores the significance of this phenomenon for contemporary 
Christian mission in Russia. 
The narratives of Varlam T. Shalamov's Kolymskie rasskazy provided an 
empirical (based on sensory evidence) inquiry into the reality of enormous sufferings 
experienced by the inmates of the Kolyma Gulag. Holy Scripture, on the other hand, 
provided the theological (faith-based) inquiry into the causes and implications of those 
sufferings. This study demonstrates that the traumatic microcosm of Shalamov's 
characters belongs to the larger cultural world—namely, the macrocosm of everyday 
Stalinism. 
A biblical-theological assessment of Stalinism reveals that once a totalitarian 
system of pseudo-religious theocracy was established, the result was a culture 
demoniacally infected by the worldview of Marxism-Leninism. Being not just a 
sociopolitical system, but a state of mind, Stalinism resulted in legitimization and 
institutionalization of a culture of lawlessness and death. 
The method of socio-textual interaction, utilized throughout this study, set forth a 
certain conception of Christian mission based on the commitment to liberation, healing, 
and transformation as envisioned in the Nazareth Manifesto of Jesus (Luke 4:16-21). At 
the heart of this approach to mission lies the Lukan imagery of a God who has 
compassion on "the poor" (the traumatized), who enters their dysfunctional oikos, casts 
out its demons, and calls humans to join Familia Dei. 
The following three missiological strategies should be considered essential to the 
reality of post-Soviet society. First, the profoundly countercultural power of the worship 
service needs to be channeled toward healing the worshippers. Second, just as Jesus 
chose the family/household as both the social structure and spatial location for His 
ministry, so too the contemporary church-in-culture must consider this approach as her 
modus operandi. Finally, political participation suitable to the healing ministry of the 
Russian Christian community should be understood in terms of both creating an 
externally focused self-awareness and practical involvement in the life of the polis. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Preface 
Varlam Tikhonovich Shalamov (1907-1982), a Gulag1 survivor,2 a unique and, 
regrettably, underappreciated twentieth-century Russian author in the field of camp 
literature,3 asserts that "the camp theme is an immense theme in which can be easily 
"The word "Gulag" is an acronym, meaning Glavnoe Upravlenie Lager-ei, or Chief Camp 
Administration which was part of NKVD (People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs). 
Additionally, it designates the entire system of Soviet slave labor itself, in all its forms and 
varieties that produced the whole conglomerate of camps: labor camps, punishment camps, 
criminal and political camps, women's camps, children's camps, and transit camps. See Anne 
Applebaum, Gulag: A History (New York: Anchor Books, 2003), xv, xvi. 
2The first time Varlam Shalamov was arrested on February 19, 1929, for his participation 
in underground publication and distribution of Lenin's so-called testament (zaveshchanie). In this 
document the leader of the Russian Revolution gave negative characteristics to Stalin and other 
top leaders of the Bolshevik Party. As a result of this arrest, Shalamov was convicted and 
sentenced to three years of forced labor to be served in Vishera (Northern Urals) concentration 
camps. See Varlam T. Shalamov, Co6panue commemiu e nemwpex moMax (Collected works in 
four volumes), comp. Irina P. Sirotinskaia (Moscow: "Khudozhestvennaia literatura," "Vagrius," 
1998), 4:151,182. 
Apropos of his second arrest, there were a number of circumstances that led to this tragic 
event. As Laura Kline explains, "in an attempt to avoid future repression, and in response to the 
1936 Trotskyist show trials, on September 6,1936 Salamov wrote a letter to the head of the 
Secret Political Division of the OGPU, Mol5anov, renouncing his former Trotskyist convictions. 
He did this at the behest of his wife's family, including his brother-in-law Boris Ignat'jeviC Gudz, 
a member of the NKVD who took it upon himself to advise his family members on how best to 
remain politically irreproachable." These precautions, however, did not save Shalamov from 
being arrested on the night of January 11-12, 1937. On the second of June he was sentenced to 
five years of corrective labor to be served in Kolyma camps "without the right to correspond." 
Laura A. Kline, '"Novaja proza': Varlam Salamov's Kolymskie rasskazy" (Ph.D. diss., Michigan 
State University, 1998), 68 and 74 respectively. For a biography of Shalamov see Appendix, pp. 
269-74. 
3In his afterword to The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn says that he had 
suggested to Varlam Shalamov that he become a coauthor of the book, but he declined. Also, in 
1 
accommodated five such writers as Leo Tolstoy and a hundred such writers as 
Solzhenitsyn."4 The immensity of the reality of Stalinism manifested itself above all in 
mass dying and killing in the network of Soviet concentration camps. In fact, the very 
nature of Stalinism cannot be comprehended without addressing the punitive heritage of 
the Gulag and Dal'stroi (The Far East Trust) as its "cornerstone."5 Stalinism not only 
affected the camp survivors, but left its indelible stamp on the Soviet social matrix as a 
whole. The Stalinist Gulag provided a "framework in which the tendencies that were at 
work in the society as a whole reached their grim perfection."6 The multidimensional and 
multigenerational trauma that was experienced by the entire Soviet population under 
duress of communism had been too frequent, too severe, too long-standing, and too 
institutionalized, which is why Russian society will never be the same and for decades 
to come it will retain the label of a traumatized culture. What is the significance of all of 
this for contemporary Christian mission in Russia? 
the short preface to the second volume of his work on the Soviet Gulag, Solzhenitsyn admits: "In 
the Kolyma Stories [by V. Shalamov] the reader will perhaps feel more truly and surely the 
pitilessness of the spirit of the Archipelago and the limits of human despair." Aleksandr I. 
Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago 1918-1956: An Experiment in Literary Investigation, trans. 
Thomas P. Whitney (Parts 1-4) and Harry Willetts (5-7), 3 vols. (New York: Harper & Row, 
1973-74, 1976), 3:526 and 2:7. 
Varlam Shalamov, Hoean KHUZCI. BocnoMunanuH, 3anucubie KHUOKKU, nepenucxa, 
cnedcmeeHHbie dena (New book: Memoirs, notebooks, correspondence, trials), comp. Irina P. 
Sirotinskaia (Moscow: Eksmo, 2004), 918. Henceforth, this source will be designated as NB. 
5David J. Nordlander, "Capital of the Gulag: Magadan in the Early Stalin Era, 1929-
1941" (Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina, 1997), 317, 307. 
6Leona Toker, "Varlam Shalamov's Kolyma," in Between Heaven and Hell, ed. G. 
Diment and Y. Slezkine (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1993), 154. 
7Jacob D. Lindy and Robert J. Lifton, eds., Beyond Invisible Walls: The Psychological 
Legacy of Soviet Trauma, East European Therapists and Their Patients (Lillington, NC: Edwards 
Brothers, 2001), 229. 
8Marten W. deVries, "Trauma in Cultural Perspective," in Traumatic Stress: The Effects 
of Overwhelming Experience on Mind, Body, and Society, ed. Bessel A. van der Kolk et al. (New 
York: Guildford Press, 1996), 401. 
2 
Background to the Problem 
Christian mission springs from the very nature of the triune God (John 20:21-22; 
Luke 3:21-22).9 God is intimately connected with His creation and seeks its ultimate 
transformation according to the primeval plan.10 When the "Word became flesh" (John 
1:14), the Missio Dei became a historically rooted reality as never before. From the 
inception of His mission until it was accomplished on the cross, Jesus Christ encountered 
hostile forces that were embodied not only in the religious establishment of His day, but 
also in the cultural, socio-political, and economic structures. Because the Messiah entered 
the historical scene when humanity was "in bondage under the elements of the world" 
(Gal 4:3b), it is no surprise that He was under constant attack from the forces of evil that 
finally climaxed at His crucifixion. Neither of the major events such as Christ's 
crucifixion and resurrection nor the teachings of Jesus, His prayers, miracles, exorcisms, 
and healings can be interpreted correctly until they are interpreted as acts of spiritual 
warfare.11 As Arthur Glasser puts it, "demonological-eschatological motifs are at the very 
core of all that Jesus said and did."12 
The personal encounter of God with the powers of darkness laid the foundation of 
what Christian mission has become since then, namely, the gracious movement of God 
toward the world (John 3:16) and toward the lost (Luke 9:56; 15; Matt 18:11). This 
9Unless otherwise specified, from here on I will use the New King James Version 
(NKJV). For the sake of smoothness of the narrative, in my rendition of the biblical texts the 
italicization of the capulative verbs and/or auxiliary words of the NKJV will not be retained. 
10David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2001), 390. 
1
'Gregory A. Boyd, God at War: The Bible & Spiritual Conflict (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1997), 180. 
12Arthur F. Glasser, Announcing the Kingdom: The Story of God's Mission in the Bible 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2003), 180. 
3 
mission of reconciliation was confirmed when God re-entered the earthly realm by 
sending the Holy Spirit upon the church during Pentecost (Acts 2). Thus God anchored 
His mission in human history, culture, and language. Through this event of momentous 
spiritual and cultural significance, God reversed the curse that befell the builders of the 
Tower of Babel (Gen 11:1-9) and turned it into a blessing for all peoples on earth (Gen 
12:3; cf. Acts 2:5, 8-11; 3:25; Rev 5:9-10).13 
To participate in the mission of God14 requires the recognition of culture, an 
encounter with culture, and an understanding of culture. Christian mission requires that 
the church attend to "each and every context in which it finds itself'15 and "bridge the 
[biblical] text's initial context with today's contexts of mission."1 Thus the church 
interfaces the core assumptions, values, and allegiances of people in a specific missional 
context with the themes from biblical revelation. And as one explores the meanings of a 
particular culture (in this study the post-Soviet culture) one will certainly come upon 
basic concepts that are central to that culture's worldview. Since history plays such a 
prominent role in shaping one's perception of reality, in the context of contemporary 
Russia the task of looking at the country's recent history becomes a missiological 
imperative. 
Dennis Hamm, "The Mission Has a Church: Spirit, World, and Church in Luke-Acts," 
in The Spirit in the Church and World, ed. Bradford E. Hinze (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis 
Books, 2003), 69-70. See also Charles R. Taber, To Understand the World, to Save the World: 
The Interface between Missiology and the Social Sciences (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press 
International, 2000), 27. 
'"Francis A. Oborji, Concepts of Mission: The Evolution of Contemporary Missiology 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2006), 134. 
l5Stephen B. Bevans and Roger P. Schroeder, Constants in Context: A Theology of 
Mission for Today (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2005), 2. 
16Charles Van Engen, Mission on the Way: Issues in Mission Theology (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Baker Books, 1996), 42. 
4 
The Soviet era of Russian history (1917-1991) has definitely become one of the 
most significant factors in the development of Russian culture for the twentieth as well as 
for the twenty-first century. Bolshevism broke into Russian existence "on the grandest 
scale, affecting all areas of life, all spheres of human endeavor." In October 1917, 
Russia made a cultural break with its past and entered the era of "a small apocalypses of 
history."18 
The entire old state machinery was to be completely destroyed in accordance with 
theoretical guidance provided by Karl Marx and implemented by Vladimir I. Lenin.19 The 
whole country, with a forced optimism, headed toward the "radiant future" of "justice and 
social equality" in anticipation of the world proletarian revolution. To achieve this new 
social order, mass deception, violence, and state-sponsored terror became the key 
methods employed by a handful of men who usurped political power. As the head of the 
Bolshevik secret police, F. E. Dzerzhinsky wrote to A. V. Eiduk on 31 May 1918, his 
envoy in Tver: "There is nothing more effective than a bullet in the head to shut people 
up. Experience has shown me that you only need a small number of people like that to 
turn a whole situation around."20 This basic premise was shared by most if not all the 
leaders of the October Revolution. 
17Andrei Sinyavsky, Soviet Civilization: A Cultural History, trans. J. Turnbull and N. 
Formozov (New York: Arcade Publishing, 1990), 7. 
18Nicholas Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, trans. R. M. French (Ann 
Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1960), 131. 
19
"We have seen," says Lenin in State and Revolution, "what Marx means—that the 
working class must shatter, break up, blow up . . . the whole state machinery." Vladimir I. Lenin, 
State and Revolution (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978; reprint, International Publishers, 
1932), 89. 
20Nicolas Werth, "The Iron Fist of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat," in The Black Book 
of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression, ed. Stephane Courtois et al., trans. J. Murphy and M. 
Kramer (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 68. Another eloquent testimony of 
5 
Karl Marx, the major theoretician of the new social doctrine, expressed his view 
on violence and assassination as the justifiable means to achieve the dominion of 
Communism. He asserted that "history is the judge—its executioner, the proletarian."21 A 
loud tribute to violence sounds at the end of the Communist Manifesto: "The Communists 
disdain to conceal their views and aims. They openly declare that their ends can be 
attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions."22 Karl Marx, the 
aging founder of modern socialism, did not change his view on the issue and as late as 
January 1879 confirmed that bloodshed is inevitable because without it "no great 
movement has ever been inaugurated."23 In 1917, on the eve of Russia's October 
Revolution, Lenin reinforced this position in a pamphlet titled State and Revolution. He 
emphasized: "The necessity of systematically fostering among masses this and just this 
point of view about violent revolution lies at the root of the whole of Marx's and Engels' 
teaching."24 
It was expected, therefore, that the Bolsheviks would cast aside virtually all 
ethical norms, legal guarantees, and rights common to all humankind and "launch a 
the state-sponsored violence that burst upon the historic scene of Russia is expressed in the 
following words from Krasnaya Gazeta, the organ of the Red Army, the sentiment written 
immediately after the attempt upon the life of Lenin and assassination of M. Uritsky, head of the 
Petrograd Cheka (Bolsheviks' secret police), on 30 August 1918: "Without mercy, without 
sparing, we will kill our enemies in scores of hundreds. Let them be thousands, let them drown 
themselves in their own blood. For the blood of Lenin . . . let there be floods of blood of the 
bourgeoisie—more blood, as much as possible." Applebaum, 9. 
21Karl Marx, On Revolution, vol. 1, The Karl Marx Library, ed. and trans. S.K. Padover, 
7 vols. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971), 60. 
22Ibid., 107. 
23H., "Interview with Karl Marx," interview by H. (London, 18 December 1878), The 
Chicago Tribune (January 5, 1879), [n.p.]. 
24Lenin, State and Revolution, 20. 
6 
systematic program of extermination of real and potential opponents."25 Lenin's maxim— 
"the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat is . . . power that is unrestricted by any 
laws"26—determined the course of the country for years to come. Nicholas Berdyaev, a 
well-known Russian philosopher, emphasized that it was the October Revolution that 
poisoned Russia with vindictiveness and "made her drunk with blood."27 As subsequent 
events demonstrated, people were to be sentenced not for the crimes they had committed, 
but for who they were. And since any sort of violence becomes inevitable "when 
dealing with creatures, formerly considered human, who are suddenly shown to be 
poisonous to the body politic,"29 the Soviet state began changing people's perceptions of 
each other. "To wipe out an infection" (be it bourgeoisie, kulaks, saboteur, Trotskyites, 
religious believers, dissenters, intellectuals, etc.) was considered to be a revolutionary 
25Galina M. Ivanova, Labor Camp Socialism: The Gulag in the Soviet Totalitarian 
System (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2000), 12. 
26Vladimir Lenin, "The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky," in Selected 
Works in Twelve Volumes, ed. J. Fineberg, vol. 7, After the Seizure of Power (1917-18) (New 
York: International Publishers, 1935), 123. 
"Nicholas Berdyaev, The End of Our Time, trans. Donald Attwater (London: Sheed & 
Ward, 1933), 131. 
28Applebaum, 6. According to Fyodor Stepun, prominent Russian philosopher and 
sociologist in emigre, "Lenin's Marxism conceives of sinfulness before the State not as an action 
conflicting with law and precept, but as a specific quality of being." What follows, therefore, is 
that "the death penalty is not a punishment of the guilty, but a liquidation of those who are utterly 
harmful and inimical, though really innocent because absolutely unfree and capable of no 
development." Fyodor Stepun, The Russian Soul and Revolution, trans. Erminie Huntress 
(London: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), 115-16. 
29Paul Oppenheimer, Evil and the Demonic: A New Theory of Monstrous Behavior (New 
York: New York University Press, 1996), 95. 
30Ibid. 
7 
virtue rather than a crime against humanity.31 Once in power, the Bolsheviks established 
a culture of terror, extrajudicial executions, and death. 
The most ambitious task set by the Soviet power had to do with the all-out 
remaking of Russian identity from inside out and producing a Homo Novus.33 This 
illusory thinking generated a belief that those who had the "wrong" social origin could be 
re-shaped to become decent builders of a new society. It was thought that especially the 
upper classes needed to be re-made and become suitable for serving the needs of the 
lower classes—workers, economically destitute peasants, and artisans. And a break 
with the past for professional criminals, thieves, and murderers might best 
be achieved by forcing them into labor camps.34 The idea of this highly ambitious task 
31
 As Riegel observes, "Lenin's frank use of biological metaphors to stigmatise and 
dehumanise the 'enemies of the people' as harmful insects, parasites, vermin and germs reveals 
his eschatological dream of creating a sanitised body of a future socialist society by means of 
revolutionary terror." Klaus-Georg Riegel, "Marxism-Leninism as a Political Religion," 
Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions 6, no. 1 (June 2005): 107. 
32
 According to Sluka, "A culture of terror is an institutionalized system of permanent 
intimidation of the masses or subordinated communities by the elite, characterized by the use of 
torture and disappearances and other forms of extrajudicial 'death squad' killings as standard 
practice. A culture of terror establishes 'collective fear' as a brutal means of social control. In such 
a system, there is an ever present threat of repression, torture, and, ultimately, death by anyone 
who is actively critical of the politicoeconomic status quo." Jeffrey A. Sluka, "Introduction: State 
Terror and Anthropology," in Death Squad: The Anthropology of State Terror (Philadelphia, PA: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), 22-3. 
33Not least because of the impact of Nietzscheanism, the Soviet ideologists of the early 
Stalinist era created a powerful myth that ordinary human beings could become super-humans, 
self-sufficient makers of their own lives. Starting from the late nineteenth century and especially 
after the October Revolution, a vulgarized type of Nietzscheanism became an important 
undercurrent of the Russian culture. As Mikhail Agursky suggests, "Together with Russian 
nationalism and other components, it was no less important than that society's overt Marxist 
ideology, whose implementation it helped to shape." Mikhail Agursky, "Nietzschean Roots of 
Stalinist Culture," in Nietzsche and Soviet Culture: Ally and Adversary, ed. Bernice G. Rosenthal 
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 282-83. See also Igal Halfin, "The Rape of 
Intelligentsia: A Proletarian Foundational Myth," The Russian Review 56 (January 1997): 90-109. 
34The first coercive labor camps were established as early as the summer of 1918. The 
number of prisoners in them and in concentration camps grew from around 16,000 in May 1919 
to more than 70,000 in September 1921. See Nicolas Werth, "The Red Terror," in The Black Book 
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was to transform an ordinary human into a Homo Sovieticus able to "believe in the 
incredible, to endure the unbearable, to love things people normally hate."36 
Stalin declared 1929 as the "great turning point" and the beginning of the First 
Five-Year Plan which would change the whole social order from a predominantly peasant 
and backward society into a modern industrial nation. The new policy of social, political, 
and moral reform through labor, implemented on a large scale, would mass produce the 
New Man. It was officially declared that the forced-labor camps under the 
vigilance of the secret police would change the "internal content" of the prisoners. 
of Communism, 80. During the subsequent two decades, the population of the Gulag grew 
significantly. As of 1 January 1949, within the system of Ministry of Internal Affairs there were 
67 self-dependant corrective-labor camps having about ten thousand camp (sub)divisions and 
centers and 1,734 labor settlements in which there were 2,356,685 prisoners of which 1,963,679 
were able-bodied. Of all the inmates 55.8 percent were between the ages of 17 and 30 and 22.1 
percent were women. See Galina Ivanova, 'Tyjiar: rocyaapcTBO B rocyflapcTBe" (Gulag: A state 
within a state), in CoeemcKoe o6ufecmeo: eo3HUKHoeeHue, paseumue, ucmopmecKuii (puHcui 
(Soviet society: Origins, development, historic finale), ed. Yuri N. Afanas'ev, 2 vols. (Moscow: 
RGGU, 1997), 2:233. 
35The term Homo Sovieticus was coined by the Soviet satirist Alexander Zinoviev. 
According to him, this new social identity "is generated by the conditions inseparable from the 
existence of a Communist (Socialist) society. He is the carrier of that society's principles of life. 
He preserves its intra-collective relations by the very nature of life he leads." Alexander Zinoviev, 
Homo Sovieticus, trans. Charles Janson (Boston, MA: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1982), 196. 
Throughout this study, however, I will follow Fitzpatrick's way of using this notion, not in the 
original sarcastic sense but as a useful anthropological concept designating a set of characteristics 
peculiar to identity, mind-set, and behavior of the individual shaped by the Stalinist (Soviet) 
system. See Sheila Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism: Ordinary Life in Extraordinary Times: Soviet 
Russia in the 1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 229. 
36Alexander M. Etkind, "Psychological Culture," in Russian Culture at the Crossroads: 
Paradoxes of Postcommunist Consciousness, ed. Dmitri N. Shalin (Boulder, CO: WestviewPress, 
1996), 109. 
37As the group of authors stated in their infamous book on Belomor Canal, "Experience 
has almost made the Chekists engineers, and has taught the engineers the Chekists' style of 
work." Maxim Gorky, L. Auerbach, and S. G. Firin, eds., Belomor: An Account of the 
Construction of the New Canal between the White Sea and the Baltic Sea (New York: Harrison 
Smith and Robert Haas, 1935), 326. 
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On the other hand, such socioeconomic measures as collectivization, dekulakization, 
and industrialization were designed to provide an economic breakthrough, but also to 
provide an environment for breeding a new, socialist species of men and women. 
The designated state agency responsible for the implementation of the radical 
social engineering was the Chief Political Administration, a state institution that 
eventually became a state within the state and controlled not only the State's internal 
security, but also its economic sector and various means of communication and 
transportation. One of its central branches, the Chief Administration of Corrective-Labor 
Camps, will probably forever retain its initial acronym: GULAG. As Ivanova has 
pointedly observed, "These five letters were to become an ominous symbol of life on the 
brink of death, a symbol of lawlessness, convict labor, and human helplessness against 
tyranny. They gave a name to an entire country of camps and colonies populated by 
millions of Soviet people living and working there against their will."40 
The most oppressive form of communist dictatorship lasted from 1929 until the 
death of Stalin in 1953. During this era, the socio-political, economic, and cultural system 
was "a double anathema, killing tens of millions . . . and impoverishing most except those 
38According to the conclusion of Viola, "the collectivization of Soviet agriculture was a 
campaign of domination that aimed a t . . . the internal colonization of the peasantry. Domination 
was both economic and cultural. Collectivization would ensure a steady flow of grain—tribute— 
into the state's granaries and coffers. It would also enable Soviet power to subjugate the peasantry 
through the imposition of vast and coercive administrative and political controls and forced 
acculturation into the dominant culture.... [It was] a war of cultures." Lynne Viola, Peasant 
Rebels under Stalin: Collectivization and the Culture of Peasant Resistance (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1996), 44. 
39From the Russian word raskulachivanie, a term used by the Bolsheviks to designate the 
practice of forcibly taking away the basic properties, including the land and livestock, of the well-
to-do peasants. 
40Ivanova, Labor Camp Socialism, 25. 
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in the inner circle."41 Although Stalinism as a political system ceased to exist with the 
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, its legacy did not evaporate. On the contrary, it left 
a deep mark on the national identity of the people living in the vast expanses of the 
Russian Federation that has emerged from the shadow of the broken Soviet empire. The 
legacy of Stalinism impacted the very core of the Russian cultural identity and to this day 
remains a significant factor. 
Purpose Statement 
This study proposes to examine the moral and psychosocial impact of Stalinism 
on human beings as described in Kolymskie rasskazy (Kolyma tales) by Varlam 
Shalamov. How did the universe of evil embodied in the Kolyma death camps affect the 
inmates? What was the impact of Stalinism on the worldview and everyday life of the 
Soviet citizenry? How has the firsthand literary and historical testimony found in the 
writings of Shalamov contributed to shaping the answers to these questions? And, what 
are the missiological implications for dealing with a culture that was so profoundly 
affected by Stalinism? 
Scope of Study 
The Soviet Gulag has been reflected in various literary works of camp survivors 
and has generated an impressive body of literature which fostered a spiritual, intellectual, 
41Steven Rosefielde, "Stalinism in Post-Communist Perspective: New Evidence on 
Killings, Forced Labour and Economic Growth in the 1930s," Europe-Asia Studies 48, no. 6 
(1996): 978. Between 1930 and 1936 alone approximately 9.8 million people perished from 
collectivization, famine, and the Great Terror while the entire population of the Soviet Union was 
around 162 million. Ibid., 980, 971. For a summary of the discussion concerning the number of 
the Gulag victims see Nanci Adler, The Gulag Survivor: Beyond the Soviet System (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2002), 16-22. 
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and social resistance to Stalinism. The subject matter of this genre of literature was life 
and death as experienced in the forced-labor camps. A corpus of literary works, memoirs, 
and notebooks, produced by the survivors to immortalize those who died in the Gulag, 
was labeled by literary critics as "camp literature." These memories remain as a powerful 
witness of the state's enormous crimes by presenting pictures of how survivors' psyches 
were bent and destroyed by the camps. To study this literature is one of the most genuine 
ways to uncover the mysteries and peculiarities of the national psyche of people affected 
by Stalinism. Such a task, though painful, is a prerequisite in the development of a 
missiological paradigm for post-Soviet Russia. 
Traditionally, literature has played a highly significant role not only in shaping 
the national identity of Russian/Soviet people but also in providing deep insights into 
different worldview aspects of their culture. Thus, dealing with the literary texts of 
Shalamov, this "art out of hell,"43 is a legitimate means to further our understanding of 
the traumatic legacies of Stalinism and the Gulag as its monstrous institution.44 The 
rationale for this approach agrees with Shalamov's own admission that every tale of his 
Kolymskie rasskazy is "a slap in the face of Stalinism."45 In other words, his testimony 
As Fackre points out, "The right to tell one's own tale is a weapon of the marginalized 
in the struggle against their cultural captors or a preserve of identity in a world of uniformity." 
Gabriel Fackre, "Narrative Theology: An Overview," Interpretation 37 no. 4 (1983): 347. For a 
thorough analysis of this phenomenon of resistance to Stalinism, see Dariusz Tolczyk, See No 
Evil: Literary Cover-Ups and Discoveries of the Soviet Camp Experience (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1999), and Mikhail Geller, KoHueHmpauuoHHbiu Mup u coeemcKan 
numepamypa (The world of concentration camps and Soviet literature) (Moscow: "MIK," 1996). 
43John Glad, "Art out of Hell: Shalamov of Kolyma," Survey 107 (1979): 45. 
44As Stevan Weine points out, "In literature, evocations of the psychological, the ethical, 
or the historical are less dependent upon ideology or theory and in that way are perhaps closer to 
life." Stevan Weine, Testimony after Catastrophe: Narrating the Traumas of Political Violence 
(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2006), xx. 
45NB, 836. All of Shalamov's works are presented in the footnotes without his surname. 
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serves as a powerful source of knowledge about the various moral and socio-
psychological dynamics that govern the universe of a confined culture. 
Evidence suggests that "just as Auschwitz has come to stand for the Nazi 
extermination camps as a whole, so Kolyma remains fixed in the imagination of the 
Soviet peoples as the great archetype of the sinister system."46 Nearly seventeen years 
spent by Shalamov in the basin of the Kolyma River constituted unique material for his 
literary work, primarily for the creation of Kolymskie rasskazy that has come to be known 
as "some of the darkest pages of world literature."47 The wretched existence of the camp 
inmates that was shared by Shalamov is why his descriptions may be legitimately 
analyzed as a "sample of a regularity [that] may well turn out to be literally true of some 
of the multimillion martyrs."48 In fact, in his testimonial art is found one of the most 
successful attempts not only to conceptualize the Gulag experiences but also to describe 
their aftereffects on the social fabric of the Soviet society at large. Therefore, the 
traumatic microcosm, so thoroughly structured by Shalamov, becomes a departure point 
to explore the moral and socio-psychological macrocosm of the entire network of the 
forced-labor camps and, to a lesser degree, of the entire Soviet culture.49 
As a missiological dissertation, this research will look beyond the mere 
empirically observable realms of human history and consider events experienced during 
46Robert Conquest, Kolyma: The Arctic Death Camps (New York: Viking Press, 1978), 
13. 
47Kline, '"Novaja proza'," 126. 
48Leona Toker, Return from the Archipelago: Narratives of Gulag Survivors 
(Bloomington & Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 2000), 142. 
49As Applebaum pointed out, "In Stalin's Soviet Union, the difference between life inside 
and life outside the barbed wire was not fundamental, but rather a question of degree" 
(Applebaum, xviii-xix). 
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the Soviet era in conjunction with Holy Scripture and its two-kingdom theology. The 
notions of the demonic and the powers of "darkness" (Eph 6:12) have always played "a 
central role in defining Russia's literary tradition."51 Many Russian writers have alluded 
to Stalin in their picture of the demonic ruler "to highlight the nature and origins of his 
evil and to evoke the enormous sufferings he caused."52 Therefore, the analysis of 
Kolymskie rasskazy must include a discussion of the issue of the demonic power reflected 
in Soviet culture. 
Methodology 
Because of the complexity of the subject matter, this dissertation will utilize tools 
from the humanities (literature, theology, and history) and social sciences (social 
psychology and political science). In light of the proposed topic, each of these branches 
of learning has something to contribute to the overall investigation. However, this 
research is primarily of a missiological nature. As "an academic study of the missionary 
dimension of the Christian faith"53 missiology uses many of the social sciences and 
utilizes them to build a missiological paradigm for a specific culture. The methodological 
approach of this dissertation is to conceptualize the psycho-cultural legacy of Stalinism 
from the standpoint of various disciplines, thus pursuing the goal of creating a panoramic 
50For an overview of the biblical teaching on the subject, see Boyd, God at War, 184-91. 
As the author comments on a number of passages, "In New Testament terms the kingdom of God 
and the kingdom of Satan are correlative concepts. The former can be understood to be expanding 
only as the latter is diminishing. This is precisely why healings and exorcisms played such a 
central role in Jesus' ministry." Ibid., 184. 
51Pamela Davidson, "Russian Literature and Its Demons: Introductory Essay," in Russian 
Literature and Its Demons, ed. Pamela Davidson (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2000), 24. 
52Rosalind Marsh, "Literary Representations of Stalin and Stalinism as Demonic," in 
Russian Literature and Its Demons, 479. 
53Oborji, 42. 
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view of the Soviet past, which equally belongs to both empirical reality and the realm 
of theological (philosophical) knowledge. I propose to avoid a strict separation between a 
value-free scientific endeavor and value-laden theological investigation. By its very 
nature, missiology bridges the compartmentalization of knowledge that exists between 
the sociopolitical and spiritual dimensions of human reality. 
The second chapter of this study begins with an examination of the ethical and 
religious aspects of Shalamov's worldview as expressed in his autobiographical writings, 
primarily but not exclusively in his correspondence, diaries, notebooks, and memoirs. 
The basic premise for this methodological step is that behind one's literary works there 
must be a core of values, beliefs or disbeliefs, and propositional truths about God (His 
existence or non-existence, His nature and moral attributes, etc.), man, and the world. 
The hypothesis of this work is that the moral thrust of the biblical Decalogue (Exod 20; 
Deut 5; cf. Matt 19:18-19 and Mark 10:19) appears in most of Shalamov's 147 stories and 
sketches (ocherki). Although in a hidden pattern, the Ten Commandments underlie the 
religious-ethical core of Kolymskie rasskazy.54 Thus it is appropriate to analyze the 
writer's stories through the prism of this fundamental expression of the Divine moral 
standard. 
It seems important to consider how Shalamov's personality was shaped during 
his formative years spent in the familial circle of a Russian Orthodox priest, Tikhon 
Nikolaevich Shalamov. The contradictions and complexities of Shalamov's outlook on 
life were formed during the days of his boyhood and further complicated by the years of 
54Shalamov believed that moral principles constitute the essentials of the human soul. It 
was in ethical values in which he saw "the only authentic criterion of art." NB, 146, 690. As will 
be demonstrated in the second chapter of this study, the Decalogue creates the ethical backbone 
of Shalamov's magnum opus. 
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his imprisonment. This part of the research is significant because it helps to conceptualize 
Shalamov's comprehensive description and in-depth analysis of human decay as 
recounted in Kolymskie rasskazy. 
While the second chapter of this dissertation focuses on the microcosm of 
Stalinism as expressed through the imagery of Kolymskie rasskazy, the third chapter 
closely analyzes the Stalinist macrocosm from socio-psychological and theological 
viewpoints. I will address such questions as who was Homo Sovieticus and what political, 
ideological, and socioeconomic forces produced this phenomenon. This exploration into 
the cultural meaning of Homo Sovieticus is not intended to discuss exhaustively the 
theme of Russian national identity. Rather, an attempt will be made to understand the 
Soviet legacy as it reverberates in contemporary Russian culture. Furthermore, the third 
chapter will provide a biblical-theological assessment of Stalinism as the driving 
ideological force of Soviet culture. This assessment attempts to set forth a culturally 
meaningful missional theology, that is, a missiological response to the trauma that has 
been bequeathed to the present-day citizenry of Russia. 
The fourth chapter presents the main missiological thrust of the dissertation and 
discusses a healing aspect of the gospel of Jesus Christ as a means to deal with the moral 
and socio-psychological scars caused by Stalinism. To that end, the two-volume work of 
Luke (Luke-Acts) will be utilized as a reference point to build a missiological paradigm 
for contemporary Russia. However, Luke's Nazareth pericope (Luke 4:16-30), with 
16 
special emphasis on vv. 16-21, will be closely examined as "the foundational stone of his 
[Luke's] gospel."55 
Thus this dissertation shares the main characteristics of a narrative missiology5 
and as such looks at "the storied interaction of form [story], content [gospel] and context 
[history and culture]."57 It also integrates community story (Soviet history) and canonical 
story (the narrative of Luke-Acts). In this respect, Kolymskie rasskazy is considered to be 
a story of the trauma of Stalinism, that is, a story of Russian community and its wound; 
the narrative of Luke-Acts, on the other hand, is considered to be a story of healing. I 
therefore assume that entering deeply into the setting of God's story of healing is not only 
C O 
a matter of understanding the scriptural story of Jesus of Nazareth but also a matter of 
being with those who were traumatized, entering into their story, living with them, and 
becoming part of their story.59 
Limitations and Delimitations 
In this research, only Russian and English sources are used. Literary studies on 
Shalamov have been written in other languages,60 but the lack of access does not allow 
James A. Sanders, "From Isaiah 61 to Luke 4," in Christianity, Judaism and Other 
Greco-Roman Cults, ed. Jacob Neusner (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1975), 104. 
56A narrative missiology derives its meaning from narrative theology, the latter being 
"discourse about God in the setting of story" and "the decisive image for understanding and 
interpreting faith." Fackre, 343. See also Van Engen, 65-8. 
57Nancy Thomas, "Following the Footprints of God: The Contribution of Narrative to 
Mission Theology," in Footprints of God: A Narrative Theology of Mission, ed. Charles V. 
Engen, Nancy Thomas, and Robert Gallagher (Monrovia, CA: MARC, 1999), 226. 
58Gerard Loughlin, Telling God's Story: Bible, Church and Narrative Theology (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 87. 
59Thomas, 230. Cf. Bevans and Schroeder, 72. 
60See for example, Ai'da Balabane-Hallit, L 'ecriture du trauma dans Les recits de la 
Kolyma, de Varlam Chalamov (Paris: Harmattan, 1999); Anna Razny, Literatura wobec 
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their inclusion in this dissertation. Furthermore, it is not my intention to develop a 
psycho-therapeutic methodology to deal with the post-Soviet mind and soul. Neither is it 
the aim to present a new concept of Christian social teaching applicable in contemporary 
Russian society61 or to create a strategy to proselytize Russia. Rather, the task is to 
develop a healing ministry that would be based on the narrative of Luke-Acts, 
informed by the political and psycho-social history of the Soviet Union and applicable 
in the context of a long-term Christian mission in the post-totalitarian culture of Russia.6 
Definition of the Terms 
According to the latest trends in Soviet studies, the description of Stalinism 
has moved beyond the conventional definition which was understood in 
terms of a political system, and has come to include a cultural system,63 
zniewolenia tatolitarnego: Warlama Szalamowa swiadectwo prawdy (Krakow: Wydawn, 
Universitetu Jagiellonskiego, 1999); Franciszek Apanowicz, "Nowaproza" Warlama Szalamowa: 
problemy wypowiedzi artystycznej (Gdansk: Wydaw, Universitetu Gdanskiego, 1996); Christel 
Brinklov, "Meningsloeshedens form: En undersoegelse af rum, tid, fortillere og komposition i 
Varlam Palamovs Kolymskie rasskazy" (Master's thesis, Copenhagen University, 2004). 
61For example, the Russian Orthodox Church, at her 2000 Sacred Bishops' Council, 
adopted "The Basis of the Social Concept," a document which set forth "the basic provisions of 
her teaching on church-state relations and a number of problems socially relevant today" 
(http://www.mospat.ru/index.php?mid=180, accessed Nov. 2, 2007). A significant advance in 
creating an externally focused awareness of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Russia has been 
made by publishing a book on social teaching of the church. See Viktor P. Krushenitsky, ed., 
OcHoebi coifuanbH020 yyeHW IJepjceu Xpucmuan Adeeumncmoe CedbMoeo ffm e Poccmuu (The 
foundations of social teaching of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Russia) (Zaokski, Tula 
Oblast: Istochnik Zbizni, 2003). 
62Stevan Weine rightly warns against naive optimism in dealing with traumatized cultures 
when he says that "societies that experience cultural trauma from political violence do not shed 
violence easily. At best, culture change is a process and a long-term project." Weine, 139. 
63Sheila Fitzpatrick, "Introduction," in Stalinism: New Directions, ed. Sheila Fitzpatrick 
(London: Routledge, 2000), 3. 
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a civilization, and a way of life. In addition, this dissertation follows Sheila 
Fitzpatrick's usage of terms Stalinist and Soviet as overlapping concepts where the former 
represents both "a maximalist version of the latter and its defining moment." The term 
culture will be utilized not as a humanistic concept but as a socio-anthropological 
construct meaning, in its broadest sense, 
that which is socially rather than genetically transmitted. It is that which children 
learn by virtue of their being brought up in one group rather than another, and, in its 
totality, it is that which distinguishes one human group from another. To human 
culture belong language, customs, morality, types of economy and technology, art 
and architecture, modes of entertainment, legal systems, religion, systems of 
education and upbringing . . . everything, in other words, by virtue of which 
members of a group endow their activities with meaning and significance.67 
To expand this definition further, the Stalinist political system will be considered as a 
powerful mentality-shaping and value-creating cultural force. 
Stephen Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 1995). 
65Lewis Siegelbaum, "Introduction," in Stalinism as a Way of Life: A Narrative in 
Documents, ed. Lewis Siegelbaum and Andrei Sokolov, trans. Thomas Hoisington and Steven 
Shabad (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2000), 26. 
66Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 4. According to Fitzpatrick, the term "Stalinism" 
means not only an ideology and/or a political system. It may stand as "a shorthand for the 
complex of institutions, structures, and rituals that made up the habitat of Homo Sovieticus in the 
Stalin era. Communist Party rule, Marxist-Leninist ideology, rampant bureaucracy, leader cults, 
state control over production and distribution, social engineering, affirmative action on behalf of 
workers, stigmatization of 'class enemies,' police surveillance, terror, and the various informal, 
personalistic arrangements whereby people at every level sought to protect themselves and obtain 
scarce goods, were all part of the Stalinist habitat." Ibid. 
61
 Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward Craig (London: Routledge, 1998, 
vol. 2), 747. Cf. Kraft's definition of culture as "a society's complex, integrated coping 
mechanism, consisting of learned, patterned concepts and behavior, plus their underlying 
perspectives (worldview) and resulting artifacts (material culture)." Charles H. Kraft, 
Anthropology for Christian Witness (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2005), 38. Paul G. Hiebert 
provides a simpler explanation of culture by defining it as "the more or less integrated systems of 
ideas, feelings, and values and their associated patterns of behavior and products shared by a 
group of people who organize and regulate what they think, feel, and do." Paul G. Hiebert, 
Anthropological Insights for Missionaries (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1985), 30. 
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Another key term of this study is mission. I will follow a modified form of Van 
Engen's definition: mission is the people of God intentionally crossing barriers from the 
pulpit to the poor, from church to household, from dogma to trauma, to proclaim by 
listening, speaking, and doing the coming of God in Jesus Christ. This task is achieved by 
means of the church's participation in God's mission of compassion, healing, and 
restoration of His image in people, reconciling them to Him, to themselves, to each other, 
and to the world, delivering them from bondage to the totalitarian past, teaching them to 
live according to the Ten Commandments and faith in Jesus, and gathering them into the 
church through repentance and obedience to Jesus Christ by the work of the Holy Spirit 
with a view to the transformation of the world as a sign of the second coming of Jesus 
Christ. Thus mission is understood as genuineness of the Christian faith lived out in the 
post-Soviet context. 
For Varlam T. Shalamov's magnum opus, I will employ the following 
abbreviations: CW, KR, and KT, with CW standing for Collected Works69 which contain 
all six cycles of Kolymskie rasskazy (KR). The English translation Kolyma Tales10 by 
John Glad will be footnoted as KT. If a story is not found in Glad's translation I will 
provide my own translation which will be footnoted as CW followed by the title of the 
story. 
68Van Engen, 26-7. 
69See p. 1 of this introduction. 
70Varlam Shalamov, Kolyma Tales, trans. John Glad (London: Penguin Books, 1994). 
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CHAPTER 2 
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN DECAY IN VARLAM SHALAMOV'S 
KOLYMSKIE RASSKAZY 
Introduction 
This chapter examines the moral and psychosocial universe of the Kolyma camps' 
inmates as rendered by Shalamov in KR. The first section of this chapter addresses 
Shalamov's moral outlook on life as it was shaped during his formative years spent in the 
familial circle of his parents. The intention of this investigation is to explore the 
formation of young Varlam's religious and moral worldview as influenced by his father 
Tikhon Nikolaevich, a Russian Orthodox priest, and his mother, Nadezhda 
Aleksandrovna. The key sources for this study are Shalamov's autobiographical tale The 
Fourth Vologda (1968-1971)' as well as his notebooks, diaries, and correspondence. 
The second section of this chapter examines the scope of dehumanization that 
plagued the victims of the arctic hell at Kolyma. Since I believe that the biblical 
Decalogue (Exod 20; Deut 5) underlies the religious-ethical core of Shalamov's corpus of 
147 stories and sketches, the structure of the dehumanization process will be analyzed 
against the background of the Ten Commandments given by God to Moses. Shalamov 
stated the irrefutable fact that human existence becomes a nightmare if the basic moral-
ethical norms are smashed by the pressures coming from the complex interactions 
lCW, 4:1-148. 
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between an oppressive state machinery, a criminal world, severe natural environment, 
and human depravation. To support this thesis, a number of stories taken from each of the 
six cycles of AT? will be analyzed against the background of the basic moral creed of the 
Judeo-Christian religion. 
How were people dehumanized in the Kolyma death camps? How was the process 
of their moral decay structured? Why was the moral breakdown of the inmates so 
comprehensive? Were there any exceptions? What does Shalamov mean when he writes 
that "in Kolymskie rasskazy there is nothing that would not be an overcoming of evil, a 
celebration of good"?2 Finally, what does he mean when he says that "the camp . . . is the 
imprint of our lives.... [It] is like the world at large"?3 
Religious-Moral Worldview of Varlam Shalamov 
The claim that there is a certain religiosity in KR may sound highly ambivalent to 
anyone who is familiar with a number of Shalamov's explicit and seemingly 
unambiguous statements about his disbelief in God. However, it is quite clear from his 
correspondence and other literary works that God did play an important role in his 
reflection on his as well as millions of others' deeply tragic life experiences. Furthermore, 
there are some assertions made by Shalamov both in prose and in poetry that can be 
interpreted as pro-religious and pro-Christian. This is not to say that Shalamov was a 
"Christian" or a "believer" and accepted the ontological status of both God and the devil. 
Neither are there sufficient grounds to think the opposite and consider Shalamov's 
2
"About Prose," CW, 4:362. 
3
"There Is No One to Blame in the Camp," CW, 4:263. 
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thoughts on the transcendental nature of evil to be mere psychological or cultural 
metaphors.4 As Kline concludes, "it would be a mistake . . . to search for extremely clear-
cut truths about Salamov's character. He was a man of many contradictions, many which 
he never resolved for himself."5 
Regardless of how one categorizes Shalamov in terms of his (dis)belief, one thing 
is clear: His is a complex worldview resulting from the chain of tragedies in his personal 
as well as creative life. Paradoxically, Shalamov's literary works have a basic moral core 
that cannot be explained in the absence of religiously structured thinking.6 A considerable 
number of his sayings, observations, and insights are very religious in nature, thus 
exposing him as an (un)conscious adherent to the key ethical tenets of the Christian faith. 
The other reason why the claim about Shalamov's religiosity may seem rather 
controversial is the mystery associated with the issue of faith, something that is often 
only evident to God. Shalamov's literary works seem to identify him as a person who 
went through the process of doubting God, arguing with Him, and even repudiating His 
very existence. On the other hand, he eventually validated the truth that moral life and 
works of common decency are of higher value than either a religion diluted with 
hypocrisy or a militant atheism penetrated by the demonic. This ethical stance by 
Shalamov echoes the Sermon on the Mount in which Jesus says, "Not everyone who says 
4For example, Francishek Apanovich believes that Shalamov utilized the image of Trinity 
as a "cultural symbol" in order to expand artistic semantics of his writings. See Frantsishek 
Apanovich, "CouiecTBHe B ajj,: o6pa3 TpoHijbi B 'KOJIMMCKHX paccKa3ax'" (Descending into hell: 
The image of Trinity in Kolyma Tales), Shalamovskii Sbornik 3 (2002): 129. 
5Kline, '"Novaja proza'," 44. 
6See a similar conclusion in Evgenii Shklovskii, ")Ka>Kfla coBepmeHHofi npaBflu" (The 
thirst for the complete truth), Shalamovskii Sbornik 1 (1994): 201. Cf. Irina P. Sirotinskaia, 
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to me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My 
Father in heaven" (Matt 7:21). 
Rationale for Disbelief 
The autobiographical tale The Fourth Vologda as well as other memoirs and notes 
plays a very important role in reconstructing Shalamov's worldview. Because he was 
writing these works toward the end of his life, Shalamov incorporated many of his 
memories into them. And yet he was very selective, choosing episodes that were 
undoubtedly the most important ones for him. Perhaps, because of the traumatic nature, 
some of the events, especially those that took place in his early childhood and youth, 
must have made very deep and lasting impressions upon his consciousness.7 
At the end of The Fourth Vologda, Shalamov repeats time and again that he lost 
faith in God when he was about six years old.8 By his own admission, it happened "little 
by little," because "in the growing complexity of my family life there was not a place for 
God in my consciousness. And I am proud that from ages six to sixty I did not resort to 
His help either in Vologda, or in Moscow, or in Kolyma."9 In his story entitled 
"Unconverted" (1963), the authorial persona states rather bluntly, "I do not have religious 
"BapjiaM LUanaMOB: B3rjiaa B Syaymee" (Varlam Shalamov: A look into the future), 
Shalamovskii Sbornik 3, 57. 
7As Shalamov once wrote, "Besides heredity, I believe in childhood. It is in early 
childhood that the traits of one's character are recorded; those traits which in the following years 
will be merely polished, downplayed or intensified are drawn, carved, [they] become neater while 
keeping the character at large unchanged." NB, 585. 
*CW, 4:145, 6. 
9Ibid., 4:146. 
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feeling"10—a thought he repeated nearly verbatim in a letter to N. I. Stolyarova (1965): "I 
am a man who does not have religious feeling though I recognize its usefulness in terms 
of public and personal morals."11 Less then two years before his death, he wrote, "I am 
not scared to leave this world, although I am a complete atheist."12 
The above examples of the writer's straightforward confessions about his disbelief 
in God are not by any means exhaustive; nevertheless, they are sufficient to explain why 
there is a strong temptation to identify Shalamov as an atheistic13 or at least agnostic 
writer.14 Some critics go further and label him as one of the harshest critics of 
Christianity.15 However, to get a deeper insight into the rationale for his disbelief one 
should examine the earlier statements against the background of the writer's traumatic 
family experiences which seem to have played a key role in making his worldview so 
controversial. 
From his writings it becomes clear that Shalamov was severely and repeatedly 
traumatized by his own father, an Orthodox priest, during his childhood and the 
WCW, 1:237. 
"NB, 735. 
12Ibid, 358. 
13For instance, Timofeev asserts that "there is no God in artistic system of Varlam 
Shalamov." Lev Timofeev, "Ilo3THKa JiarepHofi npo3bi. riepBoe npoHTeHHe 'KOJIMMCKHX 
paccKa30B' Bapjiaivia LLIajiaMOBa" (Poetics of camp prose: The first reading of Kolyma Tales by 
Varlam Shalamov), Oktiabr' 3 (1991): 193. 
14As Shalamov asserted, "I am not convinced either in goodness or falseness of the 
world." NB, 887. 
15For instance, the literary critic Andzhei Koval'chik believes that Shalamov's 
understanding of hope is very close to that of Tadeusz Borovskii and presents itself as one of the 
bitterest criticisms of Christianity in the twentieth century. See Francishek Apanovich, 
"OHJumnnHKa npoTHB CHJIM (06 OAHOH (JMJIOCOCJJCKOH npo6jieMe B npo3e B. LLIajiaMOBa)" (The 
philippic against force: Concerning one philosophical problem in the prose of V. Shalamov), 
Shalamovskii Sbornik 2 (1997): 171. 
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beginning of adolescence. The experiences were so painful that they made a deep and 
lasting impression on his sensitive psyche. He states, 
I am sixty. I am proud that during my whole life I did not kill by my own hand a 
single living being, particularly from the world of animals. I did not destroy any 
bird's nest, I did not know how to catapult, [and] I did not hold in my hands a 
hunting rifle or any other gun. 
This led to the deep conflict with my family, alienated me from my father and 
made me, strangely enough, religiousless (bezreligioznym). 
Shalamov goes on to speak of his father's knife, "How I hated . . . this steel knife, a steel 
white penknife with two edges and a screwdriver. I did not take the knife to keep it as a 
souvenir of my father when he died in 1933."17 Among other images of his father that 
stayed in his memory for his whole life was the killing of a pike: 
[We] caught a big fish, a pike, and I thought that now it would be released back 
into the river. . . . The pike got out on the sand and began thrashing around getting 
closer to the water by every leap! 
Bu t . . . the honor of the murder belonged to [my] father. 
[My] father jumped and grasped the hailing pike by the head, put his fingers . . . 
into <gills>, [and his] knees pressed the bright body of the fish to the sand; father 
snatched a penknife from his pocket. 
In The Fourth Vologda Shalamov describes how his older brother Sergei19 would 
come back from hunting with "whole boats of [shot] ducks. . . . And I hated all this." 
This is why Shalamov could not look "without hysteria" at the photos of his father the 
hunter, taken while he was a missionary in the Aleutian Islands. In one of his notes, made 
"WB,31. 
17Ibid., 31. 
18Ibid., 32. 
19As Tikhon Nikolaevich had put it, Sergei was "Nimrod of the family, its physical 
force." Ibid., 361. According to the biblical account, Nimrod was "a mighty hunter before the 
Lord; therefore it is said, 'Like Nimrod the mighty hunter before the Lord'" (Gen 10:9). 
20The Fourth Vologda, CW, 4:46. 
21NB, 253. 
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between the 1960s and 1970s, there is a sarcastic and rather symbolical reference to his 
father: "As every decent vampire would have it, the teeth of the father were in full 
order."22 Toker suggests that "killing of animals was part of the peasant practice and had 
little to do with his [Shalamov's father] faith, though his calling may have been 
contaminated in his son's eyes."23 Young Shalamov might have expected from his father 
a higher ethical standard, especially because of his peculiar holy calling. Beyond his 
reluctance to participate in hunting and boyish games, Shalamov admits: "I did not hear 
from my father anything but longstanding sneers."24 This radical opposition to violence 
committed against animals by his father contributed to Varlam's disbelief in God in his 
early childhood.25 
Reflecting on his father's cruelty toward animals, Shalamov wrote: 
My father's hunting skills shocked me. 
And this is one of the reasons why I lost faith in God. 
In my childish Christianity animals occupied a place before people. 
I did not show much interest in church rites. 
My faith in God was never passionate or firm, and I easily lost it—as Gandhi 
[lost] his caste cord, when it rotted by itself. 
The dramas of fishes, she-goats, [and] swine thrilled me much more than church 
dogmas, and not just dogmas.27 
22NB, 360. 
23Leona Toker, Jerusalem, e-mail to Yuri Drumi, Berrien Springs, 28 February 2006. 
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"CW, 4:56. 
25Ibid., 4:45. 
26This is a profound statement fully elaborated in the following tales of AT?: "Tamara the 
Bitch," "A Day Off," "Bears," "The Brave Eyes," "A Nameless Cat," "The Golden Medal," 
"Squirrel," "Love Lessons," etc. (see CW 1:56-61, 116-19, 198-200; 2:132-36, 171-76, 200-26, 
264-67, and 398-405 respectively) as well as in Shalamov's correspondence (see especially NB, 
148,774-75,918-23). 
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 CW, 4:120. 
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These images explain why he was so harsh in his comments about his father: "I 
understood very late that I do not love [my] father"28; "my father was a man of conceit— 
a progressive church red-tape-monger (sluzhbist)." In a 1968 notebook entry Shalamov 
says that his father's prayer was "the prayer of an atheist,"30 which echoes a comment 
made in 1967 that his father's attitude to the church was "highly indifferent."31 
Shalamov's retrospective view was that his father was a ruthless man who did not live in 
accord with the faith he professed: "My father was an absolutely worldly man," "a man 
. . . worldly to the very marrow of his bones," and "being a positivist to the very marrow 
of his bones, he did not believe in any prophesies."34 Perhaps these and other similar 
experiences predetermined a break with his father's religion. In the post factum debate 
with his father, Shalamov stated somewhat angrily: "You believed in God—I will not 
believe in Him, I have not believed for a long time and will never learn [to do so]."35 
In the story "The Cross" (1959) which belongs to the third cycle ofKR, The Artist 
of the Spade, Shalamov vividly depicts how his family's Christianity had lost its former 
meaning. He recounts how his father when facing an approaching famine did not hesitate 
to put the golden pectoral cross "face down" on the floor and with an axe cut it into 
2iNB, 311. Cf. another statement: "The main thing for the father was a career, a success— 
in any party, in any area" (361). 
29Ibid., 253. 
30Ibid.,314. 
3,Ibid., 32. 
32CW, 4:47. 
33Ibid. 
34Ibid., 4:18. 
35Ibid., 4:141. 
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pieces, in order to take the gold the next day to the local shop of the Trade Syndicate and 
exchange the gold pieces for food. But before the father cut the cross into pieces he said 
"Is god [sic] really in it?" Shalamov's mother first tried to prevent her blind husband 
from carrying out his plans, but when he eventually succeeded in his efforts, she got her 
eyeglasses on and carefully examined the axe. She was looking for the golden grains left 
on its edge. One may conclude that not only the young Varlam but also his agmg 
parents broke away from conventional Christianity because of the increasing pressures of 
life. 
At the same time, there are evidences that Shalamov did not make an irrevocable 
renunciation of his belief in God. In The Fourth Vologda he argues like a man who holds 
Christian faith in high esteem. For instance, he reflects on God's transcendental greatness 
when he writes that "I can understand an ascetic, a prophet listening to the voice of the 
Lord in the wilderness. But turning to God for worldly advice and asking God's advice 
for others in order to hand over grace, this was alien to me and did not evoke either 
respect, or a desire to imitate." In light of this passage alone, it is clear that despite all of 
Shalamov's traumatic experiences in his childhood he did not reject the Christian faith per 
se, but he did repudiate a certain form of it that was embodied in the personality of his 
father. Religion in which there was a place for violence was not acceptable to him in any 
form or in any guise. On the contrary, a philosophy of non-violence became an 
36
"The Cross," CW, 1:444. 
"Shalamov's father turned blind after the death of his son Sergei. See ibid., 4:46. 
38Ibid., 1:445. 
39Ibid., 4:48. 
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indispensable part of his view of what Christian religion should be in terms of daily 
ethics. To further understand his worldview it is necessary to look at some of his sayings 
about God, religion, and the ethical dimension of faith. 
Rationale for Belief 
A somewhat different picture appears when one is reading Shalamov's accounts 
about his mother, Nadezhda Alexandrovna. He describes her as quiet, humble, and yet 
strong and deeply spiritual. Married to an imperious and ambitious man, she was doomed 
to an existence full of suffering and humiliation.40 Her life was "trodden down"41 by a 
man who never took her into consideration.42 Young Varlam was deeply touched by his 
mother's patience and gentleness as he observed her daily struggles guiding a family with 
five children, and this is why whenever he talks about her, he does so with rare sympathy, 
compassion, and adoration.43 His intimate tie to his mother led Shalamov to believe that 
he had inherited from her those spiritual qualities that his father lacked. 
[My] mamma had experienced a typical Russian woman's fate. Mamma had entirely 
dedicated herself to the interests of the father. . . . Mamma was able, gifted, 
energetic, beautiful, and superior to the father precisely in terms of her spiritual 
qualities. Mamma had spent her life in torments and died as an ordinary priest's wife 
unable to break away from the chains of family and family life.44 
40However, it would be too simplistic and unfair to the memoirs of the writer to view the 
interpersonal relationships of his parents in terms of black-and-white logic. For example, in the 
story "The Cross" (1959), Shalamov draws a touching picture of genuine love and care that 
existed between his father and mother during the time when troubles befell the family in the 
1920s. Yet in his late-life reflections, Shalamov seems to demonize his father and idealize his 
mother. 
41CW, 4:47. 
42Ibid. 
43Ibid., 3:431-32. 
44Ibid., 4:47. 
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As far as Christianity is concerned, his mother had "her own, eschatological, 
highly peculiar teaching about the end of the world,"45 and Varlam would listen to it with 
"extreme attention, simply with pity and pain."46 The following words clearly show not 
only how strong his love for his mother was, but also how pious and holy she was: "I am 
not a bishop or a priest. But I would like to canonize my mamma."47 These were not just 
words. There is a moving scene in his memoirs when he describes how he washed his 
mother's feet in warm water (at that time she was very sick and could hardly move), 
kissed them, and she began crying.48 His deep attachment to her is also evident in the fact 
that while in exile in the forced labor camps of Vishera in the Northern Urals, whenever 
he received a letter from her he would cry.49 He retained this uncommon affection 
towards his mother till the end of his life. Nadezhda Alexandravna was attached to him as 
well and had wanted him to study at a Theological Seminary.50 Perhaps she saw certain 
qualities in him that would qualify him for such a vocation. 
At the age of sixty he felt her invisible presence as a kind of moral reference 
point. Referring to his childhood, Shalamov tells a story about one tragically unhappy 
family who lived next door. He recalls how a drunken husband would verbally abuse his 
wife, how he would publicly beat her severely, and, after having thrown her on the 
ground, would trample on her: 
45CW, 4:47. 
46Ibid. 
47Ibid. 
ASNB, 32; clCW, 3:431-32. 
49
"June," CW, 1:511; cf. NB, 253. 
50 CW, 4:39. 
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I was standing by the house watching the scene through the door's chink. My 
heart was beating. 
Behind the back I had heard my mother's breathing. 
Rozhkov turned the wife out of doors, ran her down and gave her hell. 
"I do not want you to become like this," my mamma said. 
"And I have not become like this, mamma!" wrote Shalamov approximately 50 
years later.51 
This reconstruction of Shalamov's family background, albeit limited, helps 
explain the complexity and ambiguity associated with his religious worldview. Two 
opposing forces seem to have played a role in forming his outlook during his childhood 
and youth. On the one hand, the secular religion of his father, an ambitious man with a 
domineering mind-set, while on the other hand, Shalamov's worldview was influenced 
significantly by the humble devout life of his mother. According to his earnest 
conviction, his mother embodied genuine Christian faith with its spirit of non-violence, 
selfless service, and self-sacrificial love—ideals Shalamov highly valued throughout his 
life. A third force that shaped his character was literature, which Shalamov devoured in 
5lCW, 4:131. 
52I have intentionally omitted Shalamov's post-camp family background which, in my 
view, played a less significant role in the issues of his faith in God than the experiences that 
occurred during his formative years. At least the writer did not leave us any clear evidence to 
think otherwise. Nevertheless, as Kline believes, post-Kolyma impacts may explain another 
important characteristic of his personality—a loss of faith in humanity. As she puts it, "Te 
bitterness with which Shalamov was ultimately to perceive the camps was a result of the events of 
his post-camp [family] life." Laura Kline, "The Trauma of Coming Home," unpublished 
manuscript, p. 6. 
53There is also another view on the problem of Shalamov's atheism as it relates to the 
abrasive relationships between him and his father. Looking from the standpoint of 
psychoanalytical theory, Bol'shev hypothesizes that young Shalamov suffered Oedipus complex. 
This phenomenon, he asserts, explains both authorial cynicism about humans as utterly depraved 
beings and his rejection of God as a raison d'etre of the universe. A. O. Bol'shev, OcodeuHOcmu 
aemo6uo2patpu3Ma epyccKou npo3e 50—70-x eodoe XXeexa (HcnoeedaribHO-aemozpcKpimecKue 
npoweedenuH E. nacmepnciKa, B. LUcuiaMoea, K). floAidpoecKozo e ceeme ncuxoanamaa) (The 
characteristics of autobiographism in Russian prose of the 1950s-70s: Confessionary-
autobiographic works of B. Pasternak, V. Shalamov, Y. Dombrovsky in light of psychoanalysis) 
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his childhood and youth. But it seems that literature had a far less important impact on his 
religious outlook than did his family, especially his interpersonal relationship with his 
parents. He once admitted as late as 1968 that "only social interactions (obshchenie s 
zhyvymi lud'mi) hurt me most, and I do not remember any book which, in spite of my 
impressionability, hurt me more in the years of my childhood or youth."54 
Varlam Shalamov as a Religious Thinker 
Most of twentieth-century Russian history was impacted by massive social 
upheavals such as the October Revolution, the Red Terror, the Civil War, famine, forced 
collectivization, dekulakization, industrialization, and the Great Terror which plunged 
tens of millions of people into an abyss of enormous suffering and despair. But the most 
emblematic feature of that century was the concentration camp.55 Shalamov was dragged 
into the Kolyma death camps to witness and experience an "immense flood of evil never 
seen in previous ages and millenniums." As an intellectual who survived nearly 
seventeen years in the Kolyma camps, he was seeking to understand his own experiences 
as well as those of his camp inmates, something that was nearly impossible. It was almost 
imperative for him to include God in his camp experience reflections. Moreover, as an 
(St. Petersburg: Filologicheskii fakul'tet S.-Peterburgskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, 2001), 
34-46. 
5ANB, 828. 
Tzvetan Todorov, Facing the Extreme: Moral Life in the Concentration Camps, trans. 
Arthur Denner and Abigail Pollak (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1996), 290. 
56Timofeev, 190. 
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existentialist writer he could not avoid discussing the theme of the Divine in his 
writings. A few statements are worth citing which will reveal him as a religious thinker. 
In a letter to Boris Pasternak dated 20 December 1953, Shalamov comments on 
the main ideas and heroes of Dr. Zhivago. The following passages show how deeply he 
was interested in issues of Christianity. 
Nobody affirms aloud what has been agitating the human soul for thousands of 
years, what has been responding to [its] innermost thoughts. The best minds of 
humankind and certainly the most genius artists have formulated a language for 
intercourse between man and his best inner essence. This language was formulated 
by Christ's apostles and later by such writers as John Zlatoust [Chrysostom], who 
were able to control all the mysteries of the human soul—throughout the 
millenniums. I used to read the texts of liturgies, the texts of the divine Easter 
services, [the texts] of the Week of Passion and I was astonished by their power, 
depth, [and] artistry—by the great democratism of that soul's algebra. But its roots 
went back to the Gospel, [it] grew out of it, [and] leaned against it. 
. . . And how can any literate person move away from the issues of Christianity? 
And how is it possible to write a novel about the past without clarifying one's 
relation to Christ?58 
And how shall I now live—[a man] who saw the divine services on the pure 
snow, without chasubles and stoles, [performed] from memory among five-hundred 
year old larches, facing East for the altar which was randomly calculated, with black 
squirrels fearfully watching the taiga worship from the branches?59 
I like so many parts of the book [Dr. Zhivago] that it is difficult to name the best 
one. Nevertheless I suppose that it is the piece from Vedeniapin's notebook—about 
Rome and Christ. I have recopied this wonderful piece for myself, and I will learn it 
by heart. And there is something else I would like to add to this: when the soldiery 
or militarists begin to rule over the world, I am pained by the thought that if this 
continues in the same way—there will be a third [sic] advent and the history of the 
new, second Christianity will begin. In Christianity itself everything has to do with 
advent, with the appearance of God in everyday life (vyavlenii Boga v byt).60 
M. Berutti, "3K3HCTeHU,HajiHCTCKHe no3HUHH B jiarepHOH npo3e BapjiaMa UlajiaMOBa" 
(Existentialistic positions in the camp prose of Varlam Shalamov), in Shalamovskii sbornik 4 
(1997): 53. 
58A«,419. 
59Ibid., 420. 
60Ibid., 422. 
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Christian ideas had deeply penetrated Shalamov's thinking. The notion of the 
advent of Christ was considered by him, at least at the time he wrote this letter, to be a 
powerful counteraction (in fact, a counterculture) to the dominance of evil and violence. 
As Shalamov comments on some other pages of Pasternak's novel, "Christianity was an 
offer of life to Man [sic], and not to society."61 From this and other passages it seems that 
the KR can be rightly called a weeping over the greatest loss a human being has ever 
experienced, a loss of self in the loss of God. In the vortex of tragic historical events 
people agonizingly found themselves face to face with absolute evil,62 that is, with God in 
absentia. And it was this experience of humanity falling into the abyss of godless 
existence that became a subject matter of Shalamov's magnum opus. As soon as 
Shalamov was released and returned from Kolyma, he envisioned a plan to tell the tale 
about the "martyrs who were not, who could not and who did not become heroes."63 But 
how could he do this if, by his own confession, it was impossible to write about the past 
"without clarifying one's relation to Christ?" In that sense, the KR might be considered his 
arduous task of clarifying his relationship to Christ and God. 
In his letter to Sirotinskaia dated 23 July 1968, while speaking of Jesus' Sermon 
on the Mount, he expressed his feeling that this sermon was "simply a conversation with 
friends, with children, with close acquaintances."64 In the same year he wrote in one of 
6lNB, 424. 
62According to Shklovskii, "the image of camp in the stories of V. Shalamov is an image 
of absolute evil." Evgenii Shklovskii, 'TIpaBfla BapjiaMa UJauaMOBa" (The truth of Varlam 
Shalamov), Druzhba narodov 3 (1991): 256. 
63
"About Prose," CW, 4:362. 
MNB, 830. Cf. a somewhat similar description of Christ in NB, 315. 
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his notebooks, "God does not need righteous people. They will manage to live without 
God. God needs repentant sinners."65 Probably one of his most powerful reflections on 
God is in his letter to Sirotinskaia (about 1971) in which he states: "We do not know what 
stands behind God, behind faith, but we clearly see—everyone sees—what stands behind 
disbelief. Therefore [there is] such a thirst [tjaga] for religion, surprising to me, an heir of 
totally different principles."66 
From this statement it can be concluded that Shalamov was not an atheist. But it is 
also important to point out that the closer he was to his final days, the more bitter his 
thoughts about God would become. In an unsent letter to Solzhenitsyn (1974), which is 
full of polemics, he accuses him of hypocrisy and says that by shouting, "I believe in 
God! I am a religious person!" Solzhenitsyn behaves as an unscrupulous man. In a letter 
to Julii Shreider written 1 September 1975 he goes so far as to ascribe the authorship of 
the Bible, Qur'an, and the New Testament to the devil. As quoted earlier, in late 1979 
he admits: "I am not scared to leave this world, although I am a complete atheist."69 
There is no question, Shalamov was a deep religious thinker.70 Many of his 
statements about religion reveal positive attitudes toward Christianity and religious 
65/VB,313. 
66Ibid., 842. 
67Ibid., 377. 
68Ibid., 895. 
69Ibid., 358. 
70As far as his poetry is concerned, there are very many religious ideas and deep spiritual 
insights in it. It is clear that such poetic pieces, like, for example, "ABBaicyM B IrycT03epcKe" 
(Awakum in Pustozersk), which Shalamov believed was an autobiographical one, could hardly 
be produced by someone who had not been in dialogue with God, with higher truth, or who did 
not share at least the basic principles of religious freedom. See Mark Kachurin, "Bee Te ace CHera 
ABBaKyMOBa Beica: ABBaicyM fleTpoB H BapjiaM IHanaMOB" (Same snow of Awakum's age: 
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faith,71 though chronologically speaking, the dynamics of his faith moved toward 
disbelief. This can partly be explained by his rapidly and fatally deteriorating physical 
and mental health (he suffered dementia), as well as utter loneliness. 
Moral Reference Point of Kolymskie rasskazy 
In her article "Varlam Shalamov: In the Devil's Presence," Elena Mikhailik 
advances the idea that "the theme of interaction and interosculation of the totalitarian 
state, the criminal world, and the evil forces, clearly stated in Kolymskie rasskazy, 
deserves . . . serious and detailed examination."72 The purpose of the following section of 
the dissertation is to explore this complex theme, rightly identified by Mikhailik, as 
coming from interaction between political science, criminology, and theology 
(demonology). Shalamov was able in his writings to combine all three and produced a 
grim masterpiece, a first-hand testimony, a rare and powerful document unmasking 
Stalinism as the monstrous force that dominated an entire epoch in the history of Soviet 
Russia. 
"This Is My Soul" 
The KR consists of six cycles. Each of the cycles was designed with its own 
structure and order within the whole. The first cycle, which bears the same name as the 
Awakum Petrov and Varlam Shalamov), Novyi Zhurnal 237 (December 2004): 231-32. Cf. 
Viacheslav Vs. Ivanov, "ABBaicyMOBa AOJIH" (The Awakum lot), Literaturnaia gazeta 24, no. 
5657 (18 July 1997): 12. 
lxCf. NB, 512. 
72Elena Mikhailik, "BapjiaM UlajiaMOB: B npHcyrcTBHH fltHBona. Ilpo6jieMa KOHreKCTa" 
(Varlam Shalamov: In the devil's presence: The problem of the context), Russian Literature 47 
(2000): 217. 
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main work, was written between 1953 and 1956 while Shalamov was in exile in Kalinin 
Province. The second cycle, The Sketches of the Criminal World, was written in 1959. 
The third and fourth cycles, The Left Bank and The Artist of the Spade, were finished in 
the mid-1960s. The fifth cycle, Resurrection of the Larch, was finished in the late 60s. 
Finally, The Glove, or KT-2 [KR-2], was almost completed in the early 1970s. 
In terms of their literary novelty, Shalamov categorizes KR as a "new Russian 
prose."73 This "new prose" he defines not as "the prose of a document but the prose of an 
ordeal borne out as a document."74 He claims that every story is "an absolute 
authenticity"75 and "the truth of the living life."76 As Kline observes, "With very few 
exceptions he wrote his stories about events of which he had first-hand knowledge, and 
would return mentally and emotionally to his experiences when he wrote, as if 
transcribing an artistic vision."77 At the same time, as an example of documentary prose 
KR can be read not only as a testimony of crime but also as a literary work.78 This means 
that the characters are highly representative and function as pointers to and symbols of a 
bigger reality than what appears on the surface of the narrative. Shalamov created "an 
intermediate between artistic and nonartistic discourse." The border between the real 
and bizarre is blurred. The reader is not just invited to get new information about 
73NB, 921. 
74Ibid., 845. Translated by Leona Toker. 
75Ibid., 838. 
76
"About Prose," CW, 4:368. 
"Kline, '"Novaja proza,"' 222-23. 
78Toker, Return from the Archipelago, 124. 
79Leona Toker, "Toward a Poetics of Documentary Prose—From the Perspective of 
Gulag Testimonies," Poetics Today 18, no. 2 (Summer 1997): 187. 
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factographic, historically verifiable data, but plunged, as it were, into the plot without any 
possibility to remain a bystander and avoid moral response to the interpenetrating 
dilemmas presented by the text. Thus, Shalamov's stories function not only to inform but 
also to transform the reader, regardless of his emphasis that genuine literature must be 
free from moralistic notions. 
One of the biggest achievements of Shalamov's literary genius is that his truth was 
not only ruthless toward evil, but also constructive and compassionate toward human 
individuals.80 Shalamov told the truth as he saw it, and his moral sense was equally 
Q 1 
important in his vocation of writing and in his ethical outlook on life in general. 
Shreider has rightly defined the prose of Shalamov as a "philosophical exploration into 
the nature of human beings." The Kolyma death camps turned out to be places where 
"any human being could be transformed into any form of being." It is precisely this 
transformation Shalamov describes in detail in his magnum opus. As he claims, in KR he 
examines "some psychological regularities that arise in a society where attempts are 
made to dehumanize human beings. These new regularities, new phenomena of the 
human spirit and soul arise under conditions that must not be forgotten, and the recording 
of some of these conditions is a moral imperative of every person who has been in 
Kolyma."84 
80Valerii Esipov, "HopMa JiHTepaiypbi H HopMa 6MTHH" (The norm of literature and the 
norm of being), Svobodnaia Mysl'4 (1994): 50. 
81Ibid., 43 (italics in the original). 
82Yulii Shreider, "CeKpeTa HCT" (NO secret), Znanie—Sila 6 (1991): 83. 
83Yuri Leksin, "BHe Bcero HejiOBenecKoro" (Beyond everything human), Znanie—Sila 6 
(1991): 75. 
MNB, 151. Translated by Leona Toker. 
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Shalamov rejected the "therapeutic approach" peculiar to memoir writing. He 
believed that "a writer has to reopen his old wounds in conjuring up the bad old times." 
As a result, his writing experience was like a return to the Kolyma death camps to relive 
the tortures once again. He confesses that he would speak out and shout all of his 
stories. 6 While writing, he could not stop weeping, and "only later, [when] finishing a 
story or a part of it, I wipe away the tears." Toker emphasizes that "only the near-
completed work, fermented near the threshold of consciousness, would be put down on 
paper."88 Hence the stories' narrative sobriety, sparse use of vocabulary, and factual 
precision are all utilized as devices reminiscent of a pantomime.89 Kline suggests that 
through his experience of writing KR, Shalamov "made himself into a window to the past 
and to the suffering he witnessed and endured personally."90 At times he describes this 
process in nearly Eucharistic terms. "It is my own blood that has cemented [certain] 
phrases of Kolymskie rasskazy," says the writer. He continues, "This [KR] is my soul." 2 
By the end of his life, however, Shalamov doubted the significance of his work.93 
To see his stories sitting in drawers (napisannye vyashchik), without any chance to get 
Toker, Return from the Archipelago, 156. 
86 
'NB, 838. 
87Ibid., 847. 
Toker, Return from the Archipelago, 155. 
89Valery Petrochenkov, "State-Sponsored Persecution as Violence: Varlam Shalamov's 
Kolyma Tales" in The Image of Violence in Literature, the Media, and Society, ed. Will Wright 
and Steven Kaplan (Pueblo, CO: Society for the Interdisciplinary Study of Social Imagery, 
University of Southern Colorado, 1995), 494-95. 
90Laura Kline, Ann Arbor, e-mail to Yuri Drumi, Berrien Springs, 25 July 2005. 
9
'"About Prose," CW, 4:368. 
92NB, 839. 
93 Ibid., 145-46. 
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them published in the Soviet Union, was an extra cost Shalamov had to pay for his life 
ambition. Some of the stories, however, were smuggled abroad and four of them were 
published as early as 1966. Then new publications (without the authorial permission) 
appeared in Russian periodicals in the West in the 1960s and 1970s.94 When Shalamov 
learned about his randomly selected and oddly published stories, he protested and wrote 
his infamous letter to Literaturnaia gazeta, published 23 February 1972. In the letter the 
writer stated that "the problematics of Kolymskie rasskazy have been removed by life a 
long time ago."95 Regardless of this seeming renunciation of his major literary work, he 
continued to write KR for at least one more year. 
Shalamov never claimed that his stories in KR have a common plot96 though he 
considered them to be a cohesive whole. These stories are "achronic" and "linked 
together in the cycles by theme."97 However, the questions arise: What is that theme? 
What does the voice of a prisoner want to convey to his readers and listeners? And if 
there is an overarching theme, there should probably be an "archnarrator." Kline has put 
the problem this way: 
In terms of character, biography, physical appearance and point-of-view there is 
little distinction between most of the characters in Kolymskie rasskazy. This lack of 
distinction points to the existence of a theoretical "archnarrator," who encompasses 
the attitudes, expectations and experience of the majority of the characters, on the 
Michael Nicholson, "OTKpbiTHe, KOToporo OH He 3Haji" (A discovery he did not know), 
Shalamovskii Sbornik 1 (1994): 212. 
95Irina P. Sirotinskaia, "O rracbMe B 'JlHTepaTypHyio ra3eTy'" (Concerning the letter to the 
Literaturnaia gazeta), Shalamovskii Sbornik 1 (1994): 106. 
96
 NB, 920. Mikhailik points out that "Shalamov could not describe the camps in terms of 
conventional categories of tempo and subject, because in this case one of the basic characteristics 
of camp universe would be lost, namely its killing irrationality." Elena Mikhailik, "BapjiaM 
IlIajiaMOB B KOHTeKCTe JiHTepaTypu H HCTOPHH" (Varlam Shalamov in the context of literature 
and history), Australian Slavonic & East European Studies 9, no. 1 (1995): 40. 
97Kline, '"Novaja proza'," 283. 
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one hand, and who himself has been fractured by physical and psychological abuse, 
on the other. In fact, Kolymskie rasskazy can be seen as an attempt to reconstruct 
this archnarrator, or at least gather the pieces of his psyche, pieces which cannot be 
put together, but which form a sort of mosaic in the text, a testimony to trauma, 
anguish, and loss of self.98 
In a letter to Sirotinskaia in 1971 Shalamov emphasizes that a genuine writer must 
be a "judge, and not an apprentice,"99 and through this process he "gives the final 
formula, a verdict."100 In line with these high standards for writers are Shalamov's own 
confessions made in a notebook in 1972, that all the murderers in KR bear their real 
names.101 It is difficult to disagree with the writer who claimed that his every tale was "a 
slap in the face of Stalinism,"102 a ruthless exposure of systemic evil institutionalized and 
ritualized in the Kolyma death camps. Mikhailik shows that "in the context of Kolymskie 
rasskazy the camp world is identified not only with devil's possessions but with the devil 
himself. ",UJ She states that' 'we may speak of the continuous—either direct or indirect— 
presence of [the] devil in all the corners of the camp universe of Kolymskie rasskazy, on 
all levels of the text."104 The Kolyma death camps, Mikhailik concludes, were an 
"incarnation of Absolute, Universal evil."105 
Laura Kline, "Narrative Perspective in Varlam Shalamov's Kolymskie rasskazy" 
unpublished manuscript, 10-11. 
"NB, 840. 
100Ibid., 838. 
101Ibid., 342. 
,02Ibid., 836. 
103Mikhailik, "Varlam Shalamov: In the Devil's Presence," 203. 
104Ibid.,213. 
I05lbid., 215. As Pres puts it, "The concentration camps are plainly an embodiment of the 
archetype we call Hell." Terrence D. Pres, The Survivor: An Anatomy of Life in the Death Camps 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), 171. 
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If his stories were not only "retrospective explorations of the semiotics of camp 
experience," but also "constituted acts as accusation, judgment, acknowledgement, 
mourning, [and] restitution,"106 Shalamov must have had a certain ethical basis for these 
acts.107 As far as textual evidences of the existence of such a basis are concerned, biblical 
allusions in the KR are countless and run through virtually all the stones. On a subtler 
level, however, the "metaphysical vision that is implicit in Shalamov's work"1 is of a 
moral nature and emerges from the central moral values ingrained in Judeo-Christian 
religion. 
Metanarrative of Kolymskie rasskazy 
After he had completed working on the KR, Shalamov repeatedly returned to it in 
his reflections, especially in correspondence, diaries, and notes. It is unambiguously clear 
from these sources that he considered the moral decay (rastlenie) of human beings to be 
an overarching theme of his stories. In a number of statements Shalamov explains his 
literary compositions. According to his assessment in a letter to Sirotinskaia of 1971, "[In 
KR] people are portrayed in a state which is highly important and which has not been 
described before, [namely] when a human being comes to a condition close to beyond-
humanness. My prose is a fixation of what little remained in man. What is that little? Is 
there a boundary to that little, or it is death, both spiritual and physical, that lies beyond 
l06Toker, Return from the Archipelago, 157. 
107Cf.A®,723. 
108Mikhailik, "Varlam Shalamov: In the Devil's Presence," 206. 
109Leona Toker, "Kafka's 'The Hunger Artist' and Shalamov's 'The Artist of the Spade'," 
in Cold Fusion: Aspects of the German Cultural Presence in Russia, ed. Gennady Barabtarlo 
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2000), 286. 
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that boundary?"110 In a letter to A. A. Kremenskii in 1972, Shalamov speaks about KR 
not only as a "new Russian prose,"111 but also as a verbal "photograph of the death 
camps."112 That snapshot shows that "man turned out to be much worse than it was 
imagined by Russian humanists of the 19th and 20th centuries, and not only by Russian 
1 1 T 
humanists.—Why hide this? Kolymskie rasskazy speak exactly about this." Then he 
continues: 
I don't see any reason to exclude the theme of the camps from the literary raw 
material of a contemporary writer. On the contrary, it is precisely in the camp theme 
that I see the expression, reflection, perception, [and] witnessing of the main tragedy 
of our time. And the tragedy is about how people, educated for generations on 
humanistic literature . . . have so easily \pri pervom zhe uspekhe] come to 
Auschwitz, to Kolyma. 
This is not only a Russian mystery, but, apparently, a universal question.1 M 
Finally, in the author's well-structured document, entitled What I Saw and 
Understood in the Camp (1961), are very radical thoughts on the morally 
destructive effects that the forced-labor camps had upon prisoners as well as personnel. 
He writes: "I am convinced that the camp is a totally negative school, even an hour 
mustn't be spent there—this would be an hour of depravation. The camps never gave 
anything good to anybody, and they could not. The camp depraves both prisoners and 
civilians."115 
mNB, 839. Cf. 
December 1968: "Here 
into the people's souls" 
1
 "Ibid., 921. 
1,2Ibid., 923. 
1,3Ibid., 922. 
114Ibid.,923. 
115Ibid.,265. 
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the following statement made by Shalamov in a notebook dated 8 
is the main theme of [our] time—the depravation that Stalin introduced 
(Ibid., 295). 
In order to speak so strongly and convincingly about moral decay in the Stalinist 
death camps, Shalamov must have had a clear moral reference point that would serve him 
as a criterion for distinguishing good from evil, in spite of the fact that he makes a 
considerable number of statements that seemingly point towards ethical relativism.116 In 
fact, the main reason why Shalamov succeeded in portraying the death camps as a sort of 
anti-society, a negative reality which caused the moral fall of individual human beings 
and led to "an unhedged relativization of conventional morality,"117 was precisely 
because he had an unbending ethical backbone at the core of his agnostic worldview. 
The KR makes such a lasting and indelible impression on the reader not only 
because its author used certain literary techniques but also because he held a steadfast 
moral position. Shalamov plunges the readers of KR into a cathartic experience thus 
making them feel disgust for Stalinism and the criminal world as one of its offshoots. By 
writing KR the way he did, Shalamov actually conveyed the idea stated by the apostle 
Paul some nineteen centuries before: "I would not have known sin except through the 
law" (Rom 7:7b). In the mouth of Shalamov this truth would be stated like this: "I would 
not have known the 'vile science' of evil except through the moral feeling dwelling within 
me." 
u6In his stories Shalamov would often speak of the "shift of all and any of the [moral] 
scales" (smeshchenie masshtabov). See CW, 1:495, 519, 531, etc.; 2:275, 293, 297, 304, 316, etc.; 
see also a letter to F.A. Vigdorova of 16 June 1964, NB, 723. Time and again the writer would 
repeat that he and other camp prisoners crossed the borders of "good and evil, warmth and cold" 
("The Glove," CW, 2:293), that he and other prisoners were "outside of truth, outside of lies" 
("Sententious," CW, 1:358). 
117Toker, "Varlam Shalamov's Kolyma," 158. 
118Elena Volkova, 'TlapaflOKCti KaTapcHca Bapjiaiua llIajiaMOBa" (The paradoxes of 
catharsis of Varlam Shalamov), Voprosy filosofli 11 (1996): 45. 
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"Po desyati zapovedyam" (According to the Ten Commandments) 
In her memoirs, Sirotinskaia tells the story about how she first met Shalamov on 
the second of March 1966. She came to ask him if he would give his manuscripts to the 
Central State Archive of Literature and Art. Also, after she had read his tale, "Typhoid 
Quarantine," Sirotinskaia was very eager to meet the author whom she considered to be a 
"new prophet" who must have known the answer to her agonizing question: How shall 
one now live? When Shalamov was asked this question his immediate reply was: 
"According to the Ten Commandments.""9 Sirotinskaia was a bit disappointed by this 
answer and inquired: "Is that all?" To which Shalamov added his own "eleventh 
commandment": "Thou shall not teach thy neighbor." ' 
Even if this event had never occurred, there would still be valid reasons to 
consider some points of contact between the Decalogue as the main moral creed of 
Judeo-Christianity121 and TO?. 
1I9Irina Sirotinskaia, "^ojirHe-flOJirue TOJXW 6ecen" (The long-long years of talks), in 
Shalamovskiisbornik 1 (1994): 111. 
120By his insistence on the "eleventh" commandment Shalamov probably sought to 
distance himself from a particular stream of Russian literature that "interferes in other people's 
business, directs other people's destinies, expostulates about issues on which it does not 
understand anything, while it has no right to poke into moral problems, to condemn, while it 
knows nothing and does not wish to know anything." See "Galina Pavlovna Zybalova," CW, 
2:319, cited from the translation done by Leona Toker, "Target Audience, Hurdle Audience, and 
the General Reader: Varlam Shalamov's Art of Testimony," Poetics Today 26, no. 2 (Summer 
2005): 294. 
121
 Given to the Israelites after they were set free from Egyptian bondage (the ancient 
Gulag), the commandments became the crucial value-creating source for the recently born nation. 
Numerous other laws, statutes, and rules stemmed from it, thus regulating various areas of their 
religion, morality, civil order, marriage and family institutions, international affairs, etc. Since 
Judaism and Christianity are primarily "behavioristic" faith traditions, these moral codes regulate 
the totality of their interpersonal relationships and provide an absolute standard for distinguishing 
both good and evil in societal and personal behaviors. The Decalogue is binding because it was 
given by God, "the parent of all humanity." The significance of the Decalogue is clear from the 
fact that it was written on the stone "with the finger of God" (Exod 31:18; Deut 9:10), it was "the 
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The Decalogue describes God's ideal of what human life must be like individually 
and communally, in relation to the Creator and His creation, primarily to one's fellow 
humans. KR bears witness to the reversal of that ideal, namely how the male and female 
inmates of the Kolyma camps experienced the full range of moral and psycho-social 
degradation and disintegration. If the Decalogue is a clear-cut path to being human, KR is 
a testimony to the men and women who could not retain their humanity and simply 
ceased to be humans. Above all, the Decalogue addresses interpersonal relationships. 
Shalamov, too, did his description of the arctic hell primarily in behavioristic terms, that 
is, as "the lethal and humiliating slave labor amid the system of relationship that corrupts 
199 
individuals and pushes aside moral barriers." Furthermore, there is every reason to 
believe that human dignity and worth as a bedrock principle of the Ten Commandments 
and Shalamov's strong adherence to ethics of non-violence have certainly much in 
common. 
Thus the rationale for taking such a hermeneutical step to interpret his writings 
using the magnifying glass of the Decalogue is twofold. First, as mentioned earlier, 
work of God, and the writing was the writing of God engraved on the tablets" (Exod 32:16). 
Consistent and unrepentant violation of the covenant with God by breaking each of the Ten 
Commandments moves God to bring about the destruction of the nation. See Laura Schlessinger 
and Rabbi Stewart Vogel, The Ten Commandments: The Significance of God's Laws in Everyday 
Life (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1998), 318; Tikva Frymer-Kenski, "Anatolia and the 
Levant: Israel," in A History of Ancient Near Eastern Law, ed. Raymond Westbrook (Leiden: 
Brill, 2003), 2:975; Nahum M. Sarna, Exodus: The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS 
Translation, ed. Nahum M. Sarna (Philadelphia, PA: Jewish Publication Society, 1991), 109; 
David N. Freedman, The Nine Commandments: Uncovering a Hidden Pattern of Crime and 
Punishment in the Hebrew Bible (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 1. 
122Toker, "Varlam Shalamov's Kolyma," 154. 
123Shalamov believed that the biggest crime in the world is to weigh upon somebody 
else's will. See NB, 827. 
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Shalamov lived in the home of practicing Orthodox parents. Although he experienced a 
somewhat complex relationship with his father, he nevertheless held to the basic moral 
values embedded in the Christian religion. His sensitivity toward moral issues was 
beyond doubt.124 This moral legacy sharpened his perception of the painful experiences 
endured in Kolyma and contributed to making his descriptions of the hellish camp so 
powerful. As Petrochenkov has pointed out, the determinant of Shalamov's artistic 
thinking (khudozhestvennoe soznanie) is Christianity, and outside of it his stories cannot 
be understood. Second, while in the Kolyma camps, Shalamov went through the 
unspeakable. His experience of descending into the hell of human decadency made him a 
witness of what men and women become when the basic principles of the Decalogue are 
abolished. It is reasonable, therefore, to look at some of Shalamov's stories through the 
prism of the Ten Commandments to analyze the parameters of dehumanization that are 
unfolded in the pages of KR. 
A Human among Humans 
One of the ways to classify the Ten Commandments of Exod 20 (cf. Deut 5) is to 
divide them into two parts. The first part, the theological commandments 1 to 4, 
structures Divine-human relationships, whereas the second part, the social 
124
 According to Shalamov, moral principles constitute the essentials of the human soul 
(NB, 690). He asserts that in the KR there is nothing that would not be an overcoming of evil, a 
triumph of good (CW, 4:362). In line with this evaluation is his thought that it is the ethical value 
that constitutes "the only authentic criterion of art" (NB, 146). 
125Valery V. Petrochenkov, "IIIanaMOB u MHpoBaa KyjibTypa" (Shalamov and the world 
culture), Shalamovskiisbornikl (2002): 97. 
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commandments 5 to 10, regulates the social dimension of human life. The fourth 
commandment (the Sabbath commandment) is in the middle of the Decalogue and shares 
both dimensions. Jesus summarized the meaning of "all the Law and the Prophets" by 
saying that there are two great commandments. The first one is, "You shall love the 
LORD your God with all your heart" and the second one is, "You shall love your 
neighbor as yourselves" (Matt 22:37-40; cf. Mark 12:28-31). Later the apostle Paul re-
emphasized Jesus' point by asserting that "love is the fulfillment of the law" (Rom 13:10). 
The reason my analysis begins with the second part of the Decalogue is because 
in the context of KR as well as in the biography of Shalamov it seems more consistent to 
consider the visible before the invisible, that is, the metaphysical world. In order to 
reflect on the hidden spiritual realm of God and His relation to human beings (and vice 
versa), one must begin with an accurate description of what a human being was in 
relationship to another human in the confinement of the Kolyma camps. Perhaps this 
approach of taking the reverse order—from the consequences to the causes—has 
something in common with Shalamov's description of the camps where all kinds of moral 
scales were fatally shifted. 
The fifth commandment 
"Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long upon the land 
which the LORD your God is giving you" (Exod 20:12). 
This is a unique commandment, "the first commandment with promise" (Eph 6:2), 
which marks the transition from obligations of Israel toward their God to their obligations 
126Cf. Jacob Neusner, A Rabbi Talks with Jesus, rev. ed. (Montreal: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 2007), 56-58. 
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toward one another. The commandment considers family as the primary social unit 
and prescribes that parent-child relationships be based on the same principles as those 
between God the Creator and human beings the creatures. The word "honor" comes from 
the Hebrew root kabod, meaning "to be heavy."127 When used in relation to God and His 
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attributes, it is usually translated as "glory." The idea is to convey the notion of 
importance and significance of parents, their "weightiness" as ones giving life to and 
having authority over their offspring. It follows therefore that God as the Parent and the 
parental status of father and mother are interrelated.129 By dishonoring their parents, 
human beings dishonor God.130 If a father or mother is treated without honor, their 
children earn a communal curse (Deut 27:16; cf. Exod 21:15). A child who curses his 
parents is to be executed (Exod 21:17; Lev 20:9). On the other hand, it is the parents' 
responsibility to teach their children the Law of God (Deut 6:6-7) and "bring them up in 
the training and admonition of the Lord" (Eph 6:4). To live long days upon the Lord's 
land was a much more attractive perspective than to prostitute daughters as harlots thus 
causing "the land [to] fall into harlotry, and . . . become full of wickedness" (Lev 19:29). 
Before looking at some passages from the KR through the prism of the fifth 
commandment, it seems important to sketch some of the social transformations during 
the peak of Stalinism that related to the family as a basic social unit. 
From the official propaganda and the top secret documents on forced 
127Schlessinger and Vogel, 170. 
128Freedman, 69. 
129Schlessinger and Vogel, 139. 
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collectivization, it becomes very clear that in the new social and economic course there 
was little, if any, space left for basic values, common to all mankind, such as marriage 
and family. Here are just a few examples illustrating Stalinism in action. "To cut off 
youth from the parents"131 was considered to be an important political objective aimed at 
the radical and irretrievable break with the old social structure.132 To this end even 
special barracks for the children of deportees were built with a member of the Komsomol 
appointed to propagandize them.133 
Political prisoners in particular suffered severe restrictions. Years of deprivation 
of freedom in remote places of confinement and, what was more painful, without the 
right of correspondence significantly worsened the chances to be with one's family even 
mentally. But in those instances when even limited correspondence was allowed, the 
outgoing letters of the prisoners were censored and often did not reach their addressees. 
The notorious order no. 00447 of 30 July 1937 issued by Nikolai Ezhov, then head of 
NKVD, delivered yet another blow at the institution of family. According to the order, 
children of political convicts ("counter-revolutionaries") ages one to three years old were 
subject to placement in children's homes and day nurseries within the structure of the 
People's Commissariat of Public Health, and children between ages three and fifteen were 
mVladimir P. Kozlov, chair, of ed. board, Hcmopun cmanuucKOZo Tynaza: Koneu 1920-x 
- nepean nojioeuna 1950-x eodoe: codpanue doicyMeHmoe e ceMU moMax (The history of Stalin's 
Gulag: Late 20s—early 50s: Collected documents in 7 volumes) (Moscow: Rosspen, 2004), 
5:182. Cf. 5:725. 
132Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn points out that "if a son was arrested with his father . . . or a 
wife together with her husband, the greatest care was taken to see that they did not meet at the 
same camp. And if by some chance they did meet, they were separated as quickly as possible." 
Solzhenitsyn, 2:152-3. 
133From Ukraine and Byelorussia alone in 1930 there were 112,828 families or 550,558 
people banished to live in the northern regions of the USSR only because they were considered to 
be kulaks. See Kozlov, The History of Stalin's Gulag, 5:136. 
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to be sent to children's homes that were part of the People's Commissariat of 
Education.134 In her research, Emma Mason, referring to Jacques Rossi, writes, 
The forced relocation of children in the camps was planned and executed like an 
actual military operation so that the mothers were taken by surprise. Usually it was 
done in the middle of the night, but it was rare that the heart-rending scenes, where 
crazed mothers threw themselves upon the jailors and the barbed wire fences, were 
avoided. The compound could shudder for a long time with the mothers' howling, 
while camp discipline and labour productivity dropped noticeably.135 
How did this policy of the State to drive a wedge between generations echo in 
AT?? In "The Resurrection of the Larch," there is a passage that reflects on the ominous 
atmosphere in Moscow of the 1930s. Shalamov speaks of "quartering, breaking on the 
wheel a husband, a brother, a son, a father who would inform on each other, betray each 
other."136 This reflection might have been rooted in Valerii, Shalamov's older brother 
publicly renouncing his father, an Orthodox priest. 
Kozlov, The History of Stalin's Gulag, 1:279. In utter disregard to the principle that 
parents and children are not to be punished for each other's misdeeds (Deut 24:16), the wives and 
other family members of "traitors to the motherland," of "an enemy of the people," of "an 
individual who was subject to repression" were subjects to interrogations, legal proceedings, 
imprisonment, and/or exile to the camps. See Jacques Rossi, The Gulag Handbook; An 
Encyclopedia Dictionary of Soviet Penitentiary Institutions and Terms Related to the Forced 
Labor Camps, trans. William A. Burhans (New York: Paragon House, 1989), 36. 
135Emma Mason, "Women in the Gulag in the 1930s," in Women in the Stalin Era, ed. 
Melanie Ilic (Wiltshire, UK: Palgrave, 2001), 144. According to Eugenia Ginzburg, the Kolyma 
camp inmate appointed as camp kindergarten instructor, children born in prison or in camp were 
"difficult children": "Thirty-eight infant neurotics, some high-stung and overexcitable, others 
subdued and silent. Some were painfully thin and pale, with blue rings around their eyes; others 
had grown disproportionately fat from a diet too rich in carbohydrates and deficient in vitamins. 
They were difficult collectively and difficult individually." Eugenia Ginzburg, Within the 
Whirlwind, trans. Ian Boland (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981), 215. 
136
"The Resurrection of the Larch," CW, 2:275. 
n7The Fourth Vologda, CW, 4:37. Cf. Margarete Buber, Under Two Dictators, ed. 
Edward Fitzgerald (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1951), 14. This dire panorama of the 
paranoid societal climate prevailing in the country cannot fail but remind one of the truths of 
Jesus predicting how a brother will "deliver up brother to death, and a father his child; and 
children will rise up against parents and cause them to be put to death" (Matt 10:21; cf. 24:10 and 
Mark 13:12). 
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Another notorious example was Pavlik Morozov138 who probably inspired 
many to emulate his "exploit" and write denunciations against their own parents. 
As the lead article in Pravda of 20 December 1937 stated, "Every honorable citizen of 
our country considers it his duty to assist NKVD organs."139 According to Fitzpatrick, 
"it was not uncommon during the Great Purges for the school-age children of 
arrested 'enemies of the people' to be forced to repudiate them orally in public 
at school or Komsomol meetings."140 As Clark explains, 
Stalinist society expected of its citizens extraordinarily far-reaching allegiance 
to the state. The rationalization for this attachment was found in the analogy 
between the entire Soviet state and a "family" or "tribe." Soviet citizens were 
urged to jettison their sense of family based on real blood relationship and to 
replace it with a higher one based on political kinship. In support of this 
ideology writers and speakers provided an inexhaustable [sic] supply of real or 
mythic examples of people who renounced their own kin in favor of the new 
• . 141 
society. 
Upon his return from Kolyma and following the reunion with his family, 
Shalamov soon discovered that they betrayed him "lock, stock, and barrel" 
(s potrokhami).142 This probably left an impression on how he portrayed the grievous sin 
l38It is a well-known fact that throughout the Soviet period a boy called Pavlik Morozov 
(1918-1932), who denounced his father to the authorities and then was killed by his grandfather 
and cousin, was mythologized as a Soviet martyr, an ideal informer. Ihanus observes that "statues 
of Pavlik Morozov were erected in order to educate the people, and especially children, in the fine 
art of denunciation: inform on everybody, even on your own parents. Even today, when most of 
the Soviet propaganda monuments have been destroyed, a lot of statues of Pavlik Morozov have 
stood the test of time, appealing to the Russian mentality." Juhani Ihanus, Swaddling, Shame and 
Society: On Psychohistory and Russia (Helsinki: Kikimora Publications, 2001), 118. 
,39Cited by Rossi, 250. 
,40Sheila Fitzpatrick, Tear Off the Masks! Identity and Imposture in Twentieth-Century 
Russia (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005), 223-24. 
l41Katerina Clark, "Utopian Anthropology as a Context for Stalinist Literature," in 
Stalinism: Essays in Historical Interpretation, ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1977), 181. 
U2NB, 255. 
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of renunciation of parents by their children. In the story "The Apostle Paul," Shalamov 
describes the godly Lutheran pastor Frisorger who was separated from his only daughter 
and sent to Kolyma probably because he was German143 or because he was a Christian 
believer. Hard work, extreme cold, malnutrition, and inanition had done their work that 
he shared with many other camp inhabitants. As a result of such maltreatment, Frisorger 
could no longer recall the name of Jesus' twelfth apostle. This "big sin" and an 
"unforgivable mistake" caused him to cry "tears of shame."144 At the same time Frisorger 
had diligently kept the picture of his daughter through six years of incarceration. "The 
yellow, cracked photograph was lovingly framed with a piece of colored paper."145 After 
evening prayers he would "lie down on his cot. . . take out his daughter's photograph, and 
stroke the colored border."146 This was his "mission of memory,"147 a moral imperative of 
a father to his only daughter. Camp hardships were relatively tolerable until the day when 
a package arrived. It contained "an official document with a request to show convict 
Frisorger (crime, sentence) his daughter's declaration. A copy of the declaration was 
enclosed. In it she wrote briefly and simply that she was convinced her father was an 
enemy of the people and that she renounced him and requested that her relationship to 
143On 25 July 1937 an order no. 00439 was issued by the People's Commissariat of 
Internal Affaires that prescribed repressions against German subjects suspected of espionage 
against the USSR. Four years later on 27 August 1941 Lavrentii Beria issued order no. 001158 
about expulsion of Germans from Povolzhje, Saratov, and Stalingrad Provinces. See Kozlov, The 
History of Stalin's Gulag, 1:267, 455. 
144
"The Apostle Paul," KT, 52. 
I45lbid., 54. 
146Ibid., 55. 
147The phrase "mission of memory" was borrowed from the article by Matt F. Oja, 
"Shalamov, Solzhenitsyn, and the Mission of Memory," Survey 29, no. 2 (125) (Summer 1985): 
62-9. 
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him be regarded as non-existent." She did not shed tears or feel any remorse or shame 
for what she did, but she knew the language of officialdom, which she coolly used in her 
letter of renunciation. Being intolerant of such sadism the narrator "crumpled the 
declaration . . . and tossed it into the open door of the heated stove."149 
Another story, "A Child's Drawings," demonstrates how the black hole of the 
camp destroyed the beauty of childhood, the world of fairy tales. The story recounts 
prisoners who after work noticed a large heap of garbage—"something we could not 
afford to ignore."150 Beneath the garbage the narrator saw a blue school notebook with 
carefully colored pages. It belonged to an unnamed child who lived somewhere not far 
from the camp and who could see the barracks through the window of his house. As the 
drawings indicated, the notebook's owner would read Russian folk tales to create a 
perfect world in his pure imagination. In reality, however, the only world this child knew, 
though in the distance, was that of the camps. The writer shows how the Russian 
fairyland was intricately combined with another Russian "dreamland," that of the gray 
camp zone: 
The northern hunt was on, and a toothy German shepherd strained at a leash held 
by Prince Ivan. . . . Prince Ivan wore a military hat that covered his ears, a white 
sheepskin coat, felt boots, and deep mittens. Prince Ivan had a sub-machine gun 
slung over his shoulder. Naked, triangular trees were poked into the snow. 
The child saw nothing, remembered nothing but the yellow houses, barbed wire, 
guard towers, German shepherds, guards with sub-machine guns, and a blue, blue 
sky.151 
148
"The Apostle Paul," KT, 55. 
149Ibid., 56. 
150
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Shalamov intentionally includes in this tale an ancient northern legend about God 
"who created the taiga while he was still a child." Later, however, when God grew up, 
he "grew bored with his former child's world and he threw snow on his former child's 
world . . . and went south for ever."153 A school notebook thrown on the garbage pile, 
"beneath a twisted rag that looked like human intestines,"154 symbolized nothing but a 
massive betrayal of childhood per se by the oppressive system created by adults. The blue 
sky remained in the child's memory as a dream that might have been. 
Victims of promiscuous sexual relations, babies often would be born in the camps 
only to die. And this was a lucky outcome when considered against the camp scale of 
moral values. "Did the children die?" asked the narrator to a nurse's aide of the camp 
hospital. "This is your luck, Nina."155 But even when such children survived, it was not 
uncommon for them to be bought and sold into conditions of devastating starvation: "For 
a loaf of bread mothers would bring their daughters to the camp command."156 In his 
sketch called "Sergei Esenin and the World of Thieves," Shalamov presents an account 
on the unsophisticated ethics oiblatari (hardened professional criminals). "Blatar' does 
not think of children at all; in his morals there are no obligations . . . binding him with his 
152
"A Child's Drawings," KT, 78. 
153Ibid., 79. This is probably how Shalamov conveyed the idea that neither his own 
childhood would ever return to him nor would he ever be able to play with his own year-and-a-
half-old daughter whom he left in the crib when he was arrested and did not see her for 
seventeen years. 
154Ibid., 77. 
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'descendants.' Who will his daughter be—a prostitute, a thief? Who will his son be—it 
does not matter to him whatsoever." 
Human existence in Kolyma camps erased all family ties. The moral paradigm 
shift was radical as the instincts for bread or power trampled on the honor and 
responsibility of parenthood and set the children adrift. Childhood was betrayed and 
turned into hell. 
The sixth commandment 
"You shall not murder" (Exod 20:13). 
The sacredness of human life is anchored in the fact that it was created by God. 
On the other hand, the departure from the Creator's design brings desacralization and 
destroys the primeval status of humanity. 
When God "breathed into" the first man's nostrils "the breath of life" (Gen 2:7), a 
vital link was established between humanity and the Creator. And since male and female 
were created "in the image of God" (Gen 1:27), human life is more than human life. It 
springs from God and returns to Him (Eccl 12:7). What follows is that "since the human 
gift of life is endowed with the spark of divinity . . . to take another life wrongfully can 
be . . . viewed as the murdering of something divine."158 
The Hebrew Bible distinguishes murder from killing.159 A more accurate 
translation of this commandment should be, "You shall not commit homicide."160 In other 
157See the story "Sergei Esenin and the World of Thieves," CW, 2:90. 
158Schlessinger and Vogel, 177. 
159Freedman, 111. 
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words, it "applies to first-degree murder, that is to say, murder with malice or 
forethought."161 
Toker indicates that the "main communicative function of documentary prose is to 
1 ft") • 
provide evidence for the history of crime." Needless to say, KR by its very nature is a 
document providing a chilling account of a history of murder. Not only the first cycle of 
KR but the entire collection of stories is a "book of the dead."163 And the death is not 
understood as an "event," it is "everydayness."1 4 In fact, death became the basis of 
artistic composition in the KR as a whole.165 Within the confinement of the Far East Trust 
it was a culture of death that became its main feature. Shalamov symbolically articulated 
this view when he wrote, "A wooden tag attached to a leg [of the deceased prisoner] is a 
sign of culture."166 Violeta Davoliute holds that this statement possibly suggests an 
anthropological reading: "a tag on the leg is a method of identifying the dead that is 
particular to his [Shalamov's], twentieth-century."167 
151Freedman, 111-12. 
162Leona Toker, "Testimony as Art: Varlam Shalamov's Condensed Milk'," in Critical 
Ethics: Text, Theory and Responsibility, ed. Dominic Rainsford and Tim Woods (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1999), 252. 
163Igor' Sukhikh, ">KHTb nocne KanbiMbi (1954-1973). 'KojibiMCKHe paccKa3bi' B. 
UJajiaMOBa" (Living in the aftermath of Kolyma [1954-1973]: Kolyma Tales by V. Shalamov), 
Zvezda 6 (2001): 213. 
164Irina V. Nekrasova, Cydb6a u meopnecmeo BapnaMa LUanaMoea. MonoapcupuH (The 
destiny and writing of Varlam Shalamov: A monograph) (Samara: SGPU, 2003), 127-28. 
Eugenia Ginzburg, a Kolyma Gulag survivor and writer, recalls distinctly a thought she had 
grown accustomed to while being in the camp: "Everyone I met who was not a fellow prisoner 
had only one aim: to torture and to kill." Eugenia S. Ginzburg, Journey into the Whirlwind, trans. 
Paul Stevenson and Max Hayward (New York: A Helen and Kurt Wolf Book, 1967), 361. 
165Timofeev, 183. 
166
"Graphite," CfF, 2:108. 
167Violeta Davoliute, "Testimony from the Poetics of Place to the Politics of Memory" 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 2004), 101. 
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Shalamov describes this murderous reality in three subcategories: (1) moral 
murder, which involved attitudes and conditions humiliating to a person's dignity, 
whether he was alive or dead; (2) physical murder as direct acts of violence and brutality 
caused by malnutrition, work beyond one's strength, and extreme cold; and finally, (3) 
acts of self-mutilation and suicide as a kind of self-defense and escape tactic in the 
conditions of hopelessness and helplessness. 
Devaluation of human life and dignity. One can barely find anything in 
Shalamov's descriptions of the Kolyma camps that would not be morally scandalous, 
dishonorable, and devastating to the dignity of human beings. Survival instincts had a far 
more tenacious grip on the inmates than humanistic values.168 "Fantastic realism"169— 
this is how Shalamov defines the abyss of evil in which the camp inhabitants were 
thrown by unknown forces of physical and moral destruction. As Mikhail Geller 
comments, "at Kolyma, fantasy became everydayness."170 
The story "Berries" illustrates how the devilish tactics to tempt in order to murder 
were successfully implemented by the guard Seroshapka. He marked a prohibited "zone" 
Elena Volkova, "BapjiaM LUajiaMOB: noe/iHHOK cjiOBa c a6cypAOM" ("Varlam 
Shalamov: A duel of the word with absurdity"), 
http://magazines.russ.rU/voplit/1997/6/volkova.html (accessed Oct. 30, 2005). 
169See the sketch "The Glove," CW, 2:279, 286. "Fantastic realism" is a significant 
definition which can probably be understood as a hammer blow to the concept of socialist realism 
as an "officially sanctioned theory and method of literary composition prevalent in the Soviet 
Union from 1932 to mid-1980s." Encyclopedia Britannica (CD edition, 2003). Another equally 
legitimate interpretation of this phrase has to do with the demonic nature of the death camps as 
one of the outcomes of the Russian Revolution. See Fyodor Stepun, "PejiHrH03Hbifl CMbicn 
peBOjnouHH" (Religious meaning of the revolution) in Conuuemm (Writings) (Moscow: Rosspen, 
2000), 392-94. 
170Mikhail Geller, "IIoc;ie/iH«» Ha,ae>KZia" (The last hope), Shalamovskii Sbornik 1 
(1994): 219. 
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which he knew very well that one of the dokhodyag (the down-and-outers) would cross 
and get killed. Actually, his purpose was to get an unnamed protagonist (Shalamov?). 
Instead, another prisoner, Rybakov, who during the rest periods was gathering berries in a 
tin, crept toward the berries on the wrong side of the hanging markers. The guard pulled 
the trigger for the "infringement." Rybakov was shot immediately, without any warning 
shot.172 This "enjoyment of power" was abundantly present in the Kolyma camps: 
"enjoyment in the fact that the other is at your mercy, a fact you can prove to yourself by 
making him suffer or . . . by affording him some pleasure."173 Such attitudes toward the 
camp prisoners allowed the regime to make a deadly game of life and dignity. 
A similar picture of the violation of one's dignity through temptation by bread is 
found in many of Shalamov's stories, such as "A City on the Hill" and "Captain Tolly's 
Love." Both stories portray how a piece of bread would be put on the table and how a 
dokhodyaga would take it only to be accused of "theft" and beaten ruthlessly as an 
entertainment for the watching prisoners:174 
When it got warmer, in the spring, the white nights began, and they started playing a 
terrible game in the camp cafeteria called 'bait-fishing'. A ration of bread would be 
put on the table, and everyone would hide around the corner to wait for the hungry 
l7lAs Applebaum explains, the dying were called dokhodyagi, from the verb dokhodit', 
"to reach" or "to attain." This term from the camp slang refers to the starving-to-death camp 
inmates who "suffered from the diseases of starvation and vitamin deficiency: scurvy, pellagra, 
various forms of diarrhea." Applebaum, 334-35. 
172Just as it was in the biblical Garden of Eden, berries in the story are a forbidden fruit 
yielding death, whereas guards assumed the role of camp gods, the arbiters of the inmates' 
destinies. See Elena Mikhailik, "BapjiaM IIIajiaMOB: paccKa3 'ilroAti'. llpHMep flecTpyKTHBHon 
npo3bi" (Varlam Shalamov's story "Berries": An example of the destructive prose), Shalamovskii 
sbornik 4 (1997): 80. 
173Todorov, 181. 
174This dehumanizing practice was a total perversion of the idea expressed in the Divine 
commandment to leave the edges of the field for the poor to harvest (Lev 19:9; 23:22; 
Deut 24:19). 
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victim to approach, be enticed by the bread, touch it, and take it. Then everyone 
would rush out from around the corner, from the darkness, from ambush, and there 
would commence the beating to death of the thief, who was usually a living 
skeleton. I never ran into this form of amusement anywhere except at Jelhala. The 
chief organizer was Dr Krivitsky, an old revolutionary and former deputy commissar 
of defense industries. His accomplice in the setting out of these terrible baits was a 
correspondent from the newspaper Izvestia—Zaslavsky. 
"This was quite human heartlessness," says Shalamov, "a feature showing how far a 
human being had gone from an animal." In the camps people were reduced to a state 
where such common virtues as honor and decency were either totally eradicated or 
moved to a different plane. The "fantastic realism" of the Kolyma camps killed the 
humanness within people and caused the desacralization of humanity as the crown of 
God's creation. 
For instance, Shalamov recalls an incident in a hospital "when an orderly, who 
was not yet an orderly and was simply helping out, was assigned to shave a newly arrived 
group of women. The administration was amusing itself by assigning men to shave 
1 77 
women and women to shave men." In the camps where "shame was too human of an 
1 78 
emotion" to have inmates would quickly lose any kind of concern for privacy. To a 
large degree they simply ceased to be humans. For instance, there was neither the sense 
of shame nor awkwardness nor remorse, but the bare anatomy of urination and 
170 • 1R0 
defecation —both by the prisoners and that done with the prisoners. The detachment 
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1 R l 
with which the writer describes this "excremental assault" is an additional testimony to 
the extent human beings were forcibly degraded behind the barbed wire of the Kolyma 
"camps. The brutal reality was able, within weeks, to turn people into walking skeletons, 
so that they became the slag and dregs of camp society: "Something must have changed 
1R9 • 
in their skulls [for ever]. They're culls, rejects." When cargo ships with prisoners were 
1 R7 
coming with a new contingent they would "belch a new portion of people." The writer 
did not just use metaphors when he confessed: "We were the weakest, the worst, the 
1R4 
hungriest. We were the human trash." 
It was "normal" in the conditions of the Kolyma camps for the criminal convicts 
to have somebody from the intelligentsia scratch their heels while telling romantic 
1 RS 
narratives. As the title of the story "The Snake Charmer" suggests, the criminal world 
was considered to be the underworld of the devil (criminal convicts were like young 
snakes, offshoots of the devil), and the only way to appease them was to do something in 
accordance with their base morals. And yet Shalamov does not seem to condemn 
Platonov, the "novelist" in the story, for what he was doing. Rather, the writer "bears 
witness and pays a tribute to a fallen friend." At the same time, Shalamov vehemently 
18,Pres, 57. 
182
"Quiet,"^r,440. 
l83
"The Pain," CW, 2:164 
184
"Quiet," KT, 435. According to Ginzburg's neat characterization, at Kolyma not people 
died "like flies," but "it was truer to say that flies died like people." Journey, 388. 
I85ln the book Maw Is Wolf to Man Bardach tells the same story about himself. The 
difference, however, is that he did not consider this story-telling practice as something below his 
dignity, whereas Shalamov resolutely refused to do that. 
186Leona Toker, "The Snake Charmer (Zaklinatel' Zmei) by Varlam Shalamov, 1954," in 
Reference Guide to Short Fiction, ed. Noelle Watson (Detroit, MI: St. James Press, 1994), 901-
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condemns humanism as a deceptive philosophy of life: "Captain Schneider was a German 
communist who had been active in the Comintern, spoke beautiful Russian, was an expert 
on Goethe and an educated Marxist theoretician. . . . He climbed up on the shelf, folded 
back the edge of the blanket, sat down, and put his hand under the blanket to scratch 
Senechka's187 heels."188 There is an important detail in this story. When Schneider started 
doing this humiliating business, Andreev, Shalamov's alter ego, "walked slowly to his 
place. He had no desire to go on living."189 This reveals Shalamov's harsh criticism of 
humanism and communism as its ominous offspring. 
There was another trait of camp life destructive to human dignity: the way 
prisoners had to go through the bathhouse. This "ritual" was designed to torture the 
convicts: a bath day that was not a day off, overcrowded cloakrooms, lack of hot water, a 
disinfection chamber that would destroy clothes by burning through them, etc. But the 
worst was that it was virtually impossible to get one's own clothes after they had been 
through the disinfection chamber: "I felt a strange and terrible pity at seeing adult men 
cry over the injustice of receiving worn-out clean underwear in exchange for dirty good 
underwear. Nothing can take the mind of a human being off the unpleasantnesses that 
, - j v ,,190 
comprise hie. 
In the universe of the camps the dead were also denied any dignity. Chronically 
starving prisoners would go to the camp graveyard, open a grave and drag the low-quality 
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camp-issued underwear from a corpse in order to exchange it for a piece of bread or 
tobacco.191 Just as in the story "On Tick" a woolen sweater was considered by the 
criminals as something more valuable than human life, so a shirt and underwear were 
considered more precious than any dignity supposedly associated with a dead body. 
Toward the end of his story, Shalamov, in a few colorful touches, describes the night the 
event took place. He reveals that everything that occurred was not on this side of life, but 
somewhere in another world, in the world of "fantastic realism": "The blue light of the 
rising moon fell on the rocks and the scant forest of the taiga, revealing each projecting 
rock, each tree in a peculiar fashion, different from the way they looked by day. 
Everything seemed real but different than in the daytime. It was as if the world had a 
second face, a nocturnal face." 
A similar picture can be found in "Epitaph," when a dying person is considered to 
be already dead: '"He's finished,' said Denisov, his [Roman Romanovich's] neighbor. 'His 
foot rags are in good shape.' Agilely, Denisov pulled the boots off the dying man's feet 
and unwrapped the green footcloths that were still quite wearable. 'That's how it's done,' 
he said, peering at me in a threatening fashion. But I didn't care."1 There seemed to be 
nothing unusual in keeping a dead body a couple of days in the barrack plank bed just for 
the sake of the extra ration of bread for those who were still alive: "They 'wrote him off 
191
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two days later. For two days his inventive neighbors managed to continue getting his 
bread ration. The dead man would raise his hand like a puppet."194 
The cases of cannibalism were numerous and were not considered to be the worst 
crime.195 By far the worst thing that could be done to the dead was a criminal law forcing 
those who wanted to join their "underworld" to leave a "signature" on the as yet warm 
body.196 There were two "procedures" which had to be performed on the dead—attaching 
a plywood tag to the left shin ("a sign of cultural advance") and filling out a special form 
for gold teeth.197 As far as the second practice was concerned, Shalamov observes: 
It had always been that way in Kolyma, and the reports in Germany of teeth 
removed from the dead bodies of prisoners surprised no one in Kolyma. 
Certain countries do not wish to lose the gold of dead men. There have always 
been reports of extraction of gold teeth in prisons and labor camps. The year 1937 
brought many people with gold teeth to the investigators and the camps. Many of 
those who died in the mines of Kolyma, where they could not survive for long, 
produced gold for the state only in the form of their own teeth, which were knocked 
out after they died. There was more gold in their fillings than these people were able 
to extract with pick and shovel during their brief lives in the mines.198 
After these "procedures" were performed, the naked bodies of the dead would be thrown 
into a pit and covered with stones. By Kolyma ethics, where "the law was the taiga, the 
bear was the prosecutor," this kind of burial was an adequate tribute to the dead. 
To avoid unnecessary formalities, a guard could cut off the hands of killed 
escapees rather than carrying the entire body back to the camp: "The dead man's fingers 
were supposed to be dipped in printer's ink, of which employees of Archive No. 3 had an 
'"Cherry Brandy," KT, 75. 
;See "Dominoes" and "The Green Procurator." Cf. NB, 175. 
'See "The Rogue Blood," CW, 2:15; cf. "The 'Bitch' War," CW, 2:65. 
'Cf. Rossi, 22. 
'"Graphite," KT, 506; cf. "How It Began," CW, 1:389. 
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enormous supply. This is why the hands of the killed escapees were cut off—it was easier 
to put two human palms in a military pouch than transport an entire body, a corpse for 
identification."199 One of the measures to prevent escapes was to put boxes with the shot 
escapees next to the vakhta (guardhouse) so that everybody could see them.200 This too 
deprived people, albeit dead, of any human dignity. Another story, "The Parcel," 
demonstrates that in the value of human worth and dignity does not exceed "the lump of 
901 
dirty rugs on the floor." 
Hard labor beyond one's strength was another source of slow moral and physical 
degradation. Only one function of the individual is recognized in the camp, and that is 
work. Often it would be under the conditions of extreme cold of the Kolyma region, 
"the Siberia of Siberias."204 It was not something extraordinary for the prisoners of the 
Gulag to have twelve- to fourteen-hour work days without days off, to undergo 
'""Graphite," KT, 507; cf. "Galina Pavlovna Zybalova," CW, 2:318. 
200See the story "Vishera" in anti-novel Vishera, CW, 4:166. 
201
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203According to the order of 21 December 1933 issued by the head of the Far East Trust 
prisoners were to stop working outside only if the temperature went down to 45 degrees Celsius 
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physical abuse by the guards or brigadiers, not to mention malnutrition.206 Even the sixty-
year-old men, tubercular patients, heart sufferers, and the legless were sent to the gold 
mines. No wonder Shalamov considered forced labor to be equal to death, meaning 
not only physical death but also the death of man in man. 
The most shocking crimes were taking place in the special camp zone called 
Gelhala, which was designed as a penal camp and as such appeared to be nothing short of 
hell. The crimes committed there clearly demonstrated the total irrationality and 
destructiveness of the camp world to human dignity and morals. Hardly anywhere else 
can one find one-armed invalids who were made to trample down the snow in order to 
clear roads for other people and trucks209 or two camp warders who would take every 
man who did not have the physical strength to work and throw him down a hill.210 The 
man would roll down about three hundred meters, and if he did not stand up and go to 
work, he would be tied to the scraper, and then the horses would drag him about a 
should be given to the miners working in the pit-faces." A.G. Kozlov, 'TapaHHH H 
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work, he would be tied to the scraper, and then the horses would drag him about a 
kilometer to the pit-face. It is therefore understandable why part of Shalamov's moral 
creed was to view forced physical labor as a curse and "the worst crime in Kolyma." 
As far as "honest work" is concerned, Shalamov is unambiguously clear: "The only ones 
who call for honest work are the bastards who beat and maim us, eat our food, and force 
us living skeletons to work to our very death. It's profitable for them, but they believe in 
'honest work' even less than we do." 
The other aspect of the "fantastic realism" of Kolyma was the malnutrition of the 
convicts. The formula for starvation was very simple and well-programmed: being fed 
depended on productivity: 
Here, right before Paustovsky's eyes, there took place an enormous experiment in 
the corruption of human souls, an experiment that was to be repeated throughout the 
country and which would well up in a fountain of blood in 1937. This experiment 
was the newly developed system of labor camps with its "reforging" of human souls, 
food rations, workdays dependent on work accomplished, and the practice of 
prisoners guarding each other.214 
It is commonplace in KR to speak about people who were partially or totally denied food 
because they did not meet the production targets.215 The use of starvation as "one of the 
main instruments of discipline and torture"216 was widespread; it killed countless 
numbers of people. Many of the camp inmates who had experienced nutritional dropsy 
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"forever ceased to be people."217 Shalamov recalls: "It was the conduct of these hungry 
people that was most terrible. Although they might seem normal, they were half mad."21 
All those who were starving would see the same dreams of "loaves of rye bread that flew 
past us like meteors or angels,"219 and lucky beggars among them enjoyed eating machine 
grease as if it were butter.220 In the story "Courses" the writer speaks of the hospital 
patients who were given expired human blood to drink, and this too was normal. The 
hunger was as permanent as permafrost; a starving man could eat even a frozen raw 
• 222 
Pig-
It is clear therefore that malnutrition was a slow but sure means of transforming 
humans into creatures hardly identifiable as humans. They would only instinctively react 
to the external world, because although they were biologically alive, they were dead 
spiritually, socially, and morally. 
Physical murder. Brutal beatings, which the NKVD had elevated to a vile 
science and art,223 the throwing of men into the punishment cells, and physical murder 
were an unalienable part of the Kolyma nether world. In many of Shalamov's stories there 
are numerous scenes of violence featured in camp life. Immediately after the introductory 
tale "Through the Snow" is the story "On Tick," which opens with the theme of the 
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tyranny of criminals over the rest of the camp contingent. Toker observes that "the most 
shocking thing in 'On Tick' is . . . the matter-of-fact way in which the murder is 
presented."224 
The horror of the murders committed by the guards was felt and reacted to even 
by the dog. The death of a woman at the hands of the investigator Shtemenko " is no 
more disgusting than the scenes of violence against birds and animals: the beheading of a 
997 • 
rooster by the drunken physician Andrei Ivanovich Sudarin, the killing of a pet dog by 
99 R 99Q 
the criminal convicts, the hunting and stoning of a helpless squirrel, the shooting of 
a weasel being "in the last minutes of pregnancy,"230 etc. Sometimes physicians would 
use their skills just to unmask "malingerers" and send them to the general work 
assignment (obshchie raboty), the cruelest punishment of all.231 Killing under cover of 
the white gown was the way they showed their loyalty to the regime. 
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The "crimes" for which convicts could be and were shot were often very 
arbitrary.232 The lists of those sentenced to execution had to be read in front of all the 
camp inhabitants—an ominous tradition "bracketed" by a flourish of the camp orchestra. 
According to Shalamov, it was "too frightful to be true."233 The murder of odious 
brigade-leaders was not uncommon especially because murder was something 
contagious.234 In the tale "The Green Procurator" Shalamov recounts a story of Corporal 
Postnikov whose cruelty and inventiveness knew no limits: 
[He] shot and killed the prisoner with his Mauser, and it was decided not to drag the 
body back to the village but to abandon it in the taiga. . . . 
Postnikov took an axe and chopped off both hands at the wrist so that 
Bookkeeping could take fingerprints. He put the hands into his pouch and set off 
home to write up the latest report on a successful hunt. . . . 
That night the dead man got up and with the bloody stumps of his forearms 
pressed to his chest somehow reached the tent in which the convict-laborers lived. 
His face pale and drained of blood, he stood at the doorway and peered in with 
unusually blue, crazed eyes. Bent double and leaning against the door frame, he 
glared from under lowered brows and groaned. He was shaking terribly. Black blood 
spotted his quilted jacket, his pants, and his rubber boots. He was given some hot 
soup, and his terrible wrists were wrapped in rags. Fellow prisoners started to take 
him to the first-aid station, but Corporal Postnikov himself, along with some 
soldiers, came running from the hut that served as the outpost. 
The soldiers took the man off somewhere—but not to the hospital or the first-aid 
station. I never heard anything more of the prisoner with the chopped-off hands. 
Besides the state with its oppressive penal system, the other source of deadly 
force was the criminal world of the camps. Its entire philosophy was expressed in two 
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popular camp sayings: "You die today, and I die tomorrow" and "He who does not 
murder will be murdered." The state used criminals to suppress political prisoners and 
make their lives as miserable as possible. To this end it made a "concordat" with them by 
declaring thieves to be friends of the people while intellectuals were labeled enemies of 
the people. The murders often would be committed with unprecedented cruelty.238 The 
blatari (criminal convicts) had no better entertainment than "the sight of the death of a 
living being."239 It was their habit not just to kill those who dared revolt against them, but 
also to leave "signatures" on the dead bodies by piercing them with a knife. But before 
that those bodies would be trampled down and disfigured in every way possible.240 
Shalamov reflects upon human nature which was weak and base, and concludes that it is 
power that corrupts people: 
Power corrupts. The beast hidden in the soul of man and released from its chain 
lusts to satisfy its age-old natural instinct—to beat, to murder. I don't know if it's 
possible to receive satisfaction from signing a death sentence, but in this, too, there 
is doubtless some dark pleasure, some fantasy which seeks no justification... . 
Power is corruption. The intoxication of power over people, irresponsibility, the 
willingness to mock, to degrade, to encourage all these things when necessary—all 
these are the moral measure of a supervisor's career.241 
Resistance to the sheer lawlessness of the criminal world in the camps virtually 
did not and could not exist, at least by the intellectual convicts. They were crushed by the 
camp reality and could never regain dignity and human worth: 
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Everything he [the intellectual convict] valued is ground into the dust while 
civilization and culture drop from him within weeks. The method of persuasion in a 
quarrel is the fist or a stick. The way to induce someone to do something is by 
means of a rifle butt, a punch in the teeth. 
. . . A blow can transform an intellectual into the obedient servant of a petty 
crook. Physical force becomes moral force. 
The intellectual is permanently terrified. His spirit is broken, and he takes this 
frightened and broken spirit with him back into civilian life.242 
It becomes clear that the whole attitude toward human life in the camps was 
totally opposite to God's pro-life imperatives. The forced-labor camps destroyed life both 
physically and morally, "leaving behind communal graves and punishment cells."243 No 
wonder Shalamov used the name of Moloch244 as a powerful biblical metaphor for the 
Kolyma camps245 or the state's production plan246 or even the daily roll-calls in terrible 
cold.247 Also, he utilized one more religious term to tell the story of his beatings: "It was 
then that one of my passions started,"248 says Shalamov alluding to Christ's passions. And 
the irony was that the beatings he had experienced—"hundreds of thousands of blows 
that I experienced daily, nightly"249—he described as a means employed by the 
commander "to make enemies presentable" (privodW vragov v khristianskii vid). Also, in 
the story "Lend-Lease" he talks about a bloody camp mystery, the slaughter of people as 
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a sacrifice to the "red god." After the sacrament was over, not much was left: "just bare 
skeletons over which stretched dirty, scratched skin bitten all over by lice." 
Self-mutilation and suicide. Since the convicts could barely endure the living 
conditions in the camps, such practices as feigning illness, self-mutilation, and suicide 
were not uncommon.251 In most cases, a self-mutilator would cut off three or four of his 
fingers on the left hand, right hand, or even both hands. Paradoxically, the self-
inflicted injuries were acts indicating "love of life—a straightforward calculation of 
sacrificing a portion to save the whole." The practice became so widespread that the 
NKVD and its Main Camp Administration had to issue special orders either to prevent or 
minimize the practice.254 Shalamov himself tried to break his arm. In the autobiographical 
tale "Permafrost" he narrates how, as a medical assistant, he caused the down-and-outer 
Leonov to hang himself. The last sentence of the tale—"and suddenly I understood that it 
was too late for me to study both medicine and life" —taken together with the title 
"Permafrost," leave the impression that he did not and could not repent of Leonov's death 
because his own soul was "frozen" and incapable of distinguishing between a malingerer 
and a hopeless man. 
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Strangely enough, some of the stories were written exclusively to render homage 
to self-mutilators who had the will-power to either commit acts of self-infliction or 
commit suicide. In fact, those who shrank in the face of danger at the last moment earned 
the author's indignation. Highlighting this assertion are Shalamov's words, "The 
percentage of suicides among them [thugs and professional criminals] equals zero." 
The decisive point when a person would make up his mind to commit suicide was 
when a prisoner realized that in the camps life had lost all meaning,25 or had become 
unendurable.259 Sometimes prisoners needed a little extra food only to find the strength to 
cross a prohibited area and be killed by a guard. As the authorial persona states in the 
story "Quiet," "And suddenly I realized that that night's dinner had given the sectarian the 
strength he needed for his suicide. He needed that extra portion of kasha to make up his 
mind to die. There are times when a man has to hurry so as not to lose his will to die."260 
Shalamov treats such people with sympathy and deep compassion.261 For instance, the 
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title chosen by him to convey the story of another suicide is very noteworthy— 
"Seraphim." The character Seraphim is considered by the writer as a holy man and 
martyr. The denouement of another story, "Major Pugachov's Last Battle," is also filled 
with authorial solidarity.262 
Thus devaluation of human life, its reduction "to zero, to excrement,"263 was 
probably one of the most grievous crimes of Stalinism. Born out of terror, Stalinism was 
crushing millions of victims under the wheel of repression to ensure its further existence. 
Many times Shalamov saw the floods of blood shed by the "enemies of the people" and 
with the right of a witness he gave the most extensive description of man's departure from 
this basic principle: "You shall not murder." 
The seventh commandment 
"You shall not commit adultery" (Exod 20:14). 
The creation story makes it abundantly clear that human sexuality is a gift of God 
(Gen 1:27). Its sacredness is determined by the high status both male and female shared 
when they were created in God's image. If taken in the larger context of the Pentateuch 
(Lev 18:6-23) this commandment prohibits immoral behavior among people of two 
groups: "one dealing with carnal associations among people closely related by blood 
(consanguinity), and the other governing the sexual behavior of persons related through 
sectarian. No one is singing around this (empty) fireplace." Nathaniel Golden, Variant Shalamov's 
Kolyma Tales: A Formalist Analysis (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004), 87. 
262
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marriage (affinity)." The commandment strictly prohibits homosexuality (Lev 18:22; 
20:13) and bestiality (Lev 18:23; 20:15-16). The latter is punishable by death (Exod 
22:18) just as is anal intercourse between males (Lev 20:13). 
Jesus expanded the meaning and implications of this prohibition by pointing out 
that not only actions but one's inner thoughts are subject to this commandment (Matt 
5:27, 28). Divorce is unlawful unless the issue of adultery is involved (Mark 10:11-12). 
Paul too highlights the sacredness of one's sexuality by reminding Christians that they are 
members of the body of Christ and therefore they are not to prostitute their new life by 
getting involved in acts of sexual impurity (1 Cor 6:15). 
Shalamov's descriptions of the violation of this commandment expose the reader 
to one of the ugliest sides of the Kolyma universe. The authorial verdict is 
unambiguously clear: next to the life per se, it was marriage and human sexuality 
(primarily of women and ill-willed, broken men)265 that suffered the most from the social 
conditions of the Kolyma confinement. The forced social living was marked by overall 
defilement of sexuality as a sacred gift of God. 
Shalamov points out that the cases when husbands would abandon their wives 
were more frequent than those of wives divorcing their husbands.266 The writer considers 
women to be morally superior to men and asserts that "no man has ever come out here to 
follow a convicted, exiled wife"267 whereas there were many instances of wives who 
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followed their husbands to Siberia.268 But there was nothing good waiting for them in 
Kolyma: 
These wives had to resign themselves both to the cold and to the constant torment 
of following their husbands, who were transferred periodically from place to place. 
The wife would have to abandon the job she had found with such difficulty and 
move to an area where it was dangerous for a woman to travel alone, where she 
might be subject to rape, robbery, mockery. . . . Even without such journeys, 
however, none of these female martyrs could escape the crude sexual demands of 
the camp authorities—from the highest director to the guards, who had already had a 
taste of life in Kolyma. All women without exception were asked to join the drunken 
bachelor parties. Female convicts were simply commanded to: 'Undress and lie 
down!' They were infected with syphilis without any romancing or poems from 
Pushkin or Shakespeare. Treatment of convicts' wives was even freer.269 
The situation relating to professional criminals and women is yet another bloody 
page ofKR. By the authorial admission, its "plot is inconceivable and yet real, it exists 
indeed, lives alongside us."270 The story "The Pain" is about a man named Shelgunov 
who was reared in the home of educated parents and "imbibed Russian culture with his 
mother's milk."271 Although his encounter with camp reality almost destroyed his faith in 
the innate goodness of man as taught by Russian humanist literature, he could not discern 
how deep was the pit of human moral corruption and how monstrously refined the 
criminals' cruelty might be. Therefore he agreed not only to be a storyteller (tiskat' 
romany), but also to write love letters to the non-existent wife of a criminal. It turned out 
that those letters were sent to his wife, and her replies were read by Krol, the criminal 
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chief, "dlia seansa."212 Shelgunov's fatal mistake was that he "believed the criminals and 
they made him kill his wife with his own hand."273 Upon receiving a false letter saying 
that he was shot, his wife threw herself under the train. No other outcome of Shelgunov's 
compromise with the criminal world could be expected, and the reason was that "the 
criminal is not supposed to experience any comradely or friendly emotion for his 
'woman'. Nor is he supposed to have any pity for the object of his underground 
amusements. No justice can be shown toward the women of this world, for women's 
rights have been cast out of the gates of the criminal's ethical zone."274 Shalamov 
canonized this woman by saying that the picture of Marina "was superior to the icon [of 
the Virgin Mary]."275 
According to Shalamov, when the Kolyma region was chosen for the forced-labor 
camps, "no other women were there but prostitutes." Prostitution and promiscuity were 
common things, something almost unavoidable. Sexual abuse of children by the criminals 
too was not something extraordinary, but the author touches upon this only cursorily: 
"The seduction of little girls is the perpetual dream of every thug. This dream does not 
always remain a mere dream."277 
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Both patients among the criminal convicts and doctors did not shrink from 
satisfying their lusts by using women as objects of sexual exploitation.278 All moral 
barriers were put aside and this resulted in the most inconceivable behavior. The status 
of a woman-prostitute was clearly defined by the criminal "ethical code": "a living object, 
used by the criminal on a temporary basis."280 Syphilis, gonorrhea, and other sexually 
transmitted diseases were often the cost for transient pleasure.281 
The gang-rape of a woman by a group of criminals was also a part of the Kolyma 
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camps' "fantastic realism." Indeed, the cruelty, cynicism, and refinement of sexual 
crimes exceeded all bounds. The story of one criminal's amusement with a hungry 
prostitute283 was told by the author at least four times: in "City on a Hill," "Love 
Lessons," "The Rogue Blood," and in the letter to Pasternak of 8 January 1956. This 
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points out how important the writer considered the episode to be and shows the 
"bottomless bottom" of human degradation under the conditions of Kolyma camps. 
Just like lesbianism and bestiality, pederasty too flourished in the camps. 
Active homosexuals (often professional criminals) were treated with respect, whereas 
passive ones bore female names and were treated as "the lowest of the low." Shalamov 
asserts that "no discussion of women in the criminal world is complete without a mention 
of the vast army of'Zoikas', 'Mankas', 'Dashkas', and other creatures of the male gender 
who were christened with women's names. Strangely enough the bearers of these 
feminine names responded to them as if they saw nothing unusual, shameful, or offensive 
in them."287 So not only had the "women's rights . . . been cast out of the gates of the 
criminal's ethical zone,"288 but any and all human morals as well. 
The eighth commandment 
"You shall not steal" (Exod 20:15). 
Within the context of the second tablet, next to the sacredness of family, human 
life and dignity, the Decalogue recognizes the inviolability of one's property. This can be 
a property of God (Josh 6:18; Mai 3:8-10; Acts 5:3) as well as of fellow human beings 
(Lev 19:13; 1 Kgs 21), including human life (Exod 21:15). If considered in absolute 
284
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terms, this commandment is "a prohibition of stealing of any kind under any 
circumstances."289 
In Soviet Russia, after the revolution of 1917 the rights to privacy in general and 
private property in particular were almost totally denied. Protection of property of the 
"enemies of the people" did not exist at all. To pass from relative freedom in the "big 
zone"290 to absolute loss of freedom in the Kolyma camps meant for the prisoners a loss 
of "the whole of the cultural matrix which had previously sustained them." Time and 
again Shalamov shows how the inmates were regularly robbed by the state, by the 
criminals, by each other. Being himself a victim of this order of things, Shalamov says: 
"Besides louses I had nothing."292 In another story, "Prosthetic Appliances," the only 
thing that he had when he was required to turn over his personal belongings before being 
John I. Durham, Exodus, Word Biblical Commentary, ed. David A. Hubbard and 
Glenn W. Barker (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1987), 3:295. 
290The returnees of Stalinist terror often referred to Soviet society "as the 'bol'shaya zona' 
(big zone), the 'malaya zona' (little zone) being the camps. Thus, even after release, they 
continued to think of themselves as inhabitants of a zone." Nanci Adler, "Life in the 'Big Zone': 
The Fate of Returnees in the Aftermath of Stalinist Repression," Euro-Asia Studies 51, no. 1 
(1999): 5. 
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put into the camp's solitary confinement block, was his soul, a thing that he resolutely 
293 
refused to give up. 
And here is a verbal snapshot of his appearance as a down-and-outer: "The 
representative looks me over—my torn pea jacket, a filthy buttonless shirt which reveals 
a dirty body scratched bloody from louse bites, rags around my fingers, other rags tied 
with string around my feet (in an area where the temperature drops to seventy-five 
degrees below zero), inflamed hungry eyes, and an incredibly emaciated condition."294 
Deprivation of the right to uncensored personal correspondence is another painful 
story of Kolyma. Both letters to the prisoners and from them were subjected to 
censorship,295 sent to NKVD archives,296 or even burnt.297 Another type of "censorship" 
was committed by the criminal convicts: reading the letters of political prisoners for the 
purpose of sexual self-satisfaction.298 
According to Pres, "In the Soviet camps, stealing was nothing less than the way of 
life."299 Shalamov's stories abound in examples illustrating this truth. Stealing was not an 
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exclusively male "business": women, too, were involved in it.300 Thugs exercised total 
control over the camp prisoners and when the opportunity occurred robbed them 
ruthlessly. Stealing "casually" was a "Kolyma tradition." The thieves had a peculiar 
philosophy of stealing. Shalamov described it as "a kind of vibration of nerves which 
brings together an act of stealing with an artistic act, with inspiration; they experience an 
initial psychological state of nervous agitation and enthusiasm which can not be 
compared with anything else by its allure, fullness, depth, and power."303 
If a prisoner had a piece of bread which he was saving for later, gangs of 
criminals would boldly take it away. Shalamov states that "robberies committed by the 
criminal convicts can be seen everywhere. Racketeering is legalized and does not surprise 
anybody."304 In the same sketch he makes a few more important statements about blatari 
(hardened criminals): "Thieves will steal anyway for this is their life, their law"305 and: 
"The camp administration settles accounts with thieves. Blatari are masters of life and 
death in the camp. They are always full, whereas the rest are hungry."306 In Shalamov's 
judgment, the criminal thief is outside of human morals.307 Regarding the crime of theft 
Shalamov states that "there is a mystical principle in that thirst of a Russian for theft. At 
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least [this is true] in the camp conditions, in the conditions of the North, in Kolyma 
conditions."308 
The state not only provided no protection against the robberies but itself acted no 
better than the most arrant thief. It was the state that often would confiscate from the 
convicts their last possessions. Shalamov powerfully describes one such scene of open 
robbery: 
Everything was confiscated without any reports or records. Confiscated, and that 
was that! Indignation was boundless. I recalled how, two years earlier, civilian 
clothing had been confiscated in Magadan; hundreds of thousands of fur coats from 
hundreds of convict gangs that had been shipped to the Far North of Misery. These 
were warm coats, sweaters, and suits that could serve as precious bribes to save a 
life in some decisive hour. But all roads back were cut off in the Magadan 
bathhouse. Mountains of civilian clothing rose in the yard. They were higher than 
the water tower, higher than the bathhouse roof. Mountains of clothing, mountains 
of tragedies, mountains of human fates suddenly snapped. All who left the 
bathhouse were doomed to death. How these people had fought to protect their 
goods from the camp criminal element, from the blatant piracy that raged in the 
barracks, the cattle cars, the transit points! All that had been saved, hidden from the 
thieves, was confiscated in the bathhouse by the state. 
How simple it all was! Only two years had passed, and now everything was being 
repeated. . . . 'There's no difference between the criminals who rob us and the 
government that robs us,' I said. And everyone agreed with me.309 
In their response to such gross injustice, the camp prisoners would steal from the 
state whenever the opportunity occurred. Pres has rightly put this, "In GULAG, cheating 
was universal."310 
The ninth commandment 
"You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor" (Exod 20:16). 
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Technically, this commandment prohibits false testimony in a court of law.311 
Telling the truth as one saw it was considered to be a foundation of the Jewish judicial 
system. As a member of the covenant community every Israelite had the basic right to be 
protected against the threat of false accusation. A single witness could not stand up 
against any man for any iniquity or for error—only "by the mouth of two or three 
witnesses the matter shall be established" (Deut 19:15). Perjury was prohibited above all. 
A false witness was to be punished with the same punishment "as he thought to have 
done to his brother" (Deut 19:18-19; cf. Prov 19:5). Moreover, to slay an innocent person 
would inflict the communal curse on the slayer (Deut 27:25). 
From the time of Moses the ninth commandment has had a broader application, 
including spreading rumors and lying, which might cause people moral and other types of 
harm (Lev 19:16). Additionally, as the story about Jezebel, Ahab, and the vineyard of 
Naboth clearly illustrates (1 Kgs 21), subornation too was considered a gross sin 
punishable with death. 
Two phenomena in the Kolyma forced-labor camps have come into direct conflict 
with the ninth commandment: informing and bearing false witness. Donosy 
(denunciations)—"the voluntary reporting of wrongdoing by other citizens to the 
authorities . . . a written communication to the authorities, voluntarily offered, that gives 
31lSchlessinger and Vogel, 275. 
312Brevard S. Childs, The Book of Exodus: A Critical, Theological Commentary 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1974), 425. 
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damaging information about another person"313—exemplified the very reverse of Jesus' 
teaching regarding the correction of one's wrongdoings (Matt 18:15-20). 
Contrary to the ninth commandment, the Soviet government set up stukachestvo 
(informing) as a politically expedient practice and widely used it throughout the Gulag 
Empire, including the Far East Trust.314 Prescribed by special orders and instructions, this 
practice was introduced as one of the most effective ways to control the minds and lives 
of the prisoners.315 According to some estimates, as of 1947 the secret-service network in 
the Gulag was composed of 138,992 fixed-post spies, stoolies (informers), and secret 
agents or 7 percent of the total population of the camps. Spying on fellow prisoners 
was considered to be "the main method of both disciplinary and administrative morals in 
general."317 Without having read documents from the NKVD archives, but having first-
Fitzpatrick, Tear Off the Masks!, 205 and 208 respectively. According to Fitzpatrick, 
there were two functions of denunciation, the surveillance and manipulation. The former implied 
the Bolshevik's Party concern for ideological purity of its members and central power's desire to 
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deviations as paranoid feelings of being persecuted, those who were obsessed with malice, 
compulsive busybodies, and "graphomaniacs (perhaps a peculiarly Russian type)." Ibid., 207 and 
238. 
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hand knowledge of the situation within the camps, Shalamov correctly stated: "As is 
known, in 1938 and later—until 1953 there were literally thousands of visits by thieves to 
the camp administration with statements that they, the true friends of the people, must 
inform on the 'fascists' and 'counterrevolutionaries.' This kind of activity was en 
masse."318 
The psychological and social results of informing included the fear of being 
betrayed, the total dissociation of prisoners (primarily political ones), and their complete 
loneliness. Penetration by stoolies was "the surest and unfailing way to destroy the self-
defenses of the downtrodden and exploited."319 Additionally, it was used as a means of 
getting even with those who might be considered personal enemies or gaining favor 
with the camp administration.321 By enlisting stool pigeons and paying them for their 
secret services, the camp command further corrupted the prisoners so that they would 
easily report on each other "for praise, for a cigarette butt, for no reason at all." It was a 
sure way to fill up the lists of convicts sentenced to death.323 Shalamov believes that 
stukachestvo is one of the features of the Russian national character. 24 Hence, "as a rule, 
all [the prisoners] spy on one another." They do that "from the very first days," 326 
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scarcely thinking of what was true and what was false. The state and its penitentiary 
system encouraged this corrupting custom and "provided life for its secret agents, its 
stool pigeons, oath-breakers, and false-witnesses. This is their legal minimum." 
During the two years before his first arrest in January 1929, Shalamov was a law 
student at Moscow State University. Perhaps this factor, as well as his inborn keen sense 
of justice, made him highly sensitive to all kinds of falsehood that became a virtually 
inalienable part of the Soviet penal system. The practice of deliberately giving false 
evidence was something common and in the order of things, especially in the Kolyma 
corner of the Gulag.329 In the story "Princess Gagarina's Necklace" Shalamov shows how 
effective the method of "organized confusion"330 was in making a person on trial say 
what was expected of him by the investigating agency. As far as camp commissioners 
were concerned, they did not disdain to use any means in order to have a disagreeable 
person imprisoned for an extra term, incarcerated in the black hole, or even sentenced to 
death: "He [Investigator Shtemenko] would diligently interrogate, hire false witnesses-
slanderers for tobacco or a dish of soup by recruiting them among the hungry convicts. 
He would assure some of the state requirement for lies; he would threaten some, bribe 
others."331 
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Shalamov's stories provide enough evidence to the fact that the Stalin 
judicial system often functioned according to the notion: "A true witness will not 
survive, and he who speaks truth will be put to death."332 As his autobiographical 
story "My Process" shows, to appeal his trumped-up case was something totally 
impossible. The legal abyss between the NKVD official Fyodorov and his permanent 
employee stool pigeons Krivitskii and Zaslavskii, on the one hand, and Shalamov, a 
dokhodyaga deprived of all civil rights on the other, was too wide for the latter to expect 
anything but judicial arbitrariness. The trial was staged all the way through: "I was sure 
of the severity of the sentence—to kill was a tradition of those years."333 In the story "The 
Glove," which is somewhat similar to "My Trial," the writer unambiguously states that 
the only truth during the whole process was "human meanness."334 
The tenth commandment 
"You shall not covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet your neighbor's 
wife, nor his male servant, nor his female servant, nor his ox, nor his donkey, nor 
anything that is your neighbor's" (Exod 20:17). 
In a sense this commandment is unique because it addresses the inner being of 
humans, their motivation rather than action. Just as honoring parents (the fifth 
commandment) is vital to convey the meaning of the first four commandments, so the 
tenth commandment "presents the motivations behind the crimes, especially for 
332Cf. Prov 19:5. See also "The Business of Stukov," CW, 4:220. 
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violations of commandments six through nine." It shows that God is concerned with 
the human heart (thoughts, desires, feelings) just as with the outward acts (1 Sam 16:7, 1 
Kgs 8:39, 1 Chr 28:9, Heb 4:13). The ninth commandment prohibits benefiting oneself at 
the disadvantage of another and seems to imply that it is better to want than to lie, better 
to suppress lust than to steal one's innocence, better to hunger than to rob those who are 
hungrier, in a word, better to die than to sin. As a summary of the Decalogue, the tenth 
commandment admonishes one to believe in and trust God no matter what. 
The basic premise for analyzing Shalamov's tales on the basis of this 
commandment is this: Since every camp prisoner was lacking virtually all material goods 
as well as non-material values, it is valid, therefore, to assume that everything was 
desired by everybody. But there were two opposing attitudes toward what was coveted. 
The first was to get it at the expense of somebody else, including a prisoner's life and 
dignity, that is, "to seek power and food at all cost."337 The second was an intentional 
preference to voluntarily suffer, and not ingratiate oneself with the powerful or get jobs 
that would demand bending the will of others. To be envious of somebody did not 
necessarily mean to get into his dirty business. There is virtually no story in KR in 
which the protagonist or other dramatis personae did not find himself in the moral 
complexity of the decision-making process. The scalpel oiKR cuts very deeply into 
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336
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people's psyche, thus exposing the reader to their inner thoughts, motives, and finest 
inducements. 
The question to ask is: What helped Krist, Andreev, and Golubev (all are 
Shalamov's main protagonists) to withstand the moral pressures involved in life behind 
the barbed wire of the Arctic death camps? Toker sums up Shalamov's moral creed 
saying that it was "faith in common human decencies; this faith would express itself in 
not harming another while pursuing one's own ends, not imposing one's own or the 
State's will on fellow prisoners, not losing one's inner autonomy, and, in particular, not 
collaborating with the surveillance apparatus massively present in prisons and camps."340 
It is clear, therefore, that it was firm moral determination that helped Shalamov to be 
unlike so many other prisoners, and this resolute determination took place precisely on 
the level of his thoughts, conscience, and will. Later he expressed his determination in the 
following creed: 
I set a few binding rules for myself. First of all, I should not ask anything from the 
command and do any work given to me if it is morally pure enough. I should not 
seek the help of anybody, neither material, nor moral. I should not be an informer, a 
third ear. 
I must be truthful—in those cases when truth and not lies is for the benefit of 
another man. 
I must be equal to all—both great and small. And my personal acquaintance with 
the [camp] chief should not be more valuable than that with the lowest down-and-
outer. 
I should not be afraid of anything and anybody. Fear is a shameful, defiling 
characteristic that is humiliating to a man. 
I do not ask anybody to believe me, neither will I believe anybody. 
As far as the rest is concerned, I should rely on my own intuition, on my 
conscience.341 
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Shalamov never stated that he was writing KR to bring attention to the forgotten 
ethical obligations expressed in the Decalogue. The reference to his intuition and 
conscience, both of which were structured by his religious background, however 
controversial, can be considered to be a means of doing justice to the Law's timeless 
meaning and value. Shalamov's confession that the "only group of people that managed 
to behave slightly humanly in starvation and outrages were the religiozniki [lay persons]: 
sectarians—almost all and most of the priests"342 points in the same direction. Therefore, 
Shalamov's prose is not only documentary and profoundly psychological343 but it appeals 
to the readers' ethical judgments and tests their own moral creed. As Toker highlights, 
The main communicative function of documentary prose is to provide evidence for 
the history of crime. Its aesthetic function involves 'staging' human experience in such 
a way as to set a testing ground for the ideas that led to crimes, or failed to prevent 
them, or were enlisted in the drawing of lessons. At the same time it involves staging 
human experience in a way that leads to processing and shaping attitudes to the 
material—attitudes of the author as well as of the reader. Attitudes are units of 
spiritual life that blend psychological drives and moral-ideological commitments. 
They are about the only aspects of life in concentration camps that can be understood 
and re-enacted by those who have not shared the experience. They precede the 
formation of ideas, exceed ideas in complexity, and lag behind them in their degree of 
crystallization.... Processing and transforming our own attitudes is what makes 
reading literature, including the best works of documentary prose, an ethical... 
experience . . . in the narrower, evaluative meaning of the world. 44 
The analysis of KR on the basis of the second tablet of the Decalogue shows that 
as the quintessence of Stalinism the camp system empirically proved the biblical truth 
about the ultimate corruption of human beings living in a state of spiritual alienation from 
the Creator (Jer 17:9; Rom 1:26-32). Shalamov uncovered some of the regularities in the 
342NB, 264. 
343As the narrator says in the story "Bread," "Kolyma makes everybody a psychologist." 
CW, 1:75. 
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process of moral decay when humans have to give into powers that are much 
stronger than their own ethical principles. The level of one's humanness solely 
depends on his/her allegiance to the ethical precepts of the Decalogue, whether 
they are followed consciously or not. In those situations of utter need and despair, 
the only legitimate reinterpretation of those precepts would necessarily include not 
taking advantage for oneself at the expense of another sufferer. Often, if not always, 
a matter of choice determines one's moral appearance: that of a victim, a torturer, or 
a silent accessory to the crime (plus many shades in between the extremes of this 
rather simple spectrum). A man's true dignity depends on his resolute determination 
to keep the commandments at all costs, even to the point of mental and social death in 
the process of physical survival common to all the camp inmates. This determination 
could not be provided by humanistic values. 
Due to the context of forced social living, apart from natural family ties, the 
Kolyma death camps comprised a type of anti-society in which basic family morals 
became non-applicable. This resulted in the fact that the family, both as an institution of 
God and a basic social unit, ceased to exist. The camps became social units completely 
controlled by the demonic. The practice of stealing a neighbor's possession, whether it 
was done by the state or criminals, worsened the misery of the most oppressed and 
helpless inmates of the camps. The departure from the second tablet of the Decalogue 
resulted in the physical, spiritual, moral, and social death of human beings: the changes it 
introduced into the human psyche turned out to be irreversible. 
Toker, "Testimony as Art," 252-53. 
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A Human before God 
An examination of KR from the standpoint of the second part of the Decalogue 
requires looking at a more subtle aspect of Shalamov's work that seems to be invisibly 
present in its narrative texture. As a person who was reared in the house of an Orthodox 
priest living just in front of the city's largest cathedral, Shalamov knew well the 
Orthodox religion, history, traditions, rites, and holy days.345 His writings betray him as a 
religious thinker who utilized religious language with its numerous allusions to the 
biblical narratives to speak of the collapse of humanistic values in terms of apocalyptic 
images.346 
The Bible is unambiguously clear in identifying God with needy, suffering people 
(Matt 25:40; Acts 9:1, 5), and as such He always takes the side of the oppressed (Exod 
2:23-25; Isa 58:1-12; Luke 4:18-19). Whatever is done by one human being to another in 
a sense is done to God Himself. Every crime committed against the followers of God is 
done to Him, for as the prophet says, "He who touches you touches the apple of His eye" 
(Zech 2:8; cf. Deut 32:10 and Ps 17:8). On the other hand, in every story of AT? the voice 
of the narrator is the voice of the victim or a voice on behalf of the victims. It is not an 
accident that in some of the stories one of the authorial alter egos bears the name Krist, 
which equally alludes to both Christ and dialectical pronunciation of the Russian word 
krest, the cross.347 Since Shalamov wrote extensively about afflictions imposed on so 
many people, it seems legitimate to suggest that there is a theological dimension to the 
345Boris Lesniak, "Mofi IUanaMOB" (My Shalamov), Oktiabr'A (1999): 111. 
346
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Kolyma tragedy. It is assumed that a theological reading of AT? will uncover certain 
spiritual regularities that caused moral apostasy which plagued the inhabitants of the 
Kolyma hell. The first four commandments of the Decalogue deal with crimes directed 
against God: "the sin of apostasy being the most severe violation, idolatry next, then 
blasphemy, followed by Sabbath violation."348 In the following examination the first four 
commandments are a means to comprehend yet another side of Shalamov's "fantastic 
realism." 
The first and second commandments349 
After a short historical prologue—"I am the LORD your God, who brought you 
out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage" (Exod 20:2)—the first 
commandment reads: "You shall have no other gods before Me." The second 
commandment is a detailed extension and specification of the first one: "You shall not 
make for yourself a carved image—any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or 
that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; you shall not bow down 
to them nor serve them. For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the 
iniquity of the fathers on the children to the third and fourth generations of those who 
hate Me, but showing mercy to thousands, to those who love Me and keep My 
commandments" (Exod 20:3-6). 
Since the God of Israel claims to be the only true God (Isa 45:5), He alone is to be 
worshiped. Faithfulness to God is part of the covenant relationship with Him. Worshiping 
348Freedman, 97. 
Since the first and the second commandments are very close in their contents, they will 
be treated under one subheading. 
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other gods is strictly forbidden. As the story with the golden calf clearly illustrates, 
religious idolatry is considered to be the grossest sin (Exod 32:1-20). In view of the 
pandemic nature of polytheism that was evident in the ancient Near East, these two 
commandments were indeed a "tall order . . . [that] met with limited success." The first 
commandment conveys the notion of the authority of one God, God the Deliverer from 
slavery. The second commandment specifies that God is a universal God who was 
"outside of our prior experience of having a god contained by form and name." 
It would be too naive to think that because of the aggressive, militant atheism that 
became a secular religion of the newly born Socialist State, these commandments lost 
their applicability. On the contrary, people were forced to change their allegiance from 
faith in God to faith in the Communist Party, Lenin, Stalin, a bright future, world 
revolution, and a pantheon of other gods. As Andrei Sinyavsky has put it in his analysis 
of Soviet civilization, "communism enters history not only as a new sociopolitical order 
and economic system, but also as a new great religion denying all others."352 Stalinism 
became the ultimate realization of the communist atheology. The temptations by bread 
and power endured by Jesus in the wilderness (Luke 4:1-13) were repeated times without 
number by the Kolyma death camps' inhabitants in their daily struggles for moral and 
physical survival. Each of them had to be tested for their ultimate allegiance. Most of 
them did not pass the test: nearly everybody found themselves in moral apostasy. 
350Freedman, 34. 
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In the sketch "About One Mistake of the Literature" Shalamov examines how a 
child and later a youth were introduced to the world of blatari (professional criminals). 
The further a person strays from common ethics, the more deeply he is intrigued by the 
romantic charm of that "underground order" and himself begins to deify {bogotvorit1) the 
thieves, their seeming freedom, independence, and power. It is understandable, therefore, 
why a young peasant "agrees with their every word, is ready to carry out all their errands, 
speaks of them with fear and reverence.,"354 In the tale "By the Stirrup" the writer 
unmasks the spiritual degradation of people who lost much of their ethical core, which 
was imbued by humanist values: 
This is an awful trait of the Russian character—humiliating servility, veneration 
for every camp chief. Engineer Pokrovskii is one of thousands who are ready for 
prayer, for licking the hand of the big boss.355 
Scholars, engineers and writers, intellectuals who have fallen into a trap 
(popavshie na tsep1) are ready to fawn on any semiliterate. . . . 
What is art? [What is] science? Does it ennoble a human being? No, no, and no. 
Neither art nor science gives a human being those negligibly positive qualities. It is 
something else that gives them a moral power, but not their profession, not talent. 
All my life I have been observing the servility, groveling, self-humiliation of the 
intelligentsia, and as far as other groups are concerned, there is nothing to say. 
People who had more goods or more power in the camps were considered to be 
gods and half-gods by those who had less or who were less influential: "A regular 
orderly's aide is a god . . . . [A] food distributor is a half-god, the master of the life and 
death for down-and-outers. I have always wondered at the age-old Russian need to have 
an obliging slave. For instance, nonpolitical prisoners consider a room orderly to be not a 
'"About One Mistake of the Literature," CW, 2:7. 
'"The Red Cross," KT, 413 (italics mine). 
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room orderly but a god hiring a political prisoner for a cigarette, for tobacco, for a piece 
i n 
of bread." Even such powerful figures as Berzin, the head of Dal'stroi who virtually 
established the infrastructure of the Kolyma forced-labor camps, were sacrificed on the 
altar of the "red god" whom they had so passionately served all their lives: "The fates of 
Berzin and Tamarin are very similar. Both were serving the power and obeying the 
power. They believed in power. And the power deceived them."358 This outcome would 
repeat itself again and again in line with the idea to "liquidate the liquidators" when 
executioners became victims of the power structures that they themselves had 
established. And the striking thing is that there was no difference between them—the 
same fear, the same death. As the authorial persona observes, "I have seen people—many 
people—who had ordered the shooting of others and who were now themselves being 
killed. There was nothing but cowardice in them as they shouted: 'I'm not the one who 
should be killed for the good of the state. I too am able to kill.'"359 
By worshiping power, people worshiped nothing but their own base instincts: to 
be higher than others, to control others, to be executioner rather than victim.360 Power 
became a graven image to be venerated and idolized: "A camp supervisor learns to wield 
limitless power over the prisoners, he learns to view himself as a god, as the only 
authorized representative of power, as a man of a 'superior race.'" 
357
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But even if one could resist the temptation of power, one could hardly stand 
against the temptation of glory. In the sketch "The Rogue Blood" Shalamov tells the story 
of a medical doctor, Ivan Aleksandrovich, who did not bend to the criminals' threats, but 
when their absolute power appeared in the disguise of backslapping and compliments, it 
hypnotized him so that "his will became their will."362 Although the doctor could 
intellectually justify his behavior, it was a pseudo self-justification. This is a crucial point 
because it serves as a reminiscence of another "will exchange," that is, when Pilate 
succumbed to the pressures of the crowd and granted their demand (Luke 23:24) despite 
his personal conviction that Jesus was truly innocent. The consequence of that exchange 
is well-known: "The innocent Jesus heads for the cross and death, while a sinner goes 
free in his stead."363 As Shalamov pointed out in one of his notebooks, "Pilate could only 
tell lies quite intentionally, just as all the subsequent pilates."364 Was not that because the 
exchange of gods brought an exchange of wills, allegiances, and moral creeds? 
The third commandment 
"You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain, for the LORD will 
not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain" (Exod 20:7). 
This commandment prohibits the use of God's name for "common or profane 
purposes, including cursing, lying, or in association with anything deemed unworthy of 
362
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the divine name." In addition, the prohibition "refers to lightly taking and breaking 
promissory, asseverative, and exculpatory oaths." 
If taken as a commandment that permits a "wide range of application, covering 
every dimension of the misuse of Yahweh's name," then it certainly applies to the 
world of the camps. To be a human but not living up to that name means taking the 
Creator's name in vain. In a narrower sense, if God forbids profane use of His name, He 
could hardly approve any foul language used by men or women who bear His own image 
and likeness. This is probably what lies at the basis of some biblical admonitions that deal 
with the purity of one's language (Eph 5:4; Jas 3:1-12). Although Jesus tied bad language 
to the sixth commandment (Matt 5:22), it is reasonable to consider it in the context of the 
third commandment as well. This applies to two things in KR: the use of the jargon of the 
criminal world and the practice of professional criminals to wear Christian crosses around 
their necks. 
The moral corruption that Stalinism introduced into human souls had certainly 
impacted the language of the camp inhabitants. Foul language became the main means of 
communication among the prisoners as well as between them and the camp 
administration. In the 1920s the jargon of the criminal world came into fashion and 
became part of Communist political culture. One of the reasons why Russian poet 
365Freedman, 49. 
366Frymer-Kenski, 996. 
367Sarna, 288. 
368Fitzpatrick, Tear Off the Masks!, 35. 
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Sergei Esenin was "canonized" by the criminal world was that he managed to "put foul 
language into the poetry." 
The practice of reading love narratives to charm professional criminals' ears is a 
good example of how something that should be held sacred was suddenly profaned. 
Probably it was not by accident that while describing the ugliness of this practice 
Shalamov characterized it as "a religious obligation" and included it as part of the 
criminal's creed alongside playing cards, drunkenness, debauchery, robbery, escapes, and 
so-called courts of honor. 
Although Shalamov was reared in the house of an Orthodox priest who strongly 
prohibited the use of that kind of language, it unavoidably took root in his speech too.371 
The writer admits, "My language was the crude language of the mines and it was as 
impoverished as the emotions that lived near the bones. Get up, go to work, dinner, end 
of work, rest, citizen chief, may I speak, shovel, trench, yes sir, drill, pick, it's cold 
outside, rain, cold soup, hot soup, bread, ration, leave me the butt—these few dozen 
words were all I had needed for years. Half of them were obscenities."372 But the 
interesting thing is how Shalamov interpreted that language. In one of his notebooks he 
calls thieves' slang "the vocabulary of Satan."373 He saw it as yet another means of moral 
corruption behind the barbed wire: 
369
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[The young peasant] is anxious to adorn his speech with their slang; no member of 
either sex, convict or civilian, who has been to Kolyma has failed to carry away 
from Kolyma the peculiar slang of the criminals. 
These words are a poison that seeps into the soul. It is this mastery of the criminal 
dialect itself that marks the beginning of the non-criminal's intimacy with the 
criminal world.374 
In "Typhoid Quarantine," Shalamov artistically sketched what can be called a 
clash of two languages, a clash of two cultures and two allegiances: "Everyone was 
extremely nervous and silent. Only Frisorger kept muttering something in German. 'He's 
praying, damn him . . . ' Filipovsky whispered to Andreev."375 Prayer in its juxtaposition 
to verbal abuses is one of the important themes in "The Apostle Paul," a story about the 
same hero, Frisorger, who was a man of prayer, a man who offended no one and spoke 
little, but prayed much. 
Finally, a few words must be said about criminals wearing a cross around their neck. 
In the story "On Tick," which has many highly symbolic details Shalamov describes the 
appearance of the criminal Naumov. One of his key attributes was a cross: 
Nothing blasphemous was intended in the cross. At the time all the thieves wore 
aluminum crosses around their necks; it was a kind of symbol, like a tattoo. 
In the twenties the thieves wore trade-school caps; still earlier, the military 
officer's cap was in fashion. In the forties, during the winter, they wore peakless 
leather caps, folded down the tops of their felt boots, and wore a cross around the 
neck. The cross was usually smooth but if an artist was around, he was forced to use 
a needle to paint it with the most diverse subjects: a heart, cards, a crucifixion, a 
374
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naked woman... . Naumov's cross was smooth. It hung on his bare chest, partially 
blocking the tattoo which was a quote from Esenin, the only poet the 'criminal 
• ^77 
world' recognized. 
In Christian tradition the cross and crucifixion are signs of voluntary sufferings 
and utter humiliation. In the world of criminals it became a sign of superiority, power, 
and, most importantly, a sign of belonging to the underground order of thieves, to the 
realm of death. Therefore, a heart, cards, a crucifix, and a naked woman being tattooed on 
one's skin were a kind of criminal semantic metalanguage, an iconography of Satan that 
symbolized their thievish culture.378 More inconsistent inequalities than these emblems 
could hardly be seen anywhere else. The humiliated and intimidated intellectuals 
regarded the criminals as "teachers of life" and "fighters for the people's rights."380 So the 
interpretation suggests itself: The world of professional criminals was the world of 
antichrists who came in the name of Christ (Matt 24:5). But in reality the criminals united 
in their underground order to do the will of their master who was a "murderer from the 
beginning" (John 8:44). Thus the symbols betrayed the very name they were intended to 
377
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convey. As Toker put this, in the camps, "Christ is crucified every day. . . . And Judas 
i o i 
betrays him every day, with kisses or blows." 
The fourth commandment 
"Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all 
your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God. In it you shall do 
no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor your female 
servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates. For in six days the 
LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the 
seventh day. Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it" (Exod 20:8-
11). 
The meaning of this commandment is very rich and cannot be examined within 
the scope if this paper. Nevertheless, at least three points need to be mentioned about 
"keeping the Sabbath holy" as it relates to this study. First, the Sabbath commandment 
refers to the past, that is, to the very beginning of human history at Creation. It not only 
stands as a memorial to God's creation, but also as a sign of another historic event, the 
deliverance of the Israelites from Egyptian slavery (Deut 5:15). Second, it alludes to the 
future when the world will be re-created (Rev 21:5). Third, it intervenes in human routine 
to establish a weekly day for people to rest, to worship God, and by doing so, to never 
forget who they are and where they came from. As Neusner points out, "the Sabbath 
imposes itself upon the social order, the defining moment of society, in particular a social 
381Leona Toker, "Stories from Kolyma: The Sense of History," Hebrew University 
Studies in Literature and the Arts 17 (1989): 205. 
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order that organizes itself around the days of the week." The Sabbath day is one of 
God's ways of restoring the divine image in the lives of His people (Ezek 20:20). As the 
following rationales for "keeping the Sabbath holy" indicate, one of the main features 
peculiar to this commandment was the mission of memory. 
There were a number of important social regulations stemming from the fourth 
commandment. For instance, a Hebrew slave could free himself with money or be 
redeemed by his close relatives. Otherwise a slave and his children were to be released in 
the Year of Jubilee (Lev 25:47-55). A Hebrew slave was supposed to work no more than 
six years, and in the seventh year he could "go out free and pay nothing" (Exod 21:2; 
Deut 15:12). Moreover, he was to be provided liberally from his former owner's flock, 
threshing floor, and winepress. And the reason for that was stated very plainly: "You 
shall remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and the LORD your God 
redeemed you; therefore I command you this thing today" (Deut 15:15). 
Shalamov has never explicitly articulated his view on the meaning of this 
commandment. Implicitly, however, he has reflected extensively upon one's moral 
obligation to remember the victims of Stalinism and bear a witness against the crimes of 
the totalitarian regime, against "red slavery" and its masters. This aspect of memory is a 
clear-cut theme running through the narratives ofKR. In a way, Shalamov's magnum 
opus is a call to remember the Sabbath with its unique passion for freedom, for human 
dignity, for spiritual culture, for the equality of human beings, for ultimate purpose in 
life. 
382Neusner, 78. 
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In KR the reader can find many stories of people who were totally disoriented in 
terms of time. In many cases prisoners were made to forget that they were human beings. 
Amnesia was a common phenomenon among the inhabitants of Kolyma. Being deprived 
of individuality was a painful process that turned the inmates into mere objects of the 
camp industry thus robbing them of any hope for a better future. The camp deprived them 
of their past—family and childhood simply ceased to exist for them. The main means 
used to achieve this was the virtually unlimited exploitation through slave labor, often 
without days off, without enough food, and in extremely severe conditions. 
I O C 
The German pastor Frisorger forgot the name of Jesus' twelfth apostle. An 
Orthodox priest forgot that it was Thursday and not Sunday when he celebrated the 
T O * ' 
liturgy of John Chrysostom on the taiga snow. Another prisoner, a professor of 
philosophy from Leningrad, Igor Vasilievich Glebov, forgot his wife's name.387 The 
prisoners among the dokhodyagi did not feel time at all, they could not and did not think 
383Janusz Bardach, a survivor of the Kolyma death camps, pointedly describes the warped 
memory of a woman prisoner, Zina. Trying to visualize her family she portrays: "I have a hard 
time remembering my mother's face. . . . I can no longer picture her laughing, talking, singing. 
The only memory I have of her is holding me while the NKVD officer held a pistol to her head. 
That's all I can see of her face—that terrified look. And my father, his face only appears as it did 
when he was arrested. I remember things we did as a family, my childhood, but I can't picture 
their faces. My mother had beautiful blue eyes, but I can't recall the shade of blue anymore.... I 
think about my brother. I remember him so well, but I can't recall the happy years we spent 
together. My recollections are always tragic. My mother crying, my father begging. They don't 
look like my parents. They are strangers." See Bardach and Gleeson, Man Is Wolf to Man, 304. 
384There was a saying in Kolyma camps, "ITo cy66oTaM He pa66TaM, a cy66oTa y Hac 
Ka>KAbifi fleHb!" ("We don't work on Saturdays, and every day is a Saturday for us!" Its origin is 
uncertain, but it appears that it was the criminals' motto showing their carefree life at the expense 
of sheer exploitation of the political prisoners. 
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further then a day ahead, and "three years, counted in Kolyma terms, were eternity." In 
"Dominoes" the narrator being in a state of sheer exhaustion states: "I could only 
pronounce words slowly and with difficulty, as if translating from a foreign language. I 
had forgotten everything. I didn't even remember what it was like to remember." This 
feature of distorted time perception became a "metaphor for the break-down of man's 
understanding of the world" and proved the "narrator's inability to reconstruct his 
experience according to traditional laws of narrative time and likewise his inability to fit 
the camp experience as a whole into traditionally-accepted notions of history." 
There were two aspects of "mission of memory" as understood by Shalamov: 
memory as a "moral mission, a duty to historical truth" and as a "symptom of 
humanity."391 In other words, "he knows that he must remember because he has seen 
TOO . . • 
what it means to forget." Knowing that human memory is inclined to blot out the bad 
and retain only the good, the writer believed that there was nothing in the world worse 
than "to forget" the crimes of Stalinism.394 Furthermore, his testimonial works are an act 
of resistance to the criminal aberration of the totalitarian state whose memory "does not 
re-member, but rather dismember the dead."395 Deliberate forgetfulness is a crime, such 
as the voluntarily degraded memory of surgeon Kubantsev who would remember the 
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names of each of the convict orderlies, their gallant adventures and "which of the 
convicts 'lived' with whom." He would not forget "the rank of every heartless 
administrator," but forced himself to forget the steamship Kim which entered the port of 
Nagaevo with a human cargo—three thousand convicts. During the trip those prisoners 
had mutinied. So the authorities decided to hose down all the holds, and this was done 
when the temperature was forty degrees below zero.396 Shalamov concludes his tale with 
the characteristic denouement: "Anatole France has a story, 'The Procurator of Judea'. In 
it, after seventeen years, Pontius Pilate cannot remember Christ." 
In a letter to Volkov-Lannit dated 13 April 1956, Shalamov says: "I do not want 
to forget anything and I consider my destiny to be precisely this!" Interestingly, at the 
end of this statement Shalamov put an exclamation mark. This recalls another story, 
namely how passionately Father Peter, an Orthodox priest, would shout at the work 
supervisor, insisting he erect a cross over the grave of "Aunt Polia" and write her name 
and dates on the plate. But whereas the priest did this to immortalize her, the people 
whom she used to serve so selflessly did not even show up at the funeral.399 For 
Shalamov, to forget would mean to betray. Therefore, he committed his life to 
remembering and writing. Regrettably, this was one of the reasons why he had to leave 
his wife and daughter who did not share his intentions. A survivor of the Kolyma death 
camps, he now became a voice for the thousands who did not survive that hell. This 
"mission of memory" has been articulated by the writer in the story "The Train": 
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It was as if I had just awakened from a dream that had lasted for years. And 
suddenly I was afraid and felt a cold sweat form on my body. I was frightened by the 
terrible strength of man, his desire and ability to forget. I realized I was ready to 
forget everything, to cross out twenty years of my life. And what years! And when I 
understood this, I conquered myself. I knew I would not permit my memory to 
forget everything that I had seen. And I regained my calm and fell asleep.400 
KR appears to be the author's tribute paid to the memory of all those who met 
their last days in the snowy graves of Kolyma. The stories Shalamov wrote immortalized 
the victims of Stalinism. Thus, the commandment to remember the Sabbath and the "Lord 
of the Sabbath" (Mark 2:28) took on a new meaning and was understood as the 
imperative to remember "martyrs who were not, who could not and did not become 
heroes."401 
Conclusion 
The Ten Commandments can be considered Shalamov's moral reference point for 
his tales and sketches. The basic principles of the Decalogue, being internalized by the 
writer in his early childhood, provided him with the vital tool for measuring the values of 
good and evil. It would probably not be possible for him to condemn Stalinism so 
vehemently or to show the tragedy of human departure from what it means to be human 
without a clear set of ethical boundaries by which to distinguish humans from non-
humans. 
Describing the moral corruption of the prisoners in the Kolyma death camps, 
Shalamov depicted the forced moral apostasy of people. The state, the professional 
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criminals, and the harsh natural environment were responsible for the tragedy of moral 
depravation. Despite all the irrationality and seemingly fatal inevitability of what had 
happened in the Kolyma Gulag, the narrator repeatedly showed that this departure from a 
state of being human to the state of being non-human, something worse than animals and 
beasts, often, if not always, depended on one's choice either to victimize others or be a 
victim oneself, to kill others or be killed oneself, to steal from others or be robbed, to 
inform on others or be informed on. This shift in the moral scales of what was morally 
acceptable and what was not, created the world defined by the writer as "fantastic 
realism," where all the basic norms and principles had been turned upside down. In such 
circumstances a prisoner's willpower would be further weakened by the severe natural 
environment of the northeast of Russia, malnutrition, and the inadequate moral and 
spiritual backbone of most of the convicts. Inevitably this change in one's life and death 
priorities led not only to the destruction of relationships, but also caused either the 
separation of a man's physical life from his psyche or made the latter serve the former. 
This shift was often irreversible; the human was "abolished." 
It is important to note one more of Shalamov's observations that is rather subtly 
present in his camp expose: the transfer of people's allegiance from God to gods has 
morally impoverished them and released virtually uncontrollable destructive forces from 
their base nature. This suicidal release led humans first to spiritual and then to physical 
death. Hence Shalamov's statement: "We do not know what stands behind God, behind 
402Mikhail Zolotonosov, "riocjieflCTBHfl KlanaMOBa" (The consequences of Shalamov), in 
Shalamovskii Sbornik 1 (1994): 179. 
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faith, but we clearly see—everyone sees—what stands behind disbelief."403 Thus 
Stalinism and the death camps, flourishing within this political and cultural system, were 
the natural result of people's erasing God from all human affairs. In this context, 
Stalinism is nothing but demonism because it legitimized and institutionalized a culture 
of death and lawlessness.404 Philosophically, the whole point of KR can be summarized 
by the following observation of Nicholas Berdyaev: "Look at Humanism stripped naked 
and observe its nature, which appeared so innocent and good to another age. Where there 
is no God there is no man: that is what we have learned from experience." 
Stalinism did not affect only the prisoners of the Gulag. Rather, the wide-scale 
phenomenon of lawlessness established itself in every corner and in every layer of Soviet 
society. As Nekrasova comments on Shalamov's story "Lend-Lease," the kingdom of the 
dead "expands its borders—from Kolyma to Moscow, to the Kremlin."406 Indeed, the 
camp was "a mirror of the world around it, magnifying what it reflected."407 The basic 
features of the Gulag subculture408 (that is, the subculture of coercion and confinement, 
state-sponsored violence, collectivism, and disrespect of an individual's life, dignity, and 
rights) penetrated the socio-cultural world of the Soviet citizenry and had a cancerous 
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towered over us, girded with hoops of steel. The hoops are still there. There is no law." 
Solzhenitsyn, 3:525. 
405Berdyaev, The End of Our Time, 80. 
406Nekrasova, 152. 
407Todorov, 159. 
408During the conference "The Gulag: Its History and Legacy," held at Harvard 
University Nov. 2-5, 2006, such metaphors and analogies as "porosity," "hybridity," "revolving 
door," "dystopia within dystopia," "small zone within the big zone," etc., have been frequently 
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effect on their minds and souls for generations to come. The system of socioeconomic 
and ideological compulsion generated a culture of violence, moral depravity, and 
multiple forms of psychosocial aberration. If considered in terms of its multigenerational 
effect, the phenomenon under consideration still reverberates in the present-day society 
as a whole. It is to the examination of Stalinism as trauma and the way of life of the 
Soviet citizenry that I turn to in the following chapter. 
used by both participants and attendees to conceptualize the perplexingly contradictory 
phenomenon of the Stalinist Gulag and its relation to the Soviet society at large. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STALINISM AS TRAUMA 
Introduction 
This chapter conceptualizes the traumatic impact of Stalinism on the psycho-
social fabric of Soviet society. It is assumed that Stalinism not only caused trauma1 
but itself was a phenomenon of rationalized, institutionalized, and long-sustained 
trauma-in-history. Hence, the Soviet theme in Russian national identity must be 
'Originally, the word trauma (derived from the Greek traumatizo, meaning to wound) 
signified a blow or shock to the bodily tissues which caused injury. Later this medical concept 
was used to encompass the structures of the mind, taking on a special significance in psychology 
and sociology (Selma Leydesdorff et al., "Introduction: Trauma and Life Stories," in Trauma and 
Life Stories: International Perspective, ed. Kim L. Rogers et al. [London: Routledge, 1999], 1-9). 
Sociologist Kai T. Erikson indicates that trauma should be defined also as a broad social concept. 
As he puts it, trauma must be "understood as resulting from a constellation of life experiences as 
well as from a discrete happening, from a persisting condition as well as from an acute event." 
Kai T. Erikson, A New Species of Trouble: Explorations in Disaster, Trauma, and Community 
(New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1994), 228. Stevan Weine, an American psychiatrist and 
scholar in the field of mental health and human rights, encapsulates the multidimensionality of 
trauma by proposing the concept of "cultural trauma." According to him, it refers to "changes in 
shared meanings and behaviors that come about as a consequence of traumatic events that impact 
social groups." Weine, 128. 
Also, trauma involves a narrative dimension. As Cathy Caruth, a literary scholar puts it, 
"Trauma seems to be much more than a pathology or a simple illness of a wounded psyche: it is 
always the story of wound that cries out, that addresses us in an attempt to tell us of a reality or 
truth that is not otherwise available." Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, 
and History (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University, 1996), 4. 
2According to Yael Danieli, "an individual's identity involves a complex interplay of 
multiple spheres or systems. Among these are the biological and intrapsychic; the interpersonal— 
familial, social, and communal; the ethnic, cultural, ethical, religious, spiritual, and natural; the 
educational/professional/occupational; the material/economic, legal, environmental, political, 
national, and international. . . . These systems dynamically coexist along the time dimension to 
create a continuous conception of life from past through present to the future." Yael Danieli, 
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examined primarily against the historical background of the Stalinist cultural revolution 
(late 1920s—early 1930s) and its aftermath as the main etiological factor which 
predetermined the nature, meaning, and legacies of the phenomenon known as Homo 
Sovieticus. Robert Service, a contemporary political scientist, asserts that "the sociology 
of new Russia has to be searched for in the old USSR" for "Russian citizens are living out 
what previously they lived within."3 However, the following exploration into some vital 
parameters of Homo Sovieticus is not intended to discuss them exhaustively; rather, the 
idea is to examine the Soviet imprint on the Russian national character in broad cultural 
terms.4 
Furthermore, this chapter bridges the missiological part of the research as a 
whole, dealing not only with the macrocosmic aftereffects of Stalinism socially and 
psycho-culturally, but also theologically, to place the problem of the Stalinist legacy in 
the framework of missional theology. August and especially December 1991 marked 
the point of socioeconomic and political departure from the Soviet past. Nevertheless, 
due to the three-generations-long dominance of Soviet totalitarianism over the way of life 
of Russian citizenry, the repercussions of Stalinism remain evident. 
"Introduction: History and Conceptual Foundations," in International Handbook of 
Multigenerational Legacies of Trauma, ed. Yael Danieli (New York: Plenum Press, 1998), 7. 
3Robert Service, Russia: Experiment with a People (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2002), 319-20. 
4As has been pointed out, "Identity is not a 'thing' to be objectively described. It is a field 
of cultural discourse. It is each person's perception of themselves: as an individual, in relation to a 
group or groups, and by contrast with other individuals and groups." Simon Franklin and Emma 
Widdis, eds., National Identity in Russian Culture: An Introduction (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), xii. 
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Cultural Revolution in Stalin Russia 
One is very unlikely to find another country in the modern world5 that underwent 
such large-scale geopolitical, socioeconomic, and cultural changes as did Russia in the 
last century. The making of Russian society into a Soviet society was one of the largest 
experiments ever undertaken in human history.7 Neither the pre-revolutionary years nor 
the post-perestroikas decade have influenced the Russian individual's identity to the 
extent as the Soviet period (1917-1991). Within that Soviet period, however, the years 
1929-1933 played a crucial role,9 for it was during the First Five-Year Plan and its 
aftermath that Soviet Russia took major efforts to modernize the backward economy and 
primordial social order. It was during those years, labeled by modern researchers as the 
"cultural revolution," that the sum total of Soviet institutions, structures, and rituals made 
up the habitat of Homo Sovieticus.10 Some historians believe that it was "the most 
5China, North Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique, 
Afghanistan, etc., are possible examples. As for China, the Cultural Revolution and the follow-up 
developments in that country involved more people but lasted a shorter timespan than in the 
former USSR. 
6Afanas'ev, 15-6. 
7Daniel Bertaux, Anna Rotkirch, and Paul Thompson, "Introduction," in On Living 
through Soviet Russia, ed. Daniel Bertaux et al. (New York: Routledge, 2004), 2. 
%Perestroika (literally meaning "reconstruction") is the Russian term for the wide-scale 
political and socioeconomic reforms introduced by Michael Gorbachev in 1987, then the 
Secretary General of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
9As Moshe Lewin points out, "the scholar is astounded by the incredible intensity and 
scope of the transformation of society, not to speak of the bewildering effect those years had on 
contemporaries. This was a unique process of state-guided social transformation, for the state did 
much more than just 'guiding': it substituted itself for society, to become the sole initiator of 
action and controller of all important spheres of life." Moshe Lewin, "Society, State, and Ideology 
during the First Five-Year Plan," in Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928-1931, ed. Sheila 
Fitzpatrick (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1984), 41. 
10Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 3-4. 
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traumatic decade in Soviet history." The question that needs to be explored is: What 
kind of socio-cultural identity was shaped during that epoch? 
Historical Background 
The first quarter of the twentieth century was marked by an unparalleled cluster of 
tragic events that did enormous damage to Russians. Russia's involvement in World War 
I (1914-1918), the October Revolution of 1917, and the Civil War (1918-1921) caused 
economic paralysis, famine, epidemics, and forced dislocation of great numbers of people 
and, in turn, resulted in social turmoil that almost caused a national collapse. According 
to some estimates, between the fall of 1917 and early 1922 the Russian population 
1 0 
decreased by 12.7 million. Millions of besprizornye (orphaned, abandoned children) 
flooded the country.13 This social group fueled crime and its destitute members were 
struck by a wide array of socio-psychical problems "ranging from abysmal hygiene habits 
to severe psychopathic disorders."14 The trauma generated during the Civil War 
"Siegelbaum, "Introduction," 6. 
12Richard Pipes, Russia under the Bolshevik Regime (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1993), 
508-09. 
13By 1922 there were about 7.5 million besprizornikov (homeless waifs) in Russia. See 
Wendy Z. Goldman, Women, the State and Revolution: Soviet Family Policy and Social Life 
1917-1936 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 59. 
14Alan M. Ball, And Now My Soul Is Hardened: Abandoned Children in Soviet Russia, 
1918-1930 (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 80. Regardless of countless and 
various state initiatives, the problems of childhood and youth have remained unsolved throughout 
the Soviet era and its aftermath. "Soviet culture is a passional of childhood," concludes Boris 
Dubin, a contemporary Russian sociologist. Boris Dubin, "Between Everything and Nothing," in 
UoKOJieHHecKuu anonm coepeMeuHou Poccuu (A generational analysis of contemporary Russia), 
ed. Yuri Levada and Teodor Shanin (Moscow: New Literary Review, 2005), 250. 
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brutalized the population,15 shaped the culture of death,16 and laid the foundations for the 
future state-sponsored terror under Stalin.17 
Besides the enormous loss of human capital, there was another side to the post-
revolutionary upheavals, namely, the mental health of the population. As described by 
Prozorov, a Soviet psychiatrist of that time, "no matter what group of the population is 
studied, at the present time [mid-twenties] everywhere one observes an extreme 
abundance of nervous and mental illness, deviations, dysfunctions."18 When the old 
social world was destroyed, the Soviet government's response to the challenge of social 
trauma was far from adequate. As an alternative to resolving the complexities of life in a 
post-revolutionary country, the upcoming cultural revolution proposed to re-make the 
fabric of society by means of political, ideological, economic, and physical coercion. As 
a result, for ordinary people the state-sponsored ideological fundamentalism, intolerance, 
misanthropy, and black-and-white thinking became a means of survival and a mode of 
existence.19 
15As Stephane Courtois points out, the Civil War "instilled cruelty as the normal means 
by which people were to relate to one another." Stephane Courtois, "Conclusion: Why?", in The 
Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression, ed. Stephane Courtois et al., trans. 
Jonathan Murphy and Mark Kramer (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 744. 
16In my view, the way anthropologist Margaret Paxson comments on the personal 
narratives of the villagers of Solovyovo—-"Death laced the corners of their stories"—may 
legitimately apply to the larger social-cultural context of Russia. Margaret Paxson, Solovyovo: 
The Story of Memory in a Russian Village (Washington, DC: Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 
2005), 29. 
17Catherine Merridale, Night of Stone: Death and Memory in Twentieth-Century Russia 
(New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 111. 
18L. A. Prozorov, quoted in Frances L. Bernstein, "Panic, Potency, and the Crisis of 
Nervousness in the 1920s," in Everyday Life in Early Soviet Russia: Taking the Revolution Inside, 
ed. Christina Kiaer and Eric Naiman (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2006), 161. 
19deVries, 407. 
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After several years of fierce inner-party discussions regarding the course of the 
country's future development, the year 1929 was announced by Stalin to be a "great 
turning point" and the beginning of the First Five-Year Plan. By this announcement, he 
sought to change the whole way of life—from a predominantly peasant, deeply 
patriarchal and backward culture, as judged by West-European standards, to a modern 
industrial nation. Apart from the fact that this process of societal transformation was 
impacted by the dictator's psychical distinctives, the whole society was to be "re-
classed" according to the Bolshevik version of Marxism.21 It was nothing less than a war 
on the social order, a war on the way of life, a war with new gods and metaphysics. 
The restructuring of the entire state machinery impacted virtually every social class 
and every group of people. Rapid industrialization and urbanization, coupled with the 
forced-draft dekulakization and collectivization, produced such a social 
phenomenon that produced a perpetual state of emergency for the whole nation. 
The culture of civil war, "a civil war within the civil war"22 in the time of the First Five-
Year Plan became a reality primarily in the countryside. A new, somewhat whimsical 
social world was gradually but steadily emerging out of the Marxism-in-power 
philosophy of life. 
20Juhani Ihanus observed that "in the middle of his web of death, Stalin was His 
Excellency the choreographer, the playwright, the dramaturgist, the traumaturgist, the director, 
the producer, and the mastermind. He predetermined the roles and scenes, turning his 
courtrooms into theaters of revenge, staging his show trials, and planning proper liquidation 
procedures. This hero's vengefulness and cruelty, perfectionist ambition and treacherous distrust, 
were to mask his intellectual, national and physical inferiority complexes." Ihanus, 119. 
21Fitzpatrick, Tear Off the Masks! 71-87. 
22Lynne Viola, Peasant Rebels under Stalin: Collectivization and the Culture of Peasant 
Resistance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 130. 
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Cultural Revolution Expressed Numerically 
In pre-revolutionary Russia, the whole urban sector comprised no more than about 
18 percent of the population.23 During the First Five-Year Plan alone, cities grew by 44 
percent, almost as much as during the whole period of 1897-1926.24 Within five years, 
more than 10 million peasants moved into towns and joined the working class. Moshe 
Lewin provides a telling picture of how the proletariat grew from about 10 million in 
1928 to 20.6 million in 1932, and then from 26.7 million in 1937 to 31.2 in 1940.25 The 
Moscow and Leningrad regions alone increased by 3.5 million new inhabitants during the 
First Five-Year Plan. The 23 million peasants who moved permanently to the cities 
during the 1930s constituted an unprecedented rural-to-urban migration in world 
history. The cities were ruralized within a few years and turned out to be barrack-room 
industrial centers. Accordingly, this process significantly worsened the crime situation in 
the major urban centers. As Gabor Rittersporn points out, "the migrants imported into the 
urban environment their habits, including easy recourse to violence that had been 
97 
increasingly plaguing village life in the 1920s." 
As far as the issue of gender is concerned, of the entire labor force the number of 
women employed by the state industrial enterprise rose from 24 percent in 1928 to 39 
23Lewin, "State, Society, and Ideology," 43. 
24Ibid. 
25Ibid. 
26David L. Hoffmann, Peasant Metropolis: Social Identities in Moscow, 1929-1941 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1994), 216. 
27Gabor T. Rittersporn, "From Working Class to Urban Laboring Mass: On Politics and 
Social Categories in the Formative Years of the Soviet System," in Making Workers Soviet: 
Power, Class, and Identity, ed. Lewis H. Siegelbaum and Ronald G. Suny (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1994), 260. 
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percent in 1940. Public childrearing was considered advantageous to that of family 
upbringing and the number of kindergartens and nursery-kindergartens increased from 
2,537 in 1928 to 19,611 in 1932.29 In addition, by the late 1930s, in an atmosphere of 
upcoming war, the traditional notions of the feminine and masculine as well as 
conventional gendered division of roles and responsibilities underwent significant 
mutations. As Anna Krylova describes, "The image of a young woman as a sniper or a 
bomber pilot routing the enemy combined the conventionally incompatible: femininity 
and military prowess; the determination to kill and motherhood; courage and disciplined 
cold-bloodness."30 
Socioeconomic changes introduced by the cultural revolution were not 
accompanied by an increase in the purchasing power of the average worker. On the 
contrary, purchasing power did not rise above the 1928 level until the mid-1950s.31 
Nearly all citizens were employed by the state; no other form of property or employment 
was allowed. The residents of the Soviet Union were subordinated to the totalitarian state 
and were treated accordingly—arbitrarily and ruthlessly,32 spurring the populace to 
maximum production with minimum resources. 
28Bertaux et al., "Introduction," 3. 
29Ihanus, 65. 
30Anna Krylova, "Stalinist Identity from the Viewpoint of Gender: Rearing a Generation 
of Professionally Violent Women-Fighters in 1930s Stalinist Russia," Gender and History 16, no. 
3 (November 2004): 647. 
Moshe Lewin, "Concluding Remarks," in Making Workers Soviet, 385. 
32As Henry Dicks observed, "The people expect, and the elite satisfies, the image of 
operation of authority as severe, arbitrary, and fickle." See Henry V. Dicks, "Observations on 
Contemporary Russian Behavior," Human Relations 5, no. 2 (1952): 170. 
"Raymond A. Bauer, Alex Inkeles, and Clyde Kluckholn, How the Soviet System Works: 
Cultural, Psychological, and Social Themes (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1964), 
111. 
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In place of the declared abundance, the cultural revolution produced a culture of 
chronic shortages, which became a long-term habitat for Homo Sovieticus, a skilled 
hunter and gatherer of scarce goods and food in urban settings. 4 Besides making people 
avid consumers, the behaviors and social patterns begotten by the chronic shortages 
"acquired an autonomous existence as a vital ingredient of Soviet culture."35 The reality 
of chronic shortages continued beyond the post-war decades marked by economic 
stagnation. As late as the 1970s and 1980s, it was quite normal not only for the citizens of 
Moscow region but even those living in provincial cities several hundred kilometers away 
to travel to the capital to buy basic food and goods, especially on the eve of big 
celebrations and significant family events. 
This culture of shortages put extreme pressure on Soviet families. The 
interviewees of the Harvard Project36 described as the chief sources of frustration in the 
enjoyment of family life "lack of privacy because of inadequate housing; irritability of 
family members because of poor material conditions and anxiety over situations outside 
the family; lack of time to spend together because of excessive fatigue or because of the 
amount of time spent at work and shopping."37 This problem was found on all 
socioeconomic levels of the populace. Too often economic shortage disrupted family 
relationships; conversely, better material conditions provided a stronger basis for genuine 
34Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 2. 
35Julie M. Hessler, "Culture of Shortages: A Social History of Soviet Trade," 2 vols. 
(Ph.D. diss., Chicago University, 1996), 1:3. 
36The Harvard Project is a series of studies based on surveys, interviews, and clinical 
examinations of ex-Soviet citizens who for various reasons left the country during World War II 
or after. Conducted largely in the USA, the Project revealed a number of cultural and 
psychosocial constants peculiar to Homo Sovieticus. See Bauer et al., How the Soviet System 
Works. 
"Bauer et al., 107. 
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interpersonal relations within a family. Another major problem, that of dekulakization 
and the forceful displacement of families, produced many orphans. But most tragically of 
all, as Siegelbaum observes, Stalinist discourse virtually replaced the small nuclear 
family with "the big (all-Union) one," which blurred "the distinction between 
metaphorical and blood relatives."39 
It is crucial to remember that the state's drive to build socialism was carried out 
under severe pressure coming from the secret police. The whole nation, including the 
party's top leaders,40 had to function in an atmosphere of continuous fear and terror.41 The 
Lubianka42 became the nucleus out of which the Soviet social monster ultimately 
developed.43 The maxim "I fear therefore I exist" became a measure of the state's 
efficiency, a deposit of social order, normality, and immutability.44 
3Tbid., 109. 
39Siegelbaum, "Introduction," 22. 
40Among the persons who were in the highest power echelon, but who did not avoid 
arrest and incarceration during Stalin's purges, were the wife of his chief private secretary, 
Aleksandr Poscrebyshev; the wife of the chairman of the Central Executive Committee of the 
USSR, Mikhail Kalinin; the wife of Marshal Budyonny, a hero of the Russian Revolution; the 
brother of Lazar Kaganovish, one of the key members of the post-purges politburo; the wife of 
Viacheslav Molotov, the head of the Council of People's Commissars (1930-1941) and foreign 
minister (1939-1949). Cynthia Hooper, "Terror of Intimacy," in Everyday Life in Early Soviet 
Russia: Taking the Revolution Inside, 74. Also, see Felix I. Chuev, Cmo copoK 6eced c 
MojiomoeuM (The fourteen hundred conversations with Molotov) (Moscow: Olma-Press, 2000), 
551. 
41
 As has been demonstrated by the investigation of personality patterns of former Soviet 
citizens (undertaken in conjunction with the Harvard Project), any private action of an individual, 
whether deliberate or unintentional, could be considered as a willful undermining of the regime 
and as such could be punished severely. See Eugenia Hanfmann and Jacob W. Getzels, 
"Interpersonal Attitudes of Former Soviet Citizens, as Studied by a Semi-Projective Method," 
Psychological Monographs: General and Applied 69, no. 4 (1955): 34. 
42The popular name for the headquarters of the secret police and affiliated prison in 
Moscow. 
43Essad-Bey, OGPU: The Plot against the World, trans. Huntley Paterson (New York: 
Viking Press, 1933), 159. 
44Yuri Levada et al., CoeemcKuii npocmoii uejioeex: Onum couuanbHozo nopmpema HQ 
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Fitzpatrick points out that the Soviet regime was "adept at making its own 
enemies, whom it then suspected of conspiracy against the state."4 An "enemy" was 
considered to be the possessor of the utmost negative characteristics, an incarnation of the 
infernal, devilish rudiments.46 Within two decades after the revolution, the system of 
stigmatizing and scapegoating of whole social classes as "socially dangerous" or "socially 
harmful" was rationalized and institutionalized.47 At first, it was carried out by the local 
Soviets; in the early 1930s the practice was to be implemented under the authority of the 
secret police. This Bolshevik-style witch-hunt marked the ruling elite's social policy of 
re-classing the entire society, thus segregating and isolating entire groups of people. For 
example, the 1918 Constitution of the Russian Republic disfranchised entire groups from 
elections: persons using hired labor with the aim of extracting profit; persons living off 
unearned income; private traders and middlemen; monks, priests, and pastors of all 
denominations; former employees and agents of the Tsarist police, secret police, and 
special corps of gendarmes; and members of the former Imperial family, the House of 
Romanov. 
pydeoKe 90-x (Soviet plain man: An experience of social imaging in the early 1990s) (Moscow: 
Mirovoi Okean, 1993), 82. 
45Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 22. 
46Yuri Levada et al., OmMnenuu K noHUManuio: coifuojioeunecKue onepKu 1993-2000 
(From opinions to understanding: Sociological sketches 1993-2000) (Moscow: Moscovskaia 
Shkola Politicheskikh Issledovanii, 2000), 505. 
47For example, in the 1920s some of the "scholars" in the field of social studies sought to 
find "a direct connection between membership in a certain social class and the psychotic 
symptoms of the patient." O. V. Kerbikov, "Microsociology, Concrete Sociological Studies, and 
Psychiatry," in A Handbook of Contemporary Soviet Psychology, ed. Michael Cole and Irving 
Maltzman, trans. Rosa Glickman et al. (New York: Basic Books, 1969), 394. 
4SFitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 117. 
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Stalin's cultural revolution changed the meaning of disenfranchisement. It was not 
a matter of voting rights but a denial of access to work, housing, education, medical care, 
a pension, and a ration card.49 Often the children of the disfranchised were affected too 
and could not study in the institutions of higher education. Among the people 
disfranchised during the 1920s and 1930s were even the most marginalized and 
economically destitute groups: the sick and elderly, petty and part-time traders, women, 
invalids, people who traded apples, seeds, hay, pudding, flowers, and pigeon feed, while 
the better-off traders knew how to circumvent the law.5 Besides the task of purging 
society of alien elements and creating a new commune, there was also an economic 
rationale to the disfranchisement policy. As Alexopoulos emphasizes, "by depriving a 
broad array of rights to millions of people, the state eliminated the need to supply a large 
segment of the population at a time of acute shortage."51 
Definitely a high point in social engineering was the notorious order no. 44/21 of 
2 February 1930 issued by the secret police to liquidate the kulaks as a class.52 As of May 
1930 alone, the number of people subjected to mass deportation to the North was 
510,096, of whom 162,889 were adult men, 147,906 adult women, and 194,230 (close to 
C I 
40 percent) children. According to some estimates, 281,367 deportees died in different 
49Golfo Alexopoulos, Stalin's Outcasts: Aliens, Citizens, and the Soviet State, 1926-1936 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003), 42. 
50Ibid., 63-4. 
51Ibid., 29. 
52For the text of the order see Kozlov, The History of Stalin's Gulag, 5:97. 
53Lynne Viola, "Tear the Evil from the Root: The Children of the Spetspereselentsy of the 
North," in Studia Slavica Finlandenia 17 (2000): 34. As the scholar observes, "The legacy of the 
exile experience for the child survivors of the mass peasant deportations of the early 1930s was 
guilt, discrimination, fear, and decades of silence. The legacy of those who did not survive largely 
crumbled into statistics, classified for decades and hidden from the world." Ibid., 62. 
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places of their exile between 1932 and 1934. Absurdity and brutality of collectivization 
were met with staunch resistance by the peasants, and the number of peasants involved in 
mass protests against collectivization grew from 109,486 participants in January 1930 to 
214,196 in February, to 1,434,588 in March.55 Another form of resistance was 
razbazarivanie (self-dispossession), a reckless, irrational, spontaneous slaughter of the 
livestock that emptied villages of entire categories of farm animals.56 Moreover, a 
government-imposed famine followed on the heels of peasant confrontations with the 
authorities and struck the whole regions, particularly the Volga region, Ukraine, and 
Kazakhstan. A modern historian observes that "Stalin killed more Ukrainians than Hitler 
murdered Jews."57 Eventually, however, peasants did enter the collective farm, but "at the 
CO 
cost of its rum." 
The number of collective and individual letters of complaint (both anonymous 
and signed) mailed to the editorial boards of central and local newspapers as well as to 
party and state leaders and institutions increased dramatically. During the first months of 
collectivization Stalin received about 50,000 peasant letters of complaint. In the same 
period, Mikhail Kalinin, president of the Central Executive Committee of the Soviets, 
received about 85,000 letters and petitions.59 It has been estimated that Kalinin, this "all-
union peasant elder," received an average of 77,000 a year between 1923 and 1935. In 
54Viola, Peasant Rebels under Stalin, 29. 
55Ibid., 140. 
56Ibid., 70-1. 
"Applebaum, xix. In November 28, 2006, the Ukrainian parliament passed a law which 
declared the famine of 1932-33 (golodomor) a genocide against the Ukrainian people. The next 
day the law was signed by Viktor Yushchenko, the Ukrainian president. 
58Viola, Peasant Rebels under Stalin, 78. 
59Ibid., 92. 
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July 1935 alone, Krest'ianskaia Gazeta (The Peasants' Newspaper) alone received about 
26,000 letters.60 Due to the fact that writing such letters often would be considered as 
counter-revolutionary activity, it was another way to resist the brutalities of 
collectivization.61 
As the Bolshevik government was waging war against its citizens, the practice of 
disfranchisement continued. According to Fitzpatrick, there were four million people plus 
their families, two million kulak deportees at the beginning of the 1930s, close to 300,000 
"socially harmful elements" in the Gulag, almost a million "special settlers," and perhaps 
several hundred thousand more administrative exiles at the end of the 1930s.62 In such an 
atmosphere of perpetual fear many people concealed their social origin and thus 
misrepresented their identity.63 For many Soviet families the politics of deliberate 
forgetfulness was an everyday experience.64 
The massive migration of the rural population into the cities produced a 
tremendous housing crisis which became "a permanent feature of Soviet life, with 
families jammed for decades in tiny single rooms in communal apartments with shared 
kitchens and (if such existed) bathrooms."65 In Moscow the average living space was 
five-and-a-half square meters per capita in 1930 and just over four square meters in 1940. 
60Siegelbaum, "Introduction," 7-8. 
61Ibid. 
62Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 137. 
63Ibid. 
64Victoria Semenova and Paul Thomson, "Family Models and Transgenerational 
Influences: Grandparents, Parents and Children in Moscow and Leningrad from the Soviet to the 
Market Era," in On Living through Soviet Russia (London: Routledge, 2004), 131. 
65Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 6. 
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In other cities the living space was even less. A separate apartment or flat was a rare 
luxury enjoyed almost exclusively by the emerging class of the Party elite. Most of the 
population, living in rapidly growing cities, had to be content with barracks, dormitories, 
and sometimes even less than that. For example, in Magnitogorsk in 1938, 47 percent of 
all housing consisted of barracks. An additional 18 percent of the dwellings were mud 
huts, built over dugouts, made of sod, thatch, and scraps of metal by the inhabitants 
fin 
themselves. This scarce housing condition became fertile soil for aggressiveness and 
rudeness, common features of the mass psychology of Homo Sovieticus. Lewin 
observes, 
The inordinate and unanticipated growth transformed a strained housing 
situation into an appalling one, creating the specifically Soviet (Stalinist) 
reality of chronically overcrowded lodgings, with consequent attrition of 
human relations, strained family life, destruction of privacy and personal life, 
and various forms of psychological strain. All this provided a propitious 
hunting ground for the ruthless, the primitive, the blackmailer, the hooligan, and 
the informer. The courts dealt with an incredible mass of cases testifying to the 
human destruction caused by this congestion of dwellings. The falling standards 
of living, the lines outside stores, and the proliferation of speculators suggest 
the depth of tensions and hardships. Soon the cumulative results of such 
conditions were to cause widespread manifestations of neurosis and 
anomie, culminating in an alarming fall in the birthrate. By 1936, in fact, the 
big cities experienced a net loss of population, with more children dying than 
being born, which explains the alarm in government circles and the famous 
laws against abortion proclaimed in that year.69 
The state propaganda claimed that housing shortages during that period were a 
transitional phenomenon. But they were not. Beside the fact that between 1956 and 1965 
66Ibid., 46. 
67Ibid, 49. 
68Victoria Semenova, "Equality in Poverty: The Symbolic Meaning of Kommunalki in the 
1930s-50s," in On Living through Soviet Russia, 66. 
69Lewin, "State, Society, and Ideology," 54. 
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about 108 million people nationwide moved into their apartments, even in the late 
1980s, to make the nation enthusiastic about the party reforms, Gorbachev promised to 
provide individual housing for each Soviet family by the year 2000—a dream that never 
came true. 
Soviet Ideology and Its Impact on the Populace 
If ideology is a "sign" and the word is "the ideological phenomenon par 
excellence,"71 then, the cultural revolution in Soviet Russia was the revolution of signs 
and words, a battle over destroying previous meanings and creating new ones. The long-
running millenarian project sought to create new myths in the making of Homo 
Sovieticus, the New Soviet Person. In the process the new political community was 
"purged of alien elements and staffed with loyal laborers who would willingly implement 
party directives."72 The ideological exploitation of language,73 literature, arts,74 sciences, 
and public festivals aimed at transforming the consciousness of the masses and the 
shaping of the new Soviet generation in such a way that it would be distinctly different 
William Taubman, Khrushchev: The Man and His Era (New York: W. W. Norton and 
Co., 2003), 382. 
71Valentin N. Volosinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, trans. Ladislav 
Matejka and I.R. Titunik (New York: Seminar Press, 1973), 9, 13. 
72Alexopoulos, 18. 
73
 As Bescangon points out, the language of ideology was "a fusion of liturgical and 
scientific language. . . . Incapable of modifying the real according to its ends, unable to create 
another reality which conforms to what it has promised, its function is to evoke, in the magical 
meaning of the word, that is, to suggest the non-existent reality." Allan Bescangon, The Rise of 
the Gulag: Intellectual Origins of Leninism, trans. Sarah Matthews (New York: Continuum, 
1981), 284. 
74Visual methods for ideological indoctrination played a vital role in manufacturing the 
new mental universe. As Victoria Bonnell argues, "the purpose of political art, beginning with the 
1930s, was to provide a visual script, an incantation designed to conjure up new modes of 
thinking and conduct, and to persuade people that the present and the future were 
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from that of the pre-revolutionary era. The cost of this social engineering was not 
relevant because humanity was not valued in itself but was as a brick in the grand 
construction site of socialism, a "raw material from which an aesthetically perfect man 
had to be sculpted."75 
During the 1930s, people born between 1907 and 1917 were the main target group 
of the regime's all-out indoctrination by the Marxist-Leninist philosophy. The communist 
ideologues tried to engrain deeply anti-religious sentiment,76 Utopian dreams of social 
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transformation, collectivity at the expense of individuality, enemy complex, and anti-
Western attitudes, the latter being an enduring feature of indoctrination in Soviet youth 
organizations.79 At the same time, starting from the late 1930s and especially during the 
years of the Second World War, the Communist Party hierarchy resorted to an 
ideological deployment of Russian national heroes, myths, and imagery. As 
indistinguishable." Victoria E. Bonnell, Iconography of Power: Soviet Political Posters under 
Lenin and Stalin (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1997), 14. 
75Igal Halfin, Terror in My Soul: Communist Autobiographies on Trial (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2003), 13. 
76Dialectical and historical materialism was at the core of the Marxist-Leninist 
worldview. This philosophy considered religion to be an ideology of class enemy and therefore it 
had to be treated accordingly. Often the struggle against religious beliefs was carried out under 
the slogan, "The battle against religion is the battle for socialism." Daniel Peris, Storming the 
Heavens: The Soviet League of the Militant Godless (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1998), 99. 
77In his analysis of Marxism, Berdyaev highlights that Marx does not assign much value 
to human personality, discards the human and preaches hardness towards human beings. As a 
result, Communism turns out to be "the utter limit of social idolatry." Berdyaev, The End of Our 
Time, 39, 257. 
78As Levada points out, the enemy complex has been thoroughly elaborated and tested 
during the formation period of Homo Sovieticus. Levada et al., From Opinions to Understanding, 
505. 
79Allen Kassof, The Soviet Youth Program: Regimentation and Rebellion (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1965), 91. 
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Brandenberger convincingly argues, this shift to popularize the dominant ideology by 
pre-Marxist iconography meant "a pragmatic move to augment the more arcane aspects 
of Marxism-Leninism with populist rhetoric designed to bolster Soviet state legitimacy 
80 
and promote a society-wide sense of allegiance to the USSR." 
Documents such as the diary of Stepan Podlubnyi81 prove how thoroughly the 
self-consciousness of young Soviet individuals was brainwashed by the Stalinist political 
system. A description of the mechanics used in brainwashing is contained in "A Concrete 
Guide to the Work of Training." Among the core values of the identity-to-be-produced 
were a total rejection of the spiritual (religious) dimension of life, radical collectivization 
of one's individuality, including inner thoughts and familial allegiances, and disciplined 
service to the state through self-sacrificing labor and by means of suppression of 
independent attitudes.83 It is believed that repression against individuals was "the very 
David Brandenberger, National Bolshevism: Stalinist Mass Culture and the Formation 
of Modern Russian National Identity, 1931-1956 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2002), 4. As the scholar observes, the latent shift from the revolutionary ethos of the first two 
decades of Soviet Russia not only intensified russocentric themes present in the political creed of 
the multiethnic state back then, but resulted in "full-blown nationalist sympathies present within 
contemporary Russian society today." Ibid., 247. 
81Jochen Hellbeck, "Fashioning the Stalinist Soul: The Diary of Stepan Podlubnyi, 1931-
9," in Stalinism: New Directions, ed. Sheila Fitzpatrick (London: Routledge, 2000), 100. See also 
Natalia Kozlova, "The Diary as Initiation and Rebirth: Reading Everyday Documents of the Early 
Soviet Era," in Everyday Life in Early Soviet Russia, 286. 
82Klaus-Georg Riegel, "Transplanting the Political Religion of Marxism-Leninism to 
China: The Case of the Sun Yat-Sen University in Moscow (1925-1930)," in Chinese Thought in 
a Global Context: A Dialogue between Chinese and Western Philosophical Approaches, ed. Karl-
Heinz Pohl (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 344-348. Once in power, Chinese communists armed 
themselves with this policy of thought reform and repeated the Soviet experiment with no less 
ruthlessness and consistency. See Robert J. Lifton, Thought Reform and the Psychology of 
Totalism: A Study of'Brainwashing' in China (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1989), 419-37. 
83Kassof, 186. See also Donald J. Raleigh, Russia's Sputnik Generation: Soviet Baby 
Boomers Talk about Their Lives (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2006), 321. Edwin 
Hullinger, the American journalist working in post-revolutionary Russia, observed as early as 
1924, "To the outside, the Communist organization presents a unanimity of thought which has 
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essence of the repressive system of the Soviet power declaring unconditional and 
absolute primacy of the state over an individual." Anybody who fell short of 
surrendering their privacy and intimacy to the collective ego was regarded as deviant. 
Private life was viewed as bourgeois and therefore a dangerous and socially useless idea 
or 
for the ideologues of Homo Sovieticus. Neither the Philosophical Encyclopedia 
published in the 1960s nor The Dictionary of Ethics that was reprinted six times between 
1965 and 1989 had an entry on private life.87 
Stalin's ideologues sought and fought to provide an impressive picture of the 
Communist metanarrative, describing in glowing terms the world's steady movement 
toward the golden age with the USSR in the vanguard of the process. Their credo at that 
time was simple: There is no god but worldwide Communism, and Marxism-Leninism 
(Stalinism) is its prophet. Later on, under Nikita Khrushchev (1953-1964) and Leonid 
Brezhnev (1964-1982), the "Moral Code of the Builder of Communism"88 served as a 
supreme moral-ethical guide. In the absence of any intellectual opposition or alternative 
had few equals in history. From Lenin to the most ignorant Communist workman, one heard the 
same identical words, the same phraseology, the same brand of reasoning." He further asserts that 
the level of discipline among Party members was so high that "not even the Jesuit order in its 
prime imposed a more exacting discipline." Edwin W. Hullinger, The Reforging of Russia (New 
York: E.P. Dutton & Company, 1925), 89 and 87 respectively. 
84Iofe, 133. 
85Catherine Merridale, "The Collective Mind: Trauma and Shell-shock in Twentieth-
century Russia," Journal of Contemporary History 35, no. 1 (2000): 44. 
86Svetlana Boym, "Everyday Culture," in Russian Culture at the Crossroads: Paradoxes 
of Postcommunist Consciousness, ed. Dmitri N. Shalin (Boulder, CO: WestviewPress, 1996), 
167. 
87Igor Kon, "Moral Culture," in Russian Culture at the Crossroads, 190. 
880. V. Kuusinen et al. Fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism, trans, and ed. C. Dutt, 2nd 
rev. ed. (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1963), 682-83. 
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worldview, the youth had to uncritically internalize even the most odious beliefs of 
officialdom.89 A crucial point of policy in the USSR was "to structure the individual's life 
in such a way that situations offering him a choice occur as seldom as possible."90 Even 
the educational system, which was supposedly there to encourage free intellectual 
inquiry, failed to recognize free, independent individuals. Regardless of its apparent 
achievements, Soviet education was a powerful tool to serve the state's long-term 
ideological purposes, including the manufacturing of ideologically loyal but intellectually 
enslaved citizens. As Inna Rogatchi vividly describes, "to sub-mit, sub-ordi-nate, sub-
ordination, sub-mit!!!—for the Soviet form of life those are central words, and the ears 
of Homo Sovieticus [sic] have been doomed to listen to them for his/her whole life."91 
One of the examples of such an approach relates to the issue of labor and its 
ideological significance. In the 1930s, self-sacrificial labor for the cause, in most cases 
coercive and underpaid, was not only idolized but considered to be the most important 
lever in the policy of perekovka (re-education, re-making) of men and women. They were 
expected "to reforge themselves by themselves"92 in the process of socially significant 
labor. Furthermore, in that grand process of social engineering the unrestricted use of 
violence and forced labor under the authority of the secret police was "mythologized, 
89Raleigh,215. 
90Bauer et al., 66. See also Vladimir Shlapentokh, A Normal Totalitarian Society: How 
the Soviet Union Functioned and How It Collapsed (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 2001), 119. 
Inna Rogatchi, Sarjetty sukupolvi: Kymmenen kaskya Neuvostoliitossa (The broken 
generation: Ten Commandments in the Soviet Union) (Porvo, Finland: WSOY, 1991), 46, quoted 
in Ihanus, Swaddling, 103. Levada, too, highlights obedience as an integral subsystem in Soviet 
education. See Levada et al., Soviet Plain Man, 88. 
92Halfin, Terror in My Soul, 231. 
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institutionalized, and legitimized." The government saw social institutions as "a sort of 
assembly line for retooling a human product and turning out the new Soviet man." In 
fact, in the late 1930s the ambition of re-making people was replaced by the task of 
serially reproducing Homo Sovieticus,9S the "mass construction of the New Man,"96 to use 
the formula of the infamous Aron Zalkind, an ex-psychoanalyst and prominent Party 
ideologue. As Todorov concludes, "Far more than any sadistic or primitive instincts, it is 
07 
depersonalization, of the other and of oneself, that is responsible for totalitarian evil." 
The Utopian anthropology of the Soviet ideologists permeated even 
psychoneurological science. The connection between the physiology of labor and the 
psychology of the laborer was well established. The Soviet neuroscience and 
psychological associations offered their help in the task of constructing the New Man. It 
was argued that "the mental health of workers and collectivized peasants was assured by 
their dedication to labor as a matter of honor, glory and heroism."100 Interestingly 
Cynthia A. Ruder, Making History for Stalin (Gainesville, FL: University Press of 
Florida, 1998), 153. 
94Katerina Clark, "Little Heroes and Big Deeds: Literature Responds to the First Five-
Year Plan," in Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928-1931, 192. As Katerina Clark indicates, "The 
central impulse behind the domestication of literature was to preserve its crucial function as 
generator and repository of myth." "Utopian Anthropology as a Context for Stalinist Literature," 
180. 
95Halfin, Terror in My Soul, 244. 
96Aron Zalkind, cited in Etkind, 105. 
97Todorov, 159. 
98Halfm, Terror in My Soul, 231. As the authors of the infamous Belomor boasted, "Work 
in the U.S.S.R. has in reality become a matter of honour, a matter of glory, a matter of valour and 
of heroism. Over [the] entire country there is this new attitude towards work. Labour is no longer 
a hateful means of existence, but the rational expression of a happy life." See Gorky et al., 20-1. 
"Halfin, Terror in My Soul, 235. 
100These words belong to M. B. Krol, one of the top Party leaders on the 
"psychoneurological front," quoted in David Joravsky, "The Construction of the Stalinist 
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enough, these words hung over the gates of each forced-labor camp thus sneering at the 
prisoner's predicaments. But the prisoners treated those words with due contempt: 
"Physical labor is neither the pride of nor the glory of man, but a curse."101 The 
perekovka policy demonstrated its utter destructiveness. Those having experienced the 
Gulag were taught the opposite—how to hate labor, disregard morality, and to be 
indifferent to others' sufferings.102 
On a deeper socio-cultural level there was significant reason why the Bolshevik 
project did not completely fail. Rather intuitively, not out of cold pragmatism, the 
government's Utopian slogans and coercive practices appealed to such deep-rooted 
characteristics of the conventional (Orthodox) Russian culture as its eschatological and 
apocalyptic otherworldliness. It was experienced at the everyday level through hostility 
or indifference to the conditions of domestic life.103 Some researchers go even further, 
attributing the society's aspiration toward passive conservatism, collectivism, and 
imperialism versus active reformism and individualism to the apophatic principle of 
Orthodox theology itself.104 The results of social engineering were devastating: 
Psyche," in Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928-193J, ed. Sheila Fitzpatrick (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1984), 116. 
mNB, 273. 
102Alia Y. Gorcheva, Tlpecca Tynaza (1918-1955) (The press of the Gulag [1918-1955]) 
(Moscow: Moscow University Press, 1996), 84. 
l03See Catriona Kelly, "Byt; Identity and Everyday Life," in National Identity in Russian 
Culture, 149-50. 
104Krista Berglund, "Apocalyptic and Nihilistic Russia? The Values of Imperial Russia 
and the Russian Revolution in Nikolai Berdyaev's Interpretation of Dostoevsky's The Possessed" 
in Imperial and National Identities, 222-3. However, as Brovkin highlights while speaking of the 
working-class youth, the official praise of asceticism and denial of the private sphere in the-way-
it-ought-to-be discourse did not accurately reflect reality "characterized by alcoholism, sexual 
promiscuity, and defiance among working-class youth." Vladimir Brovkin, Russia after Lenin: 
Politics, Culture and Society, 1921-1929 (London: Routledge, 1998), 217. 
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Psychiatrists used various terms to describe what they saw in their clinics and heard 
from their colleagues. Some spoke of mass neurasthenia, others of mass 
schizoidization, or the widespread appearance of autistic symptoms, or simply of 
"Soviet iznoshennost"' (exhaustion, or premature aging)... . Whatever terms were 
used, there was general agreement on a great increase in the number of psychically 
bruised and worn-out people, tending to shrink into themselves, to become apathetic, 
or to lose the capacity for work at an early age [to use the term coined by Dr. P. B. 
Gannushkin, "early acquired invalidism"].105 
Probably the most demoralizing consequence of the Bolsheviks' drive to re-
structure society was their almost utter disregard for human life, individuality and 
personal well-being. At least in part, this can be explained by "philosophical" respect for 
non-rationality and sacrifice for a higher ideal—a national feature long entrenched in 
Russian culture.106 Neither the inner psychic life of the individual nor one's feelings and 
emotions, let alone deep spiritual longings, were respected or acknowledged to have a 
legitimate dimension in the lives of Soviet women and men. The loss of life had little 
1 OR 
meaning if it could advance the communist cause. The expendability of individual 
human lives became the dominant reality of communist Russia. But the government's 
attempt to create the New Person brought the opposite effect: malignity and anomie that 
destroyed human psyches, mores, social relations, and identities. 09 The social upheavals 
105Joravsky, 113. 
106Nina L. Khrushcheva and Eward J. Hancox, "The New Post-Transitional Russian 
Identity: How Western Is Russian Westernization?" Project Report of the World Policy Institute, 
and the Graduate Program of International Affairs at The New School, and the Harriman Institute 
at Columbia University, January 2006. See 
http://www.worldpolicy.org/projects/russia/index.html (accessed Sept. 28, 2006), 23. 
107Ralph T. Fisher, Pattern for Soviet Youth: A Study of the Congresses of the Komsomol, 
J 918-1954, in Studies of the Russian Institute of Columbia University (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1959), 288. 
108Bauer et al., 27. 
109As far as illegal economic activities are concerned, pilfering at work, black market, 
bribery, and other socioeconomic diseases became "a fixture of everyday life" closely intertwined 
with all spheres of Soviet society. See Vladimir Shlapentokh, Public and Private Life of the 
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caused sustained trauma, a "subtle daily traumatization,"110 and generated such enduring 
traits as "discontinuity within the self and "intergenerational void."111 
The Soviet social system damaged and corrupted both ordinary people and the 
ruling elite.112 Due to the circumstances experienced daily, abnormal life became a daily 
mode of existence for the whole Soviet populace. Conversely, "normal life" was not a 
statistical concept, but a mere ideal.113 Fatalism, indifference, and passivity instilled in 
people a sense that the individual was not and could not be in control of his/her own 
life.114 The basic concepts of good and evil were warped; the moral scales were fatally 
shifted. 
Soviet People: Changing Values in Post-Stalin Russia (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1989), 203-216. 
noThe term "subtle daily traumatization" was coined by a German psychotherapist Heike 
Bernhardt in his attempt to conceptualize the impact of the Communist system on East German 
childrearing practices after WWII. See Heike Bernhardt, "East Germany: Absorbing the Sins of 
the Fathers," in Beyond Invisible Walls: The Psychological Legacy of Soviet Trauma, East 
European Therapists and Their Patients, ed. Jacob D. Lindy and Robert J. Lifton (Lillington, NC: 
Edwards Brothers, 2001), 63. 
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Hann (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Athlone Press, 1994), 138. 
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it from other forms of dictatorship. The most important of them are: suspicion of "foreigners" and 
their motives—to the point of pathology; loyalty to the chiefs and uncritical acceptance of the 
communist ideology; "conspiratorial mentality" manifested in the deviousness of behavior, the 
disposition to "read between the lines" and to interpret the acts of others at several different 
levels; caution as one of the basic features characterizing the mental climate among the ruling 
elite; "puritanical discipline" (or manic denial as labeled by Henry Dicks) which makes family, 
recreation, and outside interests to be utterly subordinate to the demands of one's "mission"; 
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The question needs to be asked: What kind of personal identity was shaped in the 
process of that gigantic uprooting of traditional culture and the imposition of a new social 
order in its place? 
Homo Sovieticus Described 
In 1936 the Supreme Council passed a new Constitution with Stalin declaring that 
socialism in Soviet Russia was a historical fact. However, regardless of the officially 
supported and widely circulated notion that the Soviet society was now classless and 
therefore without class antagonisms, people were atomized and felt divided from the 
ruling elite on political, economic, and moral grounds.115 As Fitzpatrick highlights, men's 
and women's attitudes toward the powerful elite were sharply divided by the dichotomy 
of "us" and "them" where "we" were insignificant and powerless people at the bottom of 
the social ladder and "they" were "the people who run things."1' The governmental 
policy to produce a coherent, self-conscious identity of the individual failed. Instead, as 
Anna Krylova points out, Soviet modernity produced an unsettled individual, men and 
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women with destabilized relationships even to their immediate surroundings. Berdyaev 
makes a profound statement concerning the outcome of social engineering undertaken by 
the Bolsheviks: "If a man is . . . but an instrument in the economic process, then one must 
speak not so much of the appearance of the new man as of disappearance of man, that is 
115Sarah Davies, '"Us against Them': Social Identity in Soviet Russia, 1934-41," in 
Stalinism, 66. 
116Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 222. 
117Anna Krylova, "Soviet Modernity in Life and Fiction: The Generation of the 'New 
Soviet Person' in the 1930s" (Ph.D. diss., Johns Hopkins University, 2000), xiv. As Natalia 
Altukhova, when interviewed in 2002 and asked about her ex-Soviet identity, stated: "Perhaps 
even now I don't have a clear sense of self.. .. I'm not sure .. . what shaped me when I don't 
understand who I am." Raleigh, 79. 
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to say, of the intensifying of the process of dehumanization. Man is deprived of the 
measurement of depth; he is turned into a fiat two-dimensional being." 
Although such qualities as loyalty to the Party and its ideology, iron discipline 
and self-sacrificing bravery, incessant vigilance and hatred toward the enemy from within 
and without impregnated public political discourse,119 not every citizen embraced them 
wholeheartedly. Rather, the identity of Homo Sovieticus was imposed on them. In fact, 
this kind of personality was not so much a totally "new" anthropological type as "a 
person totally accommodated to the Soviet reality, prepared to accept it as a non-
alternative given." In other words, Homo Sovieticus became an undemanding, lowbrow 
consumer with simplified needs, a human being unaccustomed to thinking critically and 
responsibly. Such a person, nevertheless, had a sense of his exclusiveness and imperial 
n o 
mentality as compared to personality types of other social systems. He could not and 
did not perceive himself outside of an all-embracing ideological superstructure and was 
known for his readiness to accept the existing social order and political regime. Not every 
adult Russian exhibited all, or even necessarily any, of these traits. However, they could 
Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, 182. 
119Fisher, 278. 
120Hoffmann,219. 
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 Levada et al., From Opinions to Understanding, 468. 
122Ibid., 470. 
123Bauer explains the character changes that took place in the Soviet citizenry after the 
Revolution, saying, "In contrast to persons who emigrated before or immediately after the 
revolution, the recent Soviet emigres are more overtly disciplined and less spontaneous. They are 
more practical and less contemplative; more concerned with results and less with the means 
whereby they are gained. They are more manipulative and better extemporizers. Rationality is 
more prominent, and emotion less so. They are more militantly self-confident." Raymond A. 
Bauer, The New Man in Soviet Psychology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), 
181-82. 
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be found frequently enough to make up the more or less typical patterns in the rank-and-
file of the population.124 
The culture of Sovietism was notable for the split it produced within individuals. 
The incongruence between one's thoughts and words as well as between words and deeds 
demonstrated the effects of the social transformations carried out in the atmosphere of 
state-generated hypocrisies and lies. After an examination of the three levels of Soviet 
discourse (official propaganda representations, confidential communications, and private 
critical conversations around the "kitchen table"), Brovkin points out some typical 
personality disorders peculiar to Homo Sovieticus. According to him, "thinking one thing 
but saying something else" and "parading at every opportunity the official Communist 
representations as if they were one's own" were the key features of the new, sovietized 
generation.125 In its turn, this phenomenon had an effect on the social mores of the Soviet 
citizenry, including their inclination toward a nonlegal type of mentality and behavior. 
Some scholars even suggest that Homo Sovieticus shared certain features peculiar to the 
criminal world.126 
Due to the massive social catastrophes and enormous suffering Soviet Russians 
experienced over the decades of Communism, their morality dropped and acquired the 
distinctive features of asthenic syndrome, that is, an inability and unwillingness to 
124Bauer et al., 135. 
125Brovkin, 223. 
126For instance, a rank-and-file Soviet citizen was assigned to ranked categories of 
power/status and "his initial relation with goods (by theft in the case of the bandits, by production 
in the case of ordinary people) was that of a temporary holder." Caroline Humphrey, The 
Unmaking of Soviet Life: Everyday Economies after Socialism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 2002), 109. 
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apprehend others' sufferings, a desire to move away from them. Not surprisingly 
therefore, Homo Sovieticus is notable for its "polycentric relativism," a Soviet version 
of slyness since within such a state-created social context the syndrome of spying on 
one's family member, neighbor, or colleague was considered to be a morally legitimate 
practice of interpersonal relationships. Moreover, Lindy believes that "the fusing in the 
same person of the roles of being the one terrorized and of the informer, of being 
victimized and of persecuting others" is central to the psychopathological legacy of 
Communism.129 Thus, these characteristics if taken together with the notions of 
contradictoriness and ambivalence of the traditional Russians create an exceedingly 
eclectic and deeply traumatized psycho-social type of Gestalt, the Russian personality-in-
Soviet culture. 
To summarize, Homo Sovieticus was a complex and contradictory socio-cultural 
phenomenon throughout its existence. x It evolved over the course of time and was itself 
"multidimensional."132 Out of the extreme historical and psycho-cultural complexities of 
the Soviet era appear certain defining characteristics peculiar to Homo Sovieticus. 
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Philosophically, the worldview of Homo Sovieticus can be characterized by 
utopianism and pseudo-religious dreams of social transformation. It was certainly a 
totalitarian and dictatorial worldview that held an iron grip on the entire population. The 
Marxian theory, when applied to the deeply patriarchal culture of Russia that was striving 
for social liberation culture of Russia, brought into being an ideology known for its 
secular millenarianism and aggressiveness. It was a human-implemented, inner-world 
eschatology that took extreme forms. The Bolsheviks' vision for an all-out cultural 
transformation was attractive by its seemingly humane promises but repulsive and 
destructive by its utter disregard for the fundamental values of human life, freedom, and 
individuality. Having no alternative, people absorbed an outlook that was counter-
productive to their own well-being and sane development. In a masterly fashion the old 
traditions of Ivan the Terrible were "scientifically" fused with the basic premises of 
Marxism to produce a force that held its sway over the minds and souls of several 
generations of Russians. As a result of political and socioeconomic reforms in the 1990s, 
most Russians lost the communist worldview but were not able to gain a new one. 
Socially, the Soviet person had a personality type leaning toward a community-
oriented hierarchy of values. The notion of the collective was considered to be more 
significant than the individual self. The individual was defined primarily in its relation to 
the collective. The personal identity was either absorbed or replaced by the collective 
ego. This resulted in the destruction of a sense of personal responsibility, the value of 
independence, initiative, and enterprise. As Satter states, "The degraded condition of the 
individual is the root cause of Russia's systemic malaise."133 
133David Satter, Darkness at Dawn: The Rise of the Russian Criminal State (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2003), 256. 
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Shaped by a culture of totalism, Homo Sovieticus had to internalize time-serving 
attitudes to his immediate environment, including chiseling and window-dressing. If seen 
in the broader context, the low rating of the role of the human factor in societal 
development significantly worsened the crisis of the Soviet system and was one of the 
main causes of its ultimate collapse in 1991.134 The survival mechanisms often gave rise 
to conflicting ways of behaving: On the one hand, there was a fleeing from the over-
supervision of the state into the shell of reserve; on the other, there was vigilance 
displayed for the sake of the cause of Communism. If one of the ways to describe 
traumatized people is to view them alternating between isolation and anxious clinging to 
others,135 then Homo Sovieticus is certainly a traumatized type of personality. 
Psychologically and behaviorally, the Soviet experiment produced an unsettled 
personality type distinguished by a number of splits: being versus pretending, thinking 
versus speaking, speaking versus doing, victim and victimizer, being an informer and 
falling prey to somebody else's persecutions, etc. Thinking one thing but saying 
something else became characteristic of the sovietized generation.136 Yuri Levada calls 
this binary structure of consciousness a "phenomenon of doublethink"137—a stable 
system of double standards which separates the criterion of "it-is-necessary" from the 
criterion "it-is-true."138 This phenomenon had a corrupting effect on the morals of the 
Soviet citizenry, including their inclination toward a non-legal type of mentality and 
Tatiana I. Zaslavskaia, "Contemporary Russian Society: Problems and Prospects," 
Sociological Research 45, no. 4 (July-August 2006): 13. 
135Judith L. Herman, Trauma and Recovery; The Aftermath of Violence—from Domestic 
Abuse to Political Terror (New York: Basic Books, 1997), 56. 
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behavior.139 Because of the mass character of such phenomena, they were not always 
considered to be pathological. Furthermore, the enemy complex and fear engrained in the 
very soul of Homo Sovieticus turned out to be a psychopathological constant that is still 
skillfully played by current ideologues. 
Ethically, the New Soviet Person is known for his "polycentric relativism"140 
reinforced by apathy and indifference, inability and unwillingness to apprehend the 
sufferings of neighbors, and a wish to move away from them.141 This phenomenon 
marked the Russian culture not only during the communist era but in the period of 
economic reforms in the 1990s as well.142 Peoples' basic concepts of good and evil were 
severely warped and the moral scales shifted, resulting in crime, violence, corruption, and 
other social vices. More often than not Homo Sovieticus was guided by considerations of 
short-term advantage rather than by a strong sense of law. This lack of respect for law is 
rooted in a culture that not only generated violence but itself was subject to victimization. 
Here lies the cause of tolerance for non-normative behavior and the present 
ineffectiveness of the state in its struggle against organized crime. 
In the conclusion of her book about the social aspect of Stalinism, Fitzpatrick 
draws a telling picture of the species shaped by the cultural revolution. The wide range of 
practices of everyday life under Stalin included 
"getting" goods legally and illegally, using patrons and connections, counting 
living space in square meters, quarreling in communal apartments, "free" 
138Levada et al., Soviet Plain Man, 31. 
139Humphrey, 109. 
140Levada et al., From Opinions to Understanding, 510. 
141Ibid., 527. 
142Satter, 204. 
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marriage, petitioning, denouncing, informing, complaining about officials, 
complaining about privilege, enjoying privilege, studying, volunteering, moving 
up, tumbling down, confusing the future and the present, mutual protection, 
self-criticism, scapegoating, purging, bullying subordinates, deferring to 
officials, lying about social origin, unmasking enemies, hunting spies, and 
many others. It was a life in which outward conformity to ideology and 
ritual mattered, but personal ties mattered even more. It was a life of random 
disasters and manifold daily irritations and inconveniences, from the hours 
wasted in queues and lack of privacy in communal apartments to the endless 
bureaucratic rudeness and red tape and the abolition, in the cause of productivity 
and atheism, of a common day of rest. There were fearful things that affected 
Soviet life and visions that uplifted it, but mostly it was a hard grind, full of 
shortages and discomfort. Homo Sovieticus [sic] was a string-puller, an operator, a 
time-server, a freeloader, a mouther of slogans, and much more. But above all, he 
was a survivor.143 
Fitzpatrick's closing remark is of particular importance because it implies an 
existence of certain transformations within one's psychic core—the very soul of self. To 
take a step further, it must be admitted that these transformations are of central 
significance in the process of casting light on the nature, meaning, and structure of 
psychological trauma caused by social pressures. Understanding the traumatic legacies of 
communism is a vital prerequisite for mapping a path for healing. And although it is 
generally true that everyday life under Stalinism was a much more complex phenomenon 
than to be reduced to the scheme of binary categories such as oppression and resistance, 
repression and freedom, the state and the people, official economy and black market, 
official culture and dissident counterculture, public self and private self, truth and lie, 
morality and dissimilation,144 they can hardly be discarded as groundless. Moreover, 
many of the characteristics determining the nature of Homo Sovieticus have survived the 
Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism, 227. 
144Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More: The Last Soviet 
Generation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006), 5. 
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dissolution of the Soviet project in 1991 and continue to play formative roles in present 
day Russian culture. 
Conceptualizing the Soviet Trauma 
An exploration of the social and psychological aspects of Soviet history is 
indispensable to any attempt to understand the traumatic legacies of Stalinism. However, 
such concepts as a history as trauma145 and Bowen's notion of "striking analogies"1 
between regression in a family and regression in society offer additional tools to 
adequately explain the present-day culture of Russia. These concepts also contribute to 
creating a healing perspective for the post-Soviet society. Furthermore, in addition to the 
idea of Stalinism as psycho-cultural trauma, it is necessary, if one is to gain a fuller 
comprehension of the nature and meaning of that trauma, to canvass the subject of 
Stalinism and spiritual warfare. 
Soviet History as Trauma 
The massive calamities during the Soviet period have all contributed in one way 
or another to warping the society. Millions of Soviet citizens survived that apocalyptic 
century "without giving way to despair or debilitating neurosis."147 The multidimensional 
and multigenerational trauma experienced by the entire Soviet population under duress of 
communism has been too frequent, too severe, too long-standing, and too 
145Robert J. Lifton, "History as Trauma," in Beyond Invisible Walls, 213-223. 
146Murray Bowen, Family Therapy in Clinical Practice (New York: Jason Aronson, 
1983), 277. 
l47Merridale, "The Collective Mind: Trauma and Shell-shock in Twentieth-Century 
Russia," 47. 
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institutionalized. The basic structures of the cultural system as a whole were 
profoundly and repeatedly altered. As a result, Russian society will never be the same149 
simply because a traumatized culture "can no longer go back to what it once was."150 
How can this enormously complex reality of cultural trauma be conceptualized both in 
terms of psychohistory and theology? 
A Brief Overview of the Concept of Psychohistory 
Robert J. Lifton, a leader in the study of trauma and history in the twentieth 
century, together with his colleagues from the field of clinical and social psychiatry, has 
contributed to the understanding of psychosocial aftereffects of traumatic events that 
punctuated the twentieth century, including the history of Soviet Russia. Having 
compared survival of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki to survival 
of other instances of massive death (Holocaust, Vietnam War, natural disasters, etc.), 
Lifton raised several questions. One of the most significant is about the general 
importance of the survivor ethos, or the degree to which an individual becomes 
"historically prone to the survivor's retained death imprint, to his death guilt and his 
psychic numbing (or desensitation to death-dominated images), and to his struggle for 
significance."151 
As a result of the growing understanding of traumatic legacies caused by stress-
related events, the American Psychiatric Association included the term PTSD 
148Lindy and Lifton, 229. 
149deVries,401. 
150Weine, 129-30. 
151Robert J. Lifton, "On Psychohistory," in Explorations in Psychohistory: The Wellfleet 
Papers, ed. Robert J. Lifton and Eric Olson (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974), 34. 
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(Posttraumatic Stress Disorder) in the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (1980).152 Thus a separate diagnostic category opened the 
door for research scientists to establish a conceptual framework for the issue of 
psychological trauma.153 Since that time and up to the present there have appeared more 
than 30,290 references in the on-line PILOTS database.154 As far as the multigenerational 
effects of trauma across the various victim/survivor populations around the world are 
concerned, the first comprehensive data examining trauma from a multidimensional and 
multigenerational perspective appeared in the 1998 International Handbook of 
Multigenerational Legacies of Trauma. Two years later, another important book, 
International Handbook of Human Response to Trauma, provided an evolving paradigm 
to reveal and treat the impact of trauma.15 
At the same time, scholars in various fields admitted that they did not yet fully 
know how to evaluate, measure, conceptualize, or even talk about wide-scale socio-
historical trauma. As deVries states, neither culture, nor psychology or biology explain 
"the total picture over the period of time relevant for analysis—before, during, and after 
152John P. Wilson et al., "Treatment Goals for PTSD," in Treating Psychological Trauma 
& PTSD, ed. John P. Wilson, Matthew J. Friedman, and Jacob D. Lindy (New York: Guilford 
Press, 2001), 3. 
153Lars Weisa?th, "The European History of Psychotraumatology," Journal of Traumatic 
Stress 15, no. 6 (December 2002): 450. 
154
"The On-line PILOTS Database," National Center for PTSD, 2007, 
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the trauma."157 On the basis of his evaluation of a number of case studies, Lifton 
concludes that virtually every stress-related event in communist history, such as state-
sponsored repressions, genocide, political tyranny, etc., has had multidimensional and 
multigenerational effects on the individuals. As he puts it, 
What we are discussing here is on the order of a sustained catastrophe that never goes 
away, of threats, dangers, and pressures towards betrayal that become perpetual. The 
pressures are both acute and chronic, both individual and societal. For the individual 
person caught up in these traumatic historical forces, fear and pained ambivalence to 
the regime are transmitted from the moment of birth and before and extended 
throughout the life cycle.158 
The scholar further emphasizes that the traumatic events in the course of 
Communist history "caused radical breaks in personal experience and identity," which in 
their turn "led to troubled, impoverished, and a more dissociated self."159 In other words, 
"breaks without transmission" produced "dissembling and dissociation."160 This is why 
the traumatic aftereffects of Stalinism cannot and should not be removed from the 
individual stories. No sound therapeutic approach can be created without a thought-
through awareness of both the traumatic events and their psychological consequences. 
Needless to say, missiology is not an exception to this rule and must take into account the 
full range of psychosocial aberrations engendered by a totalitarian culture. 
Taxonomy of Soviet Trauma 
There is always a temptation to make sweeping generalizations without providing 
solid factual basis when talking about Stalinism as trauma-in-history. Jacob Lindy meets 
157deVries, 409. 
158Lifton, "History as Trauma," 213. 
,59Ibid., 217. 
160Ibid., 217-20. 
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this challenge by listing concrete historical facts which definitely fall into the categories 
of both traumatic events and traumatic everydayness. He identifies three waves of 
violence and death that boiled throughout the twentieth century in the Soviet era: 1914-
1922 (WWI, October Revolution, Civil War, and Red Terror), 1926-1939 (rise of the 
Gulag, collectivization, industrialization, famine, and Great Terror), and 1939-1945 
(WWII).161 Each of these massive traumas swept tens of millions of people into the 
vortex of unprecedented psychosocial pressure. What follows is Lindy's attempt to 
suggest a taxonomy of Soviet trauma. 
According to Lindy, a beginning typology of Soviet trauma and loss must 
necessarily include seven large segments of the Russian population (survivor groupings): 
The first segment is those who were victims or perpetrators in the culture of terror and 
those who were involved in the internal spy network. Some were informed on without 
their knowledge. Others experienced secret police interrogation, torture, and harassment, 
and being forced to inform on others. Furthermore, there were those who experienced 
long-term political imprisonment and suffered in the psychiatric gulag. The second 
segment is those who were affected by the separation from relatives who disappeared 
and/or were killed as a result of the practices mentioned above. The psychological 
consequences of that separation were manifested in the arrested grief in the spouses of the 
victims, in the arrested grief and identity-processing in their children and grandchildren. 
The third segment consists of those who suffered from the forced displacements of 
collectivization and industrialization such as the kulaks, who were forced out of their 
agrarian settings while others were forcibly removed from their homes to accomplish the 
161Jacob D. Lindy, "Legacy of Trauma and Loss," in Beyond Invisible Walls, 13-32. 
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state's ends. The fourth segment is those suffering in the post-Soviet era: youth and adults 
who suffer from an identity crises and pensioners who suffer depression. The fifth 
segment is those who suffered in war: civilians caught in warfare, subjects of ethnic 
cleansing, refugees, and soldiers with PTSD. The sixth segment is those who suffered 
from natural disasters such as famine survivors, earthquake survivors, and nuclear 
accident survivors. The last segment consists of those people who had perpetrating roles: 
citizens performing their duty, camp guards, secret police operatives, and psychiatrists 
who confined dissidents.1 
As of 2005, the generational proportions of Russia were as follows: People born 
before the October Revolution comprised about 4 percent of Russia's adult population; 
those born between 1920-1928—about 7 percent; between the end of the 1920s and 
1943—21 percent; between 1944 and 1968—39 percent; and those born between 1969 
and the beginning of the 1970s—28 percent of the adult population.163 The largest 
population group shares both the blows of the harshest time (the end of the Great 
Fatherland War [1941-1945], the significant food shortages of 1946, and the last decade 
of the brutal Stalin-era) and, on the other hand, the relative social tranquility that 
accompanied the rule of Khrushchev (1953-1964) and the beginning of Brezhnev's 
leadership. 
A taxonomy of the Soviet trauma suggests there is no way to come to terms with 
the legacy of communism other than to speak out and tell one's personal story about the 
162Lindy, "Legacy of Trauma and Loss," 31. 
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traumatic past. Facing the past is an individually and socially significant task. If the 
traumatic past is denied, misunderstood, or untold it will "poison the present."165 The 
telling of stories of trauma is an imperative not only for an individual but for a family, 
group, nation, and society.166 Without this self-reflection and self-awareness, however 
painful and controversial the experience might be, there is no genuine continuity with and 
within one's self. As Sandra Bloom puts it, "by ignoring traumatic affect and memory 
we . . . create a psychic abscess that infects the rest of the person and subsequent 
generations."167 Conversely, to confront the past is in itself "an act of hope."168 
In and of itself, facing one's past is a challenging mission, even more so for 
contemporary Russians. Most Russians seem to be either rejecting the idea of 
psychological damage caused by communism—personality split, unwarranted 
suspiciousness, mental distress, and trauma—or of having serious doubts. The idea of 
psychological trauma remains largely a foreign notion to them.169 Certainly, politics are 
involved in any discussion of the Soviet past; furthermore, since psychotherapy was 
164Leydesdorffetal., 11. 
,65Ibid., 17. 
166As it has been highlighted in the report "The New Post-Transitional Russian Identity," 
"The Soviet past will have a significant role in shaping the post-transition identity. It is not a 
period of time which can be conveniently forgotten, nor should it.. . . The current habit of cherry-
picking icons and images from the past and incorporating them into the present is a notion that 
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achievements." Khrushcheva and Hancox, 13. 
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York: Routledge, 1997), 68. 
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basically anathema to the Soviet power, the consequences of this taboo are still felt today. 
An honest historical and psycho-cultural self-reflection can hardly find room in the 
context of growing Russian nationalism and chauvinism. 
Major Social Dimensions of Trauma 
In his overview of psychotraumatology, Professor Lars Weisa;th of Oslo 
University makes it clear that a framework for understanding trauma must include such 
dimensions as "the physical and intrapsychic; the interpersonal-familiar, social, 
communal; the ethnic, cultural, religious, spiritual; the educational, professional, 
1 70 
occupational; and the material, economic, political, national and international." The 
following section will focus on three major social aspects of trauma: familial, societal, 
and individual. The first two are considered to function within the inter- and 
multigenerational context. The third aspect, closely related to the first two, relates to 
one's individual identity, psychic integrity, and continuity with the self. 
Familial aspect 
Psycho-social trauma transmits itself from generation to generation via the 
institution of the family. This generational transmission can lead to the most extreme 
171 
psychological reverberations, including an intergenerational void that deprives the 
individuals of their social and personal identity.172 The intergenerational transmission of 
1
 °Lars Weiseeth, "Psychotraumatology: An Overview from a European Perspective," in 
The Psychology of Extreme Traumatisation, ed. Danute Gailiene (Vilnius, Lithuania: Akreta, 
2005), 45. In my research, however, the main emphasis is put on the social-cultural aspects of 
Soviet trauma. 
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refuse to look without cynicism at the collective past, to fear that anger cannot be controlled, to 
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trauma not only shapes the internal representation of reality for several generations but 
becomes "an unconscious organizing principle . . . constituting the matrix within which 
normal developmental conflict takes place."173 Multigenerational trauma is a culturally 
transmitted phenomenon which moves from generation to generation in word, writing, 
body language, and even in silence. Moreover, the traumatic impacts of past events 
1 7S 
may be bequeathed to the children born after the trauma. 
Time may not necessarily heal the trauma. On the contrary, in some cases time 
may even magnify human response to further trauma and carry intergenerational 
implications.176 As Baker observes, some of the madness that swept through all levels of 
Soviet society during the Great Terror of the late 1930s "may never completely heal in 
millions of families."177 The empirical data show that people who were deprived of 
familial continuity with their lost grandparents experience a decline in 
• 1 *7Q 
functioning. 
deny the possibility that one's own society contains the embryo of its own regeneration—all these 
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Societal aspect 
1 70 1 Rfl 
Both sociologist Levada and psychologist Baker show that during the 
last century Russia did not experience the smoothly working mechanism of generational 
change and succession. To the contrary, the family cutoffs generated generational 
ruptures that were experienced in Soviet as well as in post-Soviet Russia, creating 
generational gaps that were "conserved," but also led to an accumulation of mutual 
misunderstanding and aggressiveness.182 Here is a summary of how the societal cutoffs 
have been conceptualized by Baker. First, as far as post-Soviet Russian society is 
concerned, it has been characterized by chronic anxiety due to the multiple emotional 
cutoffs that run across several generations. They impacted both Soviet and post-Soviet 
families. During the Soviet and post-Soviet periods it has been possible to observe cross-
generational distancing behaviors, as the Soviets repudiated the czarist period of Russian 
history, and the present generation of Russians repudiates the Soviet period. Second, the 
Soviet system created a concrete manifestation of secondary societal cutoff through 
imposing an "iron curtain" between its own geographic borders and the rest of the world. 
This cutoff was reinforced by shutting out the flow of ideas, jamming radio stations, 
censoring publications, and limiting correspondence, as well as curtailing the movement 
of peoples through limiting permission to travel across those borders in either direction. 
l79Levada et al., "Generations of the 20th Century," 57. 
l80Katharine G. Baker and Julia B. Gippenreiter, "Emotional Cutoff and Societal Process: 
Russia and the Soviet Union as an Example," in Emotional Cutoff: Bowen Family Systems Theory 
Perspective, ed. Peter Titelman (Binghamton, NY: Haworth Clinical Practice Press, 2003), 379-
400. 
181In his theory, Murray Bowen defines emotional cutoff as "the immature separation of 
people from each other." See Selden D. Illick et al., "Toward Understanding and Measuring 
Emotional Cutoff," in Emotional Cutoff: Bowen Family Systems Theory Perspectives, ed. Peter 
Titelman (Binghamton, NY: Haworth Clinical Practice Press, 2003), 203. 
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Third, societal cutoff during the Soviet period led not only to a denial of the historical 
past, but also to the reappearance of extreme versions of the milder authoritarianism and 
disrespect for individuals that were characteristic of the czarist period, including 
imprisonment of dissidents in Siberia and other places. Finally, the significant long-term 
cutoff apparent between generations in Russia and the Soviet Union may be associated 
with a wide variety of health, social, and environmental problems and with societal 
regression in general.183 
More often than not, Soviet trauma was experienced in the absence of an adequate 
psychological process or ritual, individual or collective, past or present, for absorbing 
these changes.184 Both the culture and community were unable to overcome the blows to 
the basic tissues of the social organism, thus creating a profound collective trauma. As 
Erickson explains, this kind of damage 
works its way slowly and even insidiously into the awareness of those who suffer 
from it, so it does not have the quality of suddenness normally associated with 
'trauma.' But it is a form of shock all the same, a gradual realization that the 
community no longer exists as an effective source of support and that an important 
part of the self has disappeared.... T continue to exist, though damaged and maybe 
even permanently changed. 'You' continue to exist, though distant and hard to relate 
to. But 'we' no longer exist as a connected pair or as linked cells in a larger communal 
body.185 
The people traumatized had to suppress or arrest their feelings. The arrested grief in 
people of one generation affected the identity-processing of the next. The phenomenon of 
self-isolation and internal immigration was not uncommon. As a result, intrapsychic 
Dubin, 250. 
'Baker and Gippenreiter, "Emotional Cutoff and Societal Process," 397-8. 
lifton, "History as Trauma," 218. 
'Erickson, 233. 
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repairing and integration were even less possible. Additionally, because the Soviet state 
would often resort to coercive psychiatric treatment of the political deviants, the general 
suspicion of any clinical intervention or open discussion seems to have been natural. 
Individual aspect 
The process of adapting to multiple breaks without transition caused individuals 
to experience the phenomenon of "dissembling and dissociation" as a protective 
technique leading them to "wall off certain features of behavior from an authentic 
self."186 Soviet ideology and praxis created a worldview that was responsible for causing 
a phenomenon called doublethink. Doublethink meant that one part of the self was 
divided from another part of the self. As a result, the split personality could hardly 
function consistently with a sense of genuine individuality. 
Thus, one of the ways to conceptualize the Soviet period of Russian history is to 
view it in terms of the prolonged psychosocial traumatization caused by large-scale 
socioeconomic calamities. Those events disrupted the first part of the last century causing 
a deterioration of reality and subtle traumatizations of everyday life under Stalinism. 
Trauma of the past begat the trauma of the present. This reality of socially and politically 
sustained wounding extends across generations and reverberates in the present-day social 
milieu of Russian citizens by affecting their identities and worldviews, behavioral 
patterns, and moral values. 
As early as 1974 Bowen stated that 
when a family is subjected to chronic, sustained anxiety, the family begins to lose 
contact with its intellectually determined decisions to allay the anxiety of the 
186Lifton, "History as Trauma," 218-9. 
187Ibid., 219. 
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moment. The results of the process are symptoms and eventually regression to a 
lower level of functioning. The societal concept postulates that the same process is 
evolving in society; that we are in a period of increasing chronic societal anxiety; 
that society responds to this with emotionally determined decisions to allay the 
anxiety of the moment; that this results in symptoms of dysfunction; that the efforts 
to relieve the symptoms result in more emotional band-aid legislation, which 
increased the problem; and that the cycle keeps repeating, just as the family goes 
through similar cycles to the states we call emotional illness. 
No special astuteness is needed in order to understand how many Russians grew up in 
malfunctioning, dysfunctional, or broken families and who now bear the scars of sins 
they did not commit. Regrettably, Russian society has not dealt enough with the 
corrupting legacies of the Soviet past and has not completed the process of de-
Stalinization. This means two things: A possibility for various forms of social and 
political re-emergence of the past traumas is still high and the way for healing is seriously 
snarled. 
Stalinism and Spiritual Warfare 
In addition to the historical, political, economic, and socio-psychological 
dimensions of Soviet trauma that were discussed earlier, the issue of Stalinism must also 
be looked at theologically. It is assumed that the intricate interaction between the 
empirically observable realms of human history on the one hand, and the inexplicable 
world of principalities, powers, and "rulers of the darkness of this age" (Eph 6:12), on the 
other, is important in conceptualizing Stalinism as trauma that affected the national soul 
1S8Bowen, 386. 
189The temptation to interpret history solely in terms of so-called modern (positivistic) 
worldview must be resisted. As Joseph Ratzinger observes, "Constructing a world by our own 
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Jesus of Nazareth: From the Baptism in the Jordan to the Transfiguration, trans. Adrian J. 
Walker (New York: Doubleday, 2007), 28. 
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of Russia. The two-kingdom worldview of Scriptures190 is a theological fact and as such 
can provide additional insight concerning the interface existing between the 
human/Divine, human/demonic, and Divine/demonic realms of reality. It seems vital to 
look beyond the mere empirically observable realms of human history, socioeconomic 
conditions, and political structures. As Jacques Ellul, prominent French sociologist and 
lay theologian, explains in his 1946 article, 
We tie ourselves to exterior forms without searching for their deeper reality. We 
want to combat social injustice, and that is very good, and we connect it to an 
economic system, but we do not penetrate the true structures of this system. We do 
not attempt to penetrate into the lair of the blacksmith who is forging our chains, 
whether because of a sacred fear of this mystery or because of an incapacity to go 
far enough. It is easier to accuse two hundred families, the Jews, or the bolshevik 
with a knife between his teeth—beyond that, we seem to have no way to get a hold 
on things. Nevertheless, it is only by going beyond that [into more critical analysis] 
that we will have any chance of encountering the more stable reality on which the 
shifting problems depend. It is in such a descent into hell that we might be able to 
grasp the element of continuity according to which the current difficulties are 
propelled. It is in attaching these roots that we have a chance of reaching the tree 
itself, and not in the chasing of leaves blown by the hazards of the wind.191 
This necessity of discovering the deeper reality invites several points of reference and 
justifies the drawing of some parallels between the remote past as interpreted by Bible 
writers and contemporary conditions. Application of the basic biblical warfare principles 
to the Soviet trauma paves the way to building a missiological paradigm intended for 
contemporary Russia. 
For an overview of the biblical teaching on the subject, see Boyd, God at War, 184-
191. As the author comments on a number of passages, "in New Testament terms the kingdom of 
God and the kingdom of Satan are correlative concepts. The former can be understood to be 
expanding only as the latter is diminishing. This is precisely why healings and exorcisms played 
such a central role in Jesus' ministry." Ibid., 184. 
191
 Jacques Ellul, "Chronicle of the Problems of Civilization: 1. By Way of a Brief 
Preface," in Sources and Trajectories: Eight Early Articles by Jacques Ellul That Set the Stage, 
ed. Marva J. Dawn (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Co., 1997), 14. 
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It is true that the problem of evil in general and political oppression committed 
under the Soviet regime in particular should not be attributed to metaphysics alone.192 On 
the other hand, why must metaphysics be discarded if, as Jean-Paul Sartre concludes, 
Marxism is a "metaphysical doctrine and . . . materialists are metaphysicians"?193 
Furthermore, as Berdyaev points out, the militant anti-spiritual materialism of Marxism-
Leninism is not a phenomenon of matter but of spirit.194 The venture into "the abyss of 
the unconscious"195 has not yet produced a convincing explanation of the phenomenon of 
state-sponsored social exterminations and other crimes so that further inquiries would be 
redundant. In the discussion centered on the complex issue of large-scale social 
catastrophes as endured by Russia in the twentieth century, it would be too shortsighted 
to ignore the data accumulated in the biblical narrative over a span of fifteen hundred 
years. Thus I maintain that Stalinism is foremost a spiritual phenomenon, a warfare 
against God, His truth, law, and the gospel. Like Gnosticism, Stalinism preyed 
parasitically on the Christian religion, borrowing its theological concepts, language, 
beliefs, rituals, and practices.196 In fact, Stalinism attempted to replace the truths of 
I92Carl Goldberg, Speaking with the Devil: A Dialogue with Evil (New York: Viking 
Penguin, 1996), xii. 
193Jean-Paul Sartre, "Materialism and Revolution," in Literary and Philosophical Essays, 
trans. Annette Michelson (New York: Collier Books, 1965), 200. 
194Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, 153. 
195Norman Cohn, Europe's Inner Demons: An Enquiry Inspired by the Great Witch-Hunt 
(New York: Basic Books, 1975), 263. 
196Besan9on points out the following characteristics of Gnosticism which are reminiscent 
of Soviet ideology: "a locked encyclopaedic [sic] system of cosmology and soteriology; the over-
interpretation of history; a morality deriving from the doctrine, and taking its criteria from it; self-
criticism as a way of renewing understanding of the interpretive system; the relativization of man 
to his contribution to salvation; the division laid down between the militants and the masses; the 
militant, custodian of knowledge, ascetic, professional, freed from the ordinary tasks of life; and 
the geo-historical dualism between regions which are ontologically damned and regions which 
are saved." Besancon, 16-7. 
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Christianity by claiming virtually unlimited control over human minds and souls; 
consequently, the society that experienced the phenomenon of Stalinism suffered from 
the grip of evil forces, which can hardly be known or effectively confronted by a power 
other than the truth of the God of the Bible. 
The Warfare Worldview of Scripture 
It has been rightly noted that the Bible begins not with the planet Earth, but with 
the universe. It is a biblical-theological fact that at a certain point in the existence of 
the universe conflict broke out "in heaven" (Rev 12:7; cf. Isa 14:12-15; Ezek 28:1-10). 
Such archetypical events as Creation (Gen 1 and 2), the fall of the first human beings 
(Gen 3), mission and the history of the divine elect (Gen 12:1-3), and the entire history of 
biblical Israel constitute significant episodes of that war and shed light on its various 
aspects. On a larger scale, such biblical narratives as the Book of Daniel portray earthly 
kingdoms as visible and empirically verifiable stages in world history on which unfolds 
the drama of metahxsXoxy or macro-story (Dan 2, 7, 9:20-27; 10:10-21).198 As the apostle 
Paul recasts the panoramic view of Daniel centuries later, "we [followers of Christ] have 
been made a spectacle to the world, both to angels and to men" (2 Cor 4:9). 
Jesus, too, considered Himself fighting with Satan who fell "like lightning from 
heaven" (Luke 10:18). Neither of the major events in the ministry of the Messiah, such as 
l97John R. W. Stott, "The Living God Is a Missionary God," in Perspectives on the World 
Christian Movement: A Reader, ed. Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, 3 ed. (Pasadena, 
CA: William Carey Library, 1999), 4. 
198According to the historicist method of biblical interpretation, "the prophecies of Daniel 
and Revelation are intended to unfold and to find fulfillment in historical time—in the span 
between the prophets Daniel and John respectively and the final establishment of God's eternal 
kingdom." See Frank B. Holbrook, ed., "Issues in Revelation: DARCOM Report," in Symposium 
on Revelation: Introductory and Exegetical Studies, book 1 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical 
Research Institute, 1992), 175. 
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the cross or resurrection, nor His teachings, prayers, miracles, exorcisms, and healings 
can be interpreted correctly until they are interpreted as acts of apocalyptic war.199 In the 
Gospels, Satan is described as "the ruler of this world" (John 14:30; cf. Matt 4:8-9), "a 
murderer from the beginning," "a liar and the father of [lies]" (John 8:44). The Gospel 
writers describe Satan as being able to "enter" an individual (John 13:27; cf. Luke 22:3) 
and hold complete control over a person ("one of you is a devil," John 6:70; cf. Matt 
16:23), to cause physical diseases (Luke 9:38-42; 13:16), to demonize separate 
individuals (Mark 1:23; 5:1-19) and entire groups of peoples (John 8:44), including those 
in power, both religious (the chief priests, the elders, the Sanhedrin) and secular (Pilate 
and Herod). The former as well as the latter, if judged by their works—the plot against 
Jesus while knowing He was innocent, the hiring of false witnesses, manipulation of 
public opinion, violence and public disgrace inflicted on the Messiah—clearly show 
themselves to be resisting the Holy Spirit and therefore being controlled by the devil (cf. 
Acts 7:51-52; John 8:40,41a; 1 Cor 2:8; Luke 22:53b). Alluding to Pilate, Annas, and 
Caiaphas, Paul says that these "rulers of this age" did not know the hidden wisdom of 
God and therefore crucified "the Lord of glory" (1 Cor 2:8). What the apostle means by 
that is, as Berkhof asserts, "in and behind these visible authorities, Paul sees invisible 
higher powers working."200 
However, that power was defeated on the cross and in the resurrection of Jesus. It 
was then that "the ruler of this world" was "cast out" and all were "drawn" to the Messiah 
(John 12:31-32). Of the many images used in the Gospels to portray Jesus' battle against 
199Boyd, God at War, 18. 
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Satan, one of the most powerful is a metaphor of light shining in the darkness, "and the 
darkness did not comprehend it" (John 1:5; 12:35-6; cf. 13:30). It was this victory the 
apostle Paul had in mind when he wrote that "having disarmed principalities and powers, 
He [Jesus] made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them in [the cross]" 
(Col 2:15). 
The Bible describes God as a Supreme Being concerned with the totality of 
human existence, including such areas as state and society, power and the individual, the 
material world, and the realm of spiritual conflict. Both Old and New Testaments present 
a number of cases from which it becomes clear how God appraises certain social 
structures and even entire political systems when they abuse power and legitimize evil. 
As far as the concept of a demonized culture is concerned, the New Testament writers do 
not use the term culture. Instead, they often speak of the world (kosmos) as "the socially 
constructed matrix that serves as the arena in which people live."202 Kosmos is a realm 
H. Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, trans. John H. Yoder (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 
1962), 14. Cf. Clinton E. Arnold, Powers of Darkness: Principalities and Powers in Paul's 
Letters (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1992), 104. 
201For instance, at various points of history, social injustice, violence, economic 
oppression, and other vices flourished in Israel (Mic 3; Isa 1:10-31) as well as in the neighboring 
lands of Sodom (Ezek 16:49), Babylon (Isa 13, 21:1-10; Dan 4:24), and Nineveh (Jonah 1:2 and 
3:8), etc. It was not uncommon in those days to rule the nations by raw power. Infanticide, 
oppression, and genocide were institutionalized or could have been institutionalized in Egypt 
under pharaoh "who did not know Joseph" (Exod 1:8-22), in Persia under Ahasuerus (Esth 3:8-
11), and in Judea under Herod the Great (Matt 2:16-18), etc. Among many other symbols of the 
oppressive religious-political systems the image of Babylon is probably the most prominent. The 
interpretation of this God-opposing power "far transcends its own historical parameters." See 
Hans Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Continental Commentary, trans. Thomas H. Trapp 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), 327. 
202Bruce Bradshaw, Change across Cultures: A Narrative Approach to Social 
Transformation (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2002), 70. In Pauline theology, Maggregor 
asserts, the word kosmos means not only "the total world of creation" and "the stage on which 
human life is played," but primarily "the quintessence of earthly conditions and earthly claims as 
opposed to the future and the heavenly, as when Paul contrasts 'worldly affairs' with 'the affairs of 
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under enslavement of Satan (1 Pet 5:8-9; 1 Cor 10:20-21), a domain penetrated by the 
demonic influences (Eph 2:1-3; 6:12).203 According to Arnold's interpretation of Paul's 
references to the issue of "powers" and "principalities," there is no existing human 
structure exempt from their influence. 
The believers are admonished to love not the world or "the things of the world" (1 
John 2:15, 16). Rather, the world must be overcome by faith in Jesus (1 John 5:4-5) in the 
same manner as Jesus overcame the world (John 16:33) and destroyed "the works of the 
devil" (1 John 3:8). The uncompromising antagonism between Christ and the world (John 
1:10-11; 17:14-16), between the children of God and the children of the devil (1 John 
3:10; 2 Cor 6:14-18) is reminiscent of the enmity placed between the tempter and woman 
at the very beginning of human history (Gen 3:15). Since any culture is subject to the 
power of Satan, it is the essence of Christian mission to turn people from darkness to 
light, from apostasy to God (Acts 26:18). 
Another biblical narrative, the Book of Revelation, strongly suggests that there is 
interaction between the spiritual realms of the cosmic conflict and the political powers 
the Lord' (I Cor. vii. 32-3)." G. H. C. Maggregor, "Principalities and Powers: The Cosmic 
Background of Paul's Thought," New Testament Studies 1 (1954-1955): 17. 
203As Wendland concludes, the background for Paul's message to the Ephesians was a 
depressing socio-religious milieu that was "obsessed with mystical and/or spiritual power—that 
is, how to recognize, understand, access, control, and benefit from or defend against it in one's 
everyday life." See Ernst R. Wendland, "Contextualising the Potentates, Principalities and Powers 
in the Epistle to the Ephesians," Neotestamentica 33 no 1 (1999): 205. 
204Arnold, 209. As Sider points out, "Evil is far more complex than the wrong choices of 
individuals. It also lies outside us both in powerfully oppressive social systems and in demonic 
powers that delight in defying God by corrupting the social systems that God's human image-
bearers need." Ronald J. Sider, One-Sided Christianity? Uniting the Church to Heal a Lost and 
Broken World (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1993), 153-54. 
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acting within a given cultural context. For instance, references and allusions to kings 
and mighty men are numerous throughout the book (Rev 6:15; 13; 17:12; 19:18, etc.). 
The susceptibility of earthly powers to the influences of the spirits of demons (Rev 16:14) 
and their collaboration with false belief systems make them wage "war with the Lamb" 
(Rev 17:14). The whole world is involved in that war (Rev 12:7-9, 12b), and the fight is 
to the death. 
Although this is only a cursory overview of the spiritual battle revealed in the 
pages of Scripture, it supports Boyd's notion that a "warfare worldview is . . . the basic 
worldview of biblical authors, both in the Old Testament and even more so in the 
New."206 Boyd has enough evidence to believe that this world does not only look like a 
war zone between good and evil, but it is a war zone.207 In other words, human 
sufferings, psychosocial traumas, and perplexities take on a different meaning when they 
are viewed against the backdrop of a cosmic conflict, as opposed to an idea that "assumes 
everything is part of God's 'secret plan'." As Boyd further asserts, the classical-
philosophical Christian approach to the understanding of evil within the framework of 
God's absolute sovereignty and total control over the world falls short of explaining the 
concrete problems of evil. According to Boyd, evil "cannot be known through faceless, 
nameless statistics or abstract theorems. All approaches to the problem of evil that do not 
205Ranko Stefanovic, Revelation of Jesus Christ: Commentary on the Book of Revelation 
(Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 2002), 404-13. 
206Boyd, God at War, 13. 
207Gregory Boyd, Satan and the Problem of Evil: Constructing a Trinitarian Warfare 
Theodicy (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 21. 
208Boyd, Satan, 15. 
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go beyond these will be in danger of offering cheap and trite solutions." The basic 
assumption behind this approach is that although God is considered to be an omnipotent 
910 
God, his omnipotence does not entail meticulous, exhaustive control over the world. 
Unlike the worldviews in many other cultures, the biblical warfare worldview is based on 
the belief in a triune God who wages war against rebel agencies whatever historical form 
and disguise they might take.211 
In spite of the biblical clarity concerning the reality of the cosmic conflict, a word 
of caution must be expressed with regard to the comprehensibility of this warfare theme 
within a given historical period. As Sider points out, "The powers [in Pauline thinking] 
are the ordered structures of society and the spiritual powers which, in some way we do 
not fully comprehend, lie behind and undergird religious, intellectual, socio-economic 
919 
and political structures." The ontological status of the "principalities" and "powers" 
transcends the reach of human intellect.213 It has been rightly suggested that "the demonic 
can not be defined; it can only be contemplated—and experienced."214 Ultimately, the 
mystery of evil brings us to the mystery of humanity. As Nugent suggests, 
Man is the highest part of creation, and the mystery of Satan seems inseparable 
from the mystery of man. Man is Satan's milieu, and let us confess the truth: some 
twenty-five hundred years after Plato's Academy, two thousand after the Bible, and 
even three hundred after the Enlightenment, we still do not know what man i s . . . . 
209Boyd, God at War, 34. 
2,0Ibid., 20. 
21
'Boyd, Satan, 18. 
212Ronald J. Sider, "Evangelism, Salvation and Social Justice: Definitions and 
Interpretations," International Review of Mission 64 (July 1975): 262. 
213Arthur C. McGill, "Structure of Inhumanity," in Disguises of the Demonic-
Contemporary Perspectives on the Power of Evil, ed. Alan M. Olson (New York: Association 
Press, 1975), 129. 
2l4Christopher Nugent, Masks of Satan: The Demonic in History (London: Sheed and 
Ward, 1983), 4. 
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The mystery of man, it would seem, is in his indeterminateness: he is made of the 
image and likeness of God, but with a latency of Satan. He can embody either, and in 
a very real sense he gives Satan existence.... As one becomes more diabolical 
one becomes less human. 
On the other hand, the mystery of evil is also one of the most intriguing enigmas 
of human history. If human history is "the story of the conflict of good and evil" and if 
"to live in history is to live in sin,"217 then, one is forced to consider what it is that drives 
history. Naugle takes up Boyd's idea about the centrality of a warfare worldview for the 
Bible writers and re-casts it as a "worldview warfare." According to Naugle, "a 
worldview warfare is a warfare over worldviews; that is, a megabattle between the forces 
of light and darkness over the identity or definition of the universe."218 What are the 
implications of these important insights for a theological analysis of a culture 
contaminated by Stalinism as that dictatorial worldview drove Russia during the longest 
period of the twentieth century? The following section suggests a framework of assessing 
the phenomenon of Stalinism theologically. 
Assessing Stalinism Theologically 
In spite of the fact that Marx was "demonically closed against transcendental 
reality,"219 his social teaching was not pure science either. It was "a religiously inspired 
mythopoetic drama carefully camouflaged within various scientific-sounding 
215Ibid., 184-85. 
2I6Ibid., 7. 
2,7Ibid. 
218David K. Naugle, Worldview: The History of a Concept (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
2002), 280. 
219Eric Voegelin, "Gnostic Socialism: Marx," in The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, 
vol. 8, Crisis and the Apocalypse of Man, ed. David Walsh (Columbia, MO: University of 
Missouri Press, 1999), 368. 
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accretions."220 In Soviet Russia, Marxism was considered to be the only and ultimate 
solution to the whole array of age-old problems of humanity. In reality, however, it 
functioned as a new faith lying beneath the power structures of secular theocracy. As 
Wolfe concludes, Marxism was "a deeply emotional faith, with true believers, orthodoxy 
and its inevitable shadow of heresy, dedication, confession, schism, anathema, 
excommunication, even imprisonment and execution and erasure of one's name, where 
9 9 1 • • • • • 9 9 9 
the faith and the secular arm are one." Marxism drew on the spirit of Jacobinism, 
German philosophy (primarily Hegelian historiosophy),223 and the economic theory of 
Ricardo.224 Once implemented in Russia, this new political religion225 was perceived by 
its prophets and apostles as the sum total of the ultimate truth. Russian Marxism not only 
challenged the foundations of Orthodox Christianity, but it made significant efforts to 
replace or at least to transform those foundations with its own version of an all-
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encompassing worldview. Inwardly and outwardly, consciously and subconsciously, 
220Michael Burleigh, Earthly Powers: The Clash of Religion and Politics in Europe from 
the French Revolution to the Great War (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2005), 244. 
221Bertram D. Wolfe, Marxism: One Hundred Years in the Life of a Doctrine (New York: 
Dial Press, 1965), 357. 
222Karl Marx, "The Bourgeoisie and the Counterrevolution," in On Revolution, 460-61, 
and elsewhere. 
223Karl Marx, "The Critique of Hegel's Dialectic and General Philosophy," in Karl Marx: 
Early Writings, trans, and ed. T. B. Bottomore (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1963), 199-219. 
224Besancon, 44. See also Karl Marx, "Class Conflict and Its Implications," in Karl Marx: 
Economy, Class and Social Revolution, ed. Z. A. Jordan (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1971), 170-72. 
225
 Among the basic features of political religion are (1) doctrines of inner-worldly 
salvation, (2) a total reconstruction of society, (3) the primacy of politics, (4) a moral elite to 
promulgate doctrines of faith, (5) exclusive commitments to the holy cause, and (6) world 
mission. See Riegel, 98-9. 
226For one of the most comprehensive comparative studies of Soviet Marxism and 
Christianity see Arthur J. Klinghoffer, Red Apocalypse: The Religious Evolution of Soviet 
Communism (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1996). 
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the ideologues of the new social order had to contextualize their social vision by taking 
• 997 
on some forms and rituals from the previous religious-cultural paradigm. 
On a social level, the implementation of Marxian theory within the patriarchic 
milieu of Russia formed a bizarre amalgamation of mutually hostile realities. On the one 
hand, such values as human life, dignity, the institutes of religion, kinship, family, and 
marriage were challenged and finally desacralized as being of little value for social 
progress Bolshevik style. On the other hand, the entire way of life in Soviet Russia took 
on an aura of a new progressive revelation.228 In its counter-historical movement, 
communism crossed the boundaries of the modern age and brought an entire nation into a 
99Q 
mediaeval epoch, into the time of Muscovite Orthodox Tsardom. 
The grand task of building socialism was transformed into an everyday 
experience of the sacred. To doubt the cause of communism was just as dangerous as to 
hold heretical views in the time of the medieval inquisition. At first, this metamorphosis 
from Christianity to its secular-eschatological counterfeit decisively changed human 
perceptions of reality and then transformed their behavior.2 ° The fusion of religious and 
political spheres to one dominant Weltanschauung and to one behavioral pattern marked 
• 9^1 • 
Marxism-Leninism as a new political religion. Eventually, this change led to the 
227Marcin Kula indicates that communists "fought the Church and religion so ardently 
that they ended up assuming some of their adversary's behavioural patterns." See Marcin Kula, 
"Communism as Religion," Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions 6, no. 3 (December 
2005): 380. 
228Kotkin, 293. 
22
 Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, 143. 
230Timothy W. Luke, Ideology and Soviet Industrialization (Westport, CT: Greenwood 
Press, 1985), 251. 
23,Klaus-Georg Riegel, "Rituals of Confession within Communities of Virtuosi: An 
Interpretation of the Stalinist Criticism and Self-Criticism in the Perspective of Max Weber's 
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Stalinist auto-da-fe during the Great Purge.232 If considered globally, the communist 
realization of heaven on earth by the means of "transforming violence" murdered from 
eighty to a hundred million people in the twentieth century. 
In light of the above evidence, there seem to be no irrefutable proofs why 
Stalinism and Soviet culture as its derivative cannot be analyzed as a quasi-religious 
phenomenon. Furthermore, the Russian Marxism sprouted within the philosophical 
matrix of European history, that is, in the realm of a predominantly Christian civilization. 
It deserves, therefore, a closer look through the lenses of basic theological, 
anthropological, and ethical postulates found in the Judeo-Christian Scriptures. 
Demonology and spiritual warfare are two of those lenses. 
In his analysis of Eph 2:2—the passage that speaks about "the prince of the power 
of the air"—Heinrich Schlier suggests that the word "air" should be interpreted in socio-
cultural terms.234 Accordingly, Satan exercises his power over the minds of people "by 
means of the spiritual atmosphere which he dominates and uses as the medium of his 
power... . If men expose themselves to this atmosphere, they become its carriers, and 
thereby contribute to its extension."235 Looking at the Bolsheviks' experiments through 
the prism of biblical revelation, one cannot help contrasting their philosophical premises, 
socio-political claims, and imagery with some of the worldview themes shared by the 
Sociology of Religion," Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions 1, no. 3 (Winter 2000): 
17. 
232Halfm, 2. 
233Burleigh,251. 
234Heinrich Schlier, Principalities and Powers in the New Testament (Edinburgh-London: 
Nelson, 1961), 30-31. 
235Ibid.,31. 
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Bible writers. Among these are such issues as: power and authority; salvation and savior; 
human value and dignity; truth and infallibility; and human transformation and ethics. 
Power and authority 
The programmatic slogans of the makers of the Russian revolution were at odds 
with the fundamental assertions of Jesus the Messiah. For instance, the famous motto: 
"All power to the Soviets!" contrasts with Jesus' claim: "All authority has been given to 
Me in heaven and on earth" (Matt 28:18; cf. John 17:2 and Matt 6:13). Perhaps this could 
be viewed as no more than an inessential link between a political slogan and a claim by 
the founder of the Christian religion. But as historical developments showed, the 
Bolsheviks usurped not only political power in Russia, but claimed the unlimited mental, 
moral, and spiritual allegiance of the citizenry. As Berdyaev describes the phenomenon, 
the monster of the communist Leviathan "has laid its paws upon everything." 
In their highly influential book The ABC of Communism (1919),237 Nikolai 
Bukharin, the Communist Party's prominent ideologue and the editor of Pravda, and 
Evgeny Preobrazhensky, wrote: "For the realisation of the communist system the 
proletariat must have all authority and all power in its hands." These words are not 
unique. Rather, they reflect the general notion of Marxism that all the power should 
236Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, 186. 
237
"Whatever the reaction," says Sidney Heitman, "the book became a major world force 
in the decade of the Twenties by shaping the thought and actions of missions of persons within 
and beyond the Soviet Union, for no one who read it could remain unmoved or indifferent to it." 
See Sidney Heitman, "New Introduction," in The ABC of Communism, by Nikolai I. Bukharin and 
Evgeny A. Preobrazhensky, trans. Eden Paul and Cedar Paul (Ann Arbor, MI: University of 
Michigan Press, 1966), 6. Bukharin and Preobrazhensky's book had 17 subsequent editions. 
238Ibid., 79. 
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belong to the proletariat and be "shared with none." Taken to its logical end, Marxism-
Leninism seized the power not only over various forms of property and means of 
production, but over the meaning of life, over human minds and souls, and over people's 
dreams and hopes. The absolute power in the hands of atheistic sectarians and political 
extremists proved itself to be the destructive force that kept the nation in servitude for 
more than seven decades. 
Salvation and Savior 
Unlike the New Testament, which considers sin to be the root of the human 
predicament (Matt 1:21; Rom 3:23; 5:12-21) and places it within the individual (Mark 
7:20), the Bolsheviks, following Marx's teaching, believed it was material exploitation 
that caused all the injustices in the world. This postulate positioned the enemy anywhere 
(primarily in private property and in the inequality between social classes) except in 
human nature.240 Consequently, whereas the Christian religion taught that there is a God-
given, incarnated Savior who delivers from the bondage of sin, places His throne in one's 
heart, and provides eternal salvation (Rev 3:20; Mark 10:45b; John 1:14; 3:16; Rom 
3:25-26), Marxists promoted the idea that liberation is nothing more than an inner-
worldly experience that must come from within economically and socially reformed 
239Lenin, State and Revolution, 23 (italics mine). 
According to Marx, "Communism is the positive abolition of private property, of 
human self-alienation, and thus the real appropriation of human nature through and for man. . . . 
It is the definitive resolution of the antagonism between man and nature, and between man and 
man. It is the true solution of the conflict between existence and essence, between objectification 
and self-affirmation, between freedom and necessity, between individual and species. It is the 
solution of the riddle of history and knows itself to be this solution. . . . The positive supersession 
of private property as the appropriation of human life, is therefore the positive supersession of all 
alienation, and the return of man from religion, the family, the state, etc. to his human, i.e. social 
life." Karl Marx, "Third Manuscript," in Marx's Concept of Man, ed. Erick Fromm (New York: 
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humanity. This philosophy led to the "self-divinization and self-salvation of man" and 
replaced the transcendental logos with "an intramundane logos of human 
consciousness."24IA new, other-than-Christ-of-the-Gospels messiah was looming in this 
world. To be more precise, it was the historical mission of the proletariat to function as 
"the true saviour of mankind from the horrors of capitalism, from the barbarities of 
exploitation."242 Thus Marxism was no longer a social theory, but "a drama of redemption 
in which the proletariat is the redeemer class, a role that it earned by being the most 
suffering class in society."243 Paradoxically, Lenin believed that it was Marx's 
philosophical materialism alone that had "shown the proletariat the way out of the 
spiritual slavery in which all oppressed classes have hitherto languished."244 The 
Christian soteriology was replaced with the Marxian notion of the humans' perfectibility 
through correct social consciousness and proper practice resulting from the abolishment 
of private property and the creation of a classless society. Thus redemption in Russian 
Marxism was understood not only externally and collectively, but also internally and 
individually.245 
Similar to the Christian idea of personal conversion and spiritual regeneration, 
Party applicants were to go through the experience of a Bolshevik conversion which 
played a decisive role in the process of distancing oneself from the evil past and coming 
Continuum, 1992), 128-29. Cf. Karl Marx, On History and People, The Karl Marx Library, vol. 
7, ed. and trans. Saul K. Padover (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1977), 28. 
241Voegelin, "Gnostic Socialism: Marx," 343. 
242Bukharin and Preobrazhensky, 137. 
243Martin Malia, "The Archives of Evil," New Republic 231, no. 22/23 (2004): 36. 
244Vladimir I. Lenin, Marx-Engels-Marxism, 4th Eng. ed. (Moscow: Foreign Languages 
Publishing House, 1951), 83. 
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to the communist light. As Halfin demonstrates, the Party candidates' autobiographies 
abound in such terms as prevrashchenie (transformation), perekhod (transition), 
perekovka (remolding), dushevnyi perelom (spiritual break), mirovozrencheskii povorot 
(reversal in worldview), etc.246 However, this ambition to redeem the individual and 
create the new person was driven by such negative emotions as hatred, intolerance, 
violence, and revenge. Accordingly, the miracle needed to produce good out of evil and 
to generate light out of darkness just did not happen. And it is precisely this swindle of 
• 947 
Marxian dialectics that Berdyaev calls "the demoniacal element of Marxism." 
At the unveiling of a memorial to Marx and Engels in Moscow on November 7, 
1918, Lenin delivered a speech which seemingly contained nothing of note. On that very 
first anniversary of the Bolshevik coup he said: "It is the great and historic merit of Marx 
and Engels that they indicated to the proletarians of all countries their role . . . to be the 
first to rise in the revolutionary struggle against capital and to rally around themselves in 
this struggle all the toilers and exploited." But if read against the background of 
Christ's well-known appeal—"Come to Me, all you who labor and are heavy laden, and I 
will give you rest" (Matt 11:28)—one is forced to acknowledge that it was not a mere 
linguistic coincidence. Rather, Lenin's statement defined Marxism in Salvationist terms as 
a genuine substitution for Christianity. Clearly, the leader of the Russian Bolshevism 
245Luke, 81. 
246Halfm, Terror in My Soul, 51. 
247Berdyaev, The Origin of Russian Communism, 183. 
248Vladimir I. Lenin, "Speech at the Unveiling of a Memorial to Marx and Engels" (Nov. 
7, 1918), in Marx-Engels-Marxism, 75. 
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drank in the destructive philosophy and passion of nechaevshchina, trying to generate 
a new order out of the revolutionary disorder and chaos. Regardless of the fierce attacks 
against the Orthodox Church, his party was destined to demonically imitate it in the years 
following his death.250 
At the early period of Lenin's reign his relationship to Marx was thought of as that 
of Jesus to Moses: "Marx is the prophet with the tables of the law and Lenin the greatest 
executor of the testament."251 Gradually, the marriage of ideology and mysticism 
manifested itself in the growing Lenin cult, which was being built by his closest brothers-
in-arms as well as other admirers. His political pamphlet What Is to Be Done? (1902) was 
called the gospel; his personality had become corporately revered as the ultimate 
embodiment of the collective, the party, the working class; in Christian-like manner— 
"one Lord, one faith, one baptism" (Eph 4:4)—his deification was set up to convey the 
idea of one truth, one history, one man-god the savior, the latter being "the chosen one of 
millions" and "the leader by the grace of God."252 
From the name of Sergei Nechaev (1847-1882), an author of the Catechism of the 
Revolutionist (1869) which was the first manual in the history of Russia to describe large-scale 
terrorist activity. As the Catechism states, "The only revolution that can save the people is one 
that eradicates the entire state system and exterminates all state traditions of the regime and 
classes in Russia. . . . Our task is terrible, total, universal, merciless destruction." See Michael 
Confine, ed., Daughter of a Revolutionary: Natalie Herzen and the Bakunin-Nechaev Circle, 
trans. Hilary Sternberg and Lydia Bott (LaSalle, IL: Library Press, 1973), 229. 
250Klaus-Georg Riegel, MapKcu3M-JIeHUHU3M KOK nonumuuecKOH penman (Marxism-
Leninism as a political religion) (Moscow: Poligrafia, 2001), 129. 
251Leon Trotsky, Lenin (Garden City, NY: Garden City Books, 1959), 208. 
252Nina Tumarkin, Lenin Lives! The Lenin Cult in Soviet Russia (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1997), 82, 88, 91, 155. As a miner wrote in his letter to the Funeral 
Commission set up after the death of Lenin, "His [Lenin's] call was the call of a leader. This call 
penetrated deeply into every soldier's bloodstained heart. They followed him. They did not 
hesitate to give their lives for Lenin's slogans. They died with joy; no one grieved for himself." 
Ibid., 155. 
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On the day of Lenin's funeral, Lev Sosnovsky, a Jewish-born journalist, published 
a eulogy in which he described the vozhd' (chief) both as a perfect man and an immortal 
deity, a man of history and a messiah of faith.253 Finally, the Lenin cult culminated in the 
construction of the Mausoleum as "the axis mundi of Soviet cosmology."254 In the hands 
of the hierocratic elite, the Lenin cult and his legacy as the leader of the Russian 
Revolution became a powerful myth-making tool to portray the future in the Salvationist 
terms of secular soteriology. The Lenin cult, however, was only a prelude to the Stalin 
cult, which "transcended all hitherto known tendencies toward the idolization of a 
ruler."255 No wonder Christian religion and its sacred books were banned by the Stalinist 
inquisition, for in them one could find Jesus' alarming warning, "Many will come in My 
name, saying, 'I am the Christ,' and will deceive many" (Matt 24:5). 
Human value and dignity 
Distinct from the biblical teaching on the value of humanity created in the image 
of God (Gen 1:27; cf. Isa 43:4; 1 Cor 6:19-20), Marxism did not see any value in 
individual human life itself. Rather, the class and the collective were of far greater 
importance. As Nicholas Berdyaev pointed out, "the doctrines of worth of Marx and of 
Christianity are diametrically opposed."256 If there is no reign of law, no privacy, and no 
freedom for decent moral, intellectual, and spiritual development, humans are deprived of 
253Ibid., 167. 
254Ibid., 270. 
255Hans Maier, "Political Religions and Their Images: Soviet Communism, Italian 
Fascism and German National Socialism," Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions 7, no. 
3 (September 2006): 268. 
256Nicholas Berdyaev, Christianity and Class War, trans. Donald Attwater (London: 
Sheed& Ward, 1933), 44. 
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the dignity peculiar to them by the fact of being created in the image of God. Since every 
citizen in the Soviet Union was considered to be the property of the state,257 men's and 
women's dignity was defined in relative terms, as something based on and subdued to the 
state's absolute interests. This subjugation of an individual self to the omniscience of the 
state legitimized the conditions under which there was nothing, including private life and 
thoughts within one's skull, that could possibly avoid the Party's political x-ray 
examination. "Hermeneutic of the soul," as Halfin calls it, "was embodied in a wide 
gamut of practices, among which there were interrogations, purges, comrade trials, and 
campaigns of self-criticism."259 It was believed that the Soviet people were redeemed by 
the proletariat through revolution. Hence, how could they belong to anybody but the 
state, which held the death grip on its subjects? The declared equality of people 
camouflaged the system in which everybody was a master and slave, a prisoner and 
secret police agent at the same time. 
One of the ways to show loyalty to the state was to glorify the Party, which 
structurally and ideologically cemented that state. A watchword on posters placed all 
over the Soviet cities, towns, and villages read: "Glory to the Communist Party of Soviet 
Union!"—a radical antipode to the crowning words of the Lord's Prayer: "For Yours 
is . . . the glory forever" (Matt 6:13). The biblical idea of God as Father of the fatherless 
(Ps 68:5), "the Father of mercies and God of all comfort" (2 Cor 1:3), was replaced by the 
257Leszek Kolakowski, "Marxist Roots of Stalinism," in Stalinism: Essays in Historical 
Interpretation, ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1977), 285-6. 
258Kotkin, 294. 
259Igal Halfin, "Looking into the Oppositionists' Souls: Inquisition Communist Style," 
The Russian Review 60 (July 2001): 316. 
260Lindy, "Legacy of Trauma and Loss," 25. 
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notion that at first it was Lenin and then Stalin who were to be thought of as the true 
fathers of the commoners, the shepherds of nations. As Alexander Etkind points out, 
"Stalin's image was drummed into the nation's psyche as a paradigmatic father figure, 
while Lenin was widely perceived as a grandfather of sorts."262 Soviet iconography 
painted them as wise men who day and night thought about the needs of people. The 
Gospel image of Jesus blessing the children (Mark 10:13-16) was substituted by 
numerous representations of Lenin, Stalin ("the Children's Best Friend"263), and 
subsequent party chiefs either photographed or painted among children. One of the 
posters that hung in the Soviet orphanages of the Stalinist era read: "Thank you, our 
Stalin, for our happy childhood." Ultimately, the degrading power of hypocritical 
worship or even genuine belief in the "red god" transformed the worshippers into 
obedient herds destined to psychic deformity and slaughter. Murder was committed, if 
not physically, then at least psychologically and spiritually. 
Truth and infallibility 
In contrast to the Christian religion, Marx taught that the task of history is "to 
establish the truth of this world."264 What he meant was that nothing else but his own 
theory was the ultimate truth, paving the way to world-wide socioeconomic 
261
 "Vladimir Ilyich is no more. The party is orphaned. The workmen's class is orphaned," 
wrote Leon Trotsky on January 22, 1924, on the news of the death of Lenin. Trotsky, 215. "Our 
dear father! You have left your children forever, but your words will never die in our proletarian 
hearts,"—wrote distressed workers to the Funeral Commission. Tumarkin, 154. 
262Etkind, 110. 
263Ginzburg, Within the Whirlwind, 365. 
264Karl Marx, "Toward the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law: Introduction," in On 
Religion, vol. 5, The Karl Marx Library, ed. and trans. Saul K. Padover (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1974), 36. 
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transformation. Once adopted by the socialist movement in Russia and especially after 
the October 1917 coup, this truth rejected all other truths. The patristic writings of Lenin 
and Stalin became just as sacred as the holy works of Marx. Conversely, the holy, 
revealed truth of the Bible was defied. The reality of the Soviet experiment has made it 
very clear, however, what the Bolshevik truth looked like: "a caricature of the truth." 
As a result, entire generations lived in a realm where reason was disoriented, any point of 
reference was removed, where there was absolute separation between what ideology 
asserted and how things were established, and the "Dominion of the False" was set up. 
Moreover, just as in some extreme cases in the Medieval Church, the truth of 
communism was to be defended by state-supported terror against all and any opposition, 
heresy, and political deviation. The "red inquisition" was called forth to prevent others 
from falling into the errors of the heretics. 
According to Kolakowski, there is a perfect equation between ultimate truth, 
Soviet ideology, and Stalin: "truth = proletarian consciousness = Marxism = party's 
ideology = party leaders' ideas = chiefs decisions. . . . And there is nothing un-Marxist in 
this equation." One of Lenin's prominent statements that often served as an epithet for 
the textbooks on Soviet ideology and political economy reads: "Marx's teaching is all-
powerful because it is true."269 The idea that the Communist Party could never be 
265Berdyaev, The End of Our Time, 217. 
266Besan9on, 287. 
267Klinghoffer, 124. 
268Kolakowsky, 289. 
269Kuusinen, 15. 
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mistaken and therefore held accountable was indisputable. How could such a party 
ever be held accountable for anything done in history if there was not higher truth to be 
judged by? 
Against the backdrop of such a worldview, all biblical claims about the ultimate 
truth embodied in God's Word and Jesus (John 14:6; 17:17) became superfluous. The 
Spirit of God as "the Spirit of truth" and guide "into all truth" (John 16:13) was cast out 
by the notion that it was Marxism's mission to be "the teacher, guide and leader of all the 
toiling and exploited."271 Jesus' promise—"You shall know the truth, and the truth shall 
make you free" (John 8:32)—was diabolically usurped and recast as an assurance of a 
godless paradise that was eventually built on the bones of those who thought otherwise. 
Human transformation and ethics 
The Christian religion is unique in what it teaches about the new person who is re-
created in the image of God (Col 3:10). The apostle Paul states that there is an ideal that 
was set for every man and woman, that is, to experience new life, "created according to 
God, in true righteousness and holiness" (Eph 4:24). And there is only one way to enter 
new life and become a "new creation"—to be found "in Christ" (2 Cor 5:17; cf. Gal 
6:15).272 This experience of conversion takes place in the "inward man [which] is being 
renewed day by day" (2 Cor 4:16) and signifies "a complete and irrevocable break with 
270Cf. Arthur Koestler, Darkness at Noon, trans. Daphne Hardy (New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1941), 43. 
271Lenin, State and Revolution, 23 A. 
272As Hubbard convincingly argues, the phrase "new creation" from 2 Cor 5:17 "is an 
anthropological motif relating to the new situation of the individual 'in Christ'." Moyer V. 
Hubbard, New Creation in Paul's Letters and Thought, Society for New Testament Studies 
Monograph Series, ed. Richard Bauckham, vol. 119 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 183. 
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one's former way of life." Christ living in the individual is the highest and noblest 
ambition a mere mortal could ever have (Phil 3:8-10). 
As far as the Decalogue is concerned, it is not abolished; rather, its function is to 
lead humans to Christ (Gal 3:24) by exposing them first to the reality of their utter 
sinfulness (Rom 7:7). Furthermore, the Ten Commandments are a mirror of one's moral 
makeup, a criterion of moral soundness or depravity (Jas 1:23-25). The philosophy that 
the ends justify the means is rejected as totally incompatible with the very nature of 
Christian faith. 
A totally different picture is seen when one considers the Soviet project of 
creating a new anthropological species. Once in the hands of the omnipotent state, the 
Christian idea of moral regeneration was itself transformed and resulted in the seduction 
of both those in power and their subjects. The grandest task undertaken by the Bolsheviks 
was the all-out remaking of Russian identity from the inside out to produce the New 
Person as the new moral and psychic entity. The underlying premise of this project was a 
conviction that "the human individual remains plastic into adulthood, and can continue to 
shape his fundamental character at a relatively mature age—if he is equipped with an 
adequate ideological picture of himself and the world." 
The undertaking was super-ambitious, on the border of social phantasmagoria. 
The degrading power of physical slave labor, introduced and promoted by cynical 
propaganda and force, substituted for the transforming power of the Holy Spirit (Gal 
5:22-23; 2 Cor 3:18). The use of coercion was justified by the Marxian notion that "it is 
273Ibid., 186. 
274Bauer, The New Man in Soviet Psychology, 150. 
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force to which we must someday appeal in order to erect the rule of labor." 75 Hence, 
when Stalin administered the "sacrament" of perekovka (reforging) as "a multilayered 
process that sought to remake individuals from the inside out,"276 a kind of "second 
birth,"277 it called forth diabolic transformation and produced the new entity, Homo 
Sovieticus. 
In this process of social engineering the communist ideologues relativized all 
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moral truth except the absolute truth of Stalinism. The law as a set of universally 
accepted rules and principles was abolished and therefore could not protect the individual 
from the tyranny of the state. Lenin's maxims that "the revolutionary dictatorship of the 
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proletariat is . . . power that is unrestricted by any laws" and "morality is what serves to 
destroy the old exploiting society and to unite all the working people around the 
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proletariat" became the signs of the time and determined the course of the country for 
generations ahead. Aron Zalkind, one of the Party ideologues, proposed the new moral 
code by recasting the biblical Decalogue into Bolshevik language. Here is what it looked 
like: 
"THOU SHALT NOT STEAL"—expropriate expropriators; 
"THOU SHALT NOT KILL"—unless it is an organized killing of a class enemy by a 
class following an order of the class state, in which case it is moral; 
"HONOR THY FATHER"—respect only a father who stands on the proletarian-
revolutionary platform and consciously defends the interests of the proletariat. If all 
attempts to move your father from mystical, proprietary positions fail, you are 
morally free to abandon him; 275Marx, On Revolution, 1:64 
276Ruder, 147. 
277 Ibid., 151. 
278Wolfe, 361. 
279Lenin, "The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky," 123. 
280Besancon, 213. 
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"THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY"—sexual activity is permissible only 
to the extent that it promotes the growth of collectivist feeling.281 
If it is true that "lawlessness is the essence of tyranny,"282 then the Bolshevik 
regime is a classical example of state-sponsored criminality. The long-bred Russian 
tradition of banditry in which the bandit was considered to be "the people's hero, 
defender, and savior"283 was embodied in the Bolshevik state. The communist version of 
moral truth became the foundation of exterminatory rather than transformational policy. 
The fundamental attitude linking the Bolsheviks together was "neither love, nor concord, 
but. . . hatred." As Krasnyi Mech (Red Sword), the official organ of the Soviet secret 
police, declared in the first issue (August 18, 1919): "Ours is a new moral code. Our 
humanitarianism is absolute, for it is based on the glorious ideal of the abolition of 
tyranny and oppression. All is permitted for us, for we are the first in the world to draw 
the sword not in behalf of enslavement and oppression but for the sake of freedom and 
emancipation from servitude."285 Thus the value attached to human life was next to 
nothing. 
Out of this new moral code came the bloody fratricidal war of 1918-1921. Out of 
this new moral code came dekulakization, the forced collectivization, and liquidation of 
the kulaks as a social class. Out of this new moral code came government-imposed 
281Halfin, Terror in My Soul, 129. 
282Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (San Diego, CA: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1951), 464. 
283Mikhail Bakunin, "Revolution, Terrorism, Banditry," in Voices of Terror: Manifestos, 
Writings, and Manuals of Al-Qaeda, Hamas and Other Terrorists from around the World and 
Throughout the Ages, ed. Walter Laqueur (New York: Reed Press, 2004), 68. This anarchist 
writer further states that "without understanding the essential nature of the bandit, no man will 
ever understand the history of the Russian people." Ibid. 
284Besancon, 218. 
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famine. Out of this new moral code came public show-trials. Out of this new moral code 
came the Stalinist judicial system. Out of this new moral code came the apotheosis of the 
institutionalized evil that flourished in the Stalinist "corruptive labor camps." Could it 
be that because of the apocalyptic nature of the Gulag reality Russia qualified herself as a 
revelation of "the great city . . . where also our Lord was crucified" (Rev 11:8)? As Toker 
observes concerning the inverted moral order in Soviet concentration camps, "between 
the murderer and the thief... Christ is crucified every day, his hands growing stiff 
around the handle of the spade or pick and acquiring its shape, his feet frost bitten, side 
bleeding from indignities. And Judas betrays him every day with kisses or blows."287 
Needless to say, the state-driven transformation of people into previously 
unknown beings resulted in their moral deformity. The Sovok 88 was marked by such 
repulsive characteristics as conformism, laziness, inefficiency, hypocrisy, and 
irresponsibility. Dubin points out that "a negative attitude to the other [fellow human 
being] has been laid in the very anthropology of the Soviet society."290 There has been 
erected a Spiritless, dehumanized kingdom which unleashed "the works of the flesh" (Gal 
5:19-21; cf. Mark 7:20-23). Humans have been deformed while the propaganda would 
insist that they have been transformed. 
286As Dallin and Nicolaevsky assert, "The so called 'corrective' labor camps have 
necessarily become corruptive labor camps. There is no spot in the world where morals have sunk 
so low as in the institutions of modern slavery. The effects of this alarming degradation are felt 
far beyond the walls of the concentration camps." David J. Dallin and Boris I. Nicolaevsky, 
Forced Labor in Soviet Russia (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1947), 106. 
287Toker, "Stories from Kolyma: The Sense of History," 205. 
niSovok is a popular Russian term for Homo Sovieticus. 
289Kon, 193. 
290Dubin, 249. 
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Conclusion 
In light of the preceding discussion of Stalinism as trauma-in-history, it may be 
concluded that the cultural macrocosm of the Russian people has been tainted with an 
array of spiritual, moral, and socio-psychological deficiencies. The Stalinist worldview 
charted a course for Russian culture that was self-destructive, full of violence, vices, and 
sufferings. Following the criterion of Jesus—"You will know them by their fruits" (Matt 
7:16a)—there is little doubt regarding the long-term impact of the demonic wisdom on the 
Soviet culture. Wolfe describes this complex amalgam of the Marxism-in-power as "the 
Devil of Faust and Man-God of Christianity become one." The Soviet project disguised 
the lies of the Serpent with the rhetoric of the Savior. 
Once Stalin's totalitarian system of pseudo-religious theocracy was established, it 
limited God's saving, healing, and transforming presence throughout the Soviet empire. 
In its most extreme forms, that is, during its formative years, Russian Bolshevism showed 
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signs of mass demon possession with many venomous repercussions. Among the 
losses of Russia under this totalitarian regime the multigenerational damage done to 
human capital was the highest. Infected by the demonic worldview, Marxism-Leninism 
generated a culture that was in open opposition to God. As a result, no other 
anthropological species could appear but the image of Homo Sovieticus whose moral and 
291Wolfe, 370. 
292As Father Sergii Bulgakov pointed out as early as 1909, "the legion of demons has 
entered the giant body of Russia, convulses it, torments and cripples it." Sergii Bulgakov, 
'TepoH3M H no,HBH>KHHHecTBo" (Heroism and asceticism), in Bexu (Milestones) (Frankfurt a. M.: 
"Posev," 1967), 68. In his novel The Possessed, Fyodor Dostoevsky actually diagnosed the 
demonic in socialist revolutionary idealism. Cf. Grazina Gudaite, "Psychological Aftereffects of 
the Soviet Trauma and the Analytical Process," in The Psychology of Extreme Traumatisation: 
The Aftermath of Political Repression, ed. Danute Gailiene (Vilnius, Lithuania: Akreta, 2005), 
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psycho-social deficiencies metastasized throughout the Russian nation. The culture of 
death proved its vitality and managed not only to survive the reforms of the 1990s but 
through political, socioeconomic, and rhetorical mutations received a second wind in a 
state now being built on moral compromise. 
Needless to say, the task of Christian mission to address the traumatic legacies of 
communism in Russia is enormous. But however difficult it may seem, this challenge 
must be met from within the very culture that has been subjugated and depraved by 
totalitarianism. This can be done on the basis of the liberating and healing power of 
Christ as envisioned and proclaimed in the two-part narrative of Luke—a topic that is 
discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
HEALING THE TRAUMA: TOWARD A MISSIOLOGY FOR 
CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA 
Introduction 
Stephen Bevans states that "any theology that is not in some sense countercultural 
cannot be a truly Christian theology."1 This notion encapsulates the main point of the 
present chapter—namely, to address the trauma of Stalinism from the countercultural 
viewpoint which is characteristic of the programmatic declaration of Jesus at Nazareth 
(Luke 4:16-21). Here is the RSV rendering of the Nazareth sermon of Jesus: 
And he [Jesus] came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up; and he went to the 
synagogue, as his custom was, on the sabbath day. And he stood up to read; and 
there was given to him the book of the prophet Isaiah. He opened the book and 
found the place where it was written, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because 
he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim 
release to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who 
are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord." And he closed the 
book, and gave it back to the attendant, and sat down; and the eyes of all in the 
synagogue were fixed on him. And he began to say to them, "Today this scripture 
has been fulfilled in your hearing." (Luke 4:16-21; RSV) 
Jesus' inaugural announcement, if interpreted in the context of Luke-Acts, is of 
fundamental importance in building a missiological paradigm for contemporary Russia. 
The cluster of significant theological themes found in this locus of Luke's two-volume 
'Stephen Bevans, Models of Contextual Theology (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2002), 
33. 
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narrative will be applied to the trauma caused by the history of political oppression and 
spiritual subjugation. This chapter proposes a biblical-missiological basis that a Christian 
community in Russia may incorporate to become a more authentic agent oiMissio Dei 
amid a culture stricken with spiritual, moral, and social scars. 
The analysis of Stalinism presented earlier in the second and third chapters 
suggested that a panacea for Russia's culture of death is probably non-existent. The seeds 
of blood, hatred, and falsehood that have been so liberally sown during the Soviet era and 
in its aftermath cannot be eradicated with a single stroke. Even current favorable 
economic circumstances have not been able to significantly impact the social 
situation in Russia and reverse, for instance, the high death and low birth rates. As 
Merridale put it, "The culture that makes abuse possible cannot be washed away in a tide 
of dollars." The fact that the Russian government appears to have made no major 
progress in fighting such social vices as crime, corruption, resurgent nationalism, and 
chauvinism, serves as a reminder that no fast and easy solution exists to the mess of 
moral degradation and hopelessness caused by a century of four revolutions and the 
Stalinist Gulag. Consequently, a slow and painful transformation of Russia into a morally 
and socially healthy nation seems to be the only hope for the future. 
Christianity in Russia is an old phenomenon that has experienced a long and complex 
history, including facing a significant period of highly aggressive and militant godlessness. 
The fact that over a thousand years ago Russia joined the Byzantine branch of Christianity 
2
"Christian community" is a generic term that I apply cross-denominationally to designate 
men and women who not only profess their faith in Jesus Christ but also act upon that faith, 
seeking to live consistently with the core principles of the Christian religion. 
3Merridale, Night of Stone, 338. 
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did not mean that Eastern Slavs were won for Christ; rather, the new faith was gradually 
imposed upon them.4 This imposition of a new faith led to the caeseropapist form of church-
state relations that prevented Russian Orthodoxy from having an independent, politically 
neutral mission in the New Testament sense.5 The grassroots of the pagan culture were 
touched but only partially transformed, and as a result, "paganism would retain a firm grip on 
the population of Russia for centuries to come."6 The problem of dvoeverie (double faith) has 
come to be known as a distinctive feature of Russian Orthodoxy "even as late as the 
nineteenth century."7 
To some extent, it was this ambiguous legacy, coupled with the inability of the 
o 
dominant church to become a passionate voice for the oppressed, that caused the Russian 
intelligentsia to look for the inner-worldly liberation elsewhere rather than in conventional 
Orthodoxy. The temptation of Marxism came at a time when Russia was in its weakest 
social, political, and spiritual condition. The giant empire could not avoid the slow but steady 
slide into revolutionary chaos resulting in an entity which declared itself a state of workers 
and peasants, though in reality it was a reign of Utopian faith9 institutionalized and ritualized 
under one-party dictatorship. 
4Reginald M. French, The Eastern Orthodox Church (London: Hutchinson's University 
Library, 1951), 96. 
5Jacob Stamulis, "BocroHHO-npaBoariaBHoe 6orocjiOBHe MHCCHH ceroflHa" (Eastern 
Orthodox theology of mission today), in IJpaeocjiaeHaa MUCCUH cezodun (Orthodox mission 
today), comp. Vladimir Fyodorov (St.-Petersburg: "Apostol'sky gorod," 1999), 140-41. 
6John Fennel, A History of Russian Church to 1448 (London: Longman, 1995), 42. 
7Ibid., 87. 
8Riegel, Marxism-Leninism, 113. 
9Besancon, 217. 
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This cursory overview of Russia's historical development indicates that her 
quest for national identity and restoration in one way or another revolves around the 
Christian truth that is inseparably linked with the history and destiny of her people.1 
This reality impels me to reflect on the missional dimension of the Christian faith in the 
amalgam of the religious-cultural milieu of Russia, bringing to the forefront of the 
discussion: What can Jesus of Nazareth offer to the Russian people who have to live in 
the context of post-apocalyptic culture?" How should the Russian Christian community 
respond to the traumatic aftereffects of totalitarianism labeled by Dominick LaCapra as 
"the hauntingly possessive ghosts," which are not fully owned by anyone and yet affect 
10As a latest example of how the Christian religion affects Russia's quest for national 
identity, one may point to an ideological alliance emerging from the dubious church-state 
relations. Zhan Toshchenko, a leading Russian sociologist, asserts that Russia is a secular state by 
name but "heavily (activno) stricken with the clericalization processes." Zhan T. Toshchenko, 
'TocynapcTBO Kaic cy6i>eKT TeoKparaH" (State as subject of theocracy), Sotsiologicheskie 
issledovania 2 (2007): 6. See also Tatyana Matsuk, "Religion and Spirituality as Factors 
Affecting Social Cohesion in Contemporary Russia," in Social Capital and Social Cohesion in 
Post-Soviet Russia, ed. Judith L. Twigg and Kate Schecter (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 2003), 
161. Furthermore, "The Declaration of Human Rights and Dignity," adopted at the Tenth World 
Council of Russian People held in Moscow April 4-6, 2006, states that "there are values that are 
no less important than human rights, they are: faith, morality, sacred objects, the Motherland." 
See http://www.mospat.ru/index.php?page=30728 (accessed Dec. 27, 2006). By this assertion, 
the Orthodox Church called into question the idea expressed in Article 2 of the 1993 Russian 
Constitution which declares: "Man, his rights and freedoms shall be the supreme value." For 
further discussion of church-state relations in contemporary Russia see Father Georgii Chistiakov, 
"In Search of the 'Russian Idea': A View from Inside the Russian Orthodox Church," in Religion 
and Identity in Modern Russia: The Revival of Orthodoxy and Islam, ed. Juliet Johnson, Marietta 
Stepaniants, and Benjamin Forest (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing Co., 2005), 57. Fr. 
Chistiakov's analysis proves the point that to change Homo Sovieticus into Homo Orthodox is a 
big, if not impossible, task. See also Franklin and Widdis, 115. 
uThe term "post-apocalyptic" does not mean that the apocalyptic prophesies of Daniel, 
Jesus, and Paul have been fully fulfilled. Rather, speaking from the local cultural perspective, I 
want to emphasize the scale of the drama that befell Russia under the duress of Communism. In 
its extreme sufferings, the Russian nation experienced a time of trouble that may certainly be 
qualified as apocalyptic by its nature. 
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everyone?12 As a missiological core of this study, the following section seeks to answer 
these questions from the viewpoint of Jesus' inaugural address delivered at Nazareth 
(Luke 4:16-21). 
Toward a Missiology for Contemporary Russia 
The issue haunting every church and religious group in Russia is threefold, that of 
identity, meaning, and mission. Because history plays such an important role in shaping 
people's life and attitudes, in its quest for relevance and authenticity, the Russian 
Christian community must absorb the full theological significance of the country's recent 
history and develop a missiological vision relevant for decades to come. The misery and 
moral depravation that befell Russians during the communist experiment must be 
encountered by a counterforce matching the scale and nature of their predicament; or else 
the church is in danger of alienating herself from the surrounding culture to the point that 
her "saltiness" will become useless. With that end in view, I propose to use the Lukan 
vision of the triune God (Luke 4:14-21)13 unfolding His mission of liberation, restoration, 
and transformation as the most adequate response to the immense trauma caused by 
12Dominick LaCapra, Writing History, Writing Trauma (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2001), xi. 
13It is assumed that by saying "The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me" Jesus actually made a 
trinitarian statement. In other words, His programmatic sermon is a mission statement of the 
triune God. Besides Luke 4:16-21, such passages as 4:43 ("I must preach the kingdom of God to 
the other cities also, because for this purpose I have been sent"), 5:32 ("I have not come to call 
the righteous, but sinners, to repentance"), and 19:10 ("for the Son of Man has come to seek and 
to save that which was lost") definitely fall into the category of programmatic declarations. Guy 
D. Nave, The Role and Function of Repentance in Luke-Acts, in Academia Biblica, no. 4, ed. 
Mark A. Powell (Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2002), 165. Metaphorically, the fact 
that the Lukan Jesus delivered His most important programmatic speech at Nazareth, a city in 
semi-pagan Galilee (Matt 4:15; cf. Isa 8:22 and 9:1) where nothing good could come out of (John 
1:46), may coincide with the moral depravity that plagued Russia under Stalinism and in its 
aftermath. 
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Stalinism. Although this is not an entirely new approach, the missiological potential of 
Jesus' programmatic announcement at Nazareth has never been the focus of mission 
theology and praxis in Russia. 
Rationales for Using Luke-Acts 
There are three main reasons why Luke-Acts seems to be the most adequate 
reference point for building a missiological paradigm for contemporary Russia, a country 
marked with sustained social traumas: (1) the significance of history and culture in Luke-
Acts; (2) the continuity between the mission of Jesus and the apostolic church; and (3) 
the totality of Jesus' ministry of liberation. All three reasons reflect Luke's theological 
constants stemming from and based on his faith, scientific research (Luke 1:1-4),15 his 
vocation as a physician (Col 4:14), and his close association with the apostle Paul (2 Tim 
4:ll;Phlm24). 
Significance of History and Culture in Luke-Acts 
Luke-Acts promotes a dialogical rather than an escapist approach to culture. For 
the Third Evangelist it is indisputable that "Christian faith—Luke is the first to be so 
Stanley Jones, a missionary and evangelist to India, after his visit to the USSR around 
1934, took the Nazareth inaugural address of Jesus as "the starting point" of his program, which 
he believed was to become a Christian alternative to the growing influence of Communism in the 
world. E. Stanley Jones, Christ's Alternative to Communism (New York: Abingdon Press, 1935), 
10. Cf. Samuel O. Abogunrin, "Jesus' Sevenfold Programmatic Declaration at Nazareth: An 
Exegesis of Luke 4.15-30 from an African Perspective," Black Theology 1, no. 2 (May 2003): 
225-49. 
15As Alexander strongly suggests in her commentary, "the scientific tradition provides the 
best matrix for understanding what is going on in the [Lukan] preface." Loveday Alexander, The 
Preface to Luke's Gospel: Luke 1.1-4 and Acts 1.1, Society for New Testament Studies 
Monograph Series, vol. 78, ed. Margaret E. Thrall (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), 142. 
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aware of this matter—must engage in dialogue with human cultures."16 Since culture, 
broadly defined, is both a historically and spiritually conditioned phenomenon, Luke 
begins his narrative by stating (1:5) that the events he is about to recount took place in the 
days of Herod, the king of Judea (political context), when there was a certain priest 
named Zacharias, of the division of Abijah (religious context). Then Luke specifies the 
larger, imperial setting in which Jesus' birth occurred, "It came to pass in those days that 
a decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the world should be registered" (Luke 
2:1). Finally, the Third Evangelist mentions that the eve of Jesus' public activity fell at 
"the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judea, 
Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, his brother Philip tetrarch of Iturea and the region of 
Trachonitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, while Annas and Caiaphas were high 
priests, the word of God came to John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness" 
(Luke 3:1-2). 
This is not, however, merely historical information. In fact, "Luke sets the stage 
for his narrative as a complex power system that includes both Roman and Jewish 
authorities and that is both political and religious in character."17 Furthermore, Luke 
makes it very clear that human history is an arena of God directing the metahistory 
16Francois Bovon, Luke the Theologian: Fifty-five Years of Research (1950-2005), trans. 
Ken McKinney, 2nd rev. ed. (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2006), 508. 
17Kazuhiko Yamazaki-Ransom, "God, People, and Empire: Anti-Imperial Theology of 
Luke-Acts in Light of Jewish Portrayals of Gentile Rulers" (Ph.D. diss., Trinity Evangelical 
School, 2006), 179. In his monograph, Philip Esler argues that "Luke has shaped the gospel 
traditions at his disposal in response to social and political pressures experienced by his 
community." As a result, "it is entirely unrealistic to expect to be able to appreciate the purely 
religious dimension of Luke-Acts apart from an understanding of the social and political realities 
of the community for which it was composed." Philip E. Esler, Community and Gospel in Luke-
Acts, Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series, vol. 57, ed. G. N. Stanton (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 2. 
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(cosmic history) and thus unfolding His eternal plan of salvation and restoration of 
humanity.18 As can be deduced from the Lukan narration of the second temptation of 
Jesus (to receive the authority over all the kingdoms of the world at the price of 
worshipping the devil, Luke 4:5-8), the reading of Luke-Acts must reject both the false 
dichotomy between religion and politics and that between earthly powers and the realm 
of the demonic.19 
Luke's theological message is clear: Missio Dei finds its fullest expression when 
Jesus enters the depths of human existence: human history and human culture, no matter 
how deeply they have been warped by the demonic. Unlike the timeless myths peculiar to 
Eastern mysterious religions, the God of Israel and His Anointed One intervene in human 
history, both ecclesial and secular, and by entering various cultural circumstances change 
its course from within. Hence, spiritual, socioeconomic, and political overtones can be 
heard from the outset of Luke's writing. The three Jewish Christian hymns of Luke 1-2 
serve as "the overture which sets out certain motifs which will recur in the body of the 
composition."20 For example, in the Magnificat (Luke 1:46-55), Mary praises God by 
saying that He "scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts," "put down the 
John T. Squires, The Plan of God in Luke-Acts (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), 192. 
19As Yamazaki-Ransom argues, "The supernatural setting of Luke's second temptation 
(the reference to Satan and the viewing of the entire world 'in an instant') and the political content 
of the offering (the kingdoms of the world) suggest a close relationship between the supernatural 
and earthly realms: the authority the devil offers to Jesus is simultaneously supernatural/demonic 
and earthly/political. This provides a hermeneutical framework for the subsequent narrative of 
Luke-Acts: the earthly events Luke tells the reader must be read within the larger framework of 
the cosmic conflict between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan." Yamazaki-Ransom, 
210-11. 
20Stephen Farris, The Hymns of Luke's Infancy Narratives: Their Origin, Meaning and 
Significance, Journal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series, vol. 9, ed. Ernst 
Bammel et al. (Sheffield, UK: JSOT Press, 1985), 151. 
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mighty from their thrones, and exalted the lowly"; God "filled the hungry with good 
0 1 
things, and the rich He has sent away empty" (Luke 1:5 lb-53). Likewise in the 
Benedictus (Luke 1:67-79), Zachariah prophesies that his son John, in his mission as the 
Messiah's forerunner, will "give light to those who sit in darkness and the shadow of 
death" (Luke 1:79a; cf. Acts 26:18)! As Horsley concludes, Zachariah's song "celebrates 
God's salvation of the people in a comprehensive sense, the sociopolitical dimensions 
being inseparable from the religious."22 Later in the Lukan narrative, Jesus would 
establish His program based on these liberation themes and use them as descriptors of His 
comprehensive mission. 
Thus, from the outset of his two-volume work, Luke makes it obvious that God 
meets people where they are culturally. The value of Luke-Acts as a basic referential 
system for any attempt to pursue historically and culturally relevant missiological ends is 
beyond question. 
Continuity between the Mission of Jesus 
and the Apostolic Church 
Matson asserts that Luke wrote his twofold composition not only as a historian, 
theologian, and literary artist, but also as "the missiologist."23 Luke described the mission 
21As Farris highlights, these words are to be understood as addressing both spiritual and 
concrete (sociopolitical) reality. Farris, 124. Raymond Brown, in his magisterial work The Birth 
of the Messiah, suggests that the poor and the hungry in the Magnificat are primarily spiritual, but 
this does not exclude "the physical realities faced by early Christians." Raymond E. Brown, The 
Birth of the Messiah: A Commentary on the Infancy Narratives in Matthew and Luke (Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1977), 363-64. See also Richard A. Horsley, The Liberation of Christmas: 
The Infancy Narratives in Social Context (New York: Crossroad Publishing Co., 1989), 114. 
22Horsley, 119. 
23David L. Matson, Household Conversion Narratives in Acts: Pattern and 
Interpretation, Journal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series, vol. 123, ed. 
Stanley E. Porter (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 184. 
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of God as being fulfilled not only in the person of Jesus of Nazareth but also as being 
incarnated in the ministry of the early church.24 As a result, the Gospel of Luke is the 
only Gospel that has a sequel.25 Loughlin has insightfully expressed the notion of unity 
between the mission of Jesus and the church, saying: 
The story of Jesus is also the story of the Church; or rather, the story of Jesus 
opens onto the Church's story, so that the two stories are one story. This is because 
Jesus' story does not come to an end with his death, but continues, and does so 
variously. The story of Jesus continues because no one human life-story is isolate, 
entire onto itself. All human life-stories are woven out of and into other life-stories; 
the stories of parents and children, of friends and enemies, of all whom we have 
touched and who have touched us, however fleetingly. Thus Jesus' story is also the 
stories of those who cared for him and who taught him, who befriended him and 
who hated him; as it is also the stories of those for whom he cared, whom he taught 
and loved. And each one of their stories is woven into the stories of the people with 
whom they had to do. Thus we can think of the story of Jesus as linked to, or woven 
with, many others; all of them interwoven so that together they make one story: 
ultimately the story of humanity.26 
The interlink that knits together two Lukan narratives is the reality of the Holy 
Spirit who equally empowered Jesus (Luke 4:18) and the early Christian community 
(Acts 1:8).27 This new situation signified that after a long absence God re-established His 
presence in the midst of His people. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that Wenk 
Charles H. Talbert, Reading Luke-Acts in Its Mediterranean Milieu (Leiden: Brill, 
2003), 94. 
25Darrell L. Bock, Luke: Volume 1:1—9:50, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New 
Testament, ed. Moises Silva (Grand Rapids, MI: BakerBooks, 1994), 1. 
26Loughlin, 82-3. 
27In Luke-Acts, Shepherd concludes that the indirect characterization of the Holy Spirit 
"fits well with the indirect presentation of God which constitutes that narrative as a whole." 
William H. Shepherd, The Narrative of the Holy Spirit as a Character in Luke-Acts, Society of 
Biblical Literature Dissertation Series, vol. 147, ed. Pheme Perkins (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 
1994), 25. 
28Matthias Wenk, Community-Forming Power: The Socio-Ethical Role of the Spirit in 
Luke-Acts, Journal of Pentecostal Theology Supplement Series, vol. 19, ed. John C. Thomas, 
Rickie D. Moore and Steven J. Land (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 115. 
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concludes, "what Lk. 4.14-30 is for the Gospel, Acts 1.8 is for the second volume of 
Luke's writing." Jesus began the self-definition of His mission by saying, "The Spirit 
of the Lord is upon Me" (Luke 4:18). After the resurrection, He assured His disciples 
that He would send upon them His Father's "promise," the "power from on high" 
(Luke 24:49). The author reiterates this assurance in Acts 1:4 and 8. In turn, Acts 2 
describes the fulfillment of the promise and indicates how Christ's claim—"the Spirit 
of the Lord is upon Me"—was transformed into another reality—"the Spirit of the 
Lord is upon us" where the us is 120 disciples with the Twelve at the core of the group as 
a whole (Acts 1:16). The disciples became co-anointed with Jesus. 
Once the Holy Spirit empowered the early church, He became the driving 
force behind the early disciples' mission in the same manner as He was present in the 
ministry of their Master. It was one mission of the same triune God carrying out His 
eternal plan of salvation. The fact that Acts ends so abruptly suggests that the story of 
Jesus is not finished and "includes the stories of all those people who were touched by 
Him, and of the people touched by them, and so on through the Church's touching 
history."31 
This issue of unity and, in a sense, equality between the ministry of Jesus and that 
of the early Christian community constitutes an important reference point for missiology 
today when Jesus is not physically present in the midst of His followers. 
29Wenk, 19. 
30Ibid.,257, 316. 
31Loughlin, 86. 
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Totality of Jesus' Ministry of Liberation 
The Nazareth inaugural sermon demonstrates the all-encompassing character of 
Jesus' mission: He came to proclaim "the whole gospel.. . to the whole person in the 
whole world."32 As Joseph Ratzinger points out, "Jesus has to enter into the drama of 
human existence, for that belongs to the core of his mission; he has to penetrate it 
completely, down to its uttermost depths, in order to find the 'lost sheep,' to bear it on his 
shoulders, and to bring it home." 
Jesus saw illness not only as an issue of physical infirmity, but as that which has 
devastating effects on the totality of human existence, alienating from God, breaking off 
social relations, and destroying the meaning of life as a whole.34 As Pilch's taxonomy of 
illnesses in Luke-Acts suggests, Jesus had to deal with all three dimensions of the human 
predicament: illnesses in which a spirit was involved, illnesses that afflicted symbolic 
body zones (heart/eyes, mouth/ears, hands/feet), and illnesses that affected one's ritual 
status regulated by the purity and impurity norms.35 Pilch notes: 
This holistic perspective on the illness category of human misfortunes in Luke-Acts 
prompts the observation that in the ministry of Jesus, all human beings are totally in 
need of God's redemption (all three zones), which redemption Jesus provides. When 
all zones are affected, this totality of zones correlates with the complete need of 
redemption. Persons totally dominated by Satan experience total powerlessness, and 
Ben Witherington III, The Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1998), 72. 
"Ratzinger, 26. 
34Carmen B. Ubieta, "Mary Magdalene and the Seven Demons in Social-Scientific 
Perspective," in Transformative Encounters: Jesus and Women Re-viewed, ed. Ingrid R. 
Kitzberger (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 218. 
35John J. Pilch, "Sickness and Healing in Luke-Acts," in The Social World of Luke-Acts: 
Models for Interpretations, ed. Jerome H. Neyrey (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991), 200-209. 
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like people affected in all three zones are also in need of redemption or 
empowerment.36 
So too the healings Jesus performed were holistic for they were realizations of the divine 
salom?1 As Green points out, the Lukan emphasis on holism calls into question two 
interrelated views held in the twentieth-century West—namely, that "salvation" must be 
understood in "spiritual terms" whereas healing is only for the physical body:38 "Far from 
speaking of deliverance in soulish or spiritual terms, the Gospel of Luke . . . presents 
Jesus' salvific ministry in ways that foster wholistic thinking about soteriology."39 The 
Lukan Jesus did not belong to the middle-class bourgeois;40 neither should He be ranked 
36Pilch, 206. 
"According to Gerhard Hasel, "'healing' in the biblical sense, is the experience or process 
which restores fallen, alienated human beings to intimate fellowship, friendship, and communion 
with God. It is salom—'peace'—in that comprehensive sense of total well-being." Gerhard F. 
Hasel, "Health and Healing in the Old Testament," Andrews University Seminary Studies 21, no. 
3 (Autumn 1983): 202. 
38An example of this somewhat unwarranted dichotomy is the following statement made 
by John Stott: "The 'salvation' which Christ once died to win and now offers to men is neither 
psycho-physical healing nor socio-political liberation." John R. W. Stott, Christian Mission in the 
Modern World: What the Church Should Be Doing Now! (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
1975), 100. Years later, however, the same author articulated his position concerning salvation 
somewhat differently: "To ignore the dehumanizing evils of society, while preaching the 
humanizing influence of salvation, is to be guilty of an inner contradiction which misrepresents 
God and distorts the gospel. Compassionate involvement in other people's felt needs is part and 
parcel of incarnational mission, and is demanded by the gospel of Christ." John R. W. Stott, The 
Contemporary Christian: Applying God's Word to Today's World (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1992), 353. 
39Joel B. Green, "Restoring the Human Person: New Testament Voices for a Wholistic 
and Social Anthropology," in Neuroscience and the Person: Scientific Perspectives on Divine 
Action, ed. Robert J. Russell et al. (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1999), 13. 
40As Esler observed, "the ingrained disregard among scholars for the social and economic 
setting of Luke-Acts, and their corresponding enthusiasm . . . for its alleged spiritual and 
individualistic approach to salvation, originate in a clear middle-class bias. Generations of 
scholars, in their seminaries and universities, have been so successful in making Luke's message 
on possessions palatable for bourgeois tastes that its genuinely radical nature has rarely been 
noted. Having succeeded in spiritualizing the good news announced by Lukan Jesus to the 
destitute, the European scholarly establishment should not be too surprised that during the last 
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among political messiahs whose task was to launch a "permanent cultural revolution." 
Luke's philosophy of holism avoids the two extremes, that of "an excessive verticalism" 
(liberation from sin and evil understood in terms of private spiritual life which focuses on 
the otherworldly) and "no less excessive horizontalism" (salvation is reduced primarily to 
the social and political dimensions);42 his theology "strikes a careful balance between 
physical and spiritual salvation; he offers hope to men and women at all levels of their 
troubled existence."43 
The scope of Jesus' grand design included Jews and Gentiles (Luke 1:54-55, 77; 
4:26-27; 13:29),44 people up and down the social ladder (7:2; 18:18; 19:2; 5:29-31; 13:11; 
15:1), the oppressed and the oppressors alike.45 The Third Evangelist masterfully 
encapsulated this universal dimension of the gospel in the concise form of Luke 4:18-19, 
a passage that contains not only what the Messiah was going to do but also the kind of 
people He came to minister to: "the poor," "the captives," "the blind," and "those who are 
150 years the working classes have abandoned the leading Christian denominations in the West in 
their droves." Esler, 170. 
41Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics and Salvation, trans, and 
ed. Sister C. Inda and John Eagleson (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1973), 32. 
42Atilio R. Dupertuis, Liberation Theology: A Study in Its Soteriology (Berrien Springs, 
MI: Andrews University Press, 1987), 288. 
43Esler, 199. 
44Pereira points out how God's "authentic universalism" promised in the Old Testament 
reached its climax in Ephesus where "both Jews and Gentiles together were preached to on an 
equal footing," that is, outside of the synagogue. Moreover, the parallelisms of Jesus-Paul, John 
the Baptist-Apollos, the twelve disciples of Jesus and the twelve disciples in Ephesus, Jesus' way 
to Jerusalem and Paul's plans to go to Rome, and Jesus' last instructions to His disciples and 
Paul's farewell discourse with the Ephesian elders highlight the continuity between the mission of 
Jesus and that of the post-Pentecost church. Francis Pereira, Ephesus: Climax of Universalism in 
Luke-Acts: A Reduction-Critical Study of Paul's Ephesian Ministry (Acts 18:23—20:1) (Anand, 
India: Gujarat Sahitya Prakash, 1983), 253-58. 
45Witherington III, 72. 
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oppressed" (RSV). As Bock concludes, all these images point to the totality of Jesus' 
deliverance and the comprehensiveness of His message. 
The import of Jesus' programmatic announcement at Nazareth indicates that His 
concern for "the poor" was of central importance for Him,47 and the weight of this 
inference should not be overlooked in any missiological discourse addressing the post-
Marxist social and spiritual realities. In the Gospel of Luke, "the poor" are a paradigm 
within a paradigm.49 The phrase euangelizesthai ptochois ("to evangelize the poor") is 
"an encompassing designation of Jesus' whole ministry which is then expanded upon in 
the remainder of the verse [18]."50 Whether "the poor" are to be understood as those who 
46Bock, Luke: Volume 1, 400. 
47See Luke 7:22; 14:13,21; 16:20,22; 18:22; 19:8; 21:3. James Metzger notes that "it is 
reasonable to view "the poor" (TTTCOXOIO as the primary designation for the intended recipients [of 
"good news"], whose make-up is then further delineated by the list that follows: 'the captives'; 'the 
blind'; 'the oppressed'. In effect, Jesus' initial statement—'He has anointed me to bring good news 
to the poor'—may be understood as a thesis that is subsequently expanded by a second 
statement—'He has sent me to preach release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to 
set free the oppressed, and to preach a favorable year from the Lord—which not only adds further 
dimension to the inclusive category of lutoxc-C but informs readers of the ways in which this good 
news will be manifested." James A. Metzger, Consumption and Wealth in Luke's Travel 
Narrative, Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 88, ed. R. Alan Culpepper and Ellen van Wolde 
(Leiden: Brill, 2007), 27. 
48In a sense, communism did side with the poor precisely because the Church failed to do 
so. As Ellul observes, "Christianity should have taken up the cause of the poor; better yet, it 
should have identified with the poor. Instead, during almost the entire course of its history, the 
Church has served as a prop of the powerful and has been on the side of exploiters and states. The 
Church is numbered among the 'powers'; it has sanctified the situation of the poverty-stricken. It 
provided theological justification for political regimes and tried to persuade the poor to accept 
their oppressed condition, all the while legitimizing their exploitation." Jacques Ellul, Jesus and 
Marx: From Gospel to Ideology, trans. Joyce M. Hanks (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1988), 6. 
49Kari Syreeni points out that Luke's interest in paradigmatic characters was something 
more than an artistic and decorative touch. For Luke, "the Christian message appears 
hermeneutically much in the form of paradigm." Kari Syreeni, "The Gospel in Paradigms: A 
Study in the Hermeneutical Space of Luke-Acts," in Luke-Acts: Scandinavian Perspectives, ed. 
Petri Luomanen (Helsinki: Finnish Exegetical Society, 1991), 51. 
50John Nolland, Luke 1—9:20, Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 35a, ed. David A. 
Hubbard and Glenn W. Barker (Dallas, TX: Word Books, 1989), 196. 
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were sinned against, as social outcasts, as the personae miserabiles (socially 
distressed and all the suffering ones),53 in terms of spiritual predicament,54 in the modern 
context of a traumatized culture such inclusiveness of the term is suggestive.55 As Topel 
points out, "the poor" refers to "a mixture of social, economic, political, and religious 
dimensions."56 Furthermore, in the Gospel of Luke, this category of people creates a 
S7 
backdrop against which Jesus reveals the compassionate character of His Father and 
proves that the Dayspring from on high did visit the needy and the oppressed (Luke 
1:78). 
5
'Gutierrez, 292-95. 
52Larrimore C. Crockett, "The Old Testament in the Gospel of Luke with Emphasis on 
the Interpretation of Isaiah 61.1-2" (Ph.D. diss., Brown University, 1966), 1:352. 
53Peter Liu, "The Poor and the Good News: A Study of the Motif of Euangelizesthai 
Ptochois in Isaiah 61 and Luke-Acts" (Ph.D. diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, 1986), 143-45. 
54As Bock argues, Luke uses the term ptochos to mean a '"soteriological generalization'— 
that is, it refers to those who most often responded to Jesus (1 Cor 1:26-29), and in an invitation 
context it refers to those who are open to God." Bock, Luke: Volume 1,408. 
"According to Wenk, "the poor" that occur between Luke 4:16-30 and 7:22 are the 
beneficiaries of the era of Jubilee and "embody all levels of society, including the economically 
poor, the sick, the dishonored, those excluded from God's people by their fellow Jews, those held 
in satanic bondage and those in need of forgiveness of their sins. With the inclusion of the 
centurion, a Gentile, the poor represent all of humanity in its need of God's eschatological 
salvation." Wenk, 214. Moxnes asserts that in the Gospel of Luke, "'poverty' is almost always 
combined with other human situations of deprivation, illness, shame, impurity or a position of 
marginality. This is because 'poverty' was not just an economic condition but a total situation. 
Thus, the descriptions that are added here bring together a combination of aspects that all express 
that the poor are not in control of their situation, they do not have power over their own 'place', 
rather they are put in a place defined by others: a place of shame, scorn, derision." Halvor 
Moxnes, "Kingdom Takes Place: Transformation of Place and Power in the Kingdom of God in 
the Gospel of Luke," Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 53, ed. R. Alan Culpepper and Rolf 
Rendtorf (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 195. For a helpful discussion of poverty and poor in the Old 
Testament and in the Gospel of Luke see L. John Topel, Children of a Compassionate God: A 
Theological Exegesis of Luke 6:20-49 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2001), 67-87. 
56Topel, 67. 
"Luke 6:36; 10:21; 11:2, 13; 12:30; 15:20; cf. 7:13; 10:33; 15:20. 
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The totality of Jesus' mission—which included spiritual, moral, psychological, 
and sociopolitical elements—corresponds with the immensity of trauma caused by 
Stalinism. However, a dimension of His ministry such as spiritual warfare must be 
singled out as that of greater significance. From Peter's recounting of the nature and 
meaning of the Messiah's public activity—"how God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the 
Holy Spirit and with power; how he went about doing good and healing all that were 
oppressed by the devil, for God was with him" (Acts 10:38; RSV, italics mine)—it is 
unambiguously clear that Luke understood the Nazareth sermon "in terms of Jesus' 
overthrowing the demonic forces which have held the people captive."58 This fits well 
with Luke's depiction of the earthly drama of Jesus as a miniature portrayal of the cosmic 
conflict between God and Satan that broke out in the shadowy past.59 
Luke located the Nazareth episode between two blocks of material that directly 
relate to the issue of spiritual warfare: the testing of Jesus by the devil in the wilderness 
(Luke 4:1-13) and the healing of a demon-possessed man at Capernaum (Luke 4:33-37), 
the latter being the very first recorded miracle of Jesus. In addition, the following two 
accounts, namely the healing of Peter's mother-in-law and of multitudes (Luke 4:38-39 
and 40-41 respectively) provide additional illustrations of Jesus' determination to free 
captives from the oppression of Satan.60 
58Larrimore C. Crockett, "The Old Testament in the Gospel of Luke with Emphasis on 
the Interpretation of Isaiah 61.1-2" (Ph.D. diss., Brown University, 1966), 196; cf. Todd Klutz, 
The Exorcism Stories in Luke-Acts: A Sociostylistic Reading (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), 267. 
59Susan R. Garrett, The Demise of the Devil: Magic and the Demonic in Luke's Writings 
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1989), 59. 
60George E. Rice, "Luke 4:31-44: Release for the Captives," Andrews University 
Seminary Studies 20, no. 1 (Spring 1982): 26. See also John J. Rousseau, "Jesus, an Exorcist of a 
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Thus, Jesus' announcement at the Nazareth synagogue serves as "a privileged 
locus to understand and define Christian mission."61 The value of His programmatic 
sermon lies in the fact that it sets a precedent for creating a mission paradigm for 
wounded individuals and broken societies. Christ's philosophy of "evangelizing the poor" 
reveals God's plan to bring liberation to those who have been held captive by "the power 
of darkness" (Luke 22:53; cf. 1:79 and Acts 26:18). It is precisely this factor that makes 
Luke 4:16-21 exceptionally relevant and applicable to the traumatized and demonized 
cultural milieu of post-Soviet Russia. 
The legacy of Stalinism, as previously mentioned, is foremost a spiritual 
phenomenon and as such must be encountered by the power of the same Spirit that was 
upon Jesus (Luke 3:22; 4:18) and His disciples (Acts 2).62 Luke summarizes Jesus' 
commission given to the Twelve, saying that He called them together and "gave them 
power and authority over all demons, and to cure diseases" (Luke 9:1). The driving out of 
demons and the healing of diseases was one indivisible mission of Jesus' early followers 
Kind," in Society of Biblical Literature 1993 Seminar Papers, vol. 32, ed. Eugene H. Lovering 
(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1993), 142. 
61Mortimer Arias, "Mission and Liberation: The Jubilee: A Paradigm for Mission Today," 
International Review of Mission 73 (January 1984): 39. 
62The Spirit-filled determination of Jesus to combat Satan by the ministry of healing was 
mediated through a wide gamut of practices which included prayer (Luke 3:21; 6:12; 9:18, 28-29; 
11:1; 22:41, 44), teaching and preaching the Word of God (4:31-32; 5:1, 17; 13:10,22; 19:47; 
21:37; 23:35), visiting people's homes (4:38; 5:29; 7:36; 8:41, 51; 10:38; 14:1; 19:5, 9; cf. 9:4; 
10:5-7), mingling with the socially disadvantaged and depressed (5:30-31; 7:37-50; 8:1-2; 15:1-2; 
18:15-17; cf. 1 Cor 1:26-29), standing up for the socially marginalized (4:26; 7:12; 13:10-16; 
21:2-3), feeding the hungry (9:12-17), responding to the cries of the destitute (4:33; 8:28; 9:38; 
18:38-39), touching the physically and ritually unclean (5:12-13; 8:43-48), forgiving the enemies 
(23:34), and dying on behalf of sinners (23:46). 
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(cf. Luke 8:2; 9:42; 10:9,17; 15:32). Thus, instead of reducing its mission efforts to one 
or two elements of the Nazareth paradigm, a Christian community in the context of a 
post-totalitarian culture must take into consideration the totality of Jesus' ministry of 
liberation, healing, and transformation. 
Missiological Aspects of Luke 4:16-21 
A missiological reading of the Nazareth episode (Luke 4:16-21) reveals several 
significant aspects of Jesus' mission. First, the scriptural rationale of His program was 
based on what I would call a hermeneutic of actuality. In other words, Jesus knew how to 
read the Scripture communally and interpret the community's story scripturally. Second, 
Jesus advanced the idea of binding together Sabbath worship and the Jubilee theme of 
deliverance. Third, Jesus regarded the household/family structure as the main social 
location of His holistic ministry. Finally, His program of liberation presupposed an 
ever-present tension between the Kingdom of God and the political kingdoms of this 
world. The following sections of this study explain the missiological meaning 
attended to each of these facets as they relate to the traumatized culture of contemporary 
Russia. 
63
 As Hamm convincingly argues, within the full context of Luke-Acts the dichotomy— 
healing vs. deliverance—is a "false disjunction." M. Dennis Hamm, "The Freeing of the Bent 
Woman and the Restoration of Israel: Luke 13.10-17 as Narrative Theology," Journal for the 
Study of the New Testament 31 (1987): 32. 
63Diane G. Chen, God as Father in Luke-Acts, Studies in Biblical Literature, vol. 92, ed. 
Hemchand Gossai (New York: Peter Lang, 2006), 238. 
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Jesus' Hermeneutic of Actuality 
Scriptural exposition 
The brilliance with which Luke handles the eyewitnesses' testimonies about the 
Jesus event is a recognized fact in Lukan studies. The chiasme rhetorique found in 
numerous passages of his two-volume work, including Luke 4:18-19, is another evidence 
of his literary skills. The insertion of Isa 61:1 in the Nazareth pericope is a uniquely 
Lukan choice absent in two other Synoptic Gospels (Mark 6 and Matt 13). The author 
reworked the Septuagint text of Isa 61: l-2a in such a way as to present a more coherent 
chiastic structure with new emphasis. He eliminated the clause "to heal the 
brokenhearted" (Isa 61: Id), replaced it with the slightly changed (from imperative to 
infinitive) words found in Isa 58:6 ("to let the oppressed go free"), and omitted the theme 
of vengeance spelled out in Isa 61:2b.65 Thus Luke's efforts resulted in the chiastic form 
in which the phrase "recovering the sight to the blind" became the climax. This carefully 
crafted chiastic structure serves as "the hinge around which the list of Jesus' healing 
activity revolves [Luke 7:22-23]."66 Luke presents Jesus as both enabler and object of 
64Paul Borgman, The Way according to Luke: Hearing the Whole Story of Luke-Acts 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2006), 2. 
65Nils W. Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament: A Study in Formgeschichte (Chapel 
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1942), 237. 
66Michael Prior, Jesus the Liberator: Nazareth Liberation Theology (Luke 4.16-30) 
(Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 155. Monshouwer suggests that Jesus' gesture 
with which He unrolls the scroll is "consonant with 'the opening of the eyes' (Luke 24, 31.32; cf. 
Isa 29, 18)." D. Monshouwer, "The Reading of the Prophet in the Synagogue at Nazareth," 
Biblica72,no. 1 (1991): 93. 
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physical seeing, and he does so "in a way that symbolizes the deeper seeing which is the 
faith that perceives Jesus' true identity and acts upon it."67 
In addition, it seems that Luke also desired to emphasize that Jesus' ministry was 
based on and stood in continuity with the Old Testament Scriptures. Hence, there is such 
a notable tracery with the words—"receiving the Scripture," "opening the Scripture," 
"closing the Scripture," and "returning the Scripture." Jesus did not start His mission as 
an impostor; on the contrary, He understood it as the fulfillment of the Law, the Prophets, 
and the Psalms (Luke 24:44). 
The subsequent assertion—"today this Scripture is fulfilled in your hearing" 
(Luke 4:21)—demonstrates how He interpreted the Jubilee motif of Lev 25 and Deut 15 
mediated through the prophet Isaiah. As Liu comments, "the fulfillment lies in the 
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presence of the Proclaimer." Jesus proclaimed Himself as "the very one whose activity 
was therein spoken of, and thereby claimed to fulfill simultaneously the roles ascribed 
both to the Messiah King and the Prophet like Moses of the end times."69 "The permanent 
actuality" implied in the word today makes Jesus' program of liberation 
Dennis Hamm, "Sight to the Blind: Vision as Metaphor in Luke," Biblica 67, no. 3 
(1986): 458. According to Hamm, Luke presents Jesus as enabler of vision (4:18; 7:22; 2:29-32; 
3:6; cf. 18:18-19:10); as the object of both false vision (9:9; 11:34-36; 12:56), including the 
"spying out" of the Pharisees (6:7; 14:1; 20:20; cf. Acts 9:24), and true seeing (5:26; 10:23-24; 
17:15; 13:34-35 and 19:37-38); finally, there are two significant episodes of seeing that occurred 
at Calvary (23:34, 48) and on the way to Emmaus (24:25-27). Ibid., 458-77. The blindness/sight 
motif, too, occurring in the three accounts of Paul's experience on the road to Damascus (Acts 9; 
22 and 26), has "a double valence." Dennis Hamm, "Paul's Blindness and Its Healing: Clues to 
Symbolic Intent (Acts 9; 22 and 26)," Biblica 71, no. 1 (1990): 63-72. 
68Liu, 194. 
69Robert B. Sloan, "The Favorable Year of the Lord: A Study of Jubilary Theology in the 
Gospel of Luke" (Ph.D. diss., University of Basel, Switzerland, 1977), 74. 
70Monshouwer, 98. 
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relevant for all the subsequent readers and hearers of this gospel story. It follows, 
therefore, that the eschatological end-time is not an indefinite future but the present of 
which the liberation ministry of Jesus is "an expression."71 Accordingly, Luke "de-
emphasizes the timing of the End and seeks to prepare the church for the long haul and 
for its mission to the world."72 As Byrne explains, Luke's schema of salvation is 
open-ended and flexible, and that is one reason why it is so attractive. The image of 
God that emerges from this Gospel is a God of the 'second chance.' Those who 
fail to respond the first time around (during Jesus' own life), get a second chance in 
the time of the Church. . . . Put another way and somewhat more colloquially, the 
God of Luke is a God who, in the game of salvation, is always moving the 
goalposts—but doing so to the advantage, not the disadvantage, of weak, laboring 
humankind.73 
Regardless of the scriptural validity of Jesus' message and contrary to the strong 
appeal it had to the mind-set shaped by messianic expectations, His compatriots turned 
into a "lynching party." As Luke explains, they sought a miracle from Jesus (Luke 
4:23). This Jesus refused and supported His decision by referring to the experiences of 
Elijah and Elisha whose ministries transcended the boundaries of their own land and 
people. Enraged by Jesus' response, people in the synagogue thrust Jesus out of the city 
"Hamm, "The Freeing of the Bent Woman," 34. 
72Paul L. Hammer, "Luke's Theology of Evangelism," Covenant Quarterly 20 (August 
1962): 5. 
73Brendan Byrne, The Hospitality of God: A Reading of Luke's Gospel (Collegeville, MN: 
Liturgical Press, 2000), 14. 
74Sanders, "From Isaiah 61 to Luke 4," 93. 
75David Hill, "The Rejection of Jesus at Nazareth (Luke iv 16-30)," Novum Testamentum 
13, no. 3 (1971): 178. As Evans points out, the references to Elijah and Elisha "emphasize that 
those assumed to be non-elect (Gentiles, Samaritans, the poor) may in fact be included in the 
kingdom and even serve as examples for others to follow, while those who assume their fitness 
for the kingdom (such as the pious and wealthy who say, "I will follow you") may actually be 
excluded." Craig A. Evans, "The Function of the Elijah/Elisha Narratives in Luke's Ethic of 
Election," in Luke and Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts, ed. Craig A. 
Evans and James A. Sanders (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 82. 
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with the intention of throwing Him down over the cliff (Luke 4:28-29). 
Missiological implications 
Bringing the Scripture and community together. When Jesus proclaimed, 
"Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing" (Luke 4:21; RSV), He 
demonstrated His wisdom of how to read the Scripture communally and the history of 
one's community scripturally. Both readings were a single event of revealing the eternal 
truth in the temporal realm of culture and history. The exegesis of the Scripture was well 
supported by the exegesis of culture. In other words, Jesus entered the world of the 
Scripture in such a way as to become part of both its story and the story of the community 
shaped by that Scripture. His was a communal and socio-textual reading of the Old 
Testament.77 
Jesus' example entails a necessity to take the same hermeneutical step: to read 
Russian history scripturally and to interpret the Scripture through the lenses of trauma 
induced by Stalinism. Out of this socio-textual interaction emerges a culturally sensitive 
conception of Christian mission for today. As a prerequisite for the healing ministry to 
the traumatized society, the spiritual self-awareness of the Russian Christian community 
must include a thorough comprehension of the phenomenon of Stalinism and its legacies. 
76As Sanders concludes, "the prophet who wrests a prophetic challenge to his own people 
out of their identifying traditions, precisely by the hermeneutic of the freedom of God as Creator 
of all peoples, is himself not acceptable to them." James A. Sanders, "Isaiah in Luke," 
Interpretation 36 (April 1982): 154. According to the view held by Jeremias, negative reaction to 
the sermon of Jesus at Nazareth was due to the fact that while citing the prophet Isaiah—"to 
proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord" (Isa 61:2a; RSV)—Jesus left out the prophet's words 
about the day of vengeance: "and a day of vengeance of our God" (Isa 61:2b; RSV). Joachim 
Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations, trans. S. H. Hooke (Naperville, IL: Alec R. Allenson, 
1958), 45. 
77Cf. Loughlin, 113-14. 
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As Wright notes, "if our mission is bringing good news into every area of human life, 
then it calls for some research and analysis as to what exactly constitutes the bad news, 
•70 
horizontally in the structures of a given society and vertically in its history." In effect, 
this theological self-reflection will make it clear that the church, albeit in a different 
fashion, suffered the very same traumatic influences that shaped Russian culture and 
made it what it is today. But most importantly, by establishing a common ground with the 
traumatized culture, the bearers of Jesus' story will know how to share it with their fellow 
citizens in a way that will touch the depths of their predicament and make a difference in 
their lives. 
Engaging in dialogue with culture. As an inference from the previous 
missiological implication, it is an important task of Christian thinkers in Russia to seek 
ways for culturally appropriate forms of religious self-expression, including printed 
matter, styles of worship, religious holidays, church building architecture, etc. There is 
hardly any better way to appeal to the recipients of the gospel message than to present it 
in the language people speak, through the mental images they use, and within the history 
they live. Furthermore, reading literary works that deal with various aspects of Russian 
life, including those that reflect on the theological (philosophical) meaning of the 
Bolshevik tragedy, constitutes one of the most important aspects of the engagement in 
meaningful dialogue with Russian culture. 
78Christopher J. H. Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible's Grand Narrative 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 432. 
79Various themes of the biblical Book of Apocalypse have been incorporated in such 
Russian novels as Dostoevsky's The Idiot, Bely's Petersburg, Platonov's Chevengur, Bulgakov's 
The Master and Margarita, and Pasternak's Doctor Zhivago. For analysis of this phenomenon see 
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Sabbath Worship and Healing/Deliverance 
Scriptural exposition 
To deliver His program of liberation Jesus chose the Sabbath worship in the 
synagogue setting of Nazareth. Of the three synoptic writers it is the Third Evangelist 
alone who highlights that Jesus was eiotos (a verb participle meaning to be accustomed) 
to enter the synagogue and participate in the Sabbath worship (Luke 4:16; cf. 22:29). 
All four Gospel writers imply that the traditional Jewish understanding of Sabbath 
observance and Sabbath worship lacked compassionate concern for fellow humans (Matt 
12:9-14; cf. Mark 3:1-6; Luke 6:6-11; John 9). As a result, the Sabbath healings 
performed by Jesus often caused controversy over the meaning of the Sabbath 
commandment. Jesus considered both the time and the place of curing the sick to be of 
high importance for His mission. As Mark underscores, Jesus "was preaching in their 
synagogues throughout all Galilee, and casting out demons" (Mark 1:39; cf. Luke 4:31 
and Matt 4:23; 9:35). 
There are, however, several uniquely Lukan type-scenes of Jesus curing the sick 
on Sabbath that presume His re-interpretation of the meaning of Sabbath worship. In fact, 
the Gospel of Luke "has the greatest amount of text on the issue of healing on the 
David Bethea, The Shape of Apocalypse in Modern Russian Fiction (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1989). 
80In Acts 17:2, the same word is used regarding Paul's habit to participate in Sabbath 
worships. At that time, a synagogue service had the embryo of the following pattern: praise— 
prayer—reading of Scripture (the Law and the Prophets; see Acts 13:14-15)—homily/sermon. 
See O. S. Rankin, "The Extent of the Influence of the Synagogue Service upon Christian 
Worship," Journal of Jewish Studies 1 (1948-1949): 29. The service also included the recitation 
of Shema (Deut 6:4-9) and a benediction. See Bock, Luke: Volume 1, 403. 
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sabbath." For example, it was on a Sabbath (temporal setting), in a synagogue (spatial 
setting), and in some relation to the synagogue service (sacred setting) when Jesus healed 
the demon-possessed man in Capernaum (Luke 4:31-37), the man with the withered hand 
(Luke 6:10), and "a woman who had a spirit of infirmity eighteen years" (Luke 13:11, 
13). Another healing also occurred on Sabbath, but its location was in the house of one of 
the leaders of the Pharisees and not in the synagogue (Luke 14:1-6). Of these four 
accounts82 the narrative of the healing of the bent-over woman (Luke 13:10-17) is of 
special significance: first, because it has "an interpretive point of reference to Jesus' 
introductory programmatic address in the synagogue at Nazareth on a sabbath day (4.16-
30)";83 second, because it stands as "one of the most finished elaborations of the 
programmatic lines in Luke." The text reads: 
Now he [Jesus] was teaching in one of the synagogues on the sabbath. And there 
was a woman who had had a spirit of infirmity for eighteen years; she was bent over 
and could not fully straighten herself. And when Jesus saw her, he called her and 
said to her, "Woman, you are freed from your infirmity." And he laid his hands upon 
her, and immediately she was made straight, and she praised God. But the ruler of 
the synagogue, indignant because Jesus had healed on the sabbath, said to the 
people, "There are six days on which work ought to be done; come on those days 
and be healed, and not on the sabbath day." Then the Lord answered him, "You 
hypocrites! Does not each of you on the sabbath untie his ox or his ass from the 
manger, and lead it away to water it? And ought not this woman, a daughter of 
Abraham whom Satan bound for eighteen years, be loosed from this bond on the 
sabbath day?" As he said this, all his adversaries were put to shame; and all the 
81Heather A. McKay, Sabbath and Synagogue: The Question of Sabbath Worship in 
Ancient Judaism, Religions in the Graeco-Roman World, vol. 122, ed. R. Van Den Broek, H. J. 
W. Drijvers, and H. S. Versnel (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994), 149. 
82A possible repercussion of this practice of Jesus to heal on the Sabbath can be found in 
the story of Paul healing a slave-girl possessing a spirit of divination (Acts 16:16-18; cf. 16:13). 
83Turid K. Seim, The Double Message: Patterns of Gender in Luke-Acts (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, 1994), 42. 
84Huub Welzen, "Loosing and Binding: Luke 13.10-21 as Programme and Anti-
programme of the Gospel of Luke," in Intertextuality in Biblical Writings: Essays in Honour of 
Bas van Iersel, ed. Sipke Draisma (Kampen: Uitgeversmaatschappij J. H. Kok, 1989), 176. 
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people rejoiced at all the glorious things that were done by him. (Luke 13:10-17; 
RSV) 
This is definitely an exegetically rich passage incorporating eschatological, 
christological, ecclesiological, and soteriological themes of the entire Lukan theology.85 
In addition, it may have strong sociopolitical implications.86 Luke placed this occurrence 
at the center of the chiastically structured unit (Luke 12:49—13:35). The passage 13:10-
17 crystallizes both blessing for those who recognize the time of God's favor and 
judgment for those who prefer to remain in spiritual blindness. 
This story teaches that a needy person is not an animal and therefore deserves a 
better lot than living the miserable existence of a social outcast. Furthermore, the healing 
of the bent woman shows Jesus fusing in a single event such crucial aspects of the 
Sabbath commandment as the life-giving power of the Creator ("For in six days the 
LORD made . . . " [Exod 20:11]) and the Divine passion for human liberation and 
restoration ("And remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and the LORD 
your God brought you out from there" [Deut 5:15]).88 Jesus' interaction with the 
synagogue leader demonstrates that without compassion religion may become an 
instrument of oppression, a theme that has much in common with other stories and 
parables of the Gospel of Luke.89 
85Hamm, "The Freeing of the Bent Woman," 23. 
86Hisako Kinukawa, "The Miracle Story of the Bent-Over Woman (Luke 13:10-17): An 
Interaction-Centered Interpretation," in Transformative Encounters, 293. 
87Hamm, "The Freeing of the Bent Woman," 29-31. 
88Ibid., 27-8. 
89See, for example, the following stories and parables focusing on the issue of 
compassion: the healing of the leper (Luke 5:12-16), the centurion's son (Luke 7:1-10), the 
raising of a widow's son in Nain (Luke 7:11-17), the curing of the demoniac in the country of the 
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Jesus freed the bent woman because He recognized that she was "a daughter of 
Abraham" (Luke 10:16), that is, she too had a share in the covenant promises given to 
Abraham.90 This proves that Jesus "proposed mercy as the lens through which to interpret 
the law."91 If in the meaning of the Sabbath there is no room for the idea of liberation, 
this commandment may function as the opposite of what it was meant to be. As a result, 
"being an opponent in the programme of loosening . . . implies being adjuvant to a 
programme of binding."92 
Missiological implications 
The worship that liberates. It may be deduced from the story of the bent woman 
that Sabbath worship should invoke not only remembrance of the deliverance that 
occurred in the distant past but actual experiences of deliverance lived through hie et 
nunc.
93
 Not only prayers for the destitute, but also prayers in the presence of'the destitute 
must become an indispensable element of worship. In fact, these prayers as well as other 
healing elements of worship will comprise deeds of deliverance brought about "in Jesus' 
name"—something characteristic of the mission of Christ's closest associates (Luke 9:1-
2; 10:1, 17). The eschatological today highlighted by Jesus in the Nazareth sermon (Luke 
Gerasenes (Luke 10:25-37), the parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), and the parable 
of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11-32). 
90Seim notes that "it is a consistent trait in Luke-Acts that the motif of liberation is central 
in the traditions about Abraham: 1.52-3; 1.73-5; Acts 7.6-7." Seim, 49. 
91Heidi Torgerson, "The Healing of the Bent Woman: A Narrative Interpretation of Luke 
13:10-17," Currents in Theology of Mission 32, no. 3 (January 2005): 177. 
92Welzen, 180. 
93For Luke, Esler notes, "the elimination of injustice, the alleviation of the sufferings of 
the poor and the destitute, is not merely an eschatological reality, but is a vital constituent of 
Christianity in this world, here and now." Esler, 193. 
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4:21) stands as a powerful example of what it means to live in the end-time: to 
evangelize/liberate "the poor." His eschatological today is irrefutable evidence that to 
keep the Sabbath holy means to be engaged in acts of deliverance. 
The Sabbath is both a day for healing94 and a day of release envisioned in the Old 
Testament Jubilee tradition.95 The praise on the lips of the healed woman and of those 
who sympathized with her in the synagogue (Luke 13:10, 17) resulted from the revelation 
of Christ as the Divine Healer and Liberator. The centrality of the idea of liberation in 
both the Sabbath commandment and in the ministry of the "Lord of the Sabbath" (Luke 
6:5) suggests that this aspect must regain its rightful place in the theology and praxis of 
Sabbath worship. In this respect, the story of the bent woman suggests a shift from a 
solely theocentric model of worship to that of both theocentric and anthropocentric. 
The worship as a counterculture. The profoundly countercultural meaning of 
Sabbath worship is highly relevant in the post-Soviet reality that exudes a culture of 
cruelty and death. The worship service (especially the Lord's Supper) must be structured 
from the standpoint of those who have been repeatedly traumatized and whose traumas 
are sustained, who are being alienated from God, who are being "bent-over" by the 
everyday spiritual and socioeconomic pressures. Viewed as a unique opportunity to fulfill 
the multifunctional task of spiritual renewal, psychological counseling, intellectual 
nourishment, and moral exhortation Sabbath worship can continuously make people 
94
 John C. Brunt, A Day for Healing: The Meaning of Jesus' Sabbath Miracles 
(Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1981), 53. 
95Richard H. Lowery, Sabbath and Jubilee (St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2000), 139. 
135. 
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"straight" so that they, like the bent-over woman healed by Jesus, experience genuine 
Shabbat in their very beings.96 
Nothing can compete with properly organized and inspired worship to reaffirm 
the image of God in the traumatized individuals who enter the Sabbath's sacred time and 
space. The Sabbath provides ample opportunity to redefine the identity of humans by 
reminding them of their Creator and by letting them experience the power of His 
liberation. An effective way to resist the demoralizing and demonizing influence of the 
dominant culture would be to experience the counter-force of Divine compassion, 
forgiveness, and regenerating power springing from the Word of God shared on Sabbath. 
A powerful way to foretaste the eternal life within Familia Dei is to worship in the 
company of fellow believers in a non-judgmental, compassionate environment of genuine 
solidarity of the destitute. The truth of eternal life in unity with God must be experienced 
already in the setting of His transformative presence amidst His followers. As long as the 
everyday struggles of "the poor" are misunderstood or ignored, as long as their everyday 
pains are not addressed by Sabbath worship, the latter will speedily degenerate into a 
mere talkfest. As a result, the true meaning of Sabbath will be missed.97 If the 
contemporary faith community does not provide an ample environment to liberate those 
who are being "bent" by the oppressive everydayness, if it does not raise its voice for the 
sake of the "bent-over," and is unable to disempower the forces of this world in the lives 
96For the healing aspect of the Shabbat ritual in modern Judaism see Joel D. Ziff, 
"Shabbat as Therapy: Psychosynthesis and Shabbat Ritual," Journal of Psychology and Judaism 
7, no. 2 (Spring-Summer 1983): 118-134. 
97Kinukawa, 314. 
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of individuals, the preaching about the second coming of Jesus and the life in the 
hereafter will be significantly invalidated. 
Jesus, Oikos, and Evangelism 
Scriptural exposition 
Jesus' sermon at the Nazareth synagogue (Luke 4:16-21) reflects not only the 
scope of His ministry but also the type of people He came to minister to: "the poor." As 
far as the evangelistic thrust of His program is concerned, the Third Evangelist 
characterizes it in terms of diddsko (to teach), euangelizo (to preach the good news), and 
kerusso (to proclaim). These terms can be found not only in the referred passage but 
throughout Luke-Acts.9 Here emerge two sets of questions. 
In what spatial and social locations did Jesus' evangelistic/liberation ministry take 
place par excellence and why? Where did He encounter those who were the focus of His 
wholistic mission: "the poor," "the captives," "the blind," and "the oppressed"? In what 
spiritual, social, and moral terms does Luke describe the new household established by 
Jesus? 
The word evangelism is used here as a technical term meaning "that dimension and 
activity of the church's mission which, by word and deed and in the light of particular conditions 
and a particular context, offers every person and community, everywhere, a valid opportunity to 
be directly challenged to a radical reorientation of their lives, a reorientation which involves such 
things as deliverance from slavery to the world and its powers; embracing Christ as Savior and 
Lord; becoming a living member of his community, the church; being enlisted into his service of 
reconciliation, peace, and justice on earth; and being committed to God's purpose of placing all 
things under the rule of Christ." Bosch, 420. As far as various types of the New Testament 
evangelism are concerned, for a detailed discussion of them see Timothy E. Byerley, "New 
Testament Models of Evangelization and Their Expression in American Catholicism" (Ph.D. 
diss., Fordham University, 2006). 
"David R. Beck, "Evangelism in Luke-Acts: More Than an Outreach Program," Faith 
and Mission 20, no. 2 (Spring 2003): 98. 
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What is the missiological significance of the Lukan representation of Jesus not 
only ministering to the oikia100 but building the new oikos of God? What can the post-
Soviet church in Russia infer from the Lukan theology of God as the Head of the new 
oikos? 
Jesus as the liberator of the human oikos. The correlation between the oikos 
and the liberation activities of Jesus as described in Luke-Acts merits special attention 
because for Luke, as for Jesus, "the household was . . . the social basis and focus of the 
Jesus movement and the Christian worldwide mission."101 It was one of Luke's authorial 
intentions to demonstrate that the oikos, and not the Temple or the synagogue, was the 
main spatial setting for the evangelistic activity of Jesus and His disciples. Jubilee 
10
 According to Carolyn Osiek, "Hebrew iva, Greek O!KO<; and OIKLOC, and Latin domus 
can all mean the physical structure of the house, but more frequently what they designate is the 
household as a broader horizontal concept including slaves and material goods, or immediate 
family related by blood but not necessarily living under one roof, or the vertical dimension of 
lineage or family tree." Carolyn Osiek, "The Family in Early Christianity: 'Family Values' 
Revisited," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 58, no. 1 (January 1996): 9-10. See also Carolyn Osiek 
and David L. Balch, Families in the New Testament World: Households and House Churches 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1997), 41,216. Moxnes describes the typical 
Galilean family in the day of Jesus not as an "emotional unit" but as "a group that lives and works 
together within the context of socio-economic and inter-relations." Halvor Moxnes, "What Is 
Family? Problems in Constructing Early Christian Families," in Constructing Early Christian 
Families: Family as Social Reality and Metaphor, ed. Halvor Moxnes (New York: Routledge, 
1997), 23. 
In pre-revolutionary peasant society of Russia, the close equivalents of the New 
Testament concept of oikos were dvor (the household) and mir or obshchina (the commune) 
where domokhoziain was the head of the household and skhod was considered as a governing 
body composed of all the heads of households. Goldman, 145-52. 
101
 John H. Elliott, "Household and Meals vs. Temple Purity Replication Patterns in Luke-
Acts," Biblical Theology Bulletin 21, no. 3 (1991): 104. 
102According to Elliot, in Luke-Acts, household settings (homes, houses, and households) 
are spatial locations for a wide range of events in the life of Jesus and His followers: the 
proclamation of the gospel, the experience of forgiveness of sins, salvation and the presence of 
the Spirit (Luke 1:39-56; 5:17-26; 7:36-50; 8:38-39, 49-56; 10:5-7; 12:3: 15:11-32; 18:14; 19:1-
10; Acts 2:1-42; 5:42; 10:1-48; 11:14-15; 16:25-34; 18:7-8; 22:16); teaching (Luke 7:36-50; 
10:38-42; 11:37-52; 14:1-24; 22:24-38; Acts 2:42; 5:42; 18:11; 20:7-12, 20; 28:30-31); healing 
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Manifesto of Jesus (Luke 4:16-21) demonstrated that God broke into human history 
primarily through the institute of the family/household. Furthermore, the identical 
phraseology employed in the two missionary discourses (Luke 9:1-6; 10:1-16) points out 
the strategic importance of the oikos for the mission of the Twelve and of the Seventy (-
two). In each discourse Jesus commanded His disciples to enter the house, to break bread 
with the members of the household (but not to intrude upon their hospitality), to heal the 
sick, and to preach the kingdom of God (Luke 9:5; cf. 10:5-7). 
The oikos as the patriarchally structured104 and tightly knit family/household was 
"precisely the place where some of the central problems of his society become 
(Luke 4:38-41; 5:18-26; 7:1-10; 8:4-56; Acts 9:10-19, 32-35, 36-43; 20:7-12; 28:7-10); prophecy 
(Acts 2:1-21; 21:8-14); revelations and visions (Luke 1:26-38; 24:28-35; Acts 1:13-26; 9:10-19; 
10:1-8,9-23; 11:13-14; 13:2; 18:7-10); recognition of the resurrected Christ (Luke 24:28-32); 
redefining the family of Jesus (Luke 8:19-21); hospitality and lodging (Luke 19:1-10; Acts 9:10-
19,43; 10:6; 12:12-17; 16:15,34; 17:5; 18:7; 21:8, 16; 27:3; 28:7-10, 13-14); hospitality of meals 
and table fellowships (Luke 5:29-39; 7:36-50; 10:38-42; 11:37-50; 14:1-24; cf. 15:2; 22:7-38; 
24:28-32, 36-49; Acts 9:19; 10:1-11:18; 16:32); worship (prayer, praise, fasting, Passover meal, 
baptism, Lord's Supper) (Luke 1:39-56; 22:7-38; 24:28-35; Acts 1:14; 2:46-47; 4:23-31; 9:10-19; 
10:1-8; 12:12; 13:2; 16:33; 20:7-10); sharing property and distribution of goods to the needy 
(Luke 19:1-10; Acts 2:44-45; 4:34-37; 6:1-6; 9:36-42; 10:1-2; cf. 20:34-35). John Elliott, 
"Temple versus Household in Luke-Acts: A Contrast in Social Institutions," in The Social World 
of Luke-Acts, 225-26. 
103As Wright notes, the families/households in Israel were the main beneficiaries of the 
jubilee legislations. According to his emphatic statement, "the primary purpose of the jubilee was 
to preserve the socioeconomic fabric of multiple-household land tenure and the comparative 
equality and independent viability of the smallest family-plus-land units. In other words, the 
jubilee was intended for the survival and welfare of the families in Israel." Wright, 295. 
104Oporto states that patriarchal structure was the most characteristic element of the 
traditional Mediterranean family: "The importance and centrality of the paterfamilias [male heads 
of family/household] in the house appears in the so-called domestic codes (Aristotle, Politics, 
1:1253b; Didimus, Strobaeus, 148:5-8, 15-19, 21; 149:1-5; Cicero, De Officiis, 1:54; Sir 7:18-
28). The consistency and continuity of the family was based on submission to the authority of the 
paterfamilias, and this contributed to the fulfillment of the household role in society as a whole. 
Patriarchalism was central to the social organization of the different peoples of the Eastern 
Mediterranean from very early times and was so rooted in that culture that its thinkers justified 
the exercise of paternal authority saying that it belonged to human nature (Aristotle, Politics 
1259b, Didimus, Strobaeus 149:5-10; Josephus, C. Ap. 2:201)." Santiago G. Oporto, "Kingdom 
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evident."105 In fact, as Jacobson asserts, in the early days of Christian development the 
locus and the battleground of Jewish religious life outside of the Jerusalem Temple was 
the household and not the synagogue.106 It was natural, therefore, for Jesus to make the 
household and domestic conduct a central theme of His teaching. 7 
Choosing the family/household as both social structure and theological metaphor 
was critically important for Jesus' comprehensive ministry:108 Through the transformation 
of the oikos He sought to bring regeneration of the entire community of Israel.109 
Moreover, He expected His early disciples to follow this pattern and to consider 
household evangelism as their modus operandi in the expansion of God's kingdom. It 
is not accidental that whereas the conversion of Zacchaeus's household (Luke 19:1-10) 
marks the conclusion of Jesus' mission to the cities and houses of Israel (Luke 10:1-16), 
and Family in Conflict: A Contribution to the Study of the Historical Jesus," in Social Scientific 
Models for Interpreting the Bible: Essays by the Context Group in Honor of Bruce J. Molina, ed. 
John J. Pilch, Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 53 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 224. 
105Adriana Destro and Mauro Pesce, "Fathers and Householders in the Jesus Movement: 
The Perspective of the Gospel of Luke," Biblical Interpretation 11, no. 2 (2003): 231. 
106Arland D. Jacobson, "Divided Families and Christian Origins," in The Gospel Behind 
the Gospels: Current Studies on Q, ed. Ronald A. Piper, Supplements to Novum Testamentum, 
vol. 75 (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 378. 
107
 John H. Elliott, "Jesus Was Not an Egalitarian: A Critique of an Anachronistic and 
Idealist Theory," Biblical Theology Bulletin 32, no. 2 (Summer 2002): 86. As Resseguie states, 
"Luke uses the social landscape of the natural family and household—slaves, children, and 
widows—as models of spiritual development." James L. Resseguie, Spiritual Landscape: Images 
of the Spiritual Life in the Gospel of Luke (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 2004), 45. 
I08John Elliott, "The Jesus Movement Was Not Egalitarian but Family-Oriented," Biblical 
Interpretation 11, no. 2 (2003): 199. For example, the political metaphor of God as "king" and 
God's rule as "kingdom" Jesus explained with a domestic metaphor: household scenes and 
relations, roles, and activities. Elliott, "Jesus Was Not an Egalitarian," 86. 
I09Destro and Pesce, 233. Cf. Richard A. Horsley, Jesus and the Spiral of Violence: 
Popular Jewish Resistance in Roman Palestine (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 209-45 and 
246-84. 
1I0Matson, 184. 
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by entering Cornelius's home and converting his household (Acts 10) Peter ushered in the 
wide-ranging mission to the Gentiles.111 Elliott states, "A key feature of the Jesus 
movement in the Pauline period . . . was its household orientation: its mission focused not 
on individuals but household groups; believers assembled in houses for worship; and the 
household or family (oikos) provided a chief metaphor, as it did for Jesus, for 
characterizing relations and responsibilities within and among the believing 
communities."112 
At the same time, in discussing the issue of oikos in Luke-Acts one can hardly 
avoid the problem of the seemingly a-familial sayings of Jesus: Luke 9:57b-58 ("the Son 
of Man has nowhere to lay His head"), 9:59-60a ("Let the dead bury their own dead"), 
9:61-62 (permission to say good bye to the family), 12:51-53 ("I came to bring . . . 
division"), and 14:26 (hatred for one's family as a prerequisite for discipleship).113 Of 
these five passages Luke 12:49-53 is probably the harshest.114 The passage reads: 
I [Jesus] came to send fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled! But 
I have a baptism to be baptized with, and how distressed I am till it is accomplished! 
Do you suppose that I came to give peace on earth? I tell you, not at all, but 
rather division. For from now on five in one house will be divided: three against 
two, and two against three. Father will be divided against son and son against father, 
mother against daughter and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against 
her daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. (Luke 12:49-53) 
11
'Elliott, "Jesus Was Not an Egalitarian," 75, 85. 
112Elliott, "The Jesus Movement," 187. 
113Among other texts that might be interpreted as referring to the dissolution of family 
ties are: Luke 10:4; 12:22-31; 16:13 and 18. Arland D. Jacobson, "Jesus against the Family: The 
Dissolution of Family Ties in the Gospel Tradition," in From Quest to Q: Festschrift James M. 
Robinson, ed. Jon M. A. Asgeirsson, Kristin De Troyer, and Marvin W. Meyer (Leuven, 
Belgium: Leuven University Press, 2000), 190-91. 
114See Mount's comments on Matthew's parallel of Luke 12:51-53 in Ferdinand Mount, 
The Subversive Family: An Alternative History of Love and Marriage (New York: Free Press, 
1992), 3. 
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Various ideas have been proposed to explain away what looks like Jesus' passionate call 
to renounce family ties.115 Griffith's dissertation provides, in my view, the most 
convincing explanation. According to her, 
for Luke the harsh demands were vital to discipleship only in the first period when 
Jesus was present among the disciples; in that epoch, to be a disciple was to follow 
Jesus—literally and physically—in the itinerant task of proclaiming the kingdom. 
After the crucifixion, the concept of discipleship expands to include all believers, 
both the itinerant 'disciples' and the local sympathizers and supporters.... In the 
second volume of Luke's work . . . we found no evidence that the disciples of Jesus 
and the missionaries continued to observe the original stringent demands for 
itinerant proclamation of the kingdom.... Moreover, the gospel message is said to 
bring unity and joy into homes as entire households convert together and the gospel 
spreads from household to household.... As the house and family become the basic 
unit of the church, natural families become the basic building blocks of the larger 
•family of God'.116 
Jesus as the founder of the new oikos of God. Unlike the Jerusalem Temple, 
which, according to Luke, had undergone the regression from being the house of 
Jesus' Father (Luke 2:49) to becoming a "den of thieves" (Luke 19:46) and, finally, 
being left desolate (Luke 21:20; cf. 13:35),117 the new oikos of God—the Jesus 
115See Jacobson, "Jesus against the Family," 201, and "Divided Families," 364-367; Ieuan 
Ellis, "Jesus and the Subversive Family," Scottish Journal of Theology 38, no. 2 (1985): 173-188; 
Oporto, 230-38. 
116Sheila M. D. Griffith, "Not Peace but a Sword! Luke 12:49-53 and Other Hard Sayings 
on the Family in Early Gospel Literature" (Ph.D. diss., University of Virginia, 2004), 302-03. In 
her article, Carolyn Osiek reached a similar conclusion stating that Jesus did not abolish the 
family but extended it; He did not remove the boundaries of kinship but reset them. Osiek, 32. 
117Elliott asserts that in Luke-Acts, "the temple is the object of critique and the arena of 
rejection, Satan-inspired conflict and death. In contrast, the household is the object of praise and 
the sphere of repentance, concord, and divinely conferred life. Thus . . . the Spirit of God and its 
sanctifying power moves from temple to household, from the chief symbol of Jewish national 
identity to the principal symbol of a community united with a heavenly Father. In Luke-Acts the 
household emerges as the preeminent sphere and symbol of the reception of the gospel, Christian 
identity, and solidarity in the Spirit." Elliott, "Temple versus Household in Luke-Acts," 230. 
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movement and church that sprang out of it118—is a prosperous reality because its 
fundamental principle is compassion.119 Compassion marked the entire ministry of 
Jesus120 who bodily personified God's new oikos and Himself was "the living Temple of 
God."121 Twice in His parables Jesus revealed that compassion is characteristic of the 
very being of God. Compassion prompted a certain Samaritan to take care of the half 
dead man lying on the road between Jerusalem and Jericho, and if this had not occurred 
in a remote place, the Samaritan would have probably taken the robbery victim to his 
oikos and not to an inn (Luke 10:33). In the parable of the prodigal son, compassion 
moved the father to run and embrace his spiritually and socially impoverished son (Luke 
15:20). Jesus, too, was driven by compassion when He raised the only son of the widow 
The apostle Paul calls the church "the household of faith" (Gal 6:10). Because through 
Jesus Christians have "by one Spirit" access to the Father, their status is that of citizens and 
members of "the household of God" (Eph 2:19). 
U9Esler opines that the Lukan emphasis on the physical and this-worldly dimension of 
salvation was rooted in his "unusual compassion for the poorest members of his community and 
of society generally, together with his passionate belief that the gospel was not gospel unless it 
offered them immediate relief for their physical miseries and gave them, perhaps for the first 
time, a sense of their own dignity as human persons." Esler, 199. 
l20For Luke, compassion "refers to an ideology of inclusiveness, which includes all 
marginalized people, irrespective of whether they were poor, sick, deformed, outsiders in terms of 
ethnic classification, even rich. This was opposed by the exclusive ideology of the Pharisees that 
was also derived from the symbolic universe, and found its expression in the concept of 
wholeness as holiness." Piet van Staden, Compassion—the Essence of Life: A Social-scientific 
Study of the Religious Symbolic Universe Reflected in the Ideology/Theology of Luke, Hervormde 
Teologiese Studies Supplementum Series, vol. 4, ed. Andries van Aarde (Pretoria, Republic of 
South Africa: University of Pretoria, 1991), 232. 
121Louis T. Brodie, "A New Temple and a New Law: The Unity of Chronicler-based 
Nature of Luke 1:1 -4:22a," Journalfor the Study ofthe New Testaments (1979): 43. As Ford 
comments on the story often lepers (Luke 17:11-19), nine of them were Jews and after being 
healed by Jesus they probably went to Herod's temple. The tenth, however, being a Samaritan, 
"returns to give thanks vis-a-vis the new temple, namely Jesus." J. Massyngbaerde Ford, 
"Reconciliation and Forgiveness in Luke's Gospel," in Political Issues in Luke-Acts, ed. Richard 
J. Cassidy and Philip J. Scharper (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1983), 93. Hamm too interprets 
the story of the Samaritan leper as indicating that Jesus' presence is "the place to give glory to 
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at Nain from the dead (Luke 7:33). In all three instances Luke uses the same phraseology: 
When the Samaritan/father/Jesus saw him/her, he had compassion on her/him. As Forbes 
concludes, "Jesus reflects the heart of God in his concern for the downtrodden of 
society."122 It comes as no surprise, therefore, why the destitute of Jesus' day would often 
19^ 
seek nothing but His mercy and heart-felt sympathy. 
In harmony with Jesus' command to his followers—"be merciful, just as your 
Father also is merciful" (Luke 6:36)—the relations within this new household of God are 
to be characterized neither by exploitation nor by egalitarianism.124 The essence of social 
1 9S 
life must be constituted by compassion. The fatherly compassion of God does not 
abolish but re-defines the patron-client relations that were characteristic of the Greco-
Roman world.126 Moreover, these relations are marked by such attributes as: mutual 
sharing (Luke 6:3-36; 11:5-13; Acts 2:44-47; 4:34-37), justice (Acts 6:1-6), humility 
God." Dennis Hamm, "What the Samaritan Leper Sees: The Narrative Christology of Luke 
17:11-19," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 56, no. 2 (April 1994): 284. 
122Greg W. Forbes, The God of Old: The Role of the Lukan Parables in the Purpose of 
Luke's Gospel, Journal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series, vol. 198, ed. 
Stanley E. Porter (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 228. 
123Luke 17:13; 18:13, 38; cf. the following verses in which the theme of mercy and 
compassion is implied: 7:36-50; 19:1-10, 41-42; 23:34, 39-43. 
124Elliott, "Jesus Was Not an Egalitarian," 88-90. 
125
 According to Luke, Staden argues, compassion is the essence of God, and as such it 
must also become the essence of social life, van Staden, 170-71. 
126As Moxnes puts it, "the language of'father' and 'children' and social relations 
understood as sharing within a close group, changes the spirit of the relationships. Thus, patron-
client relations continued to exist. .. but the old system was not merely adapted into a new 
institutional structure, it was also a new symbolic structure in which patrons or clients in the 
social world were children of the one Father." Halvor Moxnes, "Social Relations and Economic 
Interaction in Luke's Gospel," in Luke-Acts: Scandinavian Perspectives, 72. 
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(Luke 14:7-11; 18:14), inclusivity (Luke 14:12-24; Acts 10:1-11:18), consensus (Acts 
2:42; 4:32), and personal commitment (Acts 3:11-16; 4:8-12).127 As Talbert asserts, 
The Lukan Jesus' primary vehicle for social change . . . was the structure of life in 
the community of his disciples. Among his followers the Lukan Jesus sought a 
revolution in social attitudes. His disciples were to live in the present in light of 
God's reversal of all human values in the Eschaton. Such a stance, of course, was 
regarded by some as "turning the world upside down" (Acts 17:6), even if that was 
not a primary or even a conscious intention of the Christians. By embodying 
structures of social relationships that reflected the new life in the Spirit under the 
Lordship of Jesus, the Christian community functioned in the larger society as an 
agent of social change.128 
The main criterion for people to be allowed into the family of God is to be of kin 
to Jesus, that is, "to hear the word of God and do it" (Luke 8:21; cf. 8:28; 11:27-28).129 
This is the "good part" that was chosen by Mary (Luke 10:42). Jesus compared His new 
kin with a man who dug deep and laid the foundation of his oikos on the rock (Luke 
6:47). Another image of Jesus' new family is seed that fell on good ground and bore fruit 
(Luke 8:15). An invitation to follow Jesus must be accepted wholeheartedly as illustrated 
by the example of James, John, and Levi who "forsook all and followed Him" (Luke 
5:11, 28).130 As Duling explains, 
'Following' is not only a metaphor for discipleship. It demands total commitment to 
the extent of actually breaking (at least partially) with one's customary family, 
friends, and work associates and forming new ones. It is total. There is no hesitation, 
no turning back. . . . Yet, networking is implied by the sets of brothers, by Peter's 
family at Capernaum, and by fishing contacts around the Sea of Galilee. It is also 
'"Elliott, "Household and Meals," 104. 
128Talbert, 117-18. 
Robert Hamerton-Kelly, God the Father: Theology and Patriarchy in the Teaching of 
Jesus (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1979), 65. 
130Unusual for the ancient Middle Eastern context, when Luke lists the Twelve (6:14-16), 
he uses the title the son ofTor only two of them: James the son of Alphaeus and Judas the son of 
James (6:15-16). Thus, the boundaries of the new oikos are reset and redefined. 
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implied in relation to disciples of disciples ([Mark] 9:38 . . . ) and to specific persons 
who 'follow' but are not in the intimate network.131 
The kinship with Jesus, however, is not possible without repentance/conversion 
on the part of the sinner and forgiveness on the part of God. The theme of forgiveness 
develops the Jubilee image of deliverance as expressed by the terms aphesin and aphesei 
(a sending away, remission) in Luke 4:18. Just as the parable of the Prodigal Son is at the 
heart of the Gospel of Luke,133 so the idea of repentance is at the heart of this parable 
(Luke 15:17-19). When Jesus announced that He did not come to call the righteous, but 
sinners, to repentance (Luke 5:32), He clearly indicated that repentance and forgiveness 
of sins stand as prerequisites for entry into the new family of God (cf. Luke 7:36-50; 
18:10-14). The Fatherhood of God, thus, is "righteousness demanding righteousness in 
response."1 
The new members of the household of God are "born" into it "as a place of 
identity and as a community of sharing by 'following Jesus'."135 Considering the parabolic 
nature of the image of the child in Luke's Gospel (9:46-48; 18:15-17), it seems that the 
131Dennis C. Duling, "Recruitment to the Jesus Movement in Social-Scientific 
Perspective," in Social Scientific Models for Interpreting the Bible: Essays by the Context Group 
in Honor of Bruce J. Molina, ed. John J. Pilch (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 158-59. 
132According to Nave, in Luke-Acts, repentance must be understood in terms of "the 
rejection and abandonment of one's former ways of thinking and living and adoption of new ways 
of thinking and living that result in the just, merciful and equitable treatment of all people by all 
people." Nave, 166. 
'"Western Christian tradition identified this parable as Evangelium in Evangelio. 
Kenneth E. Bailey, Jacob & Prodigal: How Jesus Retold Israel's Story (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2003), 215. 
134William Bennett, "The Sons of the Father: The Fatherhood of God in the Synoptic 
Gospels," Interpretation 4, no. 1 (January 1950): 23. 
135Moxnes, "Kingdom Takes Place," 201. 
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household of God is open to the lowly and, in effect, to all.136 Moreover, the image of the 
child as "an archetype which entails mystery, hope, coherence, wonder and openness to 
life itself'137 marks new colors on the overall picture of God as Father and as head of the 
Divine-human oikos. Already during Jesus' ministry, "the poor" partook of the new life in 
the oikos of their Father physically, socially, and spiritually. As for the latter, by 
teaching the Twelve to address God as "our Father" (Luke 11:2) Jesus made it obvious 
that communion with God as Father is also spiritual entry into His oikos, a foretaste of 
life in His Kingdom.140 Thus, in Luke-Acts, the oikos imagery is a fundamental symbol 
of wholistic liberation and restoration, of new life and new kinship. 
A social sketch of the modern Russian oikos. In the first place, it is important to 
make clear that the patriarchal family/household in the New Testament time and the post-
Soviet family are not the same social institution. The household evangelism model 
l3bBock, Luke 1:1-9:50, 896. 
137Linlea Rodger, "The Infancy Stories of Matthew and Luke: An Examination of the 
Child as a Theological Metaphor," Horizons in Biblical Theology 19, no. 1 (June 1997): 78. 
138Luke sums up the initial stage of Jesus' ministry: "The blind see, the lame walk, the 
lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the gospel preached to them" 
(Luke 7:22; cf. 4:18). 
139By His close association with tax-collectors and sinners (Luke 5:30; cf. 7:37; 15:1) and 
by the sympathy shown toward outcasts (Luke 8:43-48; 13:10-17; 17:12-19; 18:9-14; 21:1-4) 
Jesus demonstrated the types of people God opens the door of His house to: "the poor," "the 
hungry," etc. These people are "blessed" in the kingdom/household of God (Luke 6:20-23) 
whereas "the rich" and those "who are full" bear His condemnation (Luke 6:24-25; cf. 1:53b; 
12:16-21). The way Luke uses salvation language, for instance, in 7:50, 8:48-56, 13:12, 17:19, 
and 19:9, clearly shows that he understood Jesus' healings as actions having a strong social twist. 
As highlighted by Johnson, for Luke, salvation "involves healing and rescue, but its term is 
present and social rather than future and individual. Salvation means belonging to a certain 
community, with faith signifying in behavioral terms the commitment that makes that inclusion 
actual." Luke T. Johnson, "The Social Dimensions of Soteria in Luke-Acts and Paul," in Society 
of Biblical Literature 1993 Seminar Papers, 525, 530. 
140Moxnes, "Kingdom Takes Place," 200-201. 
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manifested in the ministry of Jesus and His apostles cannot be uncritically extended to the 
reality of 40 million families and 50 million households in Russia today.141 Russian 
households today lack many characteristics that resided in the patriarchal households of 
the Mediterranean World and can no longer be considered as tightly knit social units 
embracing ancestors, extended family, slaves/servants, property, assets, etc.142 As it was 
demonstrated in chapter 3 of this dissertation, Stalinism significantly undermined the 
patriarchal structure of the family model in Russia, seeking to replace it with the notion 
of the "Soviet family" in which the Soviet state, like ancient Rome, assumed the role of 
the father and the socialist society was regarded as a kind of hyper-extended family.143 
Moreover, since the break-up of Stalinism in 1991, the Russian family has undergone 
significant changes. Regardless of the fact that the patriarchal family has not disappeared 
completely,144 the emergence of a child-centered (modern) and now a spouse-centered 
It has been estimated that 40 million families and 50 million households in Russia 
comprise five general categories: (1) one-person households (20 percent of all households); (2) 
married couples with children living with them (52 percent of all households); (3) married 
couples with no children living with them or one-generation families (about 14 percent of all 
families); (4) single-parent families with children (embracing two generations) or with children 
and parents (embracing three generations) represent 13 percent of all households; (5) three-
generation families of married couples with children (about 1.2 percent). Natalia Rimashevskaya, 
"Family and Children during the Economic Transition," in Social Capital and Social Cohesion in 
Post-Soviet Russia, 78. 
1420siekandBalch,216. 
143In the Roman empire, D'Angelo points out, "Pater reflects an understanding of the 
empire as a greatfamilia in which the emperor functions as a paterfamilias, whose auctoritas is 
based on his ability to regard the whole Roman people as his clients." Mary R. D'Angelo, "Abba 
and 'Father': Imperial Theology and the Jesus Traditions," Journal of Biblical Literature 111, no. 
4 (1992): 623. Cf. pp. 158-59 of this dissertation and Anton S. Makarenko, The Collective 
Family: A Handbook for Russian Parents, trans. Robert Daglish (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & 
Co., 1967), 27. 
144Tania R. Lyon, "Housewife Fantasies, Family Realities in the New Russia," in Living 
Gender after Communism, ed. Janet E. Johnson and Jean C. Robinson (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 2007), 36. See also Svitlana Taraban, "Birthday Girls, Russian Dolls, and 
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(post-modern) type of family indicates significant transformation in family structure, 
values, and role in society. 
Furthermore, one has to take into consideration the issue of family make-up in 
post-Soviet Russia. The family traumas of the past begot the family traumas of the 
present and millions of Russians continue to suffer from the prolonged psychosocial 
traumatization caused by the large-scale socioeconomic calamities that occurred under 
the Soviet regime and in its aftermath.145 Many Russians have not only grown up in 
malfunctioning, morally impoverished, and/or broken families but tend to reproduce the 
very same brokenness which becomes evident, for instance, in the increasing number of 
divorces,146 abortions,147 children born out of wedlock,148 in the growing social 
orphancy,149 and in the number of mentally handicapped children.150 The transitions 
Others: Internet Bride as the Emerging Global Identity of Post-Soviet Women," in Living Gender 
after Communism, 121. 
145Valerii V. Elizarov, ",HeMorpa(})HHecKaH CHTyauHfl H npo6jieMbi ceMeHHOH nojiHTHKH" 
(Demographic situation and the issues of family policies), CouuonozmecKue uccjiedoecmm 2 
(1998): 55. 
146Ibid., 55-60. 
147hi 1995 alone, for each 100 births there were 74 abortions. If considered against the 
backdrop of low birthrates (in 1992,10.7 per 1000 population; in 2000, 8.7 per 1000 population), 
this reality makes one think that the survival of the Russian nation is at stake. Rimashevskaya, 91. 
148According to Rimashevskaya, if before 1985 the percentage of births out of wedlock 
was about 10 percent, after 1985 it rose rapidly and in 2000 it reached 28 percent. In some 
regions it is over 50 percent (the highest, 62.7 percent, in the Komy-Permyak Autonomous 
Region). The number of births to unmarried women exceeded 300,000 in 1997 and equaled 
354,300 in 2000 when the number of births to married women was 912,500. Ibid., 76. 
By the end of the 1990s, the number of orphans in Russia was 3 times higher than it 
was at the end of WWII and amounted to between 2 to 3 million or 1.5 to 2 million. 
Rimashevskaya, "Family and Children during the Economic Transition," 94. To be an orphan in 
Russia does not necessarily mean to be without parents. For example, in the Novosibirsk region, 
90 percent of children being raised in state institutions (about 9,000 out of more than 10,000) 
have parents. Ibid., 93. 
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following the break-up of the Soviet Union have been especially unfavorable to 
women151 and children whose poverty paints a gloomy picture of Russia's future. 5 
Keeping in mind the above facts, it is clear that there are far-reaching 
missiological implications for the society where family ties have been so severely 
undermined, family traditions so severed, and values of marriage, parenthood, and 
childhood so trampled on. In other words, the restoration of social brokenness is a task 
that must be envisioned in terms of Jesus' revelation of God as Father and Head of the 
new household. 
Missiological implications 
In light of the moral and social reality stated earlier, Jesus' words from His 
programmatic sermon at Nazareth—to evangelize the ptochois ("the poor")—must be 
understood as to evangelize the oikia ("the houses/families") for among the various social 
institutions it was primarily the Russian family that suffered the most during Stalinism 
and in its aftermath. To use the imagery of Jesus' parable of the Strong Man, the Russian 
oikos was attacked and plundered by Satan and, therefore, needs to be "exorcised" and 
liberated by the power of the stronger man (Luke 11:21-22).153 The only way to impact 
As of January 1, 1999, the number of mentally handicapped children in Russia reached 
600,000. Ibid., 92. 
151Lyon, 28. 
152Boris Nemtsov, "Russia in Transition: Social Problems in an Atomized Society," in 
Social Capital and Social Cohesion in Post-Soviet Russia, 298. 
153Joel Marcus, "The Beelzebul Controversy and the Eschatologies of Jesus," in 
Authenticating the Activities of Jesus, ed. Bruce Chilton and Craig A. Evans (Leiden: Brill 
Academic Publishers, 2002), 250. 
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the dominion of the devil over Russian households is to liberate them with the power of 
Jesus' evangel—the good news about God incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth. 
Here emerge two questions. First, what, according to Luke-Acts, was the content 
of Jesus' evangel? And the answer to this question is simple: God as Father.155 As Chen 
points out, "the image of God as Father explains God's purposes and activities more 
comprehensively than any other designation of God in Luke-Acts."156 Second, what is the 
significance of Lukan theology of the Divine fatherhood and how can his image of God 
as Father contribute to the healing of moral and socio-psychological scars inherited from 
the Soviet era? The following four missiological conclusions that have been drawn from 
the Lukan theology of the oikos give a compelling answer to that question. 
Hospitality of God. Before everything else, it is important to state that the Lukan 
Jesus belongs equally to the family of God and to all humanity.157 In Him, the fatherhood 
As Arnold states, "Just as Christ bound the strong man in order to plunder his house, so 
too the body of Christ plunders Satan's kingdom by proclaiming the promise of divine rescue to 
captives in the kingdom of darkness." Arnold, 157. 
155This term should not be used without some important qualification. Kenneth Bailey 
argues that Scripture does define the word "father" as it applies to God, and that "that definition 
alone should surely govern the way Christians understand God as Father." According to the 
scholar, "God is not like a father but rather like this father, namely the father set forth in Hosea 
11 and Luke 15." He further asserts that "Jesus of Nazareth took the picture of a divine father in 
Hosea 11, added the compassionate female side of God that appears in the Old Testament and 
went beyond them as he created the figure of the father in the parable." As a result, "this new 
father is full of tenderness, patience, compassion, love and a willingness to suffer in order to 
redeem." Bailey, 139 (for the first quote) and 144 (for the following quotes). 
156Chen, 2. In Luke, the title "Father" occurs at such prominent points as Jesus'joyous 
prayer to the Father (10:21-22), the Lord's Prayer (11:2), Jesus' prayer on the Mount of Olives 
(22:42), His final words on the cross (23:46), and His final words in the Gospel (24:49). In Acts, 
however, this title occurs only three times (1:4, 7; 2:33). Robert L. Mowery, "Lord, God, and 
Father: Theological Language in Luke-Acts," in Society of Biblical Literature 1995 Seminar 
Papers, ed. Eugene H. Lovering (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1995), 90. 
157Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit when the power of God "overshadowed" Mary 
(Luke 1:35). By the same token, Jesus began His public ministry as the One anointed by the Spirit 
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of God and the sonship of humans are not only mysteriously intertwined158 but also 
pointedly displayed.159 As Montefiore notes, Jesus "declared the Fatherhood of God and 
by his life and death this Son-Father relationship with God was and is possible for all 
men."160 There is a good reason, therefore, why the Lukan representation of God as 
Father legitimizes reading Jesus' story as an invitation to join the family of the Divine, 
that is, to be engrafted into the family tree rooted in the Godhead, to enter God's oikos, to 
re-gain the "wholeness of life,"161 true identity and "absolute worth,"162 true freedom and 
true selves, and to experience the joy that this re-union brings to the lost (Luke 15) and 
of the Lord (Luke 4:18). Jesus' human lineage, however, indicates that He was born of a virgin 
(Luke 1:26-27; 2:7) and later was adopted by Joseph. Thus, His family tree ends with Joseph but 
starts with God (Luke 3:23, 38). 
158Luke is the only evangelist who asserts that Jesus recognized His kinship with the 
Father in heaven when He was twelve years old (Luke 2:49). Neither Joseph nor Mary understood 
this status of their boy (Luke 2:49-50). Years later, when Jesus began His public ministry, Jewish 
leaders, too, categorically refused to accept His claim of Divine sonship (John 5:18). 
159Jesus' mission as a whole sprang precisely from His intimate oneness with God as 
Father, and this is one of the central theological points of the Gospel of Luke as a whole. In every 
prayer of Jesus narrated by the author (10:21; 11:2; 22:42; 23:34, 46), Jesus addresses God as 
"Father." Chen, 173. Luke is unique in showing that at Jesus' baptism, while He was praying the 
voice from heaven confirmed His privileged status as the Son of the heavenly Father (Luke 3:21-
22). The Third Evangelist seasons his narrative with brief but distinctive and highly significant 
observations about Jesus spending long hours in prayerful communion with His Father: after the 
intensive healing and preaching ministry in one of the Galilean cities (5:16); on the eve of the 
choosing the Twelve (6:12); on the occasion preceding His asking the disciples about His identity 
(9:18); at the transfiguration (9:28-29); on the occasion prior to teaching the disciples to pray 
"Our Father" (10:1); not long before the betrayal by Judas (21:37); on the Mount of Olives shortly 
before being arrested (22:39-45); and on the cross (23:34, 46). 
160H. W. Motefiore, "God as Father in the Synoptic Gospels," New Testament Studies 3 
(1956-1957): 45. 
161Mary A. Tolbert, "The Prodigal Son: An Essay in Literary Criticism from a 
Psychoanalytic Perspective," Semeia 9 (1977): 19. 
162Bennett, 15. 
163Joachim Jeremias, Rediscovering the Parables (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1966), 104. At the same time, the sovereignty of God is not denied, for, according to the Lukan 
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to the Father. Entering God's oikos is therefore an issue of entering God's story. As 
Loughlin put it, "Entering the story of [God], becoming a character within its storied 
world, is . . . a matter of becoming part of the body [church] that embodies the story."165 
The call to believe and follow Jesus must be communicated in terms of the invitation to 
enter the new life flourishing within Familia Dei. This invitation, in effect, "brings a new 
family into being whose father is God and whose ties are the free adherence of faith."166 
The rags and dirt on the body of the prodigal son is a picture of post-Marxist 
Russia stricken with the worst kind of poverty, "a poverty of being." They have not 
only sinned but have been mercilessly sinned against. Their state of misery and 
impoverishment makes it necessary to place Jesus' image of God as a compassionate 
Father at the center of Russian missional theology and praxis. The Lukan philosophy 
of the Divine-human oikos paradigmatically stands as both a powerful identity-forming 
and value-creating system able to bring liberating and transformative impact on the post-
Soviet worldview. Only in this oikos will the traumatized individuals and communities be 
Jesus, "no one knows who the Son is except the Father, and who the Father is except the Son, and 
the one to whom the Son wills to reveal Him" (Luke 10:22). 
164Robert T. Osborn, "The Father and His Two Sons: A Parable of Liberation," Dialog 19 
(Summer 1980): 208. 
165Loughlin, 86-7. 
166Hamerton-Kelly, 65. 
167The expression "a poverty of being" was coined by Augustine Musopole, quoted in 
Bryant L. Myers, Walking with the Poor: Principles and Practices of Transformational 
Development (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2004), 76. 
168When God is placed at the heart of the church's theology and praxis, this does not mean 
that Jesus is moved to the periphery for, as Bailey rightly observes with regard to the parable of 
the Prodigal Son, "the father [of the parable] has quietly evolved into a symbol of Jesus." Bailey, 
190. 
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able to really understand not only what the oppressive system has done to them but, most 
importantly, what it means to return to the home of their Father. 
Whether post-Soviet Russians admit it or not, but in the face of obvious 
existential meaninglessness, and a lack of a true and firm moral fulcrum, they are eager to 
find and hold to someone who is if not able to explain their sufferings then at least to 
sympathize with them and offer hope for a better future. In other words, they need a 
compassionate ear.169 The multiple collapses of inner-worldly promises and messianic 
theories created deep soul-longing for the oikos which is not of this world. Forgiveness 
and salvation illustrated by the three parables of the lost (Luke 15) is a powerful appeal to 
the broken-hearted and hopeless victims of the Soviet system. It is of no avail to engage 
the public in metaphysical debates by means of speculative terms of philosophy-laden 
reasoning; it is far more important to bring people back to the hospitable oikos of God the 
Father. To that end, the evangelistic thrust of the Russian Christian community must 
include not only preaching, teaching, and witnessing, but through her charity and various 
forms of diakonia, through her worship and liturgy the church must display the 
transforming power of the Divine compassion. As Wright points out, "if faith without 
works is dead, mission without social compassion and justice is biblically deficient." 
Any philosophy of evangelism in post-totalitarian Russia must necessarily include a 
theology of compassionate listening. As Luke points out, Jesus was about thirty years of age 
when He began His ministry (Luke 3:23). This means that the time He had actually spent in 
listening to the cries of His people was almost ten times longer than the time He ministered 
through speaking. Before Jesus articulated His inaugural address (Luke 4:16-19), He had gone 
through a long time of preparation for ministry, albeit unreported in the Gospel of Luke. How 
could He get the eyes of all who were in the Nazareth synagogue "fixed on Him" (Luke 4:20) 
unless He knew for sure both what their predicament was and how it could be addressed? And 
how could He know this unless He knew how to listen to His compatriots with deep compassion? 
170Wright, 288. See also Jean-Paul Heldt, "Revisiting the 'Whole Gospel': Toward a 
Biblical Model of Holistic Mission in the 21st Century," Missiology 26 (1998): 166. 
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Sacredness of the Divine mission. Although the members of the oikos of God are 
numbered (Luke 15:4, 8, 11; Acts 1:16; 2:41), Luke-Acts does not know a philosophy 
that turns individuals into a numbers game of evangelistic competition. When the variety 
of human responses to the Gospel is measured mostly in terms of numbers, human life 
easily loses its sacredness (cf. Luke 12:7, 24, 28) and becomes almost like the raw 
material in a soul-winning technological process governed by the laws of a religious 
market. Conversions are not precious metals to be extracted at any cost. A far more 
genuine picture of an evangelist is the image of a sower.171 An evangelist is both a co-
sower with God and co-anointed with Jesus. Whenever the seed of the Word of God is 
sown, its growth becomes visible through the conversion of people and the development 
of new attitudes toward the oikos of God. The driving force of the church's liberation 
program does not lie in the motive to multiply Christians but springs out of submission to 
the Master and the faithful following of the lead of His Spirit that was given to 
"those who obey Him" (Acts 5:32). 
Crossing the barriers from dogma to trauma. Crossing the barriers from pulpit 
to "the poor," from dogma to trauma, is a ubiquitous challenge for those Protestant 
communities of faith that are characterized by highly rationalized eschatological-
apocalyptic theology. It is often forgotten that a precondition for receiving the power of 
the Holy Spirit reads as follows: "It is not for you to know times or seasons which the 
Father has put in His own authority" (Acts 1:7). In other words, God as Father does not 
17,See Luke 8:4-15 and its echoes in Acts 6:7; 12:24; 13:49; 19:20. 
172Luke 24:49; cf. Acts 1:14; 2:1. 
173Acts 2:4; 4:8; 7:55; 8:17, 29, 39; 9:17; etc. 
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so much favor speculations about the end-time as He prompts the disciples to be faithful 
witnesses "to the end of the earth" (Acts 1:8) and bring His lost children home. 
The mission of the Holy Spirit entails not only evangelism but social concern as 
well.174 The Christian home must become a place where the principles of social 
responsibility are taught and practiced. There is a strong connection not only between the 
Sabbath and the Lukan theology of liberation but also between the Sabbath and his 
theology of the Christian oikos as a nucleus for the transformation of society. The cluster 
of Sabbath and Jubilee principles explicitly stated in Jesus' inaugural sermon at Nazareth 
definitely extends to the Christian family/household. As Lowery points out, 
Social responsibility begins in the home and extends outward. A modern spirituality 
of sabbath and jubilee begins with justice in the household, with solidarity and 
shared power. Justice and peace in communities and nations are built on caring and 
respectful relationships in families, between partners and between parents and 
children. People who are valued at home are much more likely to value others. 
Households are classrooms in human interaction. Homes shaped by spirituality of 
sabbath and jubilee offer daily instruction in being the image of God and honoring 
that image in every other person. 
Healing through relationships. No discussion on post-Soviet society can 
legitimately ignore the social aspect of the theology of oikos as presented in Luke-Acts. 
The Third Evangelist is "as much concerned with the conversion of communities as the 
174Sider, One-Sided Christianity, 166, 175-86. "The Lausanne Covenant" (1974) is of 
pivotal importance to understand the evangelical position with respect to Christian social 
responsibility. As the fifth paragraph of the document reads, "Although reconciliation with other 
people is not reconciliation with God, nor is social action evangelism, nor is political liberation 
salvation, nevertheless we affirm that evangelism and socio-political involvement are both part of 
our Christian duty. For both are necessary expressions of our doctrines of God and man, our love 
for our neighbor and our obedience to Jesus Christ." John R. W. Stott, The Lausanne Covenant: 
An Exposition and Commentary (Minneapolis: World Wide Publications, 1975), 25. 
175Lowery, 149. 
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conversion of individuals." The core values of Jesus' evangel must find their way to 
where people are socially. On the one hand, the traumatized individuals living in post-
totalitarian Russia must be approached with the good news of Jesus individually and as 
individuals. Yet, since every individual is a social being and in one way or another 
belongs to and is part of the household as the basic social structure, the Christian message 
must appeal to the relational aspect of one's personality just as thoroughly as it appeals to 
the intellectual and spiritual dimensions.177 It should not be forgotten that "those outsiders 
who are linked to one or more movement members through preexisting extra-movement 
networks will have a greater probability of being contacted and recruited into that 
particular movement than will those individuals who are outside of members' extra-
178 
movements." 
The fact that the Person of Jesus embodied the oikos of the Divine implies that 
God seeks relationships and works through them. Thus, conversion as the noblest aim of 
Christian evangelism must be to a Person rather than to a particular theological (social, 
moral, psychological, etc.) teaching.179 The latter, however, is also important because it 
informs one's faith and prevents such undesirable developments as fanaticism and 
176Byrne, 196. 
177Wright, 428. 
178Duling, 143. 
179Ellul is right when he points to the danger of transforming Jesus into an idea and/or an 
idol. As he explains, "it is a lie when we invent a gnosis that refines or uses the person of Jesus in 
a metaphysical system, or makes him part (even the main part) of a closed dogmatics or 
philosophy, or inserts him into some practice such as politics, or evaporates him in a divine 
paradise, or treats him merely as the theme of a dissertation, or thinks that the idea of truth is the 
essential thing." Jacques Ellul, The Subversion of Christianity, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1986), 181. 
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idolization of the self (community, denomination, church structure, dogma, motherland, 
etc.). 
Post-Soviet Russians value genuine, sincere, trusting, and lasting relationships 
more than anything else. The "cameo descriptions"180 of God's new oikos drawn by Luke 
in Acts 2:42-47 (cf. Acts 4:32-37; 5:12-15; 12:12) are very attractive in their portrayal of 
the community of believers who know how to sustain brotherly and sisterly relationships. 
If an invitation to enter "the household of faith" (Gal 6:10), that is, to repent and believe 
in the gospel is not enhanced by the compassionate social setting of the church,181 it is an 
invitation to nowhere. Spiritual children must be born out of and into love relationships 
that are supposedly present within the eschatological community of faith and truth. 
Propositional truths concerning the hereafter, if unmediated through the visible 
manifestations of the Divine presence (relationships of love, justice, compassion, and 
understanding) as well as evidenced in the Eucharist, sound as religious-ideological 
cliches rather than as words of life. In creating a rich variety of social activities for men, 
women, and children the local faith communities will actually establish the multiple 
channels of meeting each others' needs, nurturing healing and spiritual growth. 
Jesus and Politics 
In approaching the issue of Jesus and politics, it is important to understand that, as 
Hanson states, such social domains of New Testament time as politics, economics, 
180Hamm, "The Mission Has a Church," 75. 
181
 June Gibble, in her preface to the book A Spirituality of Compassion, points out the 
relational aspect of the Christian faith by giving the following definition of compassion: it means 
"moving deeply into the lives of others, meeting them at their points of need, [and] being met at 
my own points of need." June A. Gibble, preface to A Spirituality of Compassion: Studies in 
Luke, by Harriet Finney and Suzanne Martin (Elgin, IL: Brethren Press, 1996), ix. 
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religion, and kinship were not discrete entities operating in isolation from one another. 
In fact, there is a never ceasing interaction between them in every society. Neither 
Roman nor Jewish legislative systems knew what has become commonplace for some 
modern democracies, namely a strict separation between the affairs of the state and those 
of religion. In this respect, the temptation to read into the text of the Bible one's own 
worldview assumptions must be resisted. 
It is not within the scope of the following section to propose new insights 
concerning the complex and controversial issue of the Lukan representation of the Roman 
empire.184 Jesus' mission can hardly be qualified as political messianism; neither should 
politics be understood in terms of His major concern.185 Luke understood Jesus and His 
1 Rfi 
disciples "as politically non-threatening to Rome." Jesus showed no deference toward 
182K. C. Hanson, "BTB Readers Guide: Kinship," Biblical Theological Bulletin 24 
(Winter 1994): 183. 
The conclusions drawn concerning Luke's view of the Roman empire are often polar. 
For instance, Walaskay suggests that "throughout his writings Luke carefully, consistently, and 
consciously presented an apologia pro imperio for his church." Paul W. Walaskay, "And So We 
Came to Rome": The Political Perspective of St Luke (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1983), 64. Edwards, on the other hand, holds the view that "Luke does not write an apologia pro 
imperio." Douglas R. Edwards, "Surviving the Web of Roman Power: Religion and Politics in the 
Acts of the Apostles, Josephus, and Chariton's Chaereas and Callirhoe," in Images of Empire, ed. 
Loveday Alexander, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series, vol. 122 
(Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 187. 
185
 As Steve Walton suggests, Luke "offers his readers a strategy of critical distance from 
the empire. He thus falls at both ends of the spectrum between Romans 13 ["be subject to the 
governing authorities"] and Revelation 13 [the vision of the empire as "a beast rising up out of the 
sea"]." Steve Walton, "The State They Were In: Luke's View of the Roman Empire," in Rome in 
the Bible and the Early Church, ed. Peter Oaks (Grand Rapids, MI: Paternoster Press, 2002), 35. 
186Chen, 238. 
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political figures (Luke 13:31-33) nor was He "involved, Ghandi-style, in a nonviolent 
resistance to them."187 
Nevertheless, Jesus' program of preaching the good news to "the poor" was not 
entirely apolitical and did involve the socio-political dimension. Otherwise, how can one 
explain the opposition to the Messiah and His followers which constitutes an ever present 
backdrop against which Luke articulates the story of Jesus?188 It is not an insignificant 
detail that before Luke introduces Jesus as a public figure, he mentions Annas and 
Caiaphas, the Jewish chief priests, along with such political figures of Roman power as 
Pontius Pilate and Herod (Luke 3:1-2). Ultimately, it was their questionable alliance that 
brought Jesus to the cross (Luke 23:1-24). Because Jesus the Messiah was determined to 
set at liberty those who were oppressed (Luke 4:18), sooner or later He was to encounter 
1 SO 
the oppressors, that is, ecclesio-political authorities as "the primary oppressor." 
Talbert, 116. Cf. Cassidy's conclusion that Jesus was potentially a danger to the empire 
"in approximately the same way that Gandhi was dangerous to British rule in India." Richard J. 
Cassidy, Jesus, Politics, and Society: A Study of Luke's Gospel (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 
1978), 80. 
188Hostility to the Messiah was demonstrated by His fellow citizens and relatives at 
Nazareth (Luke 4:28-30), further developed in Galilee (Luke 5:30; 6:7, 11), intensified 
throughout His way to Jerusalem (11:15-16, 53-54; 13:14; 15:1-2; 16:14), and ultimately boiled 
over into open conflict in Jerusalem (Luke 19:47-48; 20:19-26; 22:2, 47, 52-53). As Malina and 
Neyrey point out, "it is hardly an understatement. . . that Luke tells the story of Jesus' career full 
of conflict, rejection, and hostility." Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. Neyrey, "Conflict in Luke-
Acts: Labelling and Deviance Theory," in The Social World of Luke-Act, 97. 
189Thomas D. Hanks, God So Loved the Third World: The Biblical Vocabulary of 
Oppression, trans. James C. Dekker (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1983), 51. As far as the Book 
of Acts is concerned, the conflict with politico-religious oppressors and testimony before them is 
one of the basic themes occurring six times in the context of chapters 1-12. See ibid., 54. 
Furthermore, as Staley suggests, Jesus' sermon in Luke 4:16-30 closely parallels Stephen's 
sermon in Acts 7 which concluded with his martyrdom. Jeffrey L. Staley, '"With the Power of the 
Spirit': Plotting the Program and Parallels of Luke 4:14-37 in Luke-Acts," in Society of Biblical 
Literature 1993 Seminar Papers, 288. Cf. Scott Cunningham, "Through Many Tribulations': The 
Theology of Persecution in Luke-Acts," in Journal for the Study of the New Testament 
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Scriptural exposition 
All three Gospel writers are unanimous that after being tempted in the wilderness, 
Jesus started His public ministry in Galilee. Explaining to their readers the content and 
meaning of Jesus itinerancy,190 the Gospel writers differ from each other and use slightly 
different terminology in their descriptions. While Matthew pictures Jesus as the Bringer 
of "the kingdom of heaven" (Matt 4:17), Mark prefers the phrase "the gospel of the 
kingdom of God" (Mark 1:15). As for Luke, he too resorts to the term "kingdom of God" 
but puts it at the very end of his long introductory chapter on the Galilean ministry of 
Jesus (4:43). Linguistically, however, this text refers the reader back to the inaugural 
sermon at Nazareth and makes clear that for Luke, as for Jesus, to proclaim basileia tou 
theou ("the kingdom of God") and euangelizesthai ptochois ("to evangelize the poor") 
was the same. The words basileia and euangelion (including its derivatives), which are 
scattered throughout Luke-Acts, are politically charged terms because they were chosen 
by the author from the political realm.191 
There are some other theological terms in Luke-Acts that force one to think about 
politics as an underlying theme of the Lukan narrative. For instance, such a seemingly 
neutral word as "forgiveness," which Luke has in mind when he utilizes the terminology 
Supplement Series, vol. 142, ed. Stanley E. Porter (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 
1997), 334-36. 
I90D'Angelo makes an interesting point concerning the political meaning of Jesus' 
lifestyle of an itinerant Palestine preacher, stating, "Where the emperor is the head of the great 
familia of the empire, whose order depends on controlling lesser familiae, itinerancy and other 
challenges to the patriarchal family emerge as challenges to the imperial order." D'Angelo, 628. 
191
 John H. Yoder, The Politics of Jesus: Vicit Agnus Noster, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: 
William B. Eerdmans, 1994), 28. 
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"release" in 4:18 and elsewhere in his two-volume work,192 if examined against the 
backdrop of Jubilee traditions, "is at heart a political word."193 So too the words 
"repentance"194 and "father"195 have political connotations. The various adjectival and 
verbal forms of such key words as eirene (peace), dikaios (justice/righteousness), soter 
(savior), etc., comprise the political stance of Luke-Acts.196 As Swartley asserts, "not 
only does Luke portray Jesus' royalty and role as Savior (and even Benefactor), but his 
pervasive call to repentance has economic and political consequences, since it yields a 
counter blessing, salvation, joy and peace to that which Rome's emperor's promised."19 
According to Esler, the phrase "forgiveness of sins" (aphesis hamartiori) occurs in 
Luke 1:77; 3:3; 24:47; Acts 2:38; 5:31; 10:43; 13:38; 26:18 and is used by Luke to relate his 
Gospel to both "physical and spiritual aspects of human bondage." Esler, Community and Gospel 
in Luke-Acts, 181. 
193Sharon H. Ringe, Jesus, Liberation, and the Biblical Jubilee: Images for Ethics and 
Christology (N.p.: Fortress Press, 1985), 94. As Ringe further asserts, the images by which 
forgiveness is presented in Jubilee traditions "are of people set free from the dehumanizing 
effects of social role definitions (Luke 7:36-50; 19:1-10), from the stigma as well as the physical 
consequences of disease (Isa. 61:1-2; Mark 2:1-12), and from the vicious cycle of economic 
oppression (Leviticus 25; Matt. 18:23-35)." Ibid., 94-5. For the Lukan usage of some other 
politically charged words see "God, People, and Empire," 168-71 and elsewhere. 
194According to Danker, "repentance is a political decision of no mean consequence. It is 
a renunciation of the very political devices that led to the crucifixion of Jesus and that also lead to 
the exploitation and oppression of the poor and the outside." Frederick W. Danker, "Politics of 
the New Age According to St. Luke," Currents in Theology of Mission 12, no. 6 (December 
1985): 343. 
195D'Angelo suggests that "if indeed the title 'father' was important to Jesus, it may have 
been in the context of spiritual resistance to imperial pretensions. The use of'father' and the 
announcement of God's reign proclaimed 'we have no king but you [God and Father of Jesus].'" 
D'Angelo, 628. 
196Willard M. Swartley, Covenant of Peace: The Missing Peace in New Testament 
Theology and Ethics (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2006), 145-46. 
197Ibid., 146. Walton demonstrates that the Lukan usage of such terms as "Lord," "king," 
and "savior" for Jesus suggests that the Third Evangelist "presents the early Christians as 
subversively using Caesar's titles for Jesus." Walton, 27. 
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No other New Testament author refers to the Roman emperors by name save 
Luke: Augustus (Luke 2:1), Tiberius (Luke 3:1), and Claudius (Acts 11:28; 18:2).198 
Unlike Matthew who, while narrating the temptation story, uses the term kosmos for 
"world" (Matt 4:8), Luke prefers the term oikoumene indicating the social and political 
order of the empire (Luke 4:5)199 and highlighting the fact that the imperial power 
structure was under the dominion of the devil (v. 6). If Luke seems to be vague as far as 
the specifics of Palestinian geography are concerned, he shows a good knowledge of the 
power structures over this area (Luke 1:5; 2:1-2; 3:1-2) and, as it can be inferred from 
the parable of the talents (19:11-27), over Mediterranean space.201 
Clearly, although the Third Evangelist does not appear to promote a theology 
favoring any involvement in politics understood in terms of the struggle for political 
power, by discussing such sensitive issues as one's socioeconomic condition and loyalty 
to Caesar versus God he does address the political reality of his readers.202 This must 
l98Yamazaki-Ransom, 165. Neither Gaius Caligula nor Nero are mentioned by name; 
instead, they are referred to as Caesar (Acts 17:7; 25:8, 10, 11, 12, 21; 26:32; 27:24; 28:19) or 
Sebastos (Acts 25:21, 25; 27:1). Vernon K. Robbins, "Luke-Acts: A Mixed Population Seeks a 
Home in the Roman Empire," in Images of Empire, 207. 
'"Moxnes, "Kingdom Takes Place," 184. 
200Ibid., 182. 
201
 As Moxnes explains, "the absolute power sits in Rome, that is where local pretenders 
must go to 'receive' a confirmation of their vassal power. That is also where citizens from around 
the Roman empire and dependent areas send their embassies to their lands as an extended 
household: their trusted men or local noblemen are represented as their 'servants' and are granted 
dominion of'cities', i.e. a town with its surrounding rural villages. Here we have in a narrative 
form a good description of political structure of domination in the Mediterranean, an 'emic' 
description that would make sense among Luke's contemporaries and that provides clues to 
modern etic descriptions of benefactor (patron) and clients' forms of political rule." Ibid., 184-85. 
202As Wright explains, "to confess 'Kyrios Iesous,['] 'Jesus is Lord,' was to make a 
statement that is much political as it is religious, for it relativizes all forms of human authority on 
earth under the sovereignty of God in Christ. And multitudes of Christians perished paying the 
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have important missiological implications for the present study. After all, Stalinism is a 
political term and the Russian Federation is a political realm being built on the ruins of 
the Soviet empire. 
Missiological implications 
It is true that neither Moses nor Jesus left a comprehensive political theory. As 
Voegelin observes, "we cannot extract political content from either the Decalogue or 
from the Sermon on the Mount." It is equally true, however, that if the community of 
faith is determined to follow fundamental principles for authentic faith and life, neither 
her determination nor its consequences can be entirely apolitical. As John Stott put it, 
"political action (which could be defined as love seeking justice for the oppressed) is a 
legitimate extrapolation from the biblical emphasis on the practical priorities of love."20' 
The separation between the state and religious associations, which was declared by the 
Russian Constitution (1993, Article 14, paragraph 2), does not demand that the church 
turn a blind eye to the developments taking place in the political realm of the country. 
Rather, the fact that the church prays about the coming of God's kingdom (Luke 11:2) 
involves a necessity to be concerned about the relationship between this otherworldly 
kingdom—of which the church must be a symbol and foretaste—and contemporary 
forms of political power. This concern points out the necessity to perform a spiritual-
political price of refusing to confess the lordship of Caesar with the same lips that confessed the 
sole lordship of Christ." Wright, 311. 
203Eric Voegelin, "Natural Law in Political Theory," in The Collected Works of Eric 
Voegelin, vol. 33, The Drama of Humanity and Other Miscellaneous Papers, 1939-1985, ed. 
William Petropulos and Gilbert Weiss (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 2004), 119. 
204Stott, The Contemporary Christian, 350. 
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political analysis of a given culture and raises the issue of responsibility of church 
leadership. 
A need for a spiritual-political analysis. It is no secret that there has always 
been "the tension between a truth of society and a truth of the soul."2 5 This should not 
mean, however, that ambiguity toward politics is a justified position for a community of 
faith.206 Whenever there is a clash between the two truths the direction pointed out by 
Jesus (Luke 20:25) and His apostles (Acts 5:29)—to render to Caesar what is Caesar's but 
to render to God what is God's—is a guide for action.207 At the same time, if the church 
takes seriously the ethics of Jesus' Sermon on the Plain (Luke 6:17-49), it does not have a 
right to ignore social evils, especially if the dominant culture pays no or little attention to 
Eric Voegelin, The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, vol. 5, Modernity without 
Restraint: The Political Religions, The New Science of Politics, and Science, Politics, and 
Gnosticism, ed. Manfred Henningsen (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 2000), 215. 
206For example, there is obvious uncertainty in the Russian Adventists' position toward 
politics as seen from the contradiction that crept into The Foundations of Social Teaching of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church in Russia. The document states that the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church in Russia "does not feel called upon to make any statements regarding the political order, 
forms of public administration or conduct of state affairs" (Krushenitsky, 67). On the very next 
page The Foundations asserts something directly contrary to the above: "The church reserves to 
itself the r ight . . . to raise its prophetic voice against those forms of public administration which 
debase human dignity" (ibid., 68). This inconsistency in defining the church's attitude to the 
political realm can be further demonstrated by the claim that the church's mission "has had 
nothing to do with the politics . . . but has always been turned toward man, toward protection of 
his rights and dignity" (ibid., 67) as if the latter were outside of politics. 
Russian Adventism is not an exception but reflects the same inconsistencies and 
contradictoriness toward politics and human rights which have been demonstrated throughout the 
history of the Seventh-day Adventist Church as a whole. Zdravko Plantak, The Silent Church: 
Human Rights and Adventist Social Ethics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998), 208. 
As stated in Declaration of the Seventh-day Adventist Church on Church-State 
relations, "When we are faced with a situation in which the law of the land conflicts with biblical 
mandates, however, we concur with the Scriptural injunction that we ought to obey God rather 
than man." See Declaration of the Seventh-day Adventist Church on Church-State Relations, 
http://www.adventist.org/beliefs/other_documents/other_doc8.html (accessed 19 Feb. 2007). 
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them. "A Pilate's washing of hands is not permissible for the Christian conscience." 
To the contrary, these evils must be dealt with in a proactive rather than reactive way. 
Sometimes even a refusal to call evil good requires having plenty of grit (Isa 5:20). It is 
not right to close one's eyes to evil only because it is done or tolerated by the state. 
Instead, as Bosch asserts, "like its Lord, the church-in-mission must take sides, for life 
and against death, for justice and against oppression."210 In addition, "a fixation on the 
parousia at the end simply means that we are evading our responsibilities in the here and 
now."211 
When Paul said that "there is no authority except from God" (Rom 13:1), the 
context to these words clearly shows that he assumed that the governing authorities are 
instituted by God to promote good and resist evil. If under certain conditions the political 
situation is reversed, then intellectual, moral, social, and spiritual resistance to state-
sponsored evil becomes a virtuous imperative rather than sin. The case of Christ 
interrogated by both political and religious authorities is clear proof to that. 
Responsibility of church leadership. When historical forces produce a clash 
between truth of the state and truth of the soul and produce worldview crisis and chaos, it 
208As Beach points out, "Christians should participate in the public forum, offering a 
significant ethical vision. Yes, the church must be separate from the state but not alienated from 
or indifferent to society." Bert B. Beach, "Should the Christian Mission Focus on Salvation or 
Society?" Ministry, March 2007, 27. 
209Fyodor A. Stepun, "XpHCTHaHCTBO H nojiHTHica" (Christianity and politics), in 
CoHUHenuH (Collected Works), comp. V. K. Kantor (Moscow: Rosspen, 2000), 412. 
210Bosch, 426. 
2I1Ibid. 
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is the church leader's duty to help his flock in such a way that their choice would be truly 
an informed choice. As Ellul convincingly argues, 
Christian realism leads to evaluating every political situation in its evolution relative 
to this kingdom of God, for every political situation necessarily locates itself relative 
to it, whether as a prophetic announcement, or as a Refusal. . . . And the genuine, 
concrete, historic development of a historic situation depends, not on a dialectical 
or logical process, but on this relationship, announced or refused, with the kingdom 
of God. It is thus that the church must understand the reality of the world, and as 
long as she does not do this work, all her declarations and her works serve 
nothing.213 
The experiences of some faith communities in Soviet Russia and elsewhere 
teach that current political developments must be of no lesser concern for the church than 
its long-held theological beliefs. It is not biblically justifiable to leave the issue of 
spiritual discernment entirely for the decision of the individuals without properly 
informing and warning the members about the undercurrents of the spiritual and political 
domains. It is equally unacceptable to do the assessment of the spiritual-political aspect 
of culture on any basis other than the Word of God. Otherwise, political correctness, lack 
of spiritual discernment, or ordinary human cowardice can lead to deplorable situations 
on a large scale as happened in Russia under the Bolsheviks,214 in Germany under 
212Voegelin's reflections on the dangers that threaten democracy have some relevance as 
to how theologians and church leaders can help the flock to be better informed citizens and 
church members: "A democracy is in danger when the individual citizens are, for one reason or 
another, either incapable or unwilling to be well-informed, reasoning, arguing, debating citizens 
forming opinions and making them effective by speech, writing, associations, etc.; or, when the 
citizens no longer produce out of their midst a sufficient number of individuals who are ready to 
assume political responsibility in a democratic temper." Eric Voegelin, "Democracy and the 
Individual," in The Drama of Humanity and Other Miscellaneous Papers, 1939-1985, 25. 
213Jacques Ellul, "Political Realism (Problems of Civilization III)," in Sources and 
Trajectories, 83. 
214For example, the implementation of Marxian dogmas by the Bolsheviks in Russia was 
not anticipated by conventional theological thinking of Adventism. In fact, as was stated in a pro-
Soviet declaration adopted at the fifth All-Council Convention in Moscow in 1924, "Immediately 
after the appearance of the Soviet Government in the territory of Czarist Russia, the Seventh-Day 
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Adolph Hitler,215 and in China under Mao Zedong.216 
If there is a lesson to learn from the Soviet past, it is perhaps a warning to never 
again separate the theme of the spiritual from political life. There appears an ever urgent 
Adventists who resided in the Socialist Soviet Republic never doubted that the slogans of the 
Soviet Government, such as 'the transition from capitalism to socialism,' 'all government in the 
hands of the working farmer,' 'equal rights and self-administration for all ethnic groups,' 'religious 
and antireligious propaganda,' 'the Soviet Republic—a shelter for the victims of religious 
persecution,' 'separation of church and state,' are a magnet which unites all serious-thinking 
people into a strong Soviet republic. Based on the principle of divine assistance to governments, 
we are convinced that God in his providence guided the heart of our unforgettable W. J. Lenin 
and gave him as well as his immediate followers the wisdom to create the only progressive, up-
to-date form of government existing in the whole world today." Daniel Heinz, "Origin and 
Growth of the Adventists in Russia: A Historical Survey," Journal of the American Historical 
Society of Germans from Russia 10, no. 4 (Winter 1987): 42. 
215An important point is made by Roland Blaich who observed with regard to the church-
state relations in Germany under Hitler that "since Adventist apocalypticism had so long focused 
on the enemy in Rome, they may have been blind to the growing on the political right." Roland 
Blaich, "Nazi Race Hygiene and the Adventists," in Thinking in the Shadow of Hell: The Impact 
of the Holocaust on Theology and Jewish-Christian Relations, ed. Jacques B. Doukhan (Berrien 
Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 2002), 182. This comment may also apply to theological 
confusion of Adventism in Soviet Russia and, probably, to its higher constituencies. Unbalanced 
emphasis on apocalypticism at the expense of paying attention to the present-day political 
developments can be fatal for the very identity and mission of the church. See also the following 
articles by the same author: "Selling Nazi Germany Abroad: The Case of Hulda Jost," Journal of 
Church and State 35, no. 4 (Autumn 1993): 807-31; "Health Reform and Race Hygiene: 
Adventists and the Biomedical Vision of the Third Reich," Christian History 65, no. 3 
(September 1996): 425-40; "Religion under National Socialism: The Case of the German 
Adventist Church," Central European History 26, no. 3 (September 1993): 255-80; "A Tale of 
Two Leaders: German Methodists and the Nazi State," Church History 70, no. 2 (June 2001): 
199-225. According to an interview with Fritz Holl (conducted 28 July 1986), a retired church 
administrator in the Nazi era, Adventists were "too narrowly informed" and had not considered 
the "broad currents of time and thought." Roland Blaich, "Nazi Race Hygiene and the 
Adventists," 189. 
216Another example comes from China. As Leslie Lyall, formerly with the China Inland 
Mission, says it in his confession to the Chinese brethren, "we neglected to prepare you for the 
Advent of a Communist government: we seldom discussed social and political issues from the 
Biblical point of view. We were not very sure ourselves what we believed about Church and 
State, so we kept quiet—criminally quiet. And when the crunch came you were found wanting— 
uncertain, bewildered, without convictions, disunited." Ralph Neall and Beatrice Neall, "The 
Rains Descended and the Floods Came—A Survey of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 
Communist China," term paper for CH 570 History of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, 
Andrews University, May 1971, 57. 
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need to perform a spiritual-political analysis on a given culture. If the church does not 
undertake any Bible-based theological reflection on major political trends, both involving 
domestic politics and the international scene, it misses a chance to have God speak to the 
present. And if God speaks to the future and future only, God becomes irrelevant for 
today. Another consequence is that members' attitudes and values are shaped primarily by 
the media which speaks to the present, but often in a biased way from an unwritten rule to 
serve the interests of the stakeholders rather than to dig down to the objective, politically 
inexpedient truth. When the church removes itself from addressing the evils of society as 
long as they do not touch its adherents (including intrusions upon freedom of conscience, 
prohibition for the right to know religious truth and follow it in daily life, inclinations 
toward despotism, aggressiveness, and derogation from the rights of religious minorities, 
etc.) such a position can hardly be justified by the social ethics of Jesus (Luke 6:31; 
10:25-37). The church may be ruined organizationally but not spiritually and 
theologically if it adheres to what it believes is right and wrong. A deal with the devil, 
made in the name of political expediency, seduces the church and strips it of spiritual 
decency and social credibility.217 
Conclusion 
This chapter addressed the trauma of Stalinism from the standpoint of a 
missiological reading of Luke 4:16-21. This programmatic sermon of Jesus at Nazareth, 
whose meaning is unfolded in the larger context of Luke-Acts, is of primary importance 
217The two major aspects of political participation suitable to the healing ministry of the 
Russian Christian community, namely a creating of an externally focused self-awareness and 
practical involvement in the life of the polis, will be presented in the final section of the following 
chapter of this study. 
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for the current Russian culture warped by the forces of the demonic realm. The rationale 
for using Luke-Acts in a post-Soviet theology of mission and the cluster of theological 
theses that underlie Jesus' program of liberation are both foundational for a missiological 
paradigm intended for post-totalitarian Russian society. A close analysis of Luke 4:16-21 
revealed four main facets of Jesus' program of liberation which are indispensable for a 
culturally sensitive and biblically authentic approach to Christian mission in a 
traumatized society: the hermeneutic of actuality (reading the Scripture communally and 
interpreting community story scripturally), the principle of binding together worship and 
deliverance, the Lukan theology of oikos, and the political implications of the liberation 
program outlined in that passage. 
First, the Russian Christian community in its quest for authenticity needs to 
understand the rationale of Jesus' liberation program. Just as Jesus was able to locate 
Himself deeply in the historical and cultural reality of His community, so too every 
community of faith in present-day Russia has to learn how to bring together the world of 
the Scripture and that of the contemporary culture. In other words, there is always a need 
to understand what it means to read the Scripture communally and interpret the 
community's story scripturally. To be more specific, the task of developing a 
theologically sound explanation of such a significant religio-political phenomenon as 
Russian Marxism-in-power remains a challenge which, if unresolved, may continue to 
hinder the development of culturally appropriate forms of mission. Conversely, the 
theological self-reflection of the Russian Christian community will help the church to 
establish a common ground with the traumatized culture. As a result, the bearers of Jesus' 
story will know how to share it with their fellow citizens in a way that touches the depths 
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of their predicament and makes a difference in their lives. In this respect, it is vital for the 
church to effectively elaborate theological language and imagery that address both the 
Soviet and post-Soviet culture of Russia in a meaningful, cliche-free way. 
Second, central to the Sabbath commandment (Deut 5:15) and to the ministry of 
the "Lord of the Sabbath" (Luke 6:5; cf. 4:18; 13:10-17) is the idea of holistic liberation 
which suggests a shift from a mere theocentric model of worship to that of a theocentric 
and anthropocentric model. This means that the profoundly countercultural potential of 
the Sabbath must be realized in worship if it is to make "straight" those who are 
repeatedly "bent-over" by oppressive everydayness. Challenging the status quo and a 
reality of post-Soviet society that exudes a culture of cruelty and death, Sabbath worship 
must create a counter-reality by affirming the image of God in traumatized individuals. 
Sabbath worship redefines the identity of humans and provides both a temporal and 
spatial setting within which to experience the power of God's liberation. As Jesus' healing 
of the bent woman demonstrates (Luke 13:10-17), the Sabbath is meant to be a counter-
force resisting and overcoming the demoralizing and demonizing influences of the 
dominant culture. The truths of Jesus' second coming and God's eternal kingdom must be 
experienced in the present setting of His transformative presence amidst His followers 
and in the company of fellow believers in a non-judgmental, compassionate environment 
of genuine solidarity of the destitute. 
Third, Luke's theology of God as Father and Head of the new household strongly 
suggests reading Jesus' story as an invitation to enter God's oikos and join the family of 
the Divine. The imagery of the parable of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11-32), if read 
against the backdrop of the trauma of Stalinism, portrays the greatest need and the 
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greatest opportunity of Russians: to come to their senses, as it were, and return home. The 
parable's image of God as a compassionate and forgiving (healing) Father is a restoration 
paradigm meant for those who not only sinned gravely but have been mercilessly sinned 
against, which is for post-Soviet Russians. The Lukan philosophy of the Divine-human 
oikos bridges a worldview chasm caused by the break-up of communism. In this oikos, 
the traumatized individuals and communities are able to understand not only what the 
oppressive system has done to them but, most importantly, what it means to be welcomed 
home by their compassionate Father. 
The Lukan vision of the Divine-human oikos also provides an ethical framework 
for a theology of human worth and dignity that is foundational for evangelism and social 
responsibility. Humans are to be liberated and brought home precisely because God loves 
them and sees worth in them (Luke 12:7, 24, 28). They are a reflection of His image and 
likeness. They are sons and daughters of God and not a resource for extracting gold or 
merely a workforce. In the context of post-Marxist Russia, the main motivation behind 
the church's liberation program is not a desire to multiply Christians but genuine concern 
for the holistic well-being of the traumatized. This understanding necessarily entails not 
only evangelism but also social involvement in the lives of individuals and society as a 
whole. In fact, both the Christian church and the home must become places where the 
core ethical principles of Jesus' evangel (social justice, peace, reconciliation, mercy, 
forgiveness, etc.) are taught and practiced. By doing what is being taught, families 
comprising the local churches may become the nuclei for the transformation of the whole 
society. 
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In addition, the Christian message must appeal to the relational aspect of one's 
personality just as thoroughly as it appeals to the intellectual and spiritual dimensions. 
The fact that the oikos of God was personified and embodied in Jesus implies that God 
seeks relationships and works through them. What follows is that the invitation to repent 
and to believe in the gospel must be supported by a caring social setting of the church. 
Spiritual children are to be born out of and into love relationships that must be 
characteristic to the community of faith and truth. However correct and accurate the 
propositional truths concerning the hereafter might be, if unmediated through 
relationships of compassion, understanding, hospitality, and justice as well as 
experienced in the Eucharistic sharing of bread and wine, such doctrinal statements will 
sound like religious-ideological cliches rather than as ever fresh and relevant words of 
life (Acts 5:20). By creating a rich variety of social activities for women, men, and 
children the local congregations will actually establish the multiple channels of meeting 
each others' needs, nurturing healing and spiritual growth. 
Finally, Jesus' program of liberation presupposes an ever-present tension between 
the kingdom of God and political kingdoms of this world. Although, according to Lukan 
theology, "no political force, Roman included, overcomes God's plan,"218 the latter can be 
significantly hindered. The forces that held control over oikoumene in Jesus' time (Luke 
4:5-6) still exist and exercise their power over contemporary political realms. As a result, 
the church's determination to follow, for example, the ethics of the Sermon on the Plain 
(Luke 6:17-49) will in one way or another bring about clashes between the two 
2I8Robert F. O'Toole, "Luke's Position on Politics and Society in Luke-Acts," in Political 
Issues in Luke-Acts, 8. 
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kingdoms. To render to God what is God's (Luke 20:25) means to take sides with those 
whom Jesus sided with: "the poor." By definition, this moral and social stance cannot be 
politically neutral. If the church wants to be faithful to the high calling of proclaiming 
recovery of sight to the blind (Luke 4:18), it has no right to be selective and close its eyes 
on certain evils only because they are done or tolerated by the state. The self-removal of 
the church from addressing the evils of society as long as they do not impact its members 
can hardly be justified by the social ethics of Jesus (Luke 6:31; 10:25-37). 
The Russian Christian community is neither a state's servant nor a state 
institution. Although the church cannot and should not be involved in the struggle for 
political power, to retain its spiritual power and use it in constructive ways, the 
communities of faith in Russia dare not view themselves outside the life of the polis. 
Regardless of how big or small memberships may be, churches constitute a force that 
shapes certain attitudes toward truth and reality of human existence, toward the kingdom 
of God and the kingdoms of the world. The reason why the church exists in the world 
requires its adherents to use their intellectual, spiritual, moral, social, and legal powers to 
articulate God's voice and materialize His will concerning everything that belongs to His 
domain; and there is nothing, including politics, which can be found outside of His 
domain. It is then that God's will which is done in heaven (Luke 11:2) will also be 
brought to earth.219 
219George E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
1974), 69. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In his missiological reflection on how sin affects human society and history, 
Wright notes: 
If our mission is bringing good news into every area of human life, then it calls 
for some research and analysis as to what exactly constitutes the bad news, 
horizontally in the structures of a given society and vertically in its history. Many 
factors will be uncovered in the process. But only as they are uncovered can 
the cleansing, healing and reconciling power of the gospel undo their dismal 
effects.1 
Having in mind this frame of reference, chapters 2 and 3 enquired into what really 
constituted the bad news of Stalinism in Russian history of the twentieth century. The 
fourth chapter, on the other hand, inquired into the liberating and healing nature of Jesus' 
evangel—the good news about God as Father. 
There were three main questions that I sought to answer in this multidisciplinary 
study. First, what was the phenomenon of Stalinism experienced by the occupants of 
Kolyma Gulag as described in Varlam T. Shalamov's Kolymskie rasskazyl Second, what 
was the impact of Stalinism on the worldview and everyday life of the Soviet citizenry as 
evidenced in historical record? Finally, what a missiological response should the Russian 
Christian community provide to a culture that was so heavily stricken with 
Stalinism? 
'Wright, 240. 
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To gain a deeper understanding of Stalinism, this work conceptualized this 
phenomenon as being closely interwoven with the spiritual realm. My task was to look 
beyond the empirically observable realms of human existence and consider the social 
engineering carried out during the Stalinist cultural revolution (late 1920s—early 1930s) 
and its aftermath in conjunction with Holy Scripture and its two-kingdom theology. To 
better comprehend the trauma of Stalinism, the narratives of Kolymskie rasskazy provided 
an empirical (based on sensory evidence) inquiry into the reality of enormous sufferings 
experienced by the inmates of the Kolyma Gulag. Reading Shalamov's tales was a means 
to uncover the nature and extent of the wounds that the Russian national psyche suffered 
during the heyday of Stalinism. Holy Scripture, on the other hand, provided the 
theological (faith-based) inquiry into the causes and implications of those sufferings. The 
concluding three sections present the findings of this dissertation and their missiological 
implications. 
The Impacts of Stalinism on the "Small Zone" 
In Kolymskie rasskazy, this firsthand literary and historical testimony of life and 
death as experienced in the forced-labor camps of The Far East Trust, Shalamov 
powerfully depicts the phenomena of total rastlenie (moral depravity) and psychosocial 
disintegration that plagued the inmates of Kolyma. "The camp," states Shalamov, "is a 
totally negative school, even an hour mustn't be spent there—this would be an hour of 
depravation."2 The author provides the reader with a narrative of human departure from 
what it means to be human and, on a deeper level of his tales, demonstrates that not only 
the state, the professional criminals, and the harsh natural environment were responsible 
2NB, 839. 
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for the moral apostasy of the camp inmates; the fatal transition from a state of being 
human to the state of being non-human often depended on one's choice: either to 
victimize others or be a victim oneself, to kill or be killed oneself, to steal from others or 
be robbed, to inform on others or be informed on. This choice, however, was determined 
either by one's ultimate allegiance to God (or stemming from His Law moral principles) 
or by subjection to the (self-)destructive forces released from human nature. 
It must be re-emphasized that the characters of Kolymskie rasskazy are highly 
representative and function as paradigms of a bigger universe than what appears on the 
surface of the narrative. On a subtler level, Shalamov's magnum opus suggests that 
Stalinism and the death camps, flourishing within this political and cultural system, were 
the natural result of people's erasing God from all human affairs. Hence Shalamov's 
assertion: "We do not know what stands behind God, behind faith, but we clearly see . . . 
what stands behind disbelief." Kolymskie rasskazy, therefore, can be legitimately called 
a weeping over the greatest loss a human has ever experienced—a loss of self in the loss 
of God. In this respect, Kolymskie rasskazy is a story of people who agonizingly found 
themselves face to face with absolute evil, with God in absentia. 
Other autobiographical works of Shalamov can also be considered as the painful 
recounting of trauma that mirrored and magnified the moral and social wounds around it.4 
Reflecting on the devastating impact of the October Revolution on the lives of his family, 
Shalamov wrote, "The year 1918 brought collapse to all our family."5 This was certainly 
3NB, 842. 
4Cf.Todorov, 159. 
5CW, 4:128. 
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true not only of his parents, two brothers and two sisters, but of many millions of other 
families and households. 
As the historical backdrop of Shalamov's writings suggests, during the Bolshevik 
Russia's transition from proto-capitalism to the historical realization of the Utopian 
communism, her population was actually turned into raw material to be used in grand 
social experiments. In that process of all-out transformation, the world of the so-called 
corrective-labor camps became an emblematic feature of the Soviet power, Soviet 
history, and Soviet culture. From its inception in 1918 and especially during the 
formative years of the Bolshevik state under the dictatorship of Stalin (1929-1953), the 
Soviet Gulag "processed" millions of people, fracturing families and depriving 
individuals of their basic rights, human dignity, physical and psychic health, and often 
life itself. As a result, Stalinism became a prolonged phenomenon of trauma-in-history. 
There is little doubt that the traumatic microcosm of Shalamov's characters 
belongs to the larger cultural world—namely, the macrocosm of everyday Stalinism. 
"The camp," asserts Shalamov, "is the imprint of our lives. . . . [It] is like the world at 
large."6 In Shalamov's writings are found one of the most successful attempts not only 
to conceptualize the Gulag experiences but also to describe their impacts on the entire 
Soviet cultural matrix. According to the author, the basic features of the Gulag subculture 
had a cancerous effect on the minds and souls of Russian people. As he stated in a 
notebook dated 8 December 1968, "here is the main theme of [our] time—the 
depravation that Stalin introduced into the people's souls."7 
6
"There is No One to Blame in the Camp," CW, 4:263. 
7NB, 295. 
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The Impacts of Stalinism on the "Big Zone" 
Among the losses of Russia under the communist regime the multigenerational 
damage done to human capital was the highest. The system of socioeconomic and 
ideological compulsion generated a culture of moral depravity and multiple forms of 
psychosocial aberration. If considered in terms of its multigenerational effect, Stalinism 
brought forth such an exceedingly eclectic and deeply traumatized anthropological 
species as Homo Sovieticus. 
Philosophically, the worldview of Homo Sovieticus can be characterized by 
Utopian dreams of social transformation. It was a totalitarian worldview that held an iron 
grip on the entire population. Marxism-Leninism, when applied to the deeply patriarchal 
culture of Russia, brought into being an ideology known for its secular millenarianism 
and aggressiveness. It was an inner-world eschatology that took on the most extreme of 
forms. The Bolsheviks' vision for an all-out cultural transformation was destructive by its 
utter disregard for the fundamental values of human life, freedom, and individuality. 
Having no alternative, people absorbed an outlook which was counter-productive to their 
own well-being and sane development. 
Socially, the Soviet person possessed a personality type leaning toward a 
community-oriented hierarchy of values. The notion of the collective was considered to 
be more significant than the individual self. The individual was defined in its relation to 
the collective. This conceptualization resulted in the destruction of a sense of personal 
responsibility, the value of independence, initiative, and enterprise. In order to survive, 
Homo Sovieticus had to internalize time-serving attitudes, including that of chiseling and 
window-dressing. The surviving mechanisms often gave rise to conflicting ways of 
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behaving: on the one hand, there was a fleeing from the over-supervision of the state into 
the shell of the reserve; on the other, there was vigilance displayed for the sake of the 
cause of communism. If seen in the broader historical context, the low rating of the role 
of the human factor in societal development was one of the root causes of its ultimate 
collapse in 1991.8 
Psychologically and behaviorally, the Soviet experiment produced an unsettled 
personality type distinguished by a number of splits: being versus pretending, thinking 
versus speaking, speaking versus doing. A phenomenon of doublethink, a stable system 
of double standards that separates the criterion of "it-is-necessary" from the criterion "it-
is-true," became characteristic of consciousness of Homo Sovieticus. This phenomenon 
had a corrupting effect on the morality of the Soviet citizenry, an inclination toward a 
non-legal type of mentality and behavior. In addition, the enemy complex and fear 
engrained in the very soul of Homo Sovieticus, turned out to be a psychopathological 
constant which has been bequeathed to present-day Russians. 
Ethically, the Soviet person is known for its "polycentric relativism."1 Shaped by 
a culture that warped basic moral principles and as such never considered human life and 
dignity to be of the highest value, Homo Sovieticus is distinguished by its apathy and 
indifference to the sufferings of neighbors. As Dubin points out, "a negative attitude to 
the other [fellow human being] has been laid in the very anthropology of the Soviet 
society."1 During the communist era, people's basic concepts of good and evil were 
8Zaslavkaia, 13. 
9Levada et al., From Opinions to Understanding, 409. 
10Ibid., 510. 
"Dubin, 249. 
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severely warped and the moral scales shifted resulting in the increase of crime, violence, 
corruption, and other social vices. This became evident in the period of socioeconomic 
reforms in the 1990s when the state withdrew its control and paternalistic interference in 
the everyday life of its citizens. More often than not Homo Sovieticus was guided by 
considerations of short-term advantage than by a strong sense of law. This lack of respect 
for law is rooted in a culture that not only generated violence but itself was subject to 
victimization. 
Although scholars in various fields admit that they do not yet fully know how to 
evaluate, measure, and conceptualize wide-scale impacts of Stalinism, among the major 
social dimensions of Soviet trauma one can identify familial, societal, and individual 
aspects. It is clear that the psycho-social trauma transmitted itself from generation to 
generation via the institute of the family. Furthermore, Soviet socio-economic 
experiments produced a profound collective trauma. As Erickson asserts, this kind of 
trauma results in a gradual realization that "the community no longer exists as an 
effective source of support and that an important part of the self has disappeared."12 As 
far as the individual aspect of trauma is concerned, probably the most destructive and the 
least capable of repair was a phenomenon of doublethink. Thus, one of the ways to 
conceptualize the Soviet period of Russian history is to view it in terms of the prolonged 
psychosocial traumatization caused by large-scale socioeconomic calamities. Those 
events disrupted the first part of the twentieth century causing a deterioration of reality 
and subtle traumatizations of everyday life under Stalinism. Trauma of the past begot the 
trauma of the present. This reality of socially and politically sustained wounds extends 
12Erickson, 233. 
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across generations and reverberates in the present-day social milieu of Russia affecting 
their identities and worldviews, behavioral patterns and moral values. 
Finally, a biblical-theological assessment of Stalinism reveals that once a 
totalitarian system of pseudo-religious theocracy was established, the result was a culture 
demoniacally infected by the worldview of Marxism-Leninism. Being not just a 
sociopolitical system, but a state of mind, Stalinism resulted in legitimization and 
institutionalization of a culture of death and lawlessness. It was a culture challenging the 
very nature and existence of God. Looking at the Bolsheviks' experiments through the 
prism of biblical revelation reveals that the near absolute power in the hands of atheistic 
sectarians and political extremists erected a Spiritless, dehumanized kingdom that 
unleashed "the works of the flesh" (Gal 5:19-21). 
Taking into consideration this reality of the bad news about Stalinism, what then 
constitutes the counter-reality of the good news as presented in the Nazareth Manifesto of 
Jesus (Luke 4:16-21)? 
The Healing Power of the Divine Oikos 
A missiological reading of Luke 4:16-21 reveals that there is a remedy that can be 
applied by the Russian Christian community to the traumatic aftereffects of Soviet 
totalitarianism. The Nazareth Manifesto of Jesus points toward a God whose power not 
merely matches but actually exceeds the forces of spiritual brokenness and moral 
depravity. And this hope for Russians who suffered under the godless regime is not a new 
social Utopia; rather, it is rooted in the compassionate reality of the Divine. 
The method of socio-textual interaction (interpreting the Soviet history 
scripturally and reading the Scripture communally), utilized throughout this study, set 
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forth a certain conception of Christian mission intended for contemporary Russia. When 
• 11 
history is envisioned as the stage on which the drama of human salvation is played out, 
then Christian mission is understood in terms of the commitment to liberation, healing, 
and transformation.14 At the heart of this approach to mission lies the Lukan imagery of a 
God who has compassion on "the poor" (the traumatized), who enters their dysfunctional 
oikos,l$ casts out its demons, and calls on humans to enter the oikos of the Divine. By 
doing so, God invites women and men to join the family of the triune God and to become 
free and compassionate participants in His mission. 
To be better aligned with God's mission of healing, it is not enough for the church 
to be engaged in dialogue with the surrounding culture, however important this dialogue 
might be. A far more significant task is to be actively involved in a direct and immediate 
ministry of healing. To that end, the following three missiological strategies must be 
considered essential to the reality of post-Soviet society. 
First, the profoundly countercultural power of the worship service needs to be re-
gained and channeled toward healing the worshippers who have inherited not only 
traumas of the past but are being repeatedly traumatized by the everyday spiritual and 
socioeconomic pressures. Calling the worshipers to experience the liberating power of the 
Christian evangel is, in fact, inviting them to become more fully human.16 As the worship 
is structured from the standpoint of the traumatized, it will work powerfully to restore in 
13Bevans and Shroeder, 70. 
14Wright,44-5. 
"'interestingly, on December 20, 1953, Shalamov, a Gulag survivor who just returned 
home, wrote to Pasternak, "in Christianity . .. everything has to do with advent, with the 
appearance of God in everyday life (vyavlenii Boga v byt)." NB, 422. 
16Cf. Wright, 424. 
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them the image of God. The worship and liturgy of the church, then, create a context in 
which God's power over all demonic influences sets at liberty everyone who seeks 
freedom in Him, to live in loving obedience to His commandments. An effective way to 
resist the demoralizing and demonizing power of the dominant culture would be to 
experience the counterforce of Divine compassion, forgiveness, and love springing from 
the Spirit of God, from the Word of God, and from the community of the Word. Needless 
to say, if Christian community does not provide an ample worshipful environment to 
liberate those who suffer from "the hauntingly possessive ghosts"17 of the demonic past 
and is unable to disempower the forces of the corrupted culture, it will fail to become a 
vehicle of Divine healing. 
Worship is not only the church's sacred duty but also God's way of ministering to 
each worshiper. If viewed from such a perspective, ways of mediating Christ's healing 
presence in weekly as well as in the daily worship activities of the church members 
should be created through prayers, songs and music, testimonies and admonitions, 
sermons, confession, and other participatory (liturgical) elements of the worship service. 
Opportunities must be provided for those burdened with a sense of guilt or with sins 
needing to be confessed to experience the healing power of Christ. A culturally sensitive 
ritual of lament should be developed to become an appropriate tool to liberate people 
from the pain and heaviness of the past. If people need to cry out in their sorrows, that 
possibility must be provided. If they need a listening ear, that should be available. 
Pastoral visits even when not requested (cf. Luke 19:5) must become part of the ministry 
of the church. An offer to pray for the sick and distressed at every weekly church service 
17LaCapra, xi. 
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should be articulated. People with the gift of prayer and healing should be set apart and 
trained to deal specifically with the traumatized. Christ's admonition to not be led into 
temptation (Luke 11:4) must become part of the theology and praxis of ministry. People 
need to learn how to resist the demoralizing influences of the surrounding culture. The 
communion service should be considered as an unique opportunity to realize the restoring 
power of Christ, the "wounded Healer," who brings His healing touch to the broken-
hearted. The Word of God should be preached not just to inform, to catechize, and to 
educate the worshippers but also to liberate them from the depressing everydayness and 
from the spirit of despair and hopelessness. 
In addition, the healing power of Christ must not only be experienced but also 
celebrated by the community of faith. Temptations resisted, sins overcome, and wounds 
healed must be publicly celebrated with praise and thanksgiving. In this way the presence 
of Christ can impact an ever expanding circle of hurting and traumatized people in 
society. 
Second, just as God chose the family/household as both the social structure and 
spatial location for the ministry of His Messiah,18 so too the contemporary church-in-
culture must consider this approach as her modus operandi. Keeping in mind the fact that 
it was primarily the institution of the family that suffered the most under Stalinism, Jesus' 
words from the Nazareth Manifesto—"to evangelize the poor"—must be understood also 
to include the liberation, healing, and transformation of human families. The only way to 
impact the dominion the devil has over Russian households is to liberate them with the 
power of Jesus' evangel—the good news about God as Father. In this respect, the Lukan 
18Destro and Pesce, 233. 
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representation of God as Father must be understood as an invitation to join Familia Dei, 
to be engrafted into the family tree rooted in the Godhead. Only in this new Divine-
human oikos will the traumatized children of God gain their true identity and worth, true 
freedom and true selfhood, true joy and true peace. 
This new Divine-human oikos must involve itself in teaching God's ideal for 
families, His ideal for the role of fathers, mothers, and children. A powerful way to 
address the multigenerational trauma is to develop and encourage multigenerational 
healing through a sustained modeling of gospel principles of family life. Christian 
households must teach discipline and moral responsibility, preparing children for 
adulthood. Christian families in Russia must break the cycle of past moral depravity and 
family disintegration, nurturing the present and future generations in new family values, 
new attitudes, and new patterns of family life. The Christian families should not be 
exclusive or separate from those in its community, but must reach out to heal the wounds 
of the past that have caused much divorce, single parents, widows, and orphans. The 
church must be a healing family for the community by extending God's hospitality to the 
hurting members of society and by accepting and embracing of all who need to feel 
welcome in the Christian community. 
Furthermore, the hospitality of God means entering God's oikos and entering 
God's story.19 The call to believe and follow Jesus is an invitation to enter the grand story 
of God, to become a character in that story; it is an appeal to undertake the task of 
writing, as it were, the third volume of Luke-Acts. Entering deeply into the setting of 
God's story of healing is not only a matter of consuming the scriptural story of Jesus of 
19Loughlin, 86-7. 
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Nazareth but also a matter of being with those who were traumatized, entering into their 
story and their everydayness, living with them, and becoming part of their story. 
Regardless of how tragic a story of Stalinist trauma was and is—a story of "martyrs who 
were not, who could not and did not become heroes"21—the Russian Christian 
community must consider itself to be a vital part of a grander narrative, that is, a story of 
God's healing of the wounds of the social body of Russia. 
Finally, there are two major aspects of political participation suitable to the 
healing ministry of the Russian Christian community: first, by creating an externally 
focused self-awareness, and second, by practical involvement in the life of the polis. In 
the first, the gift of spiritual discernment must be applied to the realm of political power. 
To understand the spiritual undercurrents of the political world and their social 
implications is an important step toward acquiring a sound missional identity. The more 
the church advances in her comprehension of sociopolitical reality, the clearer she sees 
what needs to be addressed by her healing ministry. Furthermore, bearing in mind that the 
likelihood of the recurrence of new socio-political upheavals in Russia is not entirely 
ruled out, the community of faith must be willing to learn how to avoid past mistakes 
when she found herself under considerable pressure from a totalitarian regime. 
The second aspect may be gleaned from an inquiry into the political meaning of 
Jesus' inaugural address, namely the social ethics of the church. The prophetic calling of 
the church requires her doing something more than just taking sides with "the poor." In a 
proactive way, the church must be willing to present a clear standard of truth, morality, 
human worth, dignity, freedom, and civil responsibility. By committing herself to voicing 
20Loughlin, 87. 
21
"About Prose," CW, 4:362. 
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God's intention for His creation, the church will actually materialize the notion of a God 
who not only sees and restrains the evils of society but actively creates a counter-reality, 
that is, a reality of His healing and transformative presence at all levels of human 
existence. The church is to be the hands and feet of God going and ministering to those in 
need. In short, the members of the oikos of God have a mission: to leaven the polis of 
humans from the inside out. 
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APPENDIX 
SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF VARLAM SHALAMOV22 
In his code of belief, his sufferings as a prisoner, and his prosaic and poetic 
references to his overwhelming experiences, Varlam Tikhonovich Shalamov was the 
archetypical representative of the terrifying events that were endemic in the Soviet Union 
during the rule of Joseph Stalin. He left fictionalized accounts of what ranks as one of the 
most horrific series of events to blight the twentieth century: the Great Terror in the 
Soviet Union, with millions sentenced to prison camps in the gulag. Because, as one of its 
most thorough and faithful witnesses, Shalamov was able to record firsthand the enormity 
of the terror, his work—especially the short stories for which he is renowned—is central 
to a knowledge and understanding of the abhorrent excesses of Soviet rule, particularly 
during Stalin's hegemony. 
The last of five children, Varlam Shalamov was born on 18 June 1907 in the 
northern Russian city of Vologda, traditionally a place of exile. He was the son of Tikhon 
Nikolayevich Shalamov, an Orthodox priest who had performed missionary work in 
Alaska, and Nadezhda Aleksandrovna Shalamova, a schoolteacher. 
This is an abbreviated and slightly changed version of Janet Tucker's article, "Varlam 
(Tikhonovich) Shalamov Biography," in Dictionary of Literary Biography, 2006, 
http://www.bookrags.com/biography/varlam-tikhonovich-shalamov-dlb (accessed March 10, 
2008). 
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In his late teens, after completing secondary school, Shalamov decided to leave 
Vologda. He opted to go to Moscow, then the center of contemporary Russian life, and he 
moved there in 1926. Later that year, during a period of open enrollment, Shalamov 
matriculated in the Department of Soviet Law at Moscow State University. In 1927-1929 
he joined an underground Trotskyist cell, consisting of Komsomol (Communist Youth) 
members. He even took part in a political demonstration in November 1927 and was 
placed under arrest for the first time on 19 February 1929 for his participation in 
underground publication and distribution of Lenin's so-called testament (zaveshchanie). 
He was interrogated for a month and on 13 April 1929 he was sent for three years to a 
labor camp in Vishera, North Urals. 
While Shalamov was in Vishera, he met his first wife, Galina Ignat'evna Gudz1. 
Following his release, Shalamov stayed on in the Vishera region until 1932, when he 
ventured back to Moscow. Choosing literature as his venue for achieving fame and a 
lasting legacy, he was drawn at this time to prose. His literary career, which had started to 
flourish in the 1930s, was brutally interrupted by his subsequent arrest and imprisonment. 
He was arrested once again during the night of 11-12 January 1937. The very 
nature of the terror, with intellectuals the principal targets in a dragnet operation, virtually 
guaranteed the arrest of a man like Shalamov, one who long had been suspect for his 
openly hostile and independent stance. Shalamov's arrest in 1937 ruined his family life. 
He subsequently was estranged from both his wife and his daughter. Charged with 
"Counterrevolutionary Trotskyist Activity," he was initially incarcerated in Butyrskaya 
Prison in Moscow, where he refused to confess. Shalamov was sentenced to five years in 
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corrective labor camps in Kolyma in the Far East and, in a move typical for this time, 
deprived of the right of correspondence. 
Shalamov was unbroken by his incarceration in the Far East, and like the few 
positive characters in his stories, he continued to stand up against injustice. He was 
transferred to Magadan prison in December 1938 as punishment for writing a complaint a 
year earlier on behalf of one of his fellow prisoners. From there he went to a transfer 
camp and subsequently landed in quarantine for typhus, an experience that inspired the 
title for one of his later stories, "The Typhus Quarantine." A theme running throughout 
the stories as a whole is that of the camps themselves representing a sort of quarantine, 
with prisoners constituting the "infected" elements of society who must be isolated from 
it. Shalamov returned to the gold mines when coal mining proved unworkable, but his 
five-year sentence did not end on schedule. He was sent to Dzhelhala camp in December 
1942. Within months, in May 1943, he was rearrested, and his conviction (ten more years 
in the camps) followed on 3 July 1943. One possible cause for the rearrest may have been 
Shalamov's praise of the great emigre writer Ivan Alekseevich Bunin, although his 
comments on Bunin have not been corroborated. 
Shalamov spent the summer of 1943 in the hospital in Belich'ia, where he had 
been sent to recover from dysentery, a condition worsened by his near starvation. He had 
been deprived of food as a punishment for poor production norms, a practice that brought 
about a vicious circle: less food meant less energy to work. During his stay he met Dr. 
Petr Semenovich Kalembed and the medical assistant and prisoner Boris Nikolayevich 
Lesniak, both of whom took Shalamov into their care. His experiences in various 
hospitals in 1946 enabled him to pass the necessary examinations that allowed him to 
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work as a medical assistant. He could now leave hard labor and his most horrible 
experiences behind and stay in hospitals in a professional capacity. 
On 13 October 1951 Shalamov's sentence finally came to an end; because of extra 
work hours he was a year ahead of schedule. Still in exile, he was forced to remain in 
Kolyma and continued to work as a medical assistant, first in Baragon and then in 
Kiubiuma, near Oimiakon. At this time, prior to his release to the mainland on 30 
September 1953, approximately six months after the death of Stalin, Shalamov composed 
a great deal of poetry. 
After returning to the mainland and its relative freedoms, Shalamov considered 
writing his most important duty. He wrote fictionalized accounts of the horrifying events 
that he and other witnessed, and he described the dehumanized officials and criminals 
with whom he had come into contact or about whom he had been apprised. Shalamov's 
own assessment of human nature can be seen as more deeply, intrinsically anti-Soviet 
(even anti-Marxist); it runs counter to the official view of man and society, which, in 
accordance with Soviet Marxism, perpetually soar upward toward perfection. 
Because Shalamov's family life fell apart upon his release, he actually never 
returned "home." He severed ties with his wife and daughter in 1956. Pasternak admired 
Shalamov's work, and his warm encouragement of the writer during this same period 
helped ease Shalamov back into literature. Yet, Pasternak's contacts with Shalamov were 
limited by the latter's exile from the capital, which continued until 10 October 1956, the 
month he married Ol'ga Sergeevna Nekliudova. Because she was a Muscovite, Shalamov 
was able to obtain permission to live in Moscow once again. He settled there with his 
new wife and stepson, Sergei. He also was fortunate to find work in Moscow as a writer, 
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and he produced essays on the history of culture, art, and science for the journal Moskva 
(Moscow). This employment lasted only until late 1957, when many writers at Moskva 
were fired and the end of the first Thaw period. Shalamov was in shock and anticipated a 
return to the terror of the 1930s. He began at time to suffer from Meniere's disease, 
followed almost simultaneously by liver and heart trouble. He was not given the invalid 
status that should have enabled him to retire on a pension. In part because of his poor 
health, coupled with the acute stress he had while in the camps, Shalamov began to 
display extremes of behavior; he isolated himself even from his few remaining friends. 
Although he had relished having his own home again, his marriage was not able to 
survive the continued stress from his difficult personality and situations. He and Ol'ga 
Sergeevna divorced on 30 May 1966. 
Losing hope that Kolymskie rasskazy would ever appear in print in the Soviet 
Union, at least in part because so many of his stories were smuggled out and had already 
appeared in the West in defiance of the authorities, Shalamov made an enormous 
sacrifice and decided to dissociate himself from his beloved stories. On 23 February 1972 
he wrote a disclaimer in the form of a letter that was published in Literaturnaia gazeta. In 
the letter he denounced the Western publication of Kolymskie rasskazy, a move almost 
certainly undertaken to ease the domestic publication of his poetry, which was now more 
important to him than his prose. 
Throughout this period Shalamov's health continued to worsen. In addition to 
suffering from Meniere's disease and liver and heart problems, he had poor vision and 
hearing. He was suffering from a premature general physical decline, a typical fate for 
camp survivors. His addiction to the anti-insomniac drug Nembutal further complicated 
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his health problems. These difficulties increasingly interfered with his ability to maintain 
the few personal relationships he still enjoyed, and he found himself more isolated than 
before. In 1972 he was forced to move to a communal apartment, where he completed the 
final stories of Kolymskie rasskazy, as well as Vishera and a short story "Fyodor 
Raskol'nikov" in 1973. 
From this point onward Shalamov was finished with prose fiction and 
concentrated instead on poetry, criticism, and his memoirs. His rapidly and dramatically 
deteriorating health resulted in near blindness and deafness, handicaps that, in 1979, 
forced him to enter a nursing home. The nursing home was sufficiently horrific to remind 
him of his experiences in the camps. During this period, in 1981, a cycle of his poems 
appeared abroad in Vestnik russkogo khristianskogo dvizhenia (The Messenger of the 
Russian Christian Movement). This publication of his poetry in the West brought new 
troubles for Shalamov, who was now declared "officially senile"—a sign of the new turn 
that political oppression had taken. 
Shalamov's greatest significance lies in the short-story cycles that compose his 
Kolymskie rasskazy. These stories not only reflect his pessimistic view of human nature, 
particularly that of "homo sovieticus," but also stress his important contention that the 
Soviet Union had been turned into one vast labor camp. Although he planned to write 
approximately 200 tales, he managed to complete only about 150 of them—with several 
stories left unfinished—before he died of pneumonia on 17 January 1982 at the Home for 
Chronic Mental Patients #32. 
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